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GEOGEAPHICAL SUMMARY OF MEMBERS.
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SUMMARY BY

Classification 1903
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Deans and Directors only. ... 22
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Mechanical Engineering.... 112

Mechanics 23

Mining Engineering 20
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Shopwork 12

Trade-school 5
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Prefessors who are also Deans. (41)

Total 575

OCCUPATION,
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Different Institutions Eepeesented.

1908 1909 1910
Colleges and Universities teaching Engineering

Domestic 116 126 121
Foreign 5 9 12

Manual Training, High, Correspondence, and Trade
Schools 19 9 13

Total Institutions 140 144 145

Teachers, and, in many cases, also practitioners 575 642 767
Practitioners, not teaching 100 105 171

Total Members 675 747 938



CONSTITUTION
OF THE

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education

1. Name— This organization shall be called the Society for

the Promotion of Engineering Education.

2. Members—Members of the Society shall be those persons

who occupy or have occupied responsible positions in the work

of engineering instruction, together with engineering practi-

tioners and other persons interested in engineering education.

Honorary Members of the Society shall be such persons as

may be recommended by unanimous vote of the Council after

a letter ballot. In taking this ballot, the Secretary is directed

to close the polls one month after the names of the candidates

are sent out. Councilors not heard from will be counted in

favor of the candidate. Honorary Members shall not have the

right to vote, shall not be eligible to office, and shall not be

required to pay any fees or dues.

Any Member not in arrears for dues may become a Life

Member by paying Fifty Dollars into the Treasury of the

Society at one time.

The name of each candidate for membership shall be pro-

posed in writing to the Council by two members by whom he

is personally known. Such name, if approved by the Coun-

cil, shall be voted on by the Society at the annual meeting, a

vote of three-fourths of those present being required to elect

;

or, during the period between annual meetings, an affirmative

letter ballot of three-fourths of those members of the Council

whose vote reaches the Secretary within one month from the

time of sending out the name of the candidate shall elect.

Such letter ballot elections shall be credited to the previous

annual meeting and dues will date from that time.
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3. Officers—There shall be a President, two Vice-Presi-

dents, a Secretary and a Treasurer, each to hold office for one

year, or until their successors have been elected and have

qualified. The Officers shall be elected by ballot of the So-

ciety at the annual meeting.

4. Council— The Council of this Society shall consist of

twenty-one elective members, one-third of whom shall retire

annually. The officers and the Past Presidents of the Society

shall be members of the Council ex-officiis.

Any member of this Society shall be eligible to election to

the Council, provided that not more than one elective member
shall be from any one college.

Members of the Council shall be elected by ballot by the

Society at its annual meeting.

The Council shall constitute a general executive body of the

Society, pass on proposals for membership, elect candidates

ad interim, attend to all business of the Society, receive and

report on propositions for amendments to the constitution,

and shall have power to fill temporary vacancies in the offices.

The President of the Society shall be Chairman of the

Council, and the Secretary of the Society shall be Secretary of

the Council and shall keep the minutes of its meetings and

an accurate record of all its actions.

When votes taken by letter ballot of the Council shall be re-

quired, all votes which reach the Secretary within one month
from the time of sending out the ballots shall be counted, but

votes reaching the Secretary later than the time here specified

shall not be counted.

5. Nominating Committee—The Nominating Committee

shall consist of the Past Presidents and the seven elective

members of the Council retiring the following ysar, provided,

however, that if, of this committee, the number in attendance

at any meeting be less than five, the President shall make ap-

pointments so as to form a committee of five.

6. Fees and Dues—The admission fee, which shall also in-

clude the first year's dues, shall be Three Dollars and Fifty

Cents ($3.50), and the annual dues thereafter Three Dollars
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and Fifty Cents ($3.50), payable at the time of the annual

meeting. The fiscal year shall end with the opening of the

first General Session of the Annual Meeting. Those in arrears

more than one year shall not be entitled to vote, nor to receive

copies of the Proceedings, and such members shall be notified

thereof by the Secretary one month previous to the annual

meeting. Any member who has been in arrears more than two

years and duly notified by the Secretary, shall be dropped

from the roll, until such arrearages are paid.

7. Meetings—There shall be a regular meeting occurring at

the time and place of the meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, or of some one of the Na-

tion Engineering Societies, or otherwise as the Council may
determine.

8. Publications—The Proceedings of the Society, and such

papers or abstracts as may be approved by the Council, shall

be published as soon as possible after each annual meeting.

9. Amendments— This Constitution may be amended by a

two-thirds vote of those present at any regular meeting of the

Society provided the Amendment shall have been approved

by a two-thirds vote of the Council taken by letter ballot.

BY-LAWS OF THE SOCIETY AND RULES
GOVERNING THE COUNCIL.

First. The Officers of the Society shall constitute a Com-

mittee to arrange for the annual meeting and to prepare a

program for the same.

Second. The President, the Secretary and the Treasurer

shall constitute an Executive Committee which shall have

charge of all matters relating to the expenditure of money of

the Society, the making of appropriations for Committees and

other purposes, the making of contracts, the approval of bills,

and also during the period between the meetings of the Coun-

cil shall have charge of other business affairs of the Society.
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Third. Expenditures of money may be made only in ac-

cordance with a definite appropriation or direct vote of the

Executive Committee and bills shall not be paid by the Treas-

urer until they have been approved by all members of the

Executive Committee.

Fourth. Reading of papers shall be limited to fifteen min-

utes each or to such other time as may be designated by the

Program Committee, and abstracts of papers of about three

hundred words shall be printed when practicable, and distri-

buted in advance to the members.

Fifth. The time occupied by each person in the discussion

of any paper shall not exceed five minutes.

Sixth. The President, the Secretary and the retiring Sec-

retary shall constitute a Publication Committee, of which the

Secretary shall be Chairman, to edit and have charge of the

publication of the Proceedings of the Society. If at any time

there be no retiring Secretary the retiring President shall be

a member of this Committee.

Seventh. Additions or amendments may be made to these

By-Laws on recommendation of the Council by a two-thirds

affirmative vote at any regular meeting of the Society.

PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the Society can be obtained from the

Secretary. The current issues are distributed gratuitously to

members in good standing. The price of the bound volumes

of the Proceedings is $2.50 to non-members, $2.00 to public

libraries, and $1.50 to members for their own libraries.

Reprints of papers may be ordered when the paper is in

type form, and either with or without covers, at a price de-

pending upon the number of pages and copies desired.

The Bulletin* is issued monthly from September to June.

The price to non-members is $5.00 per year, and to libraries,

$4.00. Libraries may order the Bulletin" and the Proceed-

ings at $5.00 per year.

* Publication authorized for 1910-11 only, by the Council, June, 1910.



Proceedings.

Madison Meeting.

June 23 to June 25. 1910.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Engineering Education was held at the University

of "Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, on Thursday. Friday and

Saturday, June 23. 24 and 25. 1910. The sessions were held

in the engineering building of the university.

Thursday, June 23.

Morning Session.

The meeting was called to order at 10 -.00 a. m. by President

Henry S. Munroe, professor of mining. Columbia University.

The meeting was opened by an address of welcome from

President Chas. K. Tan Hise, of the University of Wisconsin.

This address was responded to by President Munroe.

The report of the treasurer. Mr. Wm. O. Wiley, was read

and accepted, and at the request of the Treasurer, an auditing

committee was appointed. The report showed that the fin-

ances are in excellent condition. Professors E. R. Maurer

and W. D. Pence were appointed as the members of this com-

mittee. The report of the Secretary, Professor Henry H.

Xorris. was read and accepted. The report emphasized the

necessity for some means for keeping the members in touch

during the year and outlined the plan for a monthly

Bulleten*.

One hundred seven applicants for memberships, duly recom-

mended by the Council, were elected.

1

Library
N. C. State College



I PROCEEDINGS.

President Munroe asked if any members desired to bring up

any matters affecting the welfare of the Society. Mr. G.

Harwood Frost responded by calling attention to the laxity of

certain members in responding to requests from the officers.

The remarks were prompted by a circular letter sent out by

the Secretary on May 1, 1910. Mr. Frost remarked that "we

get up a push once a year and then the momentum dies out in

a very few months," and "it seems to me that engineering

education is on trial before the intelligent citizens of the

country." He outlined a number of matters which seemed

to promise more effective work by the Society. These were:

1. An associate membership, to consist of students, formed

into college auxiliary societies through the medium of pro-

fessors and instructors already members of the Society.

2. The adoption of an official organ. The proposed Bulle-

tin might accomplish the purpose, or arrangments might be

made with some existing paper which would devote some space

to educational matters, mentioning the Society in connection

with these.

3. The appointment of a permanent committee on publicity

and publication to look after the general interests of the

Society, to make its existence known, to keep it before the

attention of engineers, and in general to champion the cause

of technical education. A member of this committee should

be a permanent employee of the Society. As the expense of

this enlarged work would be greater than the facilities of the

Society will at present allow, it is suggested that the desira-

bility of assisting in the work be brought to the attention of

men of wealth who might be inclined to assist. Mr. Frost

suggested that more consideration be given to the non-teaching

engineers in the membership. In conclusion he moved as

follows :

'

' That the President appoint at this meeting a special

committee of five to consider ways and means of extending

the welfare and usefulness of the Society, and that the recom-

mendations of this committee be presented for open discus-

sion by the members at this convention before being finally
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referred to the Executive Committee for action." This mo-

tion was fully discussed and it was finally passed unanimously.

In the discussion of Mr. Frost's suggestions the Treasurer

pointed out that the condition of the Society is not such as

to give any cause for discouragement. "If any business man
would make as good progress in three years as this Society

has done he would be very well satisfied. In three years the

membership has increased seventy per cent. Instead of being

nearly a year behind in our payments, we have, by careful

expenditure, paid up all debts."

Professor H. Wade Hibbard pointed out that it is essential

for the Society to keep in close touch with the practicing engi-

neers in the professions, in order that they may correctly

appreciate the work of the technical schools. He intimated

that there is great danger that a wrong impression regarding

the value of this work may become prevalent.

Professor "W. S. Franklin brought up the matter of interest-

ing young men in becoming teachers of engineering subjects.

He indicated that there is increasing difficulty in securing

good teaching material. He thought that the Society might

do something to help in the desired direction.

President Munroe then announced as the Committee on the

Welfare of the Society : Mr. G. H. Frost, chairman, Dean Goss,

Dean Raymond, Dean Turneaure and Mr. Wiley.

After the executive session just described the following

papers were presented by their respective authors

:

"Inspection Trips for Technical Students," by Professor

G. C. Shaad,

"The Teaching of Judgment," by Mr. E. J. Kunze, and

"Notes on German Technical Universities," by Dean G. H.

Shepard.

Afternoon Session.

The first matter taken up was the report of the Committee

on Entrance Requirements. This report had been printed in

pamphlet form and distributed five weeks before the meeting.

After considerable discussion the following motion was passed

:
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"That the report be referred back to the committee with the

request that the committee collect opinions and present their

definite recommendations at the next meeting.
'

'

The Society then adjourned from the engineering building

to the law building, on account of the heat, and proceeded to

a consideration of the report of the Committee on Engineer-

ing Degrees. This report had been distributed by mail in

printed form a few days in advance of the meeting. The

report was accepted and the Society then proceeded to dis-

cussion regarding the adoption of the committee's recommen-

dations. The first recommendation was adopted after some

discussion. Final action on the remaining paragraphs was

postponed to Friday morning after the recommendations had

been amended by the addition of the words '

' in engineering

'

'

after "Bachelor of Science" in Recommendations II, III, TV
and V.

Professors W. D. Pence, J. G. D. Mack and C. P. Burgess

then presented a symposium of brief papers entitled "Co-

operative "Work for the "Wisconsin Railroad and Tax Com-
missions." The divisions of the symposium were: (A)

Historical and Descriptive, Professor Pence; (B) Mechanical

Features, Professor Mack; (C) Gas and Electric Service, Pro-

fessor Burgess. The papers were illustrated by exhibits of

charts and forms used in the work of the commission.

Evening Sessio7i.

This session was taken up with a discussion on the improve-

ment of mathematical instruction. President Munroe had sent

out a circular letter asking specific questions, particularly

regarding the teaching of calculus. The President announced

that the report of the Committee on the Teaching of Mathe-

matics to Engineering Students would be distributed in galley

form, and that no attempt would be made to discuss this

report at the present time, (As shown by the Council minutes

this report will be distributed to the membership, and will be

made a special order for the 1911 meeting.)

The President then took up, one at a time, the questions of
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the symposium letter and after reading written contributions,

called for oral ones. A very interesting discussion resulted,

showing that the topic is a live one.

After the discussion the President announced as the Com-

mittee on Resolutions for this meeting, Dean C. R. Richards

and Professors A. H. Ford and A. J. "Wood.

Friday, June 24.

Morning Session.

President Munroe delivered his presidential address on

"Efficiency on Engineering Education" by way of opening

the symposium on that subject. A circular letter, similar in

plan to that already described in connection with the sym-

posium on mathematics, had been sent to the membership,

and a large number of written replies had been received.

These were read in connection with the oral discussion, which

was very full.

Professor ~W. T. Magruder presented his paper on '

' Inspec-

tion Trips of Ohio State University Students.'' In prepara-

tion for this paper copies of a booklet, describing the 1910

tour, had been distributed to the members several weeks in

advance of the meeting. An interesting discussion followed

the presentation of the paper.

After the discussion a number of business matters were

taken up and disposed of as follows

:

The report of the Committee on the Welfare of the Society

was presented as follows:

"The special committee appointed at the general session to

consider suggestions regarding the welfare of the Society begs

to report that in its belief the publication of the proposed

Bulletin will constitute as great an advance as is possible for

the Society to undertake at this time, and recommends that

this Bulletin be published.

(Signed)

G. Harwood Frost.

Chairman.
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It was announced that the matter of publishing a Bulletin

had been referred by the Council to the Program Committee

with instructions to study the plan, to make an estimate of the

cost, to consider the advantages and disadvantages, and the

possibility of continuing the publication, and to submit a

report to the Council which is to take a letter ballot on the

subject. The Council requested power to act in this matter

and this was granted by the Society on motion.

A letter from the director of the Carnegie Technical

Schools, inviting the Society to meet at Pittsburgh next year,

was presented. The matter was referred to the Council with

power and the Society passed a unanimous vote approving

Pittsburgh as the next meeting place.

The President announced the receipt of galley proofs of the

report of the Committee on the Teaching of Mathematics to

Engineering Students. He stated that this report will be

distributed, and that the members are requested to send

written communications for publication regarding it, so that

when the report is finally printed it shall, as nearly as pos-

sible, represent the views of the Society.

The report of the Committee on Engineering Degrees, which

had been made a special order for this session, was then taken

up. At the request of President Howe, President Munroe
ruled that the report is amended by the insertion of the words

'"Doctor of Philosophy" in recommendation V of the report.

The recommendation as amended reads,
'

' The degrees of doc-

tor of philosophy, doctor of science and doctor of engineering

should be given, etc." In the discussion Mr. William Kent
brought up the question of the general treatment of com-

mittee reports. He made the same recommendation as he

had previously done to the Council and, as the Council had
ordered a report on the subject from the Program Committee,
no action was taken by the general meeting on Mr. Kent's
suggestion. After full discussion the report of the committee
was approved. Although no definite motion was made, it is

understood that the committee is discharged. Dean Goss
called attention to a reference, in Paragraph II of the report,
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to certain data concerning entrance requirements which had

been collected by the committee. By motion this material

was referred for disposition to the Executive Committee of

the Society.

Saturday, June 25.

Morning Session.

Vice-president A. N. Talbot presided in the absence of

President Munroe.

Dean Herman Schneider, of the University of Cincinnati,

presented his paper on ''Recent Progress in Co-operative Tech-

nical Education." This was discussed at considerable length.

Dean J. J. Clark, of the International Correspondence

Schools, then read a paper on "Clearness and Accuracy in

Composition." This paper was also fully discussed.

In the absence of the author, Professor Diemer read Dean

J. P. Jackson's paper on "Character Training," after which

Professor G. R. Chatburn discussed the subject of "Student

Delinquency. '

'

The Secretary then read by title the following papers:

"Teaching Electrical Engineering to Non-electrical Engi-

neers," by Professor C. Francis Harding, of Purdue Univer-

sity; "Technical Education in Germany," by Mr. Frank

Koester, consulting engineer
; '

' Technical Education in China,
'

'

by Professor W. H. Adams, Pei Yang University, Tientsin,

China; "System and Efficiency in Technical Instruction," by

Professor C. C. Slocum, University of Cincinnati.

The Secretary reported that the very complete revised

report of the Committee on Technical Books for Libraries

had been submitted to the Council, and that the Council

recommends that the committee be discharged with thanks

for the very great amount of labor which they have put upon

the report. This action was taken by the meeting, and the

report was referred with power to the Publication Committee.

The Auditing Committee then presented the following

report

:
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Your committee appointed to andit the accounts of the

Treasurer for the past year respectfully report that they have

examined the accounts and vouchers of the Treasurer, and
have found them to be correct aa reported.

Signed. E. R. Macber.

W. D. Pence.

Com mitt?-;.

The report of the Committee on Resolutions was then read

as follows :

Resolutions.

"The members of the 5c :-:ety for the Promotion of Engi-

neering Education, present at the Madison meeting. 1910. are

deeply appreciative of the many courtesies extended to them
by the president and regents of the University and by the

dean and faculty of the College of Engineering.

VTe cannot enumerate all of the pleasures and privileges

which it has been our part to enjoy. It is fitting, however,

that we spread on the records of this Society, recognition of

the use of Chadbourne Hall, opened for our convenience: for

guidance through the several buildings; for boat and auto-

mobile rides; for luncheons and entertainments. Also our

gratitude is due to the Maple Bluff Golf Club, which gave us

an afternoon and evening away from the heat and routine;

to the Madison Commercial Club and citizens for <

for the entertainment of the Society; and to P:

EGae, for his able talk on a most important subjec

significance. Nothing has been left undone that

the stay of the ladies of the convention one
remembered.

To manv of us the magnitude of the work of this, the

greatest of our state universities, has been a revelation. The
pioneer work in the Division of Extension, which in three

years has attained a registration of 3.200 students., most of

whom are taking work having a direot bearing on the indus-

tries of the state, has given us a broader conception of the

functions of a state institution.

on
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For the courtesies enumerated and many others we beg to

thank the University and especially its engineering faculty.

Signed, C. R. Richards,

A. H. Ford,

A. J. Wood,

Committee.

The report of the Nominating Committee was presented and

on motion was accepted, and the Secretary was instructed to

cast the affirmative ballot of the Society for the names pro-

posed. The report is as follows :

'

' The Nominating Committee

presents to the Society for its consideration the following

names for the several official positions to be filled.

For President : Professor Arthur N. Talbot, University of

Illinois,

For Vice-presidents: Mr. William Kent. Montclair. N. J.,

and Dean Milo S. Ketchum, University of Colorado,

For Secretary: Professor Henry H. Norris, Cornell Uni-

versity,

For Treasurer : Mr. William 0. Wiley, New York City.

For Members of Council, term to expire 1913 : Dean Charles

H. Benjamin, Purdue University; Dean George W. Bissell,

Michigan Agricultural College; Professor E. E. Brydone-

Jack, University of Manitoba ; Professor William H. P. Creigh-

ton, Tulane University; Director John F. Hayford, North-

western University; Dean Charles R. Richards, University

of Nebraska ; Professor Harry W. Tyler, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

Signed, Mansfield Merriman.

Chairman,

by William E. Raymond,

Secretary.

After accepting the report of the Nominating Committee

e mpptinor flrh'nnrnprlthe meeting adjourned.
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Special Features of the Convention.

Friday afternoon and evening were devoted to the non-

technical part of the program. At noon the ladies were enter-

tained at luncheon by Mrs. F. E. Turneaure, after which an

informal reception was held. During the early part of the

afternoon the men inspected the buildings of the University

and the State Library and Historical Museum. The new gov-

ernment Forest Products Laboratory was a center of great

interest. Later in the afternoon, the ladies went in automo-

biles for a delightful drive about the country, joining the

men, who went by boat, at the Golf Club. Here a supper was

served by the local committee and afterward, with his audi-

ence grouped about him in the open air, President Charles R.

Van Hise delivered an informal address on the "Conservation

of our National Resources." The delightful afternoon and

evening ended by a boat ride on Lake Mendota wihch brought

the party to the landing at the university gymnasium.

In addition to the more formal entertainment, numerous

other informal and smaller gatherings were held, and alto-

gether the social side of the meeting was considered one of its

most successful, as well as most attractive, aspects.

Attendance at the Convention.

One hundred and fifty-one persons registered at the Madi-

son meeting, which was a gain over the attendance at the New
York meeting, where 116 were registered. The gratifying

attendance indicated the great interest in the Society taken by

the members in the middle West, Thirty of those in attend-

ance were present at the New York meeting. Thirteen were

charter members of the Society : I. 0. Baker, C. L. Crandall,

H. T. Eddy, F. E. Giesecke, W. F. It Goss, 0. P. Hood, W. T.

Magruder, Mansfield Merriman, H. S. Munroe, W. G. Ray-

mond, L. E. Reber, A. N. Talbot, J. A. L. Waddell.

The list of men attending the meeting is as follows : War-
ren Babcock, I. 0. Baker, W. C. Bauer, M. C. Beebe, Edward
Bennett, 0. C. Berry, G. W. Bissell, H. S. Bitting, B. B.
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Brackett, W. E. Brooke, C. F. Burgess, C. H. Burnside, E. F.

Chandler, G. R. Chatburn, J. J. Clark, H. E. Cobb, L. E. Con-

rad, R. T. Craigo, C. L. CrandaU, C. H. Crouch, N. P. Curtis,

E. W. Davis, G. J. Davis, Jr., J. C. Davis, Hugo Diemer, C. E.

Downton, F. 0. Dufour, W. V. Dunkin, H. T. Eddy, F. L.

Emory, M. I. Evinger, E. J. Fermier, F. A. Fish, James
Fisher, Jr., A. H. Ford, M. M. Foss, W. S. Franklin, E. H.

Freeman, G. H. Frost, A. H. Fuller, L. E. Garrett, F. E.

Giesecke, J. H. GiU, J. H. Gormley, W. F. It Goss, H. W.
Gray, M. R. Hammer, D. F. Harza, J. F. Hayford, A. E.

Haynes, E. R. Hedrick, H. W. Hibbard, C. R. Hixon, E. C.

Holden, 0. P. Hood, C. S. Howe, J. H. Hunt, A. L. Hyde, E.

S. Johonnott, W. H. Kavanaugh, E. B. Kay, 0. D. Kellogg,

William Kent, A. M. Kenyon, R. McA. Keown, M. S. Ketehum,
AY. H. Kirchner, E. J. Kunze, J. H. Leete, E. A. Loew, L. W.
Jones, 0. A. Leutwiler, F. M. McCullough, F. W. McXair, A.

L. MeRae, J. G. D. Mack, W. T. Magruder, C. W. Malcolm,

J. V. Martenis, E. R. Maurer, D. W. Mead, W. H. Meeker, C.

E. Mendenhall, Mansfield Merriman, B. Mitchell, H. F.

Moore, A. W. Mosely, W. E. Mott, H. S. Munroe, F. H.

Murphy, D. A. Murray, H. H. Norris, A. R. Nottingham, H.

D. Orth, J. I. Parcel, L. G. Parker, W. D. Pence, J. D.

Phillips, A. A. Potter, F. N. Raymond, W. G. Raymond, L.

E. Reber, E. W. Rettger, C. R. Richards, W. B. Russell, Her-

man Schneider, W. H. Schuerman, G. C. Shaad, Adolph

Shane, E. M. Shealy, F. C. Shenehon, G. H. Shepard, S. C.

Shipley, J. W. Shuster, A. G. Smith, W. B. Stelzner, A. N.

Talbot, S. N. Taylor, J. M. Telleen, J. A. Thaler, A. L.

Thomas, C. C. Thomas, H. J. Thorkelson, F. E. Turneaure,

C. R. Van Hise, J. A. L. Waddell, K. B. Ward, J. W. Watson,

J. M. White, W. 0. Wiley, V. T. Wilson, M. 0. Withey, A. J.

Wood, L. E. Young, 0. B. Zimmerman, Alexander Ziwet.

The following ladies were also in attendance: Mrs. Baker,

Mrs. Bent, Mrs. Bissell, Mrs. Brackett, Mrs. Fish and daugh-

ter, Mrs. Kay, Mrs. Ketehum, Miss McXair, Mrs. Merriman,

Mrs. Murphy, Mrs. Norris, Mrs. Stelzner, Mrs. Waddell.
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Secretary's Keport, 1909-1910.

To the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education:

The Secretary has devoted his attention this year to plans

for increasing the membership, and for keeping the member-

ship in closer touch during the year. The central feature of

the former was the stimulation of interest in the various edu-

cational and other centers. Through the co-operation of the

members, we have received during the year 130 applications

which have been acted upon either by letter ballot or at this

meeting.

The net membership at this time is 843. making an appar-

ent gain for the year of 89. The real gain is considerably

greater than this, because, of the 41 names removed from the

roll, there are quite a number of those persons who claim to

have resigned years ago. This number of withdrawals seems

-ive. but does not represent an excessive number of resig-

nations received during the current year. It is hoped that

some of these names may be restored to the active list during

the coming year. It is interesting to note that of the original

71 members there are at present 40 on the active list.

Applications have come mostly from teachers only because

little attention has been directed to practicing engineers this

year. More attention should, during the coming year, be

given to non-teaching engineers because large numbers of

would enroll if invited. They would not only help the

Society, but they would enjoy its benefit. The membership
campaign was greatly assisted by the use of a little booklet

entitled '"Why Join the Society for the Promotion of Engi-
neering Education?" A large edition of this was printed, of

which 1.000 copies have been reserved for use during the

coming year. A very fair proportion of applicants during
the past year have been teachers of subjects allied to engi-

neering, particularly mathematics. The Secretary suggests

that teachers of physics be approached during the coming
year.

A great deal of time has been spent in preparation for fu-

tmre activities of the So rticularly to preliminary
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work on the proposed monthly Bulletin. After considerable

correspondence during the year the Executive Committee au-

thorized the issuing of a sample number which was duly pre-

pared and distributed. Unfortunately, this sample number
was incomplete, but it demonstrated that some advertising

support can be secured and it showed the members, in a gen-

eral way, what the Secretary had in mind. The income from

advertising from this number was $92 and the expense for

printing was $99. The sum of $16 in addition was spent for

mailing, but a large part of this will be returned if the Bul-

letin is admitted to second-class rates. In addition to the

Bulletin a large amount of other printed matter was dis-

tributed during the year for the purpose of keeping the mem-
bership in active touch with the officers of the Society.

In order that the Society may perform its functions more
efficiently it is suggested that the members organize inform-

ally in different centers for the discussion of papers and of

topics having relation to engineering education.

Respectfully submitted,

Henry H. Xorris,

Secretary.

Treasurer's Report, 1909-1910.

To the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education:

The Treasurer would respectfully report the condition of

the Society 's finances as follows

:

Summary of Receipts.

June 21, 1909, Cash balance on hand $ 818.90

July 6, 1909, to June 16, 1910,

Eeceived for 1910-1911 dues 60.00

Received for 1909-1910 dues 2,204.05

Received for dues prior to 1909-1910 193.69

Received from sales of volumes of Proceedings 295.00

Received for authors ' reprints 28.90

Received for expenses of entertaining New York meeting . 256.50

Received interest at bank, July 1, 1909, January 1, 1910 . 16.51

$3,873.55
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SrMiiABT or Expi^cDirrEzs.

Entertainment of Xew York meeting $ 285.54

Programs and badges for New York meeting 40.75

Eeporting Xew York meeting 20S.25

Expenses of Treasurer for printing, postage, ete.. including

stationery for other officers, and clerical assistance 210.34

Expenses of Secretary for printing, postage and clerical assist-

ance (including expenses campaign for new members) .... 403.09

Secretary "s honorarium 250.00

The Xew Era Printing Company,

For Yol. XYI 795.22

For lists of members, authors' reprints, expressage, etc.,

for last year 305.33

For Yol. XYTI 670.65

For lists of members, at :.. £5 above 290.56

Poates Engraving Company, cuts for YoL XYTI 21.00

Stanley Photo Company, cuts for report on mathematics .... 14.17

Advance printing for the Madison meeting 36.40

Cash on hand, June 17. 1910 342.20

$3,573.55

Assets.

Cash on hand, June 17, 1910 $ 342.20

Due from members and non-members 669.62

Yalue of 2.523 volumes of Proceedings (approx.) at $1.00 each 2,823.00

$3,534.5:.'

T,~-3~ ~'.

Due for sundries $ 30.77

Due A. L. Yilliston for commissions on sale of Proceedings

and balance of honorarium 275.24

Nv: _---.-.- 3.52&KI

$3,534.52

The total amount due the Society is $669.62 as compared

with $521.53 last year. There are 68 members one year in

arrears: 26, two years: 14. three years, and 1, four years.

The total arrearage in membership-years is (68 X 1) +
(26 X 2) + (14 X 3) + (1 X 4) = 166. The corresponding

number last year was 155.

The Society is to be congratulated upon having paid up
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back bills and upon being, at the present time, on a strictly

cash basis.

Respectfully submitted

William 0. Wiley,

Treasurer.

The following applicants were admitted to the Society be-

tween July 1, 1909 and July 1, 1910:

Elected by letter ballot, December 15, 1909 : D. F. Adams,
Edward Bennett, M. R, Bowerman, H. H. Dalaker, R. F.

Deimel, F. A. DeLay, J. W. Dorsey, M. I. Evinger, C. W.
Hudson, J. W. Kidd, J. Luderitz, R. M. Mark, J. A. Mease,

H. Miller, R. E. Noyes, M. H. Peck, M. W. Pullen, H. E.

Satterfield, F. C. Shenehoy, D. 0. Stone, H. J. Thorkelson,

C. C. Williams. (23.)

Elected by the Society at the Madison Meeting: A. H.

Anderson, William Anderson, James Aston, H. T. R. Aude,
E. E. Bankson, W. N. Barnard, R, M. Barton, W. C. Bauer,

E. J. Berg, W. J. Berry, H. C. Bickford, Ernest Blaker, G.

E. Bray, R. B. Brinsmade, C. H. Burnside, F. E. Burpee, J.

A. Bursley, W. H. Butts, J. W. Calnan, H. D. Carpenter, R.

C. Carpenter, M. P. Cleghorn, H. C. Coffeen, W. R. Cornell,

C. I. Corp, E. E. F. Creighton, R, E. Danforth, Joseph Dan-
iels, N. F. Davis, C. S. Dearborn, G. F. Eckhard, C. L. Eddy,
W. T. Ellis, D. D. Ewing, A. E. Flowers, L. E. Garrett, J. Z.

George, J. E. Gramlish, H. W. Gray, C. A. Green, C. I. Gun-
ness, E. H. Hall, J. 0. Hamilton, F. C. Harris, E. R. Hedrick,

W. A. Hillebrand, C. R. Hixon, F. W. Ives, J. H. James, R.

R. Keely, O. D. Kellogg, W. A. Kennedy, R. M. Keown, E.

W. Kerr, W. H. Kirchner, E. E. Lawton, Barry MacNutt, F.

M. McCullough, R. Matthews, Brainerd Mitchell, Jr., F.

H. Murphy, D. A. Murray, J. H. Nelson, A. E. Norton, A. R.

Nottingham, H. D. Orth, R. S. Owen, J. I. Parcel, R, L. Par-

shall, Thomas Pilkington, R. J. Potts, J. S. Pray, F. N. Ray-

mond, H. P. Rees, E. W. Rettger, T. E. Richards, W. H.

Richards, Milnor Roberts, J. E. Root, L. D. Rowell, F. B.

Rowley, S. L. Ruggles, W. C. Sabine, H. L. Seward, F. R.
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Sharpe. G. H. Shepard. F. H. Sibley. T. L. Smith. Jr.. J. H.

Smith. W. D. Stearns, C. P. Steinmetz. K. D. Swartzel. TV. J.

Sweetser, J. H. Tanner. A. X. Topping. W. L. Upson. C. B.

Veal, W. R. Yeazey. C. TV. Waggoner, E. S. Walker. J. W.
Watson. J. B. Whitmore. A. H. Willett. It 0. Withey. E. H.

Wood. 0. S. Zelner. S. J. Zowski-Zwierzchowski. (107.)

The sources of the 1909-1910 applications were as follows

:

Alabama Polytechnic 1. Alabama University 1. Arkansas

University 1, Armour Institute 2. Brooklyn Polytechnic In-

stitute 3. Brown University 2, Bueknell University 1. Car-

negie Technical Schools 4, Case School 5. Cincinnati Univer-

sity 1, Clarkson School 2, Colorado Agricultural College 2.

Colorado University 1, Columbia University 1. Cornell Uni-

versity 10, Dartmouth College 1. Denison University 1. Engi-

neering firms 4, Escola de Engenharia (Porto Alegre, Brazil) 1,

Florida University 1, Harvard University -4. Highland Park

College 1, Illinois University 1, Instuto Teclinico Professional

(Porto Alegre, Brazil) 1, Iowa State College 4. James Mili-

ken University 1, Kansas State College 5, Kansas University

2, Lehigh University 2. Louisiana University 1. McGill Uni-

versity 2, Michigan College of Mines 2, Michigan University

3. Minnesota University 7. Mississippii University 1. Mis-

souri School of Mines 1. Missouri University 3. Montana

State College 1, North Carolina Agricultural College 2. North

Dakota Agricultural College 1. Northwestern University 1.

Nova Scotia Technical College 1. Ohio Northern University

1, Ohio State University 2. Pei Yang University (Tientsin,

China) 1, Pennsylvania State College 3, Pittsburgh Univer-

sity 2. Pratt Institute 2, Purdue University 2. Stanford Uni-

versity 1. Stevens Institute 1. Syracuse University 2. Texas

A. and M. College 2. Union University 3. Washington State

University 1. West Virginia University 2. Wisconsin Univer-

sity 11, Worcester Polytechnic Institute 1, Yale University 1.

Total 130.

The above minutes are respectfully submitted to the So-

ciety.

Henry H. Norris.

Secretary.
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Minutes of the Council.

The Council held three sessions during the Madison meet-

ing. In accordance with a resolution adopted by the Council

the minutes were ordered published in the annual volumes of

Proceedings hereafter.

First Session, June 23.

The meeting was called to order at 9 :00 A. M. by Presi-

dent Munroe. A list of applicants was presented and acted

upon in two sections, teachers and practicing engineers.

The Council authorized a change in the form of printing

the membership list by which the bulk can be considerably

reduced. A printed page showing the proposed form had

been distributed in advance.

The Council directed that, in future, the membership list

be omitted from the annual volumes of Proceedings.

The Council then took up the matter of publishing a

monthly Bulletin as suggested by the Secretary. A sample

number of the proposed Bulletin had been printed and dis-

tributed to the membership. Action was deferred to a later

meeting.

A suggestion was received from Professor J. M. White

that a Committee on Buildings for Engineering Colleges be

appointed. The Council recommended that a paper be se-

cured from Professor White on this subject for the next

meeting.

Secoiid Session, June 24.

The meeting was called to order at 9 :00 A. M. with Presi-

dent Munroe in the chair.

The matter of publishing a monthly Bulletin was referred

to the Program Committee for report which shall be acted

upon by letter ballot by the Council. The Council instructed

that a preliminary report be made to the general session at

this convention.

By motion the Council directed that the matter of increas-

ing the Secretary's honorarium and the expenses of the Sec-

retary 's office be referred to the Program Committee to be

considered with the Bulletin.

2
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An invitation from the publishers of the American year

book, requesting the Society to join the project was referred

to the Program Committee with power.

An invitation from the Carnegie Technical Schools to hold

the next meeting at that institution was received, ordered

spread upon the minutes, and referred to the incoming Coun-

cil for consideration.

The Council referred to the Program Committee for report

to a subsequent meeting of the Council, Mr. Kent's suggestion

"that the Council recommend to the Society at large that

reports of committees be received and printed in the Pro-

ceedings as the reports of committees ; that these be referred

back to the committees for such revision as they choose to

make after hearing the discussion; that the committees then

be discharged by resolution ; and that the Society at large do

not adopt reports.

The Council by motion directed that the report of the Com-

mittee in the Teaching of Mathematics to Engineering Stu-

dents be received and printed and that it be made a special

order for the next meeting.

Third Session, June 25.

The meeting was called to order at 8 :30 A. M. with Pro-

fessor Mansfield Merriman in the chair.

The revised report of the Committee on Technical Books for

Libraries was presented and referred to the Publication Com-

mittee with power. The Secretary read a letter from Profes-

sor Ford, chairman of the first-named committee, explaining

what his committee had done in the way of revision. The

Council further passed the following motion: "That this

Council recommend to the Society that the Committee be dis-

charged with the thanks of the Society."

(Vice-president Talbot then took the chair.)

At the suggestion of the Secretary a motion was passed

discontinuing the practice of paying the Secretary a com-

mission on the sale of volumes of Proceedings.

The Council authorized the Secretary to cast an affirmative
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ballot for the Council recommending to the Society for elec-

tion all applicants whose applications are presented before the

close of the meeting, suitably endorsed or for which suitable

endorsements are secured within a reasonable period.

Dean Raymond raised the question of censorship of papers

submitted to the Society, and after discussion the following

motion was passed: "That this matter be referred for con-

sideration for the formulation of a by-law, if desirable, to

the Program Committee, who shall consider the question and

if a change should be made, shall propose a by-law in regular

form."

The Council passed a motion that hereafter the minutes of

the Council meetings shall be printed in the Proceedings

so that the members generally shall know what is done at

these meetings.

This session closed the work of the 1909-1910 Council.

Respectfully submitted,

Henry H. Xorris,

Secretary.



ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

ON BEHALF OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

BY CHARLES E. VAX HISE,

President of the University of Wisconsin.

Mr. President and members of the Society for the Promotion

of Engineering Education: It is a very great pleasure indeed

for me, on behalf of the University, to welcome you as our

guests. During your stay here everything we have is at your

service, including a sufficient amount of warmth to keep you

comfortable. We hope and believe that the warmth of hospi-

tality of the members of the engineering faculty will be equal

to that of the atmosphere.

I have been deeply interested in the work of the Society for

the Promotion of Engineering Education, although I have

not been able to attend its meetings. In looking over the

Proceedings I have noted with great satisfaction the emphasis

that is now being put upon education in subjects other than

engineering, in the training of the engineer. It seems to me
that the realization by the teachers of engineering that an

education which is technical throughout is not adequate, is the

most important new conception that has appeared in engineer-

ing education in recent years. More and more it is being

demanded of an engineer that he shall not simply be a tech-

nical man, but that he shall be a speaker; that he shall be a

writer; that he shall know the relation of his subject to law

and political science ; that he shall be able to handle his sub-

jects commercially; in short, that he shall be able to be a man
among men in reference to leadership in all lines which engi-

neering practice touches in our modern civilization. This

new conception of the engineer demands that there shall be a

much broader and higher training for him than was given by
the schools of technology when they were first organized.

20
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Recently the Association of State Universities and the Asso-

ciation of American Universities have set a standard for uni-

versities. This is not a standard which is required of all the

membership, but a standard which is desired as a goal. The

standard is that the professional schools shall require, as a

condition for admission, two years of work in liberal arts or

their equivalent. It has decided that the divisions of a uni-

versity which have this requirement shall be called
'

' schools.
'

'

Thus we have the ''schools of medicine" and the "schools of

law,
'

' which at the present time do require two years of work

in liberal arts or their equivalent for admission to the pro-

fessional work, so far as the best universities are concerned.

I believe that this is the minimum development towards

which we should look in the near future. I do not advocate

that at the present moment we should publish among our

entrance requirements that no students shall be admitted to

the colleges of engineering who have not this attainment. I

do believe, however, that we can set a date when the first of

these years shall be required, and another date, perhaps two

or three years later, when the second year may be required.

At the present moment I believe it is possible, if the chief

colleges of engineering will get together, to say that two years

from next autumn, one year of liberal arts shall be required

for admission to the college of engineering, and that three

years from next autumn, two years shall be required. Your

registration will not be greatly increased thereby and it may

be that the numbers of students will not increase as rapidly as

at present. Higher standards, however, always justify them-

selves, and I hope, therefore, that this Society may consider

the question of a formal advance to the standard which has

been set for the other learned professions, and place engi-

neering, as a profession, on a par with law and medicine.

Probably in connection with this movement it will be neces-

sary to provide also for technical education of a lower grade.

That is a problem which should be correlative, to be con-

sidered with this problem which I have suggested. I shall

not venture any suggestions in reference to the lower grade of
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technical education as I have not yet given it sufficient con-

sideration.

Believing that it is more important to produce many men of

culture who are engineers in the broadest and highest sense

than to produce many technologists. I welcomed the formation

of this Society. I believe it will be an increasingly important

instrument in reaching a higher plane in technical education.

I therefore welcome you to the University of Wisconsin in

order that you may carry forward this work of the better

development of engineering education.



RESPONSE.

(ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY.)

BY HENRY S. HUNBOB,

Professor of Mining, Columbia University.

President of the Society.

Mr. President. Gentlemen of the University: On behalf of

the Society it is my pleasant duty to accept your warm and

hearty greeting. It was a happy idea of Dean Turneaure to

suggest this university for our meeting place. Those of us

who are in the older endowed institutions of the East are glad

of the opportunity to visit one of the great state universities

which are becoming such formidable, although friendly, rivals.

We are all working for a common purpose and there is work

enough for all. The field is large enough for almost unlimited

growth of all without danger of harm to the best interests and

the fullest development of any. Those of us who come from

other state universities welcome the opportunity of coming

to this institution which is working out so many problems

winch are common to all. which is developing new fields of

academic usefulness, and which is finding new bonds of knowl-

edge and interest between the university and the state. As

in the middle ages the noblemen and the commons united in

building great cathedrals for the glory of God and the nation,

so in this nation the rich and poor are uniting in building

great universities. As the very existence of civilization de-

pended upon the existence of the church in the past, so we

also owe much to the university in the development of civiliza-

tion at the present time. Both church and university are

representatives of the scholarly life, and each contributes its

share to the common end.

Mr. President, we are all watching with interest the work

of your university, which is doing a noble sen-ice in pointing

out new ways in which the scholar may serve the state, from

which the university may in time become a new factor in our

state existence, sharing with the legislative, me executive ana

the judiciary the work of the state.

23



EFFICIENCY IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION.*

BY HEXKY S. MUNBOE,

Professor of Mining, Columbia University.

Efficiency is to-day recognized as the key-note of success in

all lines of human industry. Efficiency means the best pos-

sible use of time, and of energy. This is true of all work

whether of machines, of animals, or of men. It is emphati-

cally true of brain work as well as of muscular exertion. A
successful executive must not only plan the work of his sub-

ordinates, but must see to it that they are trained to do that

work in the most efficient way. "Work well planned is more
than half accomplished. Effort that is well directed accom-

plishes its purpose in a minimum of time and with minimum
expenditure of power. There is an immense waste of energy

in this world by ill-directed effort and the conservation of

human energy is quite as important as the conservation of any
other national resource.

The study of efficiency that now engrosses the attention of

industrial leaders and efficiency engineers, and the rapidly

increasing volume of literature on this interesting and impor-

tant topic, contains many lessons that may well be applied

to education. Let us take for example the rules for manage-

ment from Gillette's recent book.f In the first rule is em-

phasized the importance of subdivision of duties according to

the special gifts and abilities of officers and men, subdividing

the work to be done so that each shall have a minimum number
of duties to perform, and these the ones that he can do best.

There is no room for the "jackof-all-trades" in modern
industry. TYhile it is evident that a strict and literal inter-

pretation and application of this rule to an educational insti-

tution would work more harm than good, it is also true that

* Presidential address, introducing the Symposium on Efficiency.

f H. P. Gillette. '

' Cost Keeping and Management Engineering. '

'
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we shall gain much by a thoughtful application of this rule to

ourselves, to the department for which we are responsible, or

to the institution with which we are connected, the policy of

which we may be able to influence or control. Am I not try-

ing to do too many things, to do any of them well? Am I

fitted for the kind of work that I am doing ? Could I not do

something else much better? We all know of men with a

genuine gift for teaching, or for investigation, who are com-

pelled to divide their time between the two fields when it

would be better for themselves and for the institution if they

would devote their energies to the work that they can do

really well, and leave the other field to men who can do it

better. TVe may know of departments of instruction in which

the important fundamental training in the subject is entrusted

to junior officers, to recent graduates, while the senior pro-

fessor who could give life and power to this instruction is too

much absorbed in administrative detail, in correspondence, in

departmental accounts, budgets, and reports, in committee

work and faculty business, to give this most important field

more than perfunctory supervision. Under proper organiza-

tion much of the administrative work could well be done by

junior officers and the services of the great teacher better

utilized.

A second rule of management emphasizes the importance of

directing workmen by carefully framed written rules, instruc-

tions, and hints to guide their work and render it most effec-

tive. Do we give enough attention to the way in which

students do their work? Do we make any attempt to teach

them how to work ? Gillette lays great stress not only on the

advantage of printed material of this kind but emphasizes the

importance of following this by verbal explanation, training

and educating the workman, making sure that he understands

the printed rules and instructions and really follows them in

his work.

The fourth rule emphasizes the necessity for proper co-

ordination, which in our case may be applied to the work of

different departments of instruction. There is no more fruit-
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ful field for increasing the efficiency of any institution than in

coordinating the work of departments. The work of one

should prepare for and lead up to the following subject, and

the instruction in the latter should review and emphasize the

teaching in the fundamental subject, and show its bearing

and application. The teaching of calculus, for example.

should begin in the mathematical department, and the instruc-

tion should be so given that the instructors in mechanics, in

thermodynamics and in engineering can continue the instruc-

tion and train their students to make daily use of the calculus

in these subjects.

Coordination again means avoidance of unnecessary dupli-

cation of instruction. Unless great care be exercised, and

careful comparisons be made at frequent intervals, between

allied courses given by different departments, much unneces-

sary duplication is unavoidable. The best way to guard

against duplication and to secure coordination is by personal

conferences between the instructors at frequent intervals.

rdination in industrial work seeks to organise the opera-

tion of each body of men so that all shall work together

according to a pre-arranged schedule, and so that there shall

be no loss of time between. This idea is well worked out in

educational institutions in the schemes of lectures and labora-

tory hours, and the officers entrusted with the work of making

these schedules devote many hours of careful study each year

to their perfection. In some instances these schema - are-

fnlly adapted not only to the needs of regular stud:

but to those irregular and special students as well. At

Columbia, for example, fully half the mining students come

to us from other institutions, and often find it necessary to

take work belonging in several years of the regular eonra -

Students who have fallen behind in some one or more subjects

also should be considered.

In planning the students' time schedules we should not limit

our attention to the required class-room and laboratory hours,

but should consider as well the time for outside preparation.

for assigned problem work, and the like. UnL ss t .is done
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the students will at times find it physically impossible to meet

the demands of their instructors, and at other times find them-

selves with little to do. This is most demoralizing, and even

the best students find it difficult to adjust their work to the

varying and conflicting demands of their several masters. No

industrial enterprise could operate successfully under such

conditions, and no manager would tolerate for a day such

haphazard assignment of work.

In seeking to increase the efficiency of a working force the

modern manager makes careful study of the time element, and

where the task is a complex one he seeks to determine the time

for each operation and to determine therefrom a standard of

performance that is possible of attainment. If we seek to

teach our students how to do their work, how to study, and

how to fulfil their daily tasks most efficiently, a similar study

of the time element is necessary, and the fixing of a standard

of performance which they should be encouraged to reach is

most essential. In the organization of any industrial estab-

lishment it is now assumed that the work of each individual

unit must be carefully planned. A foreman is not assigned a

new piece of work and left to determine the manner in which

it shall be done. The planning of methods is assumed by the

manager and his assistants, who take no direct part in the

work itself or in the immediate superintendence of the work.

In an educational institution we are dealing with officials and

men of a higher order of intelligence; moreover we are seek-

ing to train them to organize and plan the work of others.

We must therefore encourage initiative and leave both in-

structors and students free to plan for themselves. This does

not relieve those in command from the duties of studying or

planning methods or of establishing standards. The value of

the methods of instructors and students must be tested by

actual performance, and compared with the standard methods

as to time required and efficiency obtained, and if the new

method proves no improvement it must be abandoned. Similar

liberty to the individual to improve on standard methods is

permitted, and encouraged, in the most highly disciplined

organizations.
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Other management rules have to do with the rewards for

performance. "Reward should be increased with the per-

formance/' '"Reward should be prompt." "Increase inter-

est in work by competition.
'

' Here the parallel between aca-

demic work and industrial labor is less perfect. The laborer

works to support himself and those dependent on him. He
must work to live. Increased earnings mean greater comfort

and enjoyment of life, make life rth living. The stu-

dent is free from this great incentive. It is true he is pre-

paring himself for his life work, and aims to secure a diploma

that will that preparation. He recognizes that the

approval of his instructor- - ortined at intervals by the

marking system, is essential to securing this diploma. None of

this is vital, however, and the means that we have foi

eouraging or compelling good work are weak compared with

the rewards that can be given by industrial managers. Never-

theless we are dealing with a higher type of worker, men
impelled by ambition to succeed, young men of fine quality, at

a most impressionable age. who respond promptly to sympa-

thetic guidance and encouragement and with whom it is

I
ssible to do almost anything if they are intellis

handled.

One of the most serious of academ: c evils is the tendency t

procrastinate, to postpone work as long na possible, with the

raent evils of cramming for examinations and the temp-

tation to dishonest methods, when cramming wiD not suffice to

meet the situation. The average student is like the average

man. he does not like to work. I do not think that he is any

more lazy than his elders, rather the contrary. There is an

immense fund of surplus vitality in youth, which expends

itself somehow, not always in desirable directions. Properly

guided and encouraged this energy means excellent work. To

discourage procrastination and encourage regular and aysl

marie work it is not enough to plan such work, to furnish

rules, or even to supplement such by personal guidance. "We

must also make full use of such rewards as we can offer. The

marking system is most effe-tivc if properly employed. By it
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we can make the reward proportionate to the performance,
and we can reward or punish promptly, and by the marking
system alone we can often secure good and continuous work
and discourage laziness and procrastination. Marking intro-

duces in a most effective way the principle of competition, the

spur of ambition. Marking, however, is an imperfect system

at the best. The judgment of the instructor is not infallible,

and the test of recitation or examination may fail to show the

real quality of the student's work. For these reasons marks
do not command the respect nor exercise the influence that is

desirable. Many students will not '"work for marks'" or they

aim at "passing marks" often too easily secured.

The marking system must then be supplemented by personal

commendation or reproof. With small classes marking may
well take a subordinate place. With individual instruction it

would be absolutely unnecessary. Personal contact between

instructor and student should be secured at any cost, and
nothing will quite take its place. In a large institution, with

inadequate staff, this is not easy. It is a large problem. The
personal influence of the junior members of the staff is not

likely to be great, unless they are men of force. The influence

of the chief or the head of the department, even if exercised

at long and infrequent intervals, is very great. How to bring

this about in a systematic way. with the many administrative

burdens that consume the time of the older men is not easily

seen. Possibly some of the distinguished educators here can

contribute valuable suggestions.

This brings us to the first topic suggested for discussion.

1. Organizing and systematizing the work of the students; methods

of arousing their interest and of encouraging them to make the best use

of their time and opportunities.

The first phase of the subject proposed for discussion

touches the root of the whole matter. If a student makes the

best use of his time and of his opportunities at any educa-

tional institution success is assured. Lack of effort and waste

of time account for most of the failures. To accomplish the

best results requires that the student shall be shown how to
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economize his time, and that he shall be taught to make intelli-

gent use of his opportunities. The successful student is the

one who has learned these things for himself. If we agree to

measure the efficiency of an educational institution, and the

efficiency of instructors, by the percentage of the students who

complete the various courses of study with credit, and not

pride ourselves on the large proportion that fail, we shall

at once realize the importance of training students in effective

methods of study. Failure to pass examinations reflects upon

the institution and upon the instructors even more than on the

students. I believe that the answer to the first question lies

in careful planning of the work of the students, as a modern

employer plans the work of his employees ; in training the stu-

dents to do this work in the best way. as workmen are now

trained by master workmen and by foremen: in encouraging

them to economy of time and well-directed effort by suitable

means, as workmen are now encouraged by making wages

depend on accomplishment. I trust that the many successful

educators who have solved this problem wholly or in part will

tell their fellow members how they have done it. how they have

aroused the interest of their students, how they have en-

couraged and guided their efforts, how they have increased the

percentage of students doing their work and passing their

examinations with credit, and how they have diminished the

percentage of failures.

2. Organizing and systematizing the work of instructors so that each

department of study shall have its due share of the student 's time and

energy, and no more.

The second phase of the subject, organization of the instruc-

tion, is no less important. The students must not be dis-

couraged by asking more of them than they can accomplish.

They must not be forced to devote undue attention to one sub-

ject and to neglect other subjects because of the unequal

demands of instructors. They must not be over-worked two or

three days of the week and have little to do on other days.

Their time and energy must not be overtaxed one year and

wasted the next. The proper distribution of work from day
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to day and throughout the four years, and the proper balanc-

ing of the demands of different departments of study and of

the several instructors, demands much more careful investiga-

tion and more intelligent and watchful supervision than is

often given. Perfectly equal distribution of work or equitable

division of time we cannot expect. A new instructor, or an

old one with new ideas, may upset the most carefully planned

schedule. The course of study should be carefully revised at

frequent intervals and readjusted to suit new conditions as

these arise. The revision and readjustment of the course of

study should be based on the time actually devoted to each

subject by the student, including both required attendance

and time necessary for preparation, and not on arbitrary or

conventional time units. A recitation hour may require three

hours outside work of preparation, or it may require but a

half-hour. Three hours in the laboratory or in the field may

demand three to six hours to work up the data and prepare

reports, or a large part of the laboratory time may be avail-

able for this or other purposes. It is not easy to determine the

actual time required for each subject. Much depends on the

instructor and more on the capacity of the individual student.

There is a large '"personal equation" in every case. By accu-

mulating testimony from students, graduates and instructors,

and carefully weighing such evidence, a fair approximation is

usually possible in each case. Such figures, approximate and

uncertain at best, will be found more satisfactory than any

possible system of artificial units, however elaborate or ingeni-

ous they may seem.

3. Conduct of recitations and examinations, control of outside reading,

study, and problem work so to secure the best results.

There is no better way of encouraging, guiding and controll-

ing the work of students then by frequent testa of their prog-

ress. These tests should reach every student at frequent

intervals to be effective. There should be no possibility of

postponing work. Procrastination is fatal and the more

closely the test and the mark of approval or disapproval

follows the task the better the control. Daily recitations, fre-
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quent written reports on work done, or problems solved, and

prompt expression of the instructor's verdict thereon, will go

far to secure continuous and faithful work. We should aim to

reach and control the work of every individual student. To
do this effectively without undue increase of the teaching force

is a difficult problem but one which can be solved. The solu-

tion will vary with the nature of the subjects taught, and with

the personality of the instructors and we may look for many
interesting contributions from successful teachers on the many
phases of the problem.

4. Improvement of lecture instruction; use and abuse of lectures;

utilization of syllabi, indices, bibliography and encouragement of out-

side reading; lecture illustration, experiments, use of blackboard, models,

diagrams, lantern slides, economy of student's time and energy and

methods of securing his attention in lecture period. Advantages and

disadvantages of printed lecture notes.

5. Relative advantages and disadvantages of lectures and recitations.

Subjects suited to one or the other method of instruction. Limitations

of each method.

Instruction by lectures has been the subject of much criti-

cism, both favorable and unfavorable, destructive and con-

structive. Many devices are in use to overcome the very

evident shortcomings of this method of teaching, to strengthen

its weak points and to enlarge its sphere of usefulness. If we
consider the lecture from the standpoint of the student, and

the best and most effective use of his time, we must limit

lectures to subjects in which information can be conveyed

more effectively and in less time by lecture than by individual

study; for example, to subjects which require study of text

and illustration, with reference back and forth from one to

the other, subjects which can be taught more quickly and more

effectively by appealing to the ear, eye, and brain of the stu-

dent simultaneously. Many subjects will suggest themselves

to you that, from this standpoint, can be better taught by

lectures, which can be effectively illustrated by blackboard, by

diagram, by lantern slides, by models, by specimens, or by

experiments. On the other hand it is evident that the lecture

is not applicable to subjects that can be better taught from the
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printed page, subjects that must be carefully studied rather

than read, in which the average student must read over por-

tions of the subject matter more than once to understand it

fully. Instructions for field, laboratory and draughting room
work can usually be better, quicker, and more effectively given

by a lecturer who can illustrate the manipulation of instru-

ment or apparatus or make the experiment as he details and
describes the work to be done.

6. Improvement of laboratory instruction; in the preliminary prepa-

ration of students, in the supervision of laboratory work, in the charac-

ter of the work required, in facilities for work, in reports of work done,

and deductions therefrom.

7. Improvement in shop work instruction. Eelative importance of

manual training and study of actual shop practice. Should manual

training form any part of the curriculum?

8. Organization of vacation work. Assignment of time to different

subjects. Utilization of time to best advantage. Class work versus

individual study. Should students be encouraged to seek remunerative

employment by allowing academic credit for such workt

Much has been written, and many valuable papers have

appeared in our own Proceedings, on laboratory, draughting

room, shop, and field instruction. The educational value of

such training is very great. "Elbow teaching" brings the

instructor into close touch with the student, and the immediate

application of the training to matters which are real and

tangible is most stimulating and makes deep and lasting im-

pression on his mind. This method of teaching is so effective

and the results are so immediate and so satisfactory that there

is always the temptation to give it too large a place in the

curriculum. Within proper limits and used with discretion

even kindergarden teaching is valuable, but we must not lose

sight of the fact that the training of the brain is vastly more

important and necessary than the training of eye, or hand, or

ear. In laboratory and field work we must, then, find abun-

dant work for the brain or the training will be of little real

value. "We must teach students to observe, to think and to

reason, and not try to make them skilled mechanics. We
should not try to make human machines, but rather to train

3
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them as engineers, who should be capable of planning and

directing work, for which purpose it is perhaps not as neces-

sary as we have been accustomed to think that they should be

able to do the work themselves. The attempt to utilize the

work of students in shop or in field work and to give it com-

mercial value is likely to lessen its value from an educational

standpoint. During the period of training the work of the

student has little commercial value. After he has been trained

so that he is profitable as a workman further work of the

same kind has little educational value to him.

9. Graduation theses. In what ways can these be made more useful?

10. Original investigation. Is it desirable to have the graduation

theses involve original investigation by the students?

It is a serious question whether or not original investigation

should find place in a professional school. Such work has

great educational value but it may easily absorb far too much

of the student's time and energy. The time available for

professional training is none too much and it is a question

whether or not we can afford to devote any large part of

it to work of this character. On the other hand, the gradua-

tion thesis may be used (a) to review the work of the previous

years, (6) to enable the student to discover and strengthen

the weak points in his training, (c) to give him a valuable

insight into the kind of work that he will have to do on gradua-

tion, and (d) to give him a certain confidence in his ability to

do such work.



SYMPOSIUM ON EFFICIENCY IN TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION.

In order to secure advance material for the discussion of the

topic selected for the presidential address, President Munroe
sent out, some weeks in advance of the meeting, a circular

letter requesting contributions on the topics printed in small

type. The contributions received are printed in the Proceed-

ings before the oral discussion at the Madison meeting.

SYSTEM AND EFFICIENCY IN TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION.

BY S. E. SLOCUM,

Professor of Applied Mechanics, University of Cincinnati.

The present general demand for industrial and social

efficiency has resulted in a new estimate of educational values.

This is apparent in the popular tendency to consider educa-

tion as a purely business proposition and to rate its effective-

ness on the basis of immediate practical returns. Although the

various attempts to meet this demand by means of trade and

industrial schools and other forms of special training have not

proved wholly satisfactory, the general discussion which these

efforts have aroused has made one fact clearly apparent,

namely, that the discipline of the school is different from that

of practical life. The extent of this difference seems also to

be more or less definitely settled, such authorities as Mr.

Frederick W. Taylor and others of wide experience in com-

mercial lines being agreed that the average technical graduate

requires two years of practical experience to place him in the

proper relationship to his work. The most recent, and per-

haps the most interesting, attempt to remedy this difficulty is

the plan of industrial cooperation which has been developed

chiefly with a view to giving the student practical discipline

while still pursuing his theoretical instruction along orthodox
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lines. In reality this solution of the problem begs the ques-

tion, as it delegates the task of commercial discipline to the

shop instead of assuming responsibility for it as a practical

feature of modern education.

The difficulty in making the transition from school to shop

seems to lie in their characteristic difference in attitude

towards their work. In advanced scientific work there may
be good reason for the lack of sympathy of the man of affairs

with the scientist, as their interests are widely different and

demand types of ability which usually have little in common.

In technical education, however, their interests are much more

nearly identical, and whatever divergence they exhibit hinges

not on aim but on method. Our educational system is the

product of a gradual evolution and in consequence its methods

tend toward a certain normal academic standard. Our indus-

trial system, on the other hand, has been completely revolu-

tionized during the past fifty years by the introduction of

automatic machinery and the pressure of competition. Com-

mercial methods of to-day are thus radically different from

those of even one generation ago as is apparent in the highly

specialized modern business organization. These new eco-

nomic conditions are necessarily of fundamental importance to

technical education, the chief distinction between academic

and technical instruction being that the latter, to be effective,

must adapt itself to conditions over which it has no control.

This necessity is gradually modifying the content of technical

courses, especially as concerns the nature and amount of

fundamental subjects like mathematics, and must also be

recognized eventually as determining the method of instruc-

tion.

To increase the practical efficiency of technical instruction

the most promising plan seems to be to study business methods

which are proving commercially successful. This by no means

implies the commercializing of education, as the chief function

of the school requires that it stand in an essentially different

relationship to the student from that of the employer. It is

entirely feasible, however, to make such changes in the method
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of instruction as to bring the student into a more practical

relationship with his work, and to accustom him while in

school to that form of discipline which he will later experience.

In accomplishing this result, modern business experience sug-

gests that the idea of primary importance is that of a definite

daily task with responsibility for results. By this is not meant

a formal program of instruction, but a specific piece of work

assigned daily, of such difficulty as to require the student's

full time and ability, and for which he is held strictly account-

able as to results.

In order to concentrate effort upon the daily task as the

central feature of instruction, the first essential is to econo-

mize time in other directions by thoroughly systematizing the

work of the class room. To this end it is necessary to modify

somewhat the ordinary methods of instruction such as the

lecture and recitation. The lecture system, as a matter of

fact, is a purely academic survival, while the same is true of

the recitation or Socratic method, as implied by its name.

The most serious objection to such methods as applied to tech-

nical instruction is that they place the student in a purely

receptive attitude, and thereby encourage the formation of

habits which have no parallel in business experience. The

tendency to acquire such habits has already made itself felt as

a practical difficulty, and constitutes the basis of the objections

raised by manufacturers to the employment of recent tech-

nical graduates.

As a preliminary to the real business of instruction the

informational aspect of the course must first be considered.

In the present day of technical literature it is important that

the student learn to consult it intelligently and also form the

habit of independent study. For this reason if no other it

is advisable to select a standard text as the basis of instruc-

tion. A complete and systematic outline is thus provided

without loss of time, and the text may also be so chosen as to

be of value to the student as a future reference and the

nucleus of a professional library. The latter feature is one

which is of considerable importance to the student but is not

usually given proper attention by the instructor.
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If. for any reason, it seems desirable to the instructor to

supplement the text, the method most economical of time and
effort and most effective as regards results is to prepare his

notes in advance in snch form that they may be reproduced

mechanically. For instance, the writer finds it desirable to

give his students a brief syllabus of mechanics in order to

impress them with the unity of the subject by correlating

fundamental principles. This outline is prepared in the

form of tracings from which each student is required to mate

a set of blue prints at his own time and exj ense. Two pages

of this outline are shown herewith. By this means it is pos-

sible to avoid the loss of time spent in dictation, and other

undesirable features incident to the lecture system and stu-

dent notes.

The aim of technical instruction, however, is by no means

purely informational. The ability of an instructor to antici-

pate a student "s difficulties and dispose of them readily by a

clear explanation of facts is therefore not a sufficient criterion

of fitness for his work. To fulfill his fur :in aa a teacher it

is essential that he afford his students the discipline of inde-

pendent continuous effort. In all practical walks of life

success is based on efficiency in securing results, and this idea

must dominate class room methods if they are to be effective

as a practical discipline. The Taylor system of shop manage-

ment shows how the scientific application of this idea may be

used to increase commercial productiveness. Although devised

from a purely commercial standpoint, the Taylor system seems

to have certain features especially adapted to technical

instruction, and can be so applied with but a slight modifica-

tion of existing methods.

The plan which most readily suggests itself for this purpose

is the preparation of a card index of practical problems, so

arranged as to systematieallv the given field of instruc-

tion. By the distribution of these cards a class can be set at

work simultaneously with no loss of time and kept at work

continuously, while at the same time a separate piece of work
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may be assigned to each. The system is also sufficiently elastic

to be readily adapted to special needs, and to grow in what-

ever direction experience may dictate. The distinctive fea-

tures of this method are that the class can all be kept at work

continuously and independently for the entire period spent in

the class room, while the time of the instructor is also fully

occupied in overseeing the work, and giving such explanations

or references as may be necessary. A few cards are shown

herewith from such an index which the writer has had in use

for some time with his classes in mechanics.

To be effective as a discipline it is essential to have some

simple plan whereby each student can record the results of

his work. This may be done by requiring him to fill out a slip

at the end of each class period with the number of his problem

and his results, with the clear understanding that the only

credit given is based on the correctness of these results. This

method discourages the common habit of soldiering which has

been found to be so destructive in commercial life, and stimu-

lates the student to complete each piece of work undertaken.

By filing these returns the instructor is able to tell at a glance

the exact status of each student's work. Still more important

is the fact that each man's work must stand on its own merits,

there being no chance for deception or discrimination, and no

need of special tests or final examination.

No system of instruction is complete which neglects the

important item of interest. So far as present purposes are

concerned, interest may be defined as arising from the dis-

covery of new aspects of familiar facts. This is essentially

the definition given by Herbart, who expresses it by saying

that interest is based on apperception. The problem of arous-

ing interest, then, becomes one of correlating the subject of

instruction with the ordinary affairs of every-day life or

something equally familiar. The lack of interest displayed

in a subject like mathematics for instance, is often due to the

fact that the concepts and their applications have no apparent

relation to any fact of experience, and the student lacks the

imagination necessary to discover interest in abstract rela-
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tions. Practical and theoretical have thus come to be

regarded as conflicting aspects, instead of being perceived in

their true relation as supplementary. The instructor should

therefore not rely entirely upon his authority for the enforce-

ment of the daily task, but should keep the requirement of

interest constantly in mind.

The method adopted by the writer with his classes in

mechanics indicates one way, at least, in which this may be

accomplished. The classes of cooperative engineers at the

University of Cincinnati were made the subject of the experi-

ment. This consisted simply in urging each student to bring

to the class room for solution any problem in mechanics which

might come under his observation in the shop. This plan,

although simple, was found to serve a variety of objects.

Among others, the students are made to feel that their instruc-

tion has a vital relationship to their work, and vice versa.

Responsibility for a problem also leads them to observe more

carefully, especially as regards essential facts or dimensions,

and the fundamental principles involved. A few of the

original problems obtained in this way are stated below, as

typical of the variety of interest which may be thus aroused.

To determine the hoop stress in the retaining rings of a

commutator running at 3,600 R.P.M., and the shearing

stress in the copper plugs of the rotor. This was a problem

which had been discussed by the mechanics in the erecting

shop, but which they were unable to solve.

To determine the maximum allowable speed for a small

motor resting on two wooden joists placed across an opening,

in order not to endanger the joists by excessive vibration.

This was a simple practical problem in vibrations, of general

interest to the entire class.

To determine the efficiency at different inclinations of a uni-

versal joint transmission in use on a milling machine. This

is an original problem which apparently had never been

solved, and the result when plotted graphically proved to be

of special interest.

To calculate the fluctuation coefficients for the fly wheels
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manufactured by a local engine company, and compare the

rational constants thus obtained with the empirical constants

given in the firm's handbook. In this case the shop foreman

became interested, and the student came back with a request

for literature on the subject.

To determine the efficiency of the sliding gear transmission

on a certain type of milling machine. In this case the student

took his results to one of the engineers of the company. After

discussion the president of the firm was called in, and it

developed that the student's results were almost identical with

those obtained empirically by the company from a series of

long and costly experiments. Aside from the immediate

educational value of the problem, the effect in this case was to

raise the shop standing of the student.

To compute the maximum deflection of a loaded planer rail.

This problem was a composite one, involving the reading of

technical blue prints, plotting of cross sections, determination

of areas and moments of inertia, original formulas for the

deflection of beams of non-uniform section, the general theory

of torsion and exact numerical calculations. The results were

found to be of sufficient interest for publication, and the

student was assisted to write it up in the form of an article

which will appear shortly in one of the engineering journals.

This method of stimulating interest is not peculiar to this

particular subject or course, but is universally available. For

instance, in elementary mathematics there is a wealth of

practical and familiar material for creating interest, such as

the heating and ventilation of buildings, the estimation of

various quantities used in the building trades, simple geo-

metrical constructions used by ordinary mechanics, and any

number of other things in which the boy will learn to trace

out mathematical relations for himself if he is started on the

right track and receives proper encouragement. In high

school mathematics a still broader field is opened up by such

subjects as mathematical geography, health and vital statistics,

the system of taxation, and other topics of common general

interest, while at the university level the mathematical aspect
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of all scientific subjects affords abundant material of the most

valuable kind. The material for stimulating interest is in

every case that which is nearest at hand and of most vital

significance. What is needed to utilize it effectively is re-

source on the part of the teacher, and proper balancing with

the routine of the daily task.

Sample Problems.

A shaft making ISO R.P.AI. carries a pulley weighing 75 lbs.

whose center of gravity is one eighth in. from the axis of the

shaft. Find the outward pull exerted. If the pulley has a

solid web one half in. thick find where and how large a hole

must be drilled in it to balance its eccentricity. Material

weighs 480 lbs. per ft.
3

"What electric H.P. can be delivered at the switch board by

a water power plant which has a water supply of 200 cu. ft.

per second under a head of 75 ft. when the water wheel and

pipe line losses are 25 per cent, and the generator and station

asefl are 20 per cent. ?

A cross compound engine indicates 120 H.P. at 40 R.P.M.

The fluctuation of energy per stroke is 12 per cent. : the per-

centage fluctuation of speed is 2 per cent, on either side of the

mean ; diameter of fly wheel 10'. Find the weight of the rim.

A fly wheel weighing 5,000 lbs. and having a radius of gyra-

tion of 3 ft. is keyed on a shaft so that its plane makes an

angle of l
c with a plane perpendicular to the axis of the shaft.

Find how much this obliquity increases the reactions on the

bearings when revolving at 150 R.P.M. Distance between

centers of bearings 5 ft.

A shaft and pulley keyed to the shaft are rotating at _

R.P.M.. the total moment of inertia of pulley and shaft being

500 lb. ft.
2

. A loose pulley at rest on the shaft is suddenly

connected up with the fixed pulley by means of a clutch. If

the moment of inertia of the loose pulley is 300 lb. ft.
2

, find the

angular velocity with which the whole will revolve.

"SVater flowing in a pipe 100 ft. long with a velocity of 30

ft. per sec. is shut off in one tenth sec. by means of a valve.

Find the increase in pressure near the valve.
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EFFICIENCY IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

BY ADOLPH SHANE,

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, Iowa State College.

In a circular letter sent out to the members of this Society

the discussion of this subject was placed under ten heads. I

shall confine my views to seven of them, omitting the second,

seventh and eighth topics.

1. "Organizing and systematizing the work of the students;

methods of arousing their interest and of encouraging them

to make the best use of their time and opportunities.
'

'

Much has been said recently on the relative inadequacy of

the present system of engineering education and some im-

provements suggested, notably among these being Professor

Karapetoff's concentric system. "Without entering into any

discussion of the present system and those proposed, I am
strongly of the opinion that one phase of the subject has been

too much neglected—that is, instructor efficiency. In our

intense absorption, studying improvements in systems and

courses of study, we have neglected the most important of all.

Not that I think less of system, but more of the art of teach-

ing. I believe we should turn our minds more to the question

of how to teach. The best system in the world will fail with

poor instruction. The converse is not so true. Scarcely one

of us, especially in our earlier experiences, but has secretly

felt at one occasion or another, his inability to reach the

student. It is because I have had this experience that I have

placed system second. If this is so, then surely the more

important subject requires the primary attention. We have

normal schools but no schools for the training of engineering

instructors
;
yet it is just as necessary to place the art of teach-

ing the young man upon a scientific basis as it is that of teach-

ing the child. There is as much in the psychology of the

mind of the young man as there is in that of the child. I

45
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believe that a considerable portion of each session of this

Society could well be given over to the study of how to teach.

I also believe in the improvement of the system of courses

;

it should, however, be through evolution rather than revolu-

tion.

To be an efficient instructor includes the development of

the faculty for drawing out the best and most there is in a

student. It lies largely with the teacher to arouse the stu-

dent's interest and to encourage him to make the best use of

his time and opportunities. For example, suppose where

possible, the illustrations offered in the class room be state-

ments of certain machines, apparatus, or constructions within

reach of the student. If spoken of entertainingly, interest-

ingly, likely as not. many students will visit the original of

the illustrations which will lead to thought and more questions.

"We all appreciate the difference between a dry lecture and an

interesting one. We doze through one and drink in the other.

It is all very well to say that students go to college for serious

effort and are old enough to appreciate it. Human nature is

more or less the same wherever we find it and students are

human.

3. "Conduct of recitations and examinations, control of

outside reading, study, and problem work so as to secure the

best results.

The conduct of class room work is the most important func-

tion of the instructor. His first effort should be to arouse the

interest and enthusiasm of the student for the particular sub-

ject at hand. He should speak of its general scope, relative

importance to the engineering profession and other sour

from which further information can be obtained. He should

hammer away at fundamental principles and after hammering

a sufficient length of time, he should hammer some more.

The second recitation should contain a review of the first ; the

third a review of the first and second : the fourth a review of

the second and third, and so on. Problems should be many
and frequently assigned. They should be chosen to clinch the
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doubtful grasp on fundamental principles. If there are suffi-

cient number of carefully selected problems given during the

term, they will correctly test the student's grasp of the sub-

ject. I invariably tell my students that if they can intelli-

gently work the list of problems that I assign them during the

term, they need have no fear of not passing an examination.

I take pains to caution them, however, that working for an

answer that they already may know is not the correct method

of solution. I desire to take time here to condemn the prac-

tice of inserting answers after problems listed in certain text-

books. I have found nothing so pernicious in destroying the

value of problem work, in crushing initiative, as this. Stu-

dents ivill work for the answer (which is not infrequently

incorrect) and the mathematical gymnastics followed to this

end at the expense of correct reasoning, is at times ludicrous

in the extreme. The answers to problems which confront

them after graduation are not known before-hand or it would

not be necessary to work the problems. Possibly there might

be some value in the published answers to the instructor as a

labor saver; in which case they should be sent out on a

separate sheet. But it will do no harm for the teacher to

work out the problems himself. It will help him to keep alive

and alert to the subject. As some one has said after being

asked why he spent so much time in preparation after having

spent years in teaching the same subject, "I desire my stu-

dents to drink out of a running stream, not out of a stagnant

pond." In fact, I believe it good practice to destroy nearly

all original problems and data covering a course of study of

the previous year and build up a new set for each succeeding

year, to limit the tendency to this very stagnation. The pur-

pose of class room work is to find out what the student does

and does not know, to explain obscure points, and to amplify

on the text in so far as it will aid the student in acquiring a

more correct perspective. To this end it is well to invite ques-

tions for the first few minutes of the class period, to be fol-

lowed by recitations on review and advance lessons interjected
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with such additional information as the experience of the

instructor will warrant. The standard of questions asked by

a student gives one a closer idea of his grasp of the subject

than his recitations do. It is a good plan not always to

answer a question directly, but to have the student himself

answer leading questions put by the instructor that will place

the former on the right track. This will tend to impress the

facts more thoroughly, it seems to me. than an answer quickly

disposed of.

I believe in frequent examinations during the term, and if

they, together with the daily recitations, represent creditable

work, the final examinations are more or less superfluous.

The honor system of conducting examinations has been

more or less discussed in the past. On the whole it appears

to be but a doubtful success. I am in favor of trying it if the

initiative rises out of the student body. The chances are it

will fail if the initiative is set by the faculty. It is difficult to

say just why. but the American student somehow dislikes to

have anything foisted upon him. Each instructor may, how-

ever, have an implied honor system of his own. and especially

in the upper classes where close personal contact brings about

cordial relations and understanding between student and

teacher, it may prove a splendid success. By an implied

honor system I mean one that is not mentioned to the student.

nor is it too glaringly evident, but the attitude of the

instructor may put such a feeling of responsibility on the

members of the class as to check any tendency toward

cheating. For example, should an instructor find it necessary

to leave the room for a short time when he is conducting an

examination, he may not hesitate to do so. Or. perhaps a

student has forgotten his book of tables. He might be per-

mitted to get it. The question might be asked, how may it be

known that cheating was not done in the absence of the

instructor? All who teach appreciate the difference between

honest papers and those subject to suspicion, when they are

being corrected. Direct proof may not be at hand, but the
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general tenor of a set of papers makes itself quite evident to

the instructor. And, referring again to personal experience,

I have found the general tone under these circumstances of

implied trust much more honest than where I tried the police

system. I do not say that I have found no cheating, nor do I

say that this modified honor system will work at all times, but

it is well worth trying. After all, the method to be followed

is the one that produces the greatest good.

I am frank to say that I am given over largely to problem

examinations; the problems, however, being selected with a

view to afford a test of the knowledge of fundamental prin-

ciples. Definitions and principles themselves are hammered

home during recitation periods. Problem examinations, of

course, prevent full value of the surreptitious use of the text-

book, while the implied trust tends to develop that much

desired sentiment of honor.

Problem work for all at the blackboard is desirable to some

extent. The danger here lies that much time may be wasted

in waiting for the slower half of the class to finish. A method

that might supersede blackboard work to a considerable extent

is that of offering problems at the seats, with such figures as

allow of mental solution. This has the advantage of keeping

everyone on the alert, and with solid attention, progress may

be made. One or two problems should also be assigned with

most lesson assignments, preferably covering the previous

lesson. The instructor should never fail to explain the

obscure points in such problems.

Too great attention cannot be paid to secure accuracy in

results and presentation. I consider this perhaps the most

important achievement of the undergraduate. Neatness will

follow hand in hand with accuracy. I believe that a problem

worked correctly with a mistake in figures should be largely

discounted. After graduation methods count for less than

results, and if the prime object of an engineering education is

framing of the mind, rather than the accumulation of facts

and figures, then we do not meet this obligation if we do not

4
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consider accuracy as the very first element in considering the

standing of a student.

4. "Improvement of lecture instruction; use and abuse of

lectures; utilization of syllabi, indices, bibliography and en-

couragement of outside reading; lecture illustration, experi-

ments, use of blackboard, models, diagrams, lantern slides;

economy of students' time and energy and methods of secur-

ing his attention in lecture period. Advantages and dis-

advantages of printed lecture notes."

5. •' Relative advantages and disadvantages of lectures and

recitations. Subjects suited to one or the other method of

instruction. Limitations of each method."

It appears to me that these two heads may be properly dis-

cussed as one, and though not attempting to touch upon all

the points outlined above, I will consider those that appeal to

me as the more important.

In the first place, I am greatly in favor of recitations com-

bined with informal lectures for undergraduates, the latter to

touch mostly on obscure points that may arise in class. Of

course there are some courses, such as chemistry for example,

that are peculiarly fitted for lecture-laboratory methods, but

the majority of the subjects for engineers, excepting possibly

some descriptive courses, lend themselves to recitation work

where the hammering process may be carried to the limit. It

often takes the most persistent kind of hammering finally to

penetrate the minds of some students. And here lies the

weakness of lectures. The hammering process is necessarily

absent, for the lecturer puts all students on the same basis

and some are left behind. Lectures make it possible to cover

more ground at the expense of thoroughness. A perfect

kaleidoscopic series of impressions strikes the senses of the

student producing but a fleeting impression. "Whereas, if the

recitation room were fairly well fitted to produce some of the

experiments that would tend to illuminate doubtful phases of

the subject that are brought out by the usual process of ques-

tioning, the nail would be hit on the head at the opportune

moment.
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I am a strong believer in the use of a text-book upon which

to pin the responsibility of the student. I do not. however,

believe that the instructor should continually refer to the text

in order to get on. Many lecturers place fairly complete

lecture notes into the hands of the students for the purpose of

eliminating the jotting down of notes and thus securing their

undivided attention. This, it seems to me. is a step in the

right direction, but. I am afraid, few of the advocates of the

lecture system appreciate that in this they are offering an

argument for recitation work. Replace the name "'lecture

notes" for ''text-book'' and the situation is obvious. It m
not necessarily due to the dullness of the student that what is

to us apparently a simple statement of a fact is unintelligible

to him. He is raw material and lacks the advantage of years

of training that the older man p » — s. What is probably

a, b, c to the instructor may be x. u. ; to the student due to

this first fact alone. It takes at times the utmost of patient

effort, explanations, questions, repetitions of statements to

gain the desired result. Hence the disadvantage of lectures.

Of course the blackboard is a valuable adjunct to the

teacher. Lantern slides, if intended to replace the functions

of the blackboard. I believe to be a failure, though they have

certain value if properly used. We appreciate how much
better we are acquainted with all the details of a building

whose construction we watched from the foundation up. than

through mere inspection of the premises. It is much this

same way that the student may grasp a clearer idea of the

diagram placed on the board at the spur of the moment than

when viewed all completed on the screen. Where photo-

graphic illustrations are advisable, or where a diagram is so

intricate as to bar any desirability of taking up class time for

delineation of same, the lantern slide is desirable. Careful

judgment should be used in applying the lantern for lecture

purposes or the period may prove more kaleidoscopic than

ever to the student.

M"dels in pertain cases may be very useful, such as for
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descriptive geometry illustrations, for showing the cycle of

events in a steam or gas engine, or for illustrating the actual

lay out of an armature winding. But I question whether it is

not possible to go too far even in this method of instruction,

since it may tend to cause the student to lean too much on the

instructor who supplies him with a substitute for the imagina-

tion he is disinclined to arouse. Experience is the best judge

to indicate to what extent and where models can be used to

advantage.

A list of references for additional reading may be offered

from time to time. Some interesting features of a certain

paper might be dwelt upon, thus arousing the curiosity of the

student who then is impelled to look up the particular article.

Care should be exercised in the selection of references as not

to offer material that is beyond the intelligence of the average

student. It is discouraging to him, when making a laudable

effort, to find that he is getting nothing out of it, so that after

one or two trials, when he finds that the references prove more

or less of a waste of time to him, he ceases to look up any

more.

6. "Improvement of laboratory instruction; in the pre-

liminary preparation of students, in the supervision of labora-

tory work, in the character of the work required, in facilities

for work, in the reports of work done, and deductions there-

from."

This is a broad subject in itself and might be handled under

separate heads pertaining to laboratory instruction in each of

the several branches of engineering, which, because of the

difference in the courses, naturally leads to different detail

of method. There are certain elements of instruction, how-

ever, that are more or less common to all engineering labora-

tories. I will present my view point in this general way.

I believe that the prime object of laboratory instruction is

to illustrate fundamental principles rather than to follow

commercial practice, and the laboratory should be fitted up

accordingly. If methods employed in practice have funda-
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mental value to the student, experiments covering such prac-

tice should be inserted into the course. It is true that he

ought not to be ignorant of the details that go into the con-

struction of the more usual machines or apparatus. But if

the laboratory equipment is fairly complete with modern

machines and appliances he will naturally absorb much of

such detail. The plan of making the work in the laboratory

run parallel with class room instruction might be desirable

but for the difficulty in arranging for such parallelism. The

scheme would be even better if laboratory work lagged a little

behind the other. The system is expensive at best, because it

means that all students taking the course are working practic-

ally the same experiment at the same time and necessitates a

considerable increase in laboratory equipment. I do not con-

sider the lag of one term as pernicious. This gives the neces-

sary class room preparation for the laboratory work, which I

think highly desirable. "Where the work in the laboratory-

depends specifically on a course of recitations, a student

should not be permitted to take the former until he has satis-

factorily completed the latter, or the full value of laboratory

instruction will be lost. The following extract is taken from

the preface of a certain dynamo laboratory manual. "The

authors believe from their long experience, that it is necessary

to give complete practical directions, written or oral, for the

performance of dynamo laboratory work. Completeness of

practical directions has, however, the disadvantage of dimin-

ishing to a greater or less degree, the incentive to originality

on the part of the student, and in order to minimize this

disadvantage the authors suggest . (a) that students using this

manual be thrown almost wholly upon their own resources in

the performance of their experimental work, and (b) that

great stress be laid by the instructor upon that part of the

written report which is devoted to a discussion of results.

There is really a wide field for the exercise of the student's

imagination in the realization in wood and iron of the details

of any set of concise directions, and there is an opportunity
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for a student to exercise his originality in a discussion of the

practical significance of his experimental results.

I am in accord with the above sentiments and think that

they have a wider application than merely in the dynamo
laboratory, though I confess that my experience excepting in

a small degree, has been with electrical machinery and appa-

ratus. There seem to be two extremes of laboratory methods.

One has everything in readiness with complete detail of

instructions. All that is necessary is to close a switch or open

a throttle and take data. The other has nothing in readiness

and no instructions with the exception of a series of refer-

ences. The former covers a great deal of ground superfi-

cially: the latter takes in very few experiments, but if the

student can stave off discouragement, he will get a little solid

information. I am not in favor of either method. I think

there is an intermediate method which will prove reasonably

thorough and cover a reasonable amount of ground. I do not

approve of a laboratory course that does not call the student

to arrange and set up his own apparatus, but special con-

veniences for quickly doing this should be at hand or the

period will pass away, with little accomplished, and it will be

necessary to disconnect and take down the apparatus in order

to make way for a succeeding class. With regard to the refer-

ences in place of special directions : It is not always easy to

find just the references desired to just cover the experiment

assigned. Besides the special laboratory directions may be

considered as a particular reference. The student must

assimilate it just as he does any other reference. Again,

being a beginner, he needs considerably more guidance than a

man already trained. The instructor sees the simple, direct

path and may wonder why the student does not. The truth

is. the latter is in a mental haze due to the newness of the

problem before him. The instructor's a. b. c. is his x. y. :.

Even after supplying a fairly complete set of directions for

procedure, the student will usually have a fund of questions

to ask. These. I think, as in class room work, are best
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answered through leading questions placed by the instructor,

leaving the final answer to rest with the student.

I do not think it wise for an experiment to cover too much
ground or the fog will increase. A simple experiment, with

refinement of method involving complications omitted to avoid

confusion, will tend to dispel the haze of the beginner. A
little later in the course refinements of method and observa-

tion may be added to the experimental work. In no case,

however, should we shroud the fundamental purpose of an

experiment with a mass of confusing detail. Neither is it just

to require so high a standard of work from the undergraduate

as from the experienced man in research. By this I do not

mean that accuracy should not be dwelt upon as a prime

requisite. Quite the contrary. In the laboratory with which

I am connected the student prepares, in addition to the data,

diagrams, curves, etc., a report stating first the object of

the experiment; second, a concise statement of underlying

theory ; third, statements of just what was done and why ; and

fourth, conclusions. This last is perhaps the most important

part of the report. It gives an insight as to how much infor-

mation the student has received from the performance of the

experiment and as to the independence of thought displayed.

I encourage students to try even more than the experiment

calls for, especially where they develop a train of thought that

requires further demonstration. I also encourage them to

write down their private opinions with reasons even though

they may not agree with accepted theories. I believe that the

original data should be jotted down in pocket books analogous

to the surveyor's field book, and these should be so complete

in information, that any one with the necessary training might

be able to correctly work up the data long after the experiment

was performed. Nothing of any significance whatever should

be left to memory. Copies of the original data, derived

results, and curves neatly drawn in with drawing instruments,

should be handed in with the report. Engineering accuracy

should be dwelt upon. That is, no curves should be plotted
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to a scale representing greater accuracy than the errors in

rvation or instruments would account for.

I believe that, where possible, not more than two men to an

experiment should be permitted. Individual work, in theory

is best of all. but in many instances it requires more than one

man to run an experiment or test. The purpose, of course, is

to prevent the laggard throwing his share of the burden on the

shoulders of others. This is an expensive method, requiring

considerably more apparatus, but it is worth the extra cost.

9. •" Graduation thesis. In what way may these be made

more useful ? '

'

I doubt if. generally speaking, undergraduates theses are

of benefit to the profession at large. If the particular subject

of investigation originates with an instructor, the students

undertaking the development of the idea, and if they are

naturally careful investigators, the results may show some real

information. The danger here lies in that the instructor in

his effort to guide the student may in reality supply the brains

for the thesis and the value to the latter is lost. I believe the

real purpose of a thesis is to test the knowledge and originality

of the student, gained through four years of training. This

assumes that he ought to be capable, by this time, of suggest-

ing his own thesis subject, and ought to be required to do so.

whether such subject is finally approved or not. In other

words, we naturally expect him, at this stage, to have a mind
of his own, or he is not prepared for graduation. Further-

more, a thesis subject of the student's own choosing is apt to

interest him more, and thus prove of more value to him. This

brings us to the last topic.

10. "Original investigation. Is it desirable to have the

graduation thesis involve original investigation by the

student ?
?

"

I answer, that while I do not think it is undesirable, yet

neither do I think it necessary. It should be more or less

original investigation as far as the student himself is con-

cerned, but there is no loss of value to bim if investigators in
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the past have preceded him. To serve the purpose it is suffi-

cient if the thesis tests the capacity of the student.

For example, power plant tests are rather popular thesis sub-

jects at the institution with which I am connected. There is

nothing particularly original in such a test. Yet it does show

up the degree of independence of thought and action on the

part of the group of students making the test. This together

with the responsibility entailed ought to make such a thesis

acceptable.



EFFICIENCY IX ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

BY GEOEGE F. SWAIN,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Harvard University.

The interest of students will be best aroused by making the

instruction touch the interests of their daily lives as closely as

possible. Abstractness. or the gaining of knowledge simply

for the sake of knowledge, should, in my opinion, be dis-

couraged as far as possible. As Frederick Harrison says

:

"Man's business here is to know for the sake of living, not to

live for the sake of knowing."

Students may be encouraged to make the best use of their

time and opportunities by plain talks, "straight from the

shoulder," in which the importance of accuracy and correct-

ness are emphasized, and the commercial worthlessness of

much of their work pointed out. If a student only knows in

the abstract, more or less vaguely, how a thing is to be done,

but cannot do it correctly, his learning has given him neither

mental discipline nor commercial value. This should be im-

pressed upon him in every possible way.

To organize and systematize the work so that each depart-

ment of study shall have its due share, is a matter of the

curriculum and requires a careful balancing of needs and

knowledge of the relations and relative importance of different

subjects. Here is where a sane and broad view is most neces-

sary. It is easy to over-emphasize an unimportant subject at

the expense of one which is of fundamental value, and such

cases are frequently seen if the curricula of our engineering

schools are closely examined.

In my view, the conduct of recitations should be such as to

lead to clearer recognition on the part of the students, of mis-

takes which they habitually fall into and of the seriousness of

those mistakes. They should further be made to realize that

such mistakes are avoidable if they will adopt the proper pre-

58
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cautions, which are well within the reach of any student who

has the will to use them. "A knowledge of one's faults is the

beginning of wisdom. '

'

In the first volume of the Proceedings of this Society, I pre-

sented a paper in which I criticised the use of the lecture

system. In the years which have gone by since that time, I

have seen no reason to change my opinion, but it has rather

been strengthened, and the lecture system has also been ex-

panded. In my opinion, the extensive use of this system is

one of the main causes for the inefficiency of much of our

instruction. It is the easiest method for the professor, but it

gives the student little discipline or initiative. In my opinion,

lectures should be reduced to the minimum. Text-books

should be used which the students are required to study, and

the recitation should be largely devoted to finding out what

the student has learned, how he has learned it, and why he has

not learned more, as well as to making him realize from his

own experience the application of what he has learned. If

every student and teacher would read Professor F. M. Mc-

Murry's little book an ''How to Study," and would profit by

the principles there advocated, much improvement would

result. Of course, there is a difference between subjects, some

requiring more and some less in the way of lectures, demon-

strations, experiments, etc.. but in each case I believe that the

object should be to develop initiative, individuality, and

mental courage on the part of the student. We teach entirely

too many facts, to students who are incapable of logical

reasoning.

I believe that the work of our engineering schools would be

much more efficient if students would work during the greater

part of the vacations. Part of this vacation work might be

field work and shop work connected with the course, while the

remainder might be actual work in the field or shop of some

corporation or other employer. A student who works with his

hands or with overalls on and learns that the untutored man
who works beside him has a better mind than he, will perhaps
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be made to realize that in order to succeed he must get some-

thing which that untutored man does not possess and perhaps

cannot obtain. He will realize more fully the value of the

education and will make better use of his opportunities in

college.

It >::::- :: ;..-:- :'../-: ~~_:- :rndrn:-v is :•:
--::' ;-- -

importance and to give too much time to graduation theses.

My view has always been that such a thesis should be a com-

paratively short piece of work which should put the student

upon his own resources, and enable an instructor to test his

power of reasoning or of carrying out an investigation intelli-

gently. Most of the students graduating from our colleges

and technical schools cannot reason correctly, and the so-called

investigations which many of them make are worthless. It

should not be expected that these young men should be able to

contribute very much to the advancement of learning. If the

time so occupied were more largely spent in contributing to

the advancement of their own learning, as for instance, by
giving them a course in logic, I think the results to them would

be better. It may be of interest to the members of this

Society to know that very recently Union University has made
?. :: ::~r in I:;::: :-. r~ /;- " : ~-~ i-i^w::^^ :\:rr::--

ulum. largely upon the insistent recommendation of Professor

Steinmetz. In taking this step I think that Union has takpn

a step which places her in this respect in the lead among our

engineering schools.



LIMITATIONS OF EFFICIENCY IN ENGINEERING
EDUCATION.*

BY GEOEGE F. SWAIN,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Harvard University.

Our colleges, universities and technical schools are at the

present time the subject of serious criticism at the hands of

many writers, some of them high in authority in educational

matters, some of them outsiders with no teaching or expe-

rience, who judge of the work of the schools by the men that

are turned out. Even the presidents of some of our educa-

tional institutions, if they have been correctly reported, admit

that much of the development of the last few decades has

been, if not in the wrong direction, at least incomplete or

unsymmetrical, and that important modifications need to be

made in regard to methods of instruction and administration,

as well as in matters of general educational policy. Critics

outside the teaching profession, joining in the complaint, have

pointed out what they consider serious faults, and have indi-

cated how, in their opinion, our colleges should be reorganized.

Measuring Efficiency.

The engineer, in estimating the performance of a machine,

measures its value by what is termed its
'

' mechanical effi-

ciency." This is the ratio of the effective work done by the

machine to the energy which is put into it. The higher the

efficiency the better the machine. The efficiency of a business

may be measured somewhat in the same manner ; in this case

best, perhaps, by the ratio of net earnings to the total invest-

ment, provided that the investment has been properly ex-

pended. Of course, one business cannot in this way be com-

pared directly with another on the same basis, for in one sort

* These notes are abstracted from the address delivered by Professor

Swain at the recent opening of the new Carnegie Engineering Building

of Union University. The address is printed in full in Engineering

News, Vol. 63, p. 548 (May 12, 1910).
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of business the possible net earnings may be far smaller com-

pared \vith the total investment than is the case in another

kind of business. Nevertheless, there is a sort of measure,

even if rough compared with the mechanical one. That

measure is expressed in dollars. Since dollars are desirable

or necessary to those who have invested in the concern, if a

low efficiency is shown—lower than should reasonably be

expected, or lower than is shown in similar concerns similarly

situated—there will probably be a demand for a change of

management.

I have often asked myself the question : what is the efficiency

of education? Unfortunately, however, there is no measure

for that efficiency. The manufacturer takes the raw material

out of which he manufactures his product—a log of wood, for

example ;—he pays for this raw material and for the labor

expended upon it, in money ; fashions it into the form desired,

and sells it for other money. The efficiency of the entire

process can be measured, if not with exactness, at least

approximately.

It is essential, before judging of the real value of higher

education, to estimate the necessary limitations of efficiency,

to consider the inevitable losses and sources of waste, and

thus to refer the final product, not to a purely theoretical and

impossible maximum, but to a practically attainable one; in

other words, to consider the reasons for the observed defects,

and to ascertain to what extent they are practically remediable.

The reasons for these defects seem to arise from four main

reasons : 1, the student : 2, the parent ; 3, the teacher ; 4, the

administration.

Passing over the first two topics which are treated fully in

the original address, we may proceed at once to (3) and (4)

as bearing most directly upon the present symposium.

Defects rx the Instruction.

"While the main difficulty, in my opinion, lies with the stu-

dent himself, and with his parents, there is undoubtedly, in

most cases, just room for criticism of the teaching in our
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schools. Among the defects commonly found, a few may be

mentioned

:

1. There is too great prevalence of courses which are infor-

mation courses only, and a lack of realization on the part of

the teacher that his main object should be to teach the student

to think. TVe may well reflect upon Locke's statement that

the objects of education in their relative rank are as follows

:

(1) virtue, (2) wisdom, (3) good breeding, (4) learning.

Learning—to which we almost confine our attention—placed

last. And even with reference to learning, we often misplace

the emphasis. The student must of course be taught many
facts, but the main emphasis should be laid upon the use

which is made of those facts. Logical thinking is the main
object. If the student gains this, he can reason upon new
facts and in any subject; if he does not, he simply uses in a

rule-of-thumb way the few specific facts which he has learned.

2. There seems to me to be an undue use of the lecture sys-

tem. This is a very serious evil, in my opinion, and unfor-

tunately it seems to be increasing and to be extending even

into the secondary schools. A young man may be interested

and may gain some information by listening to a lecture, but

he will not gain much mental training. The use of lectures

without text-books seems particularly futile, except, perhaps,

in some special subjects. The student should have a text-

book which he is required to study. The exercises in the class

room should consist in finding out whether he has studied it

and mastered it, and if not. why not ; and a certain portion

of time should be taken in enlarging and explaining the sub-

ject itself.

3. Another fault, which seems very common, is that no

attention is paid in many institutions to teaching the students

how to study. Young men, animated with the best intentions,

work hard but ineffectively in the endeavor to master the sub-

jects presented to them. It is not sufficiently realized that

hard work is not alone what is needed, and will never bring

a man success unless it is also effective work. A man should

train himself to work like a well-oiled machine, accomplishing
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a result easily, quickly, and without friction. Some instruc-

tion with reference to the proper methods of study would

seem to be essential, yet I have rarely known of such instruc-

tion being given.

4. Equally striking is the fact that in many institutions no

attempt is made to teach methods of reasoning in general.

except in so far as it is done in connection with the special

courses. In the Middle Ages, logic occupied an important

part in higher training, and it was generally taught in univer-

sities up to within a few decades. Since that time it seems

to have largely disappeared, and in some of our higher schools

little or no attempt is now made, except as already stated, in

connection with individual courses, to teach the student the

general rules of correct reasoning: in other words, the prin-

ciples of logic.

5. A further difficulty in education arises from the difficulty

of obtaining good teachers, and in some cases from the prac-

tical impossibility of getting rid of poor ones. A large part

of the difficulty is no doubt due to the enormous increase.

within the past few decades, in the number of teachers re-

quired, corresponding to the remarkable growth of fa

schools and the enormous expansion of colleges and univer-

sities. For instance, in 1S60 the number of high schools in

the United States was 44: in 1-7 1

:
1

. 160; in 1880, BOO; in 18

2.526. and 1900, 6,005. In 1908 the number of teachers in

our higher schools, including colleges, was about seven times

what it was in 1670. There appears to be a real difficulty in

obtaining competent teachers for the schools and colleges, par-

ticularly in view of the fact that the remuneration ozered in

this profession is much less than that which a capable man
may expect to obtain in business or in any of the other

professions.

6. Another common defect in our teaching methods appears

to be a lack of coordination. In many of our higher insti-

tutions, each teacher seems to be an unrestrained individual,

following bis own way. not only f -lacking his own subject in

such manner as he pleases, but arranging his course and plan-
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ning the ground to be covered without regard to anybody
else. This criticism, if justified, is more apt to be applicable

to our colleges than to technical schools in which a required

curriculum is prescribed and in which there must be a se-

quence of studies ; but even in these there appears to be some

room for improvement.

Defects Due to Administration.

With reference to administration, the fundamental limita-

tion to efficiency seems to me to lie in a fact which has already

been referred to, namely, that the administrators—that is to

say the trustees—have no financial interest at stake. This is

the fundamental difference between the administration of a

college and the administration of a business concern. Where
men have no financial interest they cannot be expected to

fully realize the responsibility, nor will they be apt to ener-

getically take the necessary steps to insure efficiency. For
this reason, among others, I do not believe that education ever

can be as efficient as business. Without concentration of

responsibility, efficiency is undoubtedly diminished, and with-

out direct financial interest, responsibility will not be heavily

assumed. When we combine a lack of direct financial interest

in the product of education with the fact that the efficiency

of the process is entirely intangible and incapable of any con-

crete expression, and the further fact that responsibility is

divided, we have a combination which necessarily ensures a

small percentage of efficiency—which constitutes its principal

necessary limitation.

Conclusions.

I have endeavored to outline what the engineering graduate

should be; what he unfortunately too often is; and have re-

ferred to some of the difficulties which are met in endeavoring

to reach the ideal. Many of my remarks apply, of course,

with even greater force to the college graduate also. The

remedies, so far as remedies are possible, which have occurred

to the writer have already been partially suggested. They

mav be summarized as follows

:
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1. Every student in a university or technical school should

be given systematic physical training and instruction in

physiology.

2. Education should not be considered to be merely mental

education. Moral development should be kept constantly in

mind and every teacher should not only endeavor to make
himself a moral example, but. as far as consistent, to inculcate

moral lessons.

3. Educational work is not consistent with such concentra-

tion of responsibility as is possible in business, but it should

be striven after so far as possible.

4. Every effort should be made to cause the student to see

the necessity for self-discipline and self-exertion, to realize

the value of his opportunities, the importance of cultivating

proper mental, moral and physical habits, the fact that his

success will depend upon himself alone, the necessity of

studying how to work effectively and not simply earnestly.

If he does not reasonably appreciate these things and take

advantage of his opportunities, he should be promptly taken

out of college and set to work earning his own living. Both

parents and colleges are too lenient toward the indolent and

the inefficient.

5. Courses and examinations should be arranged, so far as

possible, with the main object of training the student to

observe and to think, and also, to a sufficient extent, to manip-

ulate. It should be made impossible to pass in a course by

rule-of-thumb work, mere memorizing, or cramming.

6. The lecture system should be reduced to a minimum, so

far as practicable.

7. Students should be taught how to study, how to work

effectively, and how to think logically. The systematic study

of logic, in some form, might well be required in any engi-

neering course.

8. Teachers, at all events in the early portions of their

careers, should be willing, and not only willing but glad, to

submit to some scrutiny of their methods and results, should

welcome kindly criticism, should discuss and study educa-
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tional methods, and should be willing to modify their own
methods. There should be cordial sympathy and harmony
between the members of the faculty, and a spirit of earnest

cooperation.

9. Every student should be obliged to follow a carefully

planned curriculum, involving continuous and systematic

mental discipline. This does not mean that every student

should follow the same curriculum, but that each man's course

should be systematic in itself.

10. Students in colleges and technical schools should not

idle away their summer vacations, but should devote them
entirely or largely to work of some kind. The other vaca-

tions during the year are sufficient for the physical needs of

boys of eighteen or over. Summer work should be either at

shop work or at summer engineering camps, or in actual shops

or other engineering establishments, where the student will

see the opportunities for the practical applications of science,

and will also learn that ability and wisdom are not confined

to men who go to college, and that if he would surpass the

untutored man in the race of life it must be by getting an
education.

But when all is said and done, the necessary limitations to

efficiency in education will remain, these being largely due to

the student himself and his lack of will, to the parent, who
has given the boy no home discipline in the days of childhood,

to the lack of financial incentive, and to the fact that efficiency

cannot be measured.

Our colleges, no doubt, have serious defects—more serious

on account of the extraordinary rapidity of their growth.

But they are earnestly engaged in the attempt to solve a great

problem. They may go wrong, they undoubtedly will go
wrong at times, but they will discover their mistakes and cor-

rect them so far as practicable. They need in many respects

to be reformed, and where they need it they will be reformed.

They have, on the whole, done much good work, together with

considerable poor work, but they will do better and better

work as the years go by.



EFFICIENCY IX ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

BY V. EAEAPETOFF.

Professor of Electrical Engineering. Cornell Universi".

The word ;
' efficiency

'

' may here have several meanings,

for instance

:

1. The ratio of the useful information and mental training

actually offered by a college to that which an ideal college

should offer.

2. The ratio of the amount of knowledge and mental devel-

opment actually acquired by the student, to the amount of

the opportunities offered by the college.

3. The ratio of the use made by the student of his college

education during his professional career, to the potential

energy stored in him at the time of graduation.

The foregoing statements can be represented more briefly

by formula?, as follows :

__ . , . , what is offered
1. Efficiencv oi curriculum= ,

—rrr-—™—j

;

what should be offered

„_ . _ , what and how he teaches
2. Emciency ot teacher=

what and how he should teach

'

3. Efficiency of student as receiver=
what he assimilates

what the college offers
'

•i. Efficiency of student as giver=
what he will give to the country

what he has received from the college'

A comparison to a power plant suggests itself, with separate

efficiencies of its parts: prime movers, electric generators,

transmission lines, etc.

The factors which affect the above-mentioned are considered

separately below.

1. Effic :y of a curriculum, as defined above, depends

chiefly upon the following factors

:

(a) Personality of the dean: his experience and tact: his

ability to steer among conflicting influences, and to guide
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without directly imposing his views: to select the nucleus of

the faculty; to inspire the teachers to do their best, and to

work in unity and harmony.

(6) Engineering and pedagogical experience of the lead-

ing professors ; their ability to select and to correlate properly

the courses of instruction, and to arrange schedules that

neither overload nor underload an average student.

(c) Correctness of educational aims and ideals in the col-

lege as a whole.

(d) Funds available for the equipment and for teachers'

salaries.

(e) Methods of instruction in use: For instance, recitations

vs. lectures; abundance or scarcity of time devoted to shops

and laboratories; preponderance of practical information, or

of pure theory, etc.

(/) Outside influences, and competition with other schools.

2. The efficiency of a teacher depends on a rather subtle

psychological make-up of the man; a good teacher is a born

teacher, because teaching is essentially an art. A few re-

quirements for an efficient teacher of engineering are

:

(a) Ability to impart knowledge; this ability is partly

instinctive, partly scientific (psychology of education).

(&) A thorough knowledge of the subject, and its proper

correlation with the adjacent branches of engineering and of

natural sciences.

(c) A sufficient practical experience in engineering work.

This makes the presentation of the subject more convincing

and interesting.

(d) A sound knowledge of current literature on the sub-

ject, and of the trend in the specialty (up-to-dateness).

(e) Ability to enthuse and to inspire the student by the

teacher's own life and research.

(/) Practice of devoting summers to engineering work in

the specialty.

(g) Good voice, directness of delivery, refined manners,

orderly clothes ; absence of any habits that induce students to

make fun of the teacher.
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(h) Ability to see sympathetically the student's point of

view, and to judge his degree of understanding.

(») Diligence and conscientiousness; deep desire to see his

work done in the best possible way.

3. Efficiency of the student as receiver of the knowledge

imparted to him depends upon the following factors

:

(a) The order in which different subjects and parts of a

subject are taught; the manner of presentation and the per-

sonality of the teacher. These factors are enumerated above.

(&) The mental ability of the student.

(c) His interest in the subject.

(d) His diligence, conscientiousness and strength of char-

acter (disturbing influences at the house where he rooms).

(e) The particular subject which he has selected as his

specialty.

(/) The necessity of earning his living, or, on the contrary,

too much money sent from home.

The overall efficiency of the college " plant"' is equal to the

product of the efficiencies denoted by (1), (2), and (3) above:

„ ~. . what the student has assimilated
overall efficiency = - . ^—=—== =

—

=-=—=—

.

what an ideal college should offer

This overall efficiency depends upon many factors, some of

which are enumerated above. Before attempting to reform

something in a college, the relative importance of a particular

factor upon the efficiency must be correctly estimated. The
same amount of effort and expense directed towards the elimi-

nation of another undesirable factor may raise the overall

efficiency much more. Thus, to use an analogy, a small aux-

iliary pump in a large power plant may be not quite efficient

;

but if its steam consumption is but one tenth of a per cent, of

that of the whole plant then even a considerable saving on

this one item would not improve the economy of the station to

any perceptible degree. And if the manager and the super-

intendents should devote most of their time and thought to

this one pump, forgetting its relative importance, more harm
would be done than good.



CONCENTRATION OF COLLEGE WORK ON A
SMALLER NUMBER OF SUBJECTS.

BY MILTON K. BUMP,

Treasurer and General Manager, Empire District Electric Company,

Joplin, Mo.

This is a matter which I feel should be given extended dis-

cussion. For many years the colleges have been adding re-

quired or elective courses along special lines and have shown

a tendency to cut down somewhat on the other courses.

For purposes of adaptability to any line of work this plan

has not proven a success and as so few of the students know

until after graduation what line of work they are going to enter

it would seem to me that this plan should be revised. From
my personal experience it seems that much better training

could have been afforded if the courses required had been

confined to the fundamental theoretical courses. For example,

more extensive study of alternating current theory from a

mathematical basis would have been of more value than cen-

tral station design. More work along the line of pure and

applied mechanics would have been better than the long hours

required in certain laboratory courses.

More work on applied mathematics in all courses would be

beneficial. It is doubtful if 25 per cent, of the graduates

could solve a simple problem in the calculus a year after

leaving college. Out of thirty men from various colleges who

are with one central station company only a very few still

"remember" their mathematics.

It is therefore my opinion that the engineering college must

adhere closely to fundamentals. The average graduate on

leaving college is not supposed to have any great practical

knowledge and the positions which he must enter are those

which serve to give him a practical training.

The greatest source of benefit to be derived from an engi-
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neering training is to learn to think carefully and systematic-

ally for one's self. If this one object is gained a man may
forget all the knowledge he learned from his books and yet

be much better fitted for life than he could otherwise have

been. It is common to note examples of men who are success-

ful in other lines of work and who have taken engineering

courses. Many men who have made partial or complete

failures in engineering work have made successes in other

lines by thinking for themselves—an accomplishment learned

while in college.

In order to develop the student he should be required to

work out for himself as much as possible of the information

used in the class room. Books are sometimes a hindrance in

this regard and do not make the student think for himself.

If the graduate has learned to think carefully, to analyze

conditions and to form conclusions based on known facts with-

out jumping at them, he can readily and quickly adapt himself

to any line of work and can acquire more practical knowledge

in thirty days than he has learned during his college course.

For this reason the writer has often thought that a four years

course in engineering should be given instead of four years in

civil, mechanical, electrical and other branches of engineering.

A fifth year could then be added for detailed training in the

theory of any one of these branches for those who desired to

take it.

Through the medium of the outside lecturer much good can

be accomplished in giving the student a broadened view point

but these lectures should not be in the nature of giving

detailed information on any branch of work but to point out

the fundamentals and ethics of the engineering profession as

adopted in the various branches of the work, the obligation of

the engineer to his employer and employes, etc. For general

information a series of lectures covering broadly the work of

the engineer in various matters of construction, design, opera-

tion, etc., should be given. The present day graduate has not

as a rule a fair understanding of the fundamental rules of his

intended profession.
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The writer is heartily in favor of confining the college

course more strictly to the fundamental courses. Practical

training can be better and more easily acquired after leaving

college.



EFFICIENT CLASS-ROOM METHODS.

BY F. 0. DrTOUK.

Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering. University of Illinois.

On account of the lack of printed information regarding

methods which increase the efficiency of class work the writer

has been prompted to present this paper. Many of these

remarks may be an old stoiy to many, but I am sure that

some of the younger members of our profession may be bene-

fited by them.

In the first place, one should appreciate the fact that the

recitation is not only of use to determine what a man knows,

but it should be used so that the man should find out at the

end of the recitation the things which he does not know. This

latter object is in my opinion far more important than the

former. A young instructor is. I think, only too apt to hear

the recitation as was done in the old days of the country school

house. With this in mind, the following should be of more

benefit to the reader than if he had for his object the mere

determination of the fact as to whether or not the student was

prepared for his recitation.

The character of the studies to which these remarks apply

should be mathematical, or relating to theoretical and applied

mechanics and their allied subjects in the sequence, although

classes in other subjects may have these methods applied to

them with more or less benefit. The size of the class depends

in a general way upon the subject taught, but the invariable

rule is that it should be of such size that the entire class should

receive personal attention each period from the instructor, or

that half of the class should receive personal instruction every

other period. The efficiency of the class work may be greatly

increased if previous to the first exercise a complete roster of

all exercises is posted upon the bulletin board. This is of

advantage since it gives the student the information consider-
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able in advance, and, therefore, he can lay out his other work

so as not to conflict with matters regarding this special course.

It is suggested that a copy of this roster be sent to all instruc-

tors who are teaching this same student, in order that their

quizzes may not fall too closely upon the dates set for quizzes

according to the roster, and therefore create a hardship on the

student. The various classes of instructional work will now

be taken up and briefly discussed.

The recitation, pure and simple, may be given to a class of

32 or less. It consists in having the members remain at the

seats and calling upon them not in sequence or alphabetical

order, but by calling upon such men who have shown either

an aptitude for that part of the work or a deficiency of knowl-

edge of the same, or upon those men who are showing inatten-

tion or indifference to what is going on, likewise to those

men who come in later. One point which I call to attention,

and which applies here and in all other classes of a recitation

character, is that the question should be propounded and then,

after a short pause in which the members will each think upon

a suitable answer, should be assigned to a student to answer.

This is one of the simplest and yet the most effective methods

of keeping up interest in the class work. It is readily seen

that in a class of 32 you are working with an efficiency of

32-inan power, whereas if the old method is applied in which

the man's name is called and then the question asked you are

working with an efficiency of 1-man power, since immediately

upon calling the man's name the remainder of the class pay

little or no attention to your question or to the answer. It is

also advisable to call upon a man who comes in late, as soon as

he has taken his seat, not repeating the question for his in-

formation. He will, of course, obtain a zero, but the advantage

lies in the fact that he will seldom appear late thereafter. If

a member of the class is seen to be inattentive it is advisable

to call upon him at once, care being taken beforehand to state

the question very clearly and concisely. He will in the major-

ity of cases state that he did not understand the question,
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whereupon a man in the far corner of the room should be

called upon to answer the question. A few times only will be

required before the efficiency of the class is greatly increased.

Sometimes it is advisable to call another name, even if a man
previously called upon has given a correct solution or the

correct answer; and sometimes it is found advisable to call

upon several men. often as many as five or six. asking each in

turn if he agrees with the last man.

The recitation at the seats without the use of the black-board

is inadvisable in mathematical subjects. The black-board may
be used, the instructor doing the work which the student tells

him to do. In this way certain problems, which would require

too much time if given to one student, may be solved very

satisfactorily in this manner by calling upon three or four, or

perhaps ten or twelve, students. As a rule. I would not

recommend the recitation at the seats. However, all of the

above-mentioned items for increasing the efficiency of the class

applies to other methods as well as this.

The most efficient of the many methods of class exercises is.

in my opinion, the recitation at the board. Previous to a

meeting of the class the special problems should be written

upon three-inch by five-inch cards and placed back outward at

the various places around the blackboard. These cards should

contain the individual problems together with the answers,

preferably in shorthand, and should be of such character that

the time required for their solution by the instructor will be

from one fifth to one sixth of that allotted to the student.

A::er the class has convened, fifteen to twenty minutes should

be given to explanation of doubtful points by the instructor.

This explanation should be given whether or not it is called

for by the student, since an instructor thoroughly familiar

with the subject must know that there are certain points

which, although they appear to be simple to the student, are

really quite difficult in some respects and these should be

explained. After the explanation, the members of the class
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should be sent to the board where they will start to solve the

individual problems. Now is the time when the instructor

may greatly increase the efficiency of this method of recitation.

He should not sit down at his desk and correct papers, or

stand looking out of the window, but should walk backwards

and forth, continuously inspecting the work of each student

very closely. In case the student is unable to start upon his

problem, the instructor should, after a few minutes, offer any

suggestions which may tend to help him, or in case the student

is unable to solve his problem with these suggestions show him

how it should be done and give him another problem to be

solved. In many cases this inspection will reveal the fact that

some student has worked up to a certain point where a slight

error, either in theory or arithmetic, may spoil the value of his

work and where, if his attention is called to it, the error may
be corrected and the work completed, thereby giving the stu-

dent the full benefit of the instruction. It is not of course to

be recommended that a perfect grade be given to such a

student, but that the grade be given in accordance with the

work done. As the usual thing this method of instructing will

produce better and more lasting results than any other, and

the grades will necessarily be higher than those obtained by

other methods.

Absolutely no conversation of any character whatsoever

should be allowed at the board. In case such conversation

does occur it is advisable to ask a man to take his seat and

simply give him a zero rather than enter into any discussion

regarding the question of honesty. One or two such cases of

discipline will prevent others from occurring.

After a student has finished his problem, it is very impor-

tant that he should recite. There is a considerable tendency

for students to stand still upon completing their problem, and

wait for the instructor to look it over ; and there is likewise a

tendency for the instructor to do this and grade the student

without receiving any information from the student other than

that which is written upon the board. This reduces the reci-
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tation to a written quiz, and does not give the student practice

in explaining and presenting the work which he has done ; and

in my mind this is a very important particular.

Experience has proved that the greatest number of men to

be handled in this way is from ten to fifteen, according to the

subject taught.

The written exercise is another method of class instruction.

Here, after the proper explanation upon the doubtful points of

the assignment, the student is given paper and is allowed to

solve a problem which is placed upon the board. A single

problem should never be used in this case. Two problems

should be placed upon the board, one of which should be solved

by those students in the odd numbered seats and the other

should be solved by those in the even numbered seats. This

method has not the advantage of personal instruction ; and my
experience has been that the average grades obtained are at

least 20 per cent, less than by the recitation method pure and

simple.

The limiting size of such classes is about thirty on account

of the fact that this method involves a great amount of labor

in the correction of the papers by the instructor ; and in my
opinion the instructor should correct the paper in order that

he may become familiar with the shortcomings of the members

of the class so that he may be able to conduct succeeding reci-

tations more efficiently.

The written exercise pure and simple is not to be advised.

On account of large classes and small number of instructors

in many of our universities, it is advisable to combine the

black-board recitation method with the written exercise

method, with perhaps once in a great while a recitation method

pure and simple. "Where a combination of the first two are

used it is advisable to have the class contain twenty or thirty

men, in which case half of the men are sent to the board at

one period and the next period the other half, or the odd

numbered men may be sent to the board and then the even

numbered men. In case a man is absent he misses his turn to
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go to the board or remain at his seat, as the case might be, and

simply takes his turn with that group of men to which he

belongs.

In many cases, instead of requiring those at their seats to

solve a problem which is placed upon the board, it is advisable

to assign to each member at the seats one of the members at

the board, and it is the duty of the member at the seat to care-

fully watch the member at the board and, if called upon by the

instructor, to say whether or not the man at the board is

correct, or in case he has made a mistake, to say where the

mistake has occurred and to be able to correct it. This last

mentioned method keeps the interest of those at their seats

and at the same time they obtain the advantage of a recitation

at the board. Indeed in some cases it is advisable to ask the

man at the seat to give the recitation on the work which the

other man has placed upon the board.

Experience has proved that in classes where this method has

been used the recitation marks of the men are, as a usual thing,

of higher grade than the written exercise marks, although in

some few cases it has been observed that men will do better

upon a written exercise than upon a recitation.

Here, as in all cases of the problem-recitation work either at

the board or at the seat the time allowed for the solution of

the problem by the student should be five or six times that

required by the instructor to solve the same problem.

The lecture method will not be mentioned in this paper since

in the opinion of the speaker it is not well adapted to subjects

of a mathematical nature.

At certain periods, preferably not less than two weeks apart,

written quizzes upon the subject matter taken during this

period should be given. The quiz should be made out and

solved beforehand by the instructor. He should require less

than a fourth of the time allowed to the student for the solu-

tion of the same. The quiz should be duplicated by the mimeo-

graph or some other device, and a copy together with the

paper upon which it is to be solved handed to the student
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upon his entrance to the room. The writing of the quiz upon

the black-board is very objectionable. If done previous to the

period students are liable to obtain the information by looking

through the windows, and if it is written upon the black-board

during the period allowed for the quiz it deprives the student

of much time which would be useful to him in its solution.

Also, students with faulty eyesight are liable to make mistakes

in reading the quiz, and even those with good eyesight may
make mistakes on account of bad penmanship or bad reflection

of light upon the black-board.

In grading the quiz one-half of the grade should be giv-n -

the method or theory and one-half to correctness. In case

lack of neatness or poor English is evident, the student should

be graded down from five to fifteen points accordingly. Lite-

wise, it is my opinion that students should be graded down
according to the lack of knowledge of prerequisites which they

display. For example, if a student is unable to integrate a

simple expression he should be graded down severely.

The final examinations should take at least from three to

four hours and these, as in the case of quizzes, should be

duplicated by some method and handed to the student upon

his entering the room. They also should be solved by the

instructor previously to the period of examination, and the

solution should take about one-fourth of the time allowed to

the student. The same remarks regarding the inadvisability

of placing quizzes upon the board apply here.

Final examinations should not be given a great amount of

credit, since it is practically impossible for a man to show a

great amount of knowledge of the subject within so short a

space of time. Reexaminations should, of course, be more

severe than the final examination, and should take at least

double the time of the final examination, since here the

grade obtained is ofttimes the final grade given a student, and

his class work and problem work is, as a usual thing, not

counted in.

Problems for solution out of class should invariably be given.
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They should be so chosen as to be as short as is consistent with

their office, which is to illustrate theoretical points and to

render students proficient in the art of computation and

correct solution of practical problems. Problems should

never be required at a recitation which is upon the theory

which is used in the problem, since in this case, if the student

does not understand the theory, his problem will of course be

incorrect. They should be required one exercise after the

theory which is to be applied in them has been recited upon.

In this way the student first has the benefit of the explana-

tions and a recitation upon the theory, and is then more able

to solve his problem.

Promptness in submitting problems and promptness in

returning them corrected is a prime requisite of efficiency,

since in this case both student and instructor are fresh in

regard to the knowledge required for that particular problem.

It is unnecessary to call to your attention the fact that should

a problem be submitted two or three weeks late and then be

corrected and returned a week or so after this, that the student

should receive very little if any benefit from the same. It is

advisable to accept problems one week late, and it is also advis-

able never to delay returning problems corrected more than

one period after they have been submitted.

In this connection I might say that it is inadvisable to allow

a man to take a quiz unless he shall have previously submitted

all of the problems required up to the date of the quiz. It is

policy to give a man a zero on the quiz, and not allow him to

take the quiz or to make it up. This rule was promulgated

only after years of consideration and inspection of the grades

of those members of the class who took quizzes without having

their problems up to date. An inspection of the grades of

such men in five classes in as many different years revealed the

fact that the average grade made was between 20 and 30 per

cent. It is advisable when using this rule, to have a list of

those men who are not up to date in their problems posted

several days in advance of the quiz.

6
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These list* should be placed where the student may see them

and direct his energies accordingly.

The weights which should be assigned to the various classes

of work which go to form the final grade is of course a matter

open to considerable discussion. However, it does not seem

advisable to weight all classes of work equally. The reasons

for this are many but will not be discussed here. For

instance, it would not be advisable to give problems, in which

a man has all the advantages of outside help, the same weight

as the recitation either at the board or his seat where indi-

vidual effort and initiative alone is exercised. After much
natderatifln, the following weights have been used in my

classes for the past few years. These weights are not wholly

the result of my own ideas, but I have been influenced in choos-

ing them by consultation with some of the most eminent edu-

cators in engineering lines. These weights are as follows :

Class work (recitations) 4

Quizzes 3

Drafting phies 4

Computations 3

Problems 1

Kaal ex^rriration 1

In case the course does not contain any one or more of the

above classes of work, it is of course, omitted in computing the

final grade.

In order to increase the efficiency of class work the following

rule which is a species of reward has been used with great

success :

In case a member of the class has obtained a grade of 85

per cent, or over in his term's work he is excused from the

necessity of taking his final examination.

This rule was only put in force after the grades of many men

in many different classes were considered and it was found that

a man who had a grade of 85 per cent, or over in his term's

work seldom if ever failed to make that grade in the final

examination. Also, men whose grades were below 85 per cent.,

seldom made a grade high enough to raise his mark above 85
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per cent. As to the advisability of this rule there is no ques-

tion in my mind. The only question which remains to be

settled is that grade which must be set in order to excuse the

man from the final examination in case he exceeds it. A
grade of 85 per cent., as above stated, will excuse about one-

fourth of the class. In ease the work consists of drawings,

computations, quizzes and recitations it is advisable to require

that the grade of 85 per cent, or over must be made upon both

the quizzes and the recitations, or quizzes alone, since these are

then the only measures of the student's mental ability which

have been given. Furthermore, the rule might be modified so

as to require a grade of 90 per cent, on the drawings and com-

putations and So per cent, on the quizzes. It is not within the

provision of this paper to state the exact grade, since this is a

matter which lies with the instructor. Experience has shown

that in mathematical subjects and those studies which have

them for a sequence, 85 per cent, is a sufficiently high grade,

while for drafting and computation 90 per cent, is about

correct.

The question of the final grade is of very great importance,

and should not be given by consulting only the grades of the

various kinds of class work averaged according to their respec-

tive weights. The grades should be kept on a sheet of paper

of such size that all grades could be seen at a glance ; and after

the grades have been averaged according to their relative

merits a final inspection of all of the grades should be made
before the final grade which is to be given for the University

record is decided upon.

It is. I think, unfair to grade a man 70 who has had seven

perfect marks and then three zeros, and grade a man 79 who
has only had three grades above 90, the remainder being such

as to bring the average to the grade mentioned. Also, it is, I

think unfair to grade a man 90 who has had several quizzes of

100 per cent, grade and one of 50 per cent., whereas his neigh-

bor has made an equal average, yet none of his quizzes have

been graded 100. It is unfair to allow a man who has high
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grades in his problems and exceedingly low grades in the other

classes of his work to be given a grade equal to that of the

man who has a high average in his class work and a lower

average on his problems. In fact, the speaker is inclined to

doubt if the problem work in such cases is that of the man
who submitted them.

I believe in taking into consideration in making the final

grade, the fact that men have played upon athletic teams. It

is a noticeable fact that most men upon athletic teams make
average grades while playing, and after the season has ended
their grades are much higher than before. The grade of such

men should therefore, I think, be equal to or slightly below

that which they have maintained in the latter part of their

course after their athletic activities have ceased. I do not

intend to have this rule work both ways. In other words, if

a man's athletic activities commence at the latter part of his

course instead of at the beginning, then his grades should be as

averaged, since he has not had the opportunity to show in the

latter work that he has become proficient in the former parts

as well.

Xo hard and fast rule can be laid down for the determina-

tion of the final grade. Experience is the best teacher, and in

case of limited experience, consultation with the head of the

department will in most cases be sufficient to show the general

method of procedure.



THE USE OF PRINTED OUTLINES.

BY HENEY S. JACOBY,

Professor of Bridge Engineering, Cornell University.

Extended observation and experience prove that the effi-

ciency of class instruction may be materially increased by

planning the work for the entire term before the announce-

ment for the first exercise is made on the bulletin board of the

department.

It is also highly advantageous to prepare for the use of the

students a printed circular or pamphlet containing an outline

of the work, including lesson assignments in the text-book and

other instructions or explanations which must otherwise be

announced in class at a corresponding sacrifice of valuable

time. Since different portions of a course frequently require

different methods- of study, some useful hints based upon the

experience of the teacher may profitably be added for the

guidance of the students.

Such a plan carefully prepared in advance enables members

of the class to secure some increase in required results for a

given expenditure of time and effort, but in a larger degree

serves to improve the quality of the work done. There are

minor advantages worth considering, such as the stimulation

of increased interest in a course that seems to be arranged in a

systematic manner, and a feeling of satisfaction in knowing

how much time is expected to be given to each subdivision to

enable the course to be completed without crowding at the

end of the term. The energetic student who works ahead of

the time schedule is assured that he will not be expected to do

extra work as a penalty for his industry. The plan also aids

in the important purpose of training students to habits of

order and to fairly uniform intensity of application in work

and study.
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Experience likewise shows that instructors highly appreciate

the value of having the full course laid out in advance, espe-

cially where several of them teach the same course to different

sections of the class. It avoids misunderstanding, waste of

energy and friction and insures more thorough cooperation.



THE NEED FOR MORE PRACTICAL
INSTRUCTION.

BY E. T. TANNATT,

Civil and Consulting Engineer, Spokane, Wash.

I am especially interested in the higher education of our

young men, for the double reason that I have worked hard to

acquire an engineering education and training and I have,

in over twenty-five years of experience, had a very large

number of young men in my employ or under my supervision.

Among these young men are those who have started with little

knowledge of our language, others with barely a high-school

education, and still others who are graduates of our colleges

and universities. I have found a remarkable difference in the

abilities of the graduated students and yet a greater difference

in their abilities to apply their educations. I have particular-

ly noted this latter where studies such as mechanics, hydrau-

lics, physics and advanced mathematics are involved. A very

considerable part of this difference is to be credited to the

differences in the men themselves; but I have also observed,

that from certain schools, we obtain certain characteristics,

both good and bad, which must be charged largely to the

schools.

From one college in particular I have noticed a marked lack

of training in business methods and practical thought. From
this college I have repeatedly found graduates who could not

fill out in proper form an ordinary receipt, note or voucher,

and a practical application of their profession seemed never

to have entered their minds. I have found some of these

same young men excellent in the purely theoretical parts of

mathematics, mechanics and the like. They could juggle with

equations almost without limit, but in applying the principles

of the most simple of these equations to some practical form or

solution, I found them entirely at sea.
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It became clearly evident to me that the mathematics of

their course had been taught by an expert mathematician who

had had little or no experience with the practical sides of engi-

neering and an investigation proved my conclusion. I found

also that mechanics had been taught by an equally proficient

mathematician who probably had never done a day's practical

engineering work in his life.

The thought has been repeatedly emphasized to me, that

one of the things which should be required by the engineering

colleges is that every professor in the applied sciences of

engineering should have spent in practical engineering at least

a period equal to his college course, before being admitted to

the faculty, and that the professors of mathematics should

pay more attention to the practical application of the prin-

ciples which they are teaching.

I can but feel that too many of our young men fail to give

results comparable with the men who rise from the ranks,

simply because of the failure of our engineering courses to

apply the principles to practical conditions as the college

courses advance. This failure I believe largely comes from

the lack of practical training of the professors themselves.

The engineering student. I find, is easily interested in and

endeavors to grasp any point in the profession, wherein lie

can see a possible future practical use.



EFFICIENCY IN ENGINEERING SHOP TRAINING.

BY JAS. A. PEATT,

Director, Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades.

Shop instruction in connection with the engineering

school, usually aims to give the student engineer the follow-

ing:

1. The general principles underlying the manual opera-

tions of the trades with which he may come in contact, as an

engineer or architect.

2. A practical knowledge of commercial workshop

methods.

3. An appreciation of the value, as well as a technical

knowledge of the various productive systems.

All engineering shop men, with whom the writer has

talked, agree that the three items mentioned above are essen-

tials. This being true, it is evident that the engineering shop

teacher has a very different problem from that presented to

the manual training school, the mission of which is to assist

in adapting the boy to his environment, and developing latent

industrial ability. These are factors, but they must be utilized

at the proper time in the boy's period as a student, when it

can be done in the most efficient manner.

The engineer has selected his vocation ; his latent abilities

have been so developed, or his natural bent is so definite that

it has been deemed wise by the school authorities to admit him

to a specific course. His work then in the shop should approach

much more closely to commercial methods than is possible in

a purely manual training line, since the manual training stu-

dent is not usually prepared to take with intelligence the same

grade of shop work which the engineer should take. From such

a standpoint, manual training methods are clearly out of

place in the engineering school shop. The engineering student

ought to devote his attention to more concrete, and difficult

problems than belong in the manual training course. More
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than this, he should not aim simply to imitate the mechanic,

but rather to get a knowledge of the scope of the various tools

through actual use, an acquaintance with the various modern

tools of a general, special and semi-special nature which are

constantly coming out, an understanding of the method of

keeping in touch with these new features, and a thorough

understanding of systematic methods of work.

Such a program is not too pretentious for a four-year

course, if such a course be properly arranged and well taught.

The question now comes up : Along what lines should one pro-

ceed in order to introduce such improvements? In the first

place, at any rate, the shop ought to be under the complete

control of the school authorities, in so far as the assignment of

the student work is concerned, and the selection of material to

be used in his development. Again each department should be

understood by the student as having a bearing on his whole

work. In the machine shop the purpose of each of the many
machines used in production, their capacities, principles of

efficient operation, and the various standards are considered.

In the foundry a knowledge of bench and floor work, the mold-

ing machine, and various standards, as well as general foundry

equipment are needed. The same policy may be adopted with

satisfactory results in the pattern shop and forge department.

Time will not of course be equally divided among all the shops,

since some will present a larger number of problems which are

not so easily solved, than others, but time enough should be

devoted to each to give a well rounded course, considering the

purpose of the work.

The student should have sufficient actual work in each

shop to be able to understand the various trade terms used, to

see the bearing of each department on the whole process of

manufacture, to judge efficiency with intelligence, and to esti-

mate time with a fair degree of accuracy. Such requirements,

of course, involve the spending of some time on each job, but

during this period the student must be directed to the bearing

of this work on the work of the plant. To get this general

view the work should be carried out on a factory basis. Each
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part, of which there should be large enough number to show

the advantage of using set tools, gauges, jigs and fixtures,

should follow a laid out course through to its completion.

Such a plan of necessity involves the making and use

of jigs, a problem of no great difficulty, if the drawing

room is made practical by designing jigs to be built and used

in the shop. The time available, however, does not permit us

to teach the engineer the trade of jig and fixture making, nor is

such a plan advisable in cases where only four to six years are

to be devoted to student work. The jig making may be used as

elementary exercises, to teach the first general principles of

commercial shop requirements in measurement and machine

operation, before the student is far enough along to take up
the more difficult and strenuous work of rapid production.

During this period of work call the attention of the whole

class to the work being done, namely, getting ready for a manu-

facturing operation. Give extensive and carefully planned

shop talks, on shop manufacturing methods, the class to take

notes, and the instructor checking these with care. "When the

jigs, fixtures and gauges are done, use them in the production

of the work, calling the student's attention to their economic

value. While this work is going on each student should be given

an extended period as shop superintendent of the whole plant,

looking after orders, getting out stock, attending to the proper

routing of the work, keeping all machines supplied with work,

in short being responsible for all shop details. The instruc-

tor should be on the floor at all times when his class is in

and each man watched with care, having his attention care-

fully called to details. The shop superintendent should be

given notes which the instructor must check, both on operation

of his plant, in manufacture and the upkeep or repairs. A re-

pair gang must be maintained both for training and to keep

the machines in an efficient condition.

A paper of this scope does not, of course, cover all details

but it will be noted that it presents a course much different

from that often found ; it does not require an extensive plant,

but a well planned one is a necessity. The very plan itself
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gives opportunity to increase the plant to any desirable ex-

tent. Since everything made is usable, and produced at a very

small cost to the school the operation is very efficient. At
the same time we have an ideal system for training our stu-

dent, since we have an actual shop with the student in actual

contact with every shop detail, from the simplest operation, to

the actual management of the whole plant, and this too under

a competent guide.

To present the scheme in a working light there follows a

brief outline of one year of operation which may serve to show

its value when put to the test of use. The class was a mixed

one composed of men ranging through all grades, from those

who had served regular apprenticeship and worked several

years as mechanics, to those who had been through work

equal to the average manual training course. It was decided

to run through good sized lots of two pieces of shop equipment,

one of which required a fairly good jig, fixture, and gauge

equipment. The instructor saw that all necessary stock was

purchased and the more lengthy stock cutting operations done

beforehand. This material was now laid aside awaiting the

student superintendent's requisition. "When the class came in

all the students were assigned to machines except two of the

men who were mechanics. These two were the first to take

their work as superintendents. Those men at the machines who

had experience as mechanics were started on rapid production

methods. The manual training boys were started on a thorough

course of general training along purely shop lines, the various

parts of the apparatus not requiring jigs, being made up at

this time as well as the jig parts themselves. The student su-

perintendent made sketches of his jigs under the instructor's

directions, ordered out his stock, and did the finer setting up

of the jig parts in making. During this period of the man's

training he was continually in contact with all the depart-

ments, including forge, foundry, pattern shop, and machine

shop, as an executive. The whole class was directed to these

preparatory operations for handling the job in a modern way,

while they were being prepared to actually do the work, both
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as executives and workmen. Such an arrangement gave each

man a chance to act both as workman and as executive under

strenuous conditions. As a workman he must be alert, being

constantly under the eye of the instructor who required him
to use the modern methods presented. As a foreman he met

the various problems due to delay if his orders were not far

enough ahead, to poor work, and to the details of routing his

work.

After each man had completed his term as foreman, he re-

turned to a machine as an operator. One very interesting

feature in this connection was the fact that the student was

almost invariably a much more efficient machine operator

after his period as an executive than before. The experience

brought home to him with a great deal of force, the necessity

of the machine operator feeling himself an important part of

the larger whole, and the necessity for his efficiency, if the

work in hand was to be a success.

The course mentioned was a very short one, covering in

the neighborhood of 320 hours, this being all the time avail-

able, and as this was the first year of use many details were not

rounded out. Nevertheless the rapid development of the stu-

dent in the short time mentioned, both in technical maturity

and executive ability, so impressed the writer that he believes

it to be along these lines that the efficiency of shop instruction

can be increased to a remarkable degree.



EFFICIENCY IN SHOP WORK.

BY HUGO DIEMEE,

Professor of Industrial Engineering, Pennsylvania State College.

The ideal condition for the college shop would be one in

which all of the students had received, in the secondary

schools, a thorough training in the principles of manual train-

ing applied to work in wood, metals, moulding and mechanical

drawing. A complete state system of secondary education

should make it possible for all students intending to take a

college course in engineering to find, near their own homes,

secondary schools in which they can obtain such preparatory

manual training. The state system of education should pro-

vide these schools at such points and with a romping schedule

during such hours that students in outlying country districts

within a distance of from ten to thirty miles could leave their

homes in the morning to attend such schools and return the

same day.

Until such state systems of education, providing elementary

manual training are provided, the state colleges and univer-

sities will have to continue offering courses in elementary

manual training. It is desirable, however, that all shop exer-

cises which can be put into the category of elementary manual
training be collected into groups by themselves and separated

from technical or industrial shop work and designated under

separate course numbers.

Each state college and university should also prepare and
publish an outline in detail of the kinds of manual training

which it recommends be given in the high schools and prepara-

tory schools in order that a student may, at the beginning of

his industrial course in the college or university, take up at

once the technical and industrial shop work.

In the technical and industrial shop work to be given by the

colleges and universities, there should be a set of questions, a
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data sheet and an instruction sheet provided with each exer-

cise. The data sheet and question sheet should be filled in by

the student on a rough copy and written up in a clean copy

afterwards. These sheets should be printed in uniform type

and should all be of the same size and present a business-like

appearance. Poorly printed mimeograph copies do not tend

to establish the desire for clean cut business-like reports in the

student, which discrimination it is particularly desirable to

impress upon him.

Under the present conditions in college and university

shops, it is desirable that the head of each shop department, in

order to be a master of his work, have a pedagogical education

as a teacher of manual training, and moreover be sufficient

master of his craft so that he could not only earn a day's

wages as a mechanic at his trade, but occupy the position of

foreman in the industries. To what extent the salaries paid

by colleges and universities to the men in charge of the various

kinds of shop work fall in with the above requirement, I leave

it to you, gentlemen, to judge. As a matter of fact, most of

them are not paid the amount that could be earned at day's

wages by a mechanic in the trade, to say nothing of the salary

paid a competent foreman. In a good many instances the only

inducement the colleges and universities have to offer to

instructors in shop work is the permission accorded them to

spend several hours daily in attending college classes so that

they may obtain a college degree and in three or four years

leave the college and accept positions in manual training high

schools. This temporary make-shift of an inducement to

counterbalance the miserable wages paid, serves to bring a

certain percentage of capable men into the instructorships of

college shops. Until this condition is remedied, colleges and

universities will always be open to the keen criticism to which

they are at present subjected by men engaged in the industries

as to the poor quality of the shop work instruction.

Shop conditions are such that the college or university is by

no means assured of satisfactory teaching in the handling of

separate shops by merely appointing as general director of
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shop work, a man with an engineering education and indus-

trial experience, and assuming that having appointed as the

head of the department, a capable man, the instruction in

shop work may safely be entrusted to very poorly paid men in

the various shops. The head of the machine shop should be a

man capable of keeping a position as foreman in a commercial

manufacturing establishment. If he is a man of this grade,

then the director of the shops will be able to get him to appre-

ciate what kind of work the college should aim to give. What
it true of the machine shop is equally true of the pattern shop

and the foundry. It is highly desirable that the director of

the shops be a man capable of giving instruction in shop

methods, manufacturing accounts, factory economics, factory

planning and allied work, besides directing the necessarily

heavy clerical work having to do with the department pur-

chases, stores records and students ' records.

The only reason for the existence of the present inefficient

condition of college shops, is that there have been few men to

champion the cause of metal working, wood working and

foundry machinery and processes, whereas there have been

abundant champions of heat engineering machinery who have

always been ready to designate this last class of machinery as

belonging to a high-toned and patrician class, whereas all

other machinery and industrial processes were considered by

them as plebeian. As a matter of fact, the economies which

can be effected by the highest degree of ability in design and

engineering in reducing manufacturing costs by reason of

refinements in power problems, will affect only a small per-

centage of the cost of power in any industry. Even in the

heat engineering field the tendency has been to specialize in

steam engineering with not sufficient attention to the manu-

facture and use of gas for industrial fuel and power. Again

the entire cost of power in most industries is but a small frac-

tion of the cost of the other manufacturing processes.

Thorough courses in shop work and industrial engineering

handled by capable and well-paid instructors in the college

shops and other branches of industrial engineering will create
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a type of student graduates who will be capable of making

wonderful reductions in the pay rolls and manufacturing costs

in the industries in exactly the same manner that former engi-

neering graduates have been able to make refinements,

improvements and cost reductions in power problems. It is

time that the colleges opened their eyes to the imperative need

and wonderful opportunities of this kind of education. The

industries are clamoring for it and the reason that most

colleges are not meeting the demand is, that we hesitate too

long to make any changes from established courses, copied in

many instances from the earliest schools of engineering.

I wish to add a few words as to how we increased the effi-

ciency of our shop equipment at The Pennsylvania State

College during the past year. It was generally conceded that

our machinery and equipment was such that we could build

many pieces of machinery, fixtures, etc., wanted by various

departments of the college provided we were organized to

handle such work. Accordingly we appointed a man whose

exclusive duty it is to get out these shop orders, hire the neces-

sary help to get out the work and keep the cost records and

pay-rolls in such a manner as he is instructed. The man em-

ployed to fill this position had occupied the position of master

mechanic in a manufacturing establishment and is a capable

draftsman and machinist. As a result of our instituting this

plan we have invoiced over 500 distinct orders during the

past year, aggregating over $4,000 and have given employ-

ment for pay to some 70 different students. A small per-

centage of the work could be put through the shops as exercise

work in the shop courses, such as parts of lathes and orna-

mental lamp posts. "We have kept careful record of our

departmental indirect costs as well as machine rates and add

to flat labor cost an hourly machine rate and an additional

burden-rate to cover operating expenses. At the close of the

year after taking inventory and closing all accounts we

showed that we had operated with no loss and a very slight

profit—the profit being so small as not to arouse criticism from

our customers.

7



IMPROVEMENT IN SHOP WORK AND LECTURE
INSTRUCTION.

BY E. J. KUNZE,

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan Agriculture

College.

There are three distinct classes of instruction given in shop

work, each of which has its definite sphere. Manual training,

in its accepted pedagogical meaning, is designed to reach the

mind through the hand ; shop work for artisans is intended to

teach trades, which it would seem could be best accomplished

in trade schools; shop work for engineers, besides teaching

the handling of tools, should be expected to teach the student

methods of production and cost of production, and to aid him

to know how best to design machinery as to cost, strength,

durability, etc. Besides this the embryo engineer should have

had a certain amount of experience in commercial shops in

order that he may have such an intimate acquaintance with

shop conditions as will teach him how to handle men most

efficiently and effectively. If it were possible, this could be

best accomplished by obliging each candidate for a degree to

submit a statement, properly endorsed, of time spent in com-

mercial shops, and requiring not less than six months of such

service, a system used in some European schools. This could

be partially satisfied by properly organized summer work.

A lecture course should accompany the work in the college

shop. In it there should be considered such matters as cost

of manufacturer under different conditions, as by the use of

special automatic machinery, jigs, etc. In each case compara-

tive costs should be given, not only of the process but also of

the machines and fixtures required. Such items as standard

parts, interchangeability, cutting speeds, duty of the speed

boss, use of high speed tools and steels, and similar matters

should be carefully considered. The study of progressive

manufacture and the analysis of the leaks usually occurring in
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manufacturing concerns, and how to discover and eliminate

them are profitable subjects to dwell upon.

In the foundry the engineer is directly interested in the

effect of the form of different ingredients in the charge. The

student should become acquainted with the advance methods

used in large shops, such as the effect on the cost of manu-

facture caused by the use of air operated riddles, moulding

machines and like apparatus. As a rule the college foundry

more nearly resembles those enclosed sand piles we find in

playgrounds.

In the forge shop it would seem that the work would be

made more vital and hence attractive if, instead of requiring

the forging up of a long chain, the student would be required

to make up some useful articles which shall embody the three

different kinds of welds. The making of useful articles makes

the work more real. Zest will be given to all branches of shop

work if the product of the students becomes incorporated in

machines for actual use or still better if the entire machine is

built by them, but it does not appear practicable to make
machines, as they are made commercially, without entailing an

undue amount of time in producing expert machine operators.

Commercial production it would seem, can be best brought out

in lectures as has been already intimated and to this end the

study of the equipment used in highly organized establish-

ments in any branch of shop work should be studied.

While it is well for an engineer to be a machinist also, it

appears to the speaker, that much of the time, spent in trying

to make a student in engineering so proficient in the use of

tools that he may compete, commercially, in the rate of pro-

ducing work, is wasted. This time may be, to a great extent,

more profitably used on subjects that lie more within the

sphere of an engineer. Even if desirable, the college shop

cannot contain all of the improved classes of machinery, work-

ing at the rates obtaining in practice. It is therefore better

that, after studying these questions of manufacture, the

student should make inspection trips to places where such

machines are in operation and turn in reports on same.



IMPROVEMENT OF LECTURE INSTRUCTION.

BY E. J. KTJNZE,

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan Agricultural

College.

Models and lantern slides in the lecture room no doubt have

their place, but in their use the tendency is, as a rule, to

represent too much detail. When too much detail is pre-

sented, the student's attention cannot be centered on the

essentials. He notes with too much precision some detail with

which he, perhaps at some former time, had become familiar.

Lantern slides also have the disadvantage of not being avail-

able for comparison during a lecture. The speaker has found

it profitable to make up charts by making drawings with

crayons on large sheets of drawing paper. In this way dia-

grammatic sketches having only the essential features may be

employed. The method also permits of making comparisons,

since a number of sheets pertaining to any one subject may be

hung from the walls of the room.

Another advantage of the chart system is that precisely the

same drawing or sketch may be referred to by a student at any

time, or it may be used at successive lectures. The impression

obtained by repeatedly seeing the same sketch is stronger than

one obtained when the sketches slightly differ.

After we have studied the skeleton it is well that we clothe it

and view it, if we wish, from the screen or still better, spend

part of the lecture period in the laboratory viewing the part

being studied, direct. After the fundamentals have been

grasped it is well to present the matter being studied from as

many phases as time will permit.

In presenting curves representing performances or other

similar matter, it is well to develop them before the class.

This may be conveniently accomplished by having the lines

drawn lightly in pencil on the paper charts, and developing

the curves by tracing them in charcoal. By this means the
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charcoal may be dusted off. and the charts repeatedly used.

At the same time the student may at any time refer to the

charts should he find any difficulty. Since the curves had

previously been carefully drawn there is no danger of distor-

tion when they are traced in charcoal, and hence much confu-

sion on the part of the student is avoided.

The tendency is rife among many students, of taking too

many notes during lectures. The taking of a few notes is no

doubt a profitable exercise since the student is not only thereby

furnished with a means of reviewing the subject in exactly

same order in which it was given, but also the tendency of his

mind to wander from the subject is materially lessened.

"vThen, however, note taking is overdone, especially when
drawings, tables, curves, and the like are copied from the

board, the student 's attention may be almost entirely occupied

in the copying rather than being centered on what is said by

the lecturer, moreover, especially in the case of copying curves.

the student is very likely to make distorted diagrams during a

lecture. It would seem better, therefore, to have such matter

as curves, illustrations, tables, etc.. in the form of blue prints,

mimeographs, or in some other like duplicating form, so that

they may be inserted in the notes as the course progres- -

There are several ways in which duplicate prints may be

conveniently made. Blue print paper may be purchased, cut

to size of loose leaf note paper, or we may take a black print

negative from as many photographic plates as can be accom-

modated by the printing frame and so arranged that sheets of

standard size may afterwards be cut. From this a black print

positive can be made, and this used to make up blue prints as

desired.

Another very acceptable duplicating method has been

brought out by a New York firm. In this reproductions from

books, etc., may be obtained in lots at the rate of a few cents

apiece.

The custom of requiring, in connection with lecture courses,

the turning in of the solution of problems which have been
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assigned,, is good if they are corrected and promptly returned

to the student. If the problems are not so returned the effect

on the student is harmful.

Lack of attention during lectures is due to lack of interest.

In order to arouse and maintain interest the student must

first be brought to understand that what he is to hear is of real

worth. He must be shown its bearing on what is to come

later, and how the subject is to lead out. The relationship of

the subject with things familiar to the student should be

pointed out, and the subject then developed from the concrete

to the more abstract. Here is where the worth of practical

experience to an instructor is well demonstrated : He may, by

tying the subject to something that has been real to the stu-

dent, not only inject interest or even enthusiasm into his

lectures, but may also often explain some effect or action which

otherwise may be grasped with difficulty. Informality and

freedom in questioning especially where classes are small, add

interest. The likelihood of drifting too far from the subject

is not probable when the lecture has been prepared, and the

lecturer refers to his notes. The difficulty with fool questions

is nil, when the instructor working along the lines above indi-

cated, has become acquainted with his class. Such questions

may be easily choked oft should they make their appearance,

and the matter would be handled automatically by the rest

of the class. The rate at which a subject is taken up also has

its influence on attention. If the rate be too slow, continuity

of thought is broken, and the student's attention may wander.

If the subject is being covered too fast, lack of interest may
result from discouragement. The instructor should, of course,

be in advance of his class, but not so far in advance as to cause

a break in the chain of thought, and if he sees his subject

clearly, is interested in it and possesses the truth and can

clearly express it. he will not fail to interest and hold the

attention of a class. His spirit is catching, and therefore the

instructor must be enthusiastic and not half-hearted in his

work.
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The attitude of the lecturer should not be dogmatic. The
impression should never be given that a certain solution is the
only one, or even, in many cases, that it is absolutely correct
unless the reasons for that assumption are clearly shown.
This will tend to prevent the student from accepting what he
may see, hear or read, until he had analyzed and possessed it

and made it his own. Such an attitude in the student would
result in the independent solving of all questions, and this

unquestionably is of more value than the substance of any
number of lectures.



SHOP CREDIT AND LABORATORY INSTRUCTION.

BY C. H. CROUCH,

Dean of the College of Engineering, University of North Dakota.

Should students be encouraged to seek remunerative employ-

ment by allowing academic credit for such work? I do not

think there is anything wrong in giving credit for such work

but I believe it would as a rule be difficult to equate such work

and give it proper credit. Much might be said in favor of a

student spending his vacations in shops or drawing rooms but

I would hesitate in recommending credit for such work unless

I was well acquainted with the nature of the same. I have but

little sympathy for the student who has to be coaxed or

induced to engage in such work by giving credit for it. I

believe that much can be accomplished in this direction by see-

ing to it that the students who have had the greatest amount

of practical experience and have done the best class work get

the best positions upon graduation. Such matters are often

in the hands of those who are called upon to recommend men
for various positions.

I value as highly as anyone the experience the student gets

in shops, for I have tried it. Even though he gets but the

simplest kind of work his experience with the workmen will be

valuable to him, and by keeping his eyes open he will be able

to learn much. If he is so unfortunate as to be conceited he

will doubtless lose some of it. Such experience will help him

to get a bettter perspective of the engineering profession and

to appreciate the position and problems of the laborer and

mechanic which will enable him in after years, when in charge

of a plant, to deal with them in a more sympathetic and equi-

table manner than if he had not had such experience.

In a small university where the classes are small the problem

of laboratory instruction is quite different from that in a
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large institution, so perhaps I should not speak upon this

subject.

Years ago it was customary in some institutions to assign

certain problems to a group of students and then turn them

loose in the laboratory to work out their own salvation. I do

not know how prevalent this custom is to-day but I understand

it is practiced to some extent. Personally I do not believe in

this method. There is too great a loss of time in getting

started. I have known of students being assigned a problem

in engine economy, but before they could run the test it was

found necessary to set the valves on the engine, for it had been

previously used by another group of students on an entirely

different kind of an experiment. It is very necessary that the

students know how to set the valves on an engine, but that

exercise should be given before one in engine testing. The

same applies to students in the dynamo laboratory. It is very

good practice to find loose connections, greasy commutators

and breaks in circuits or some other causes which may prevent

a generator from building up, but I doubt if it is necessary to

require a student to go through with this preliminary work

before every test. I would not have the apparatus all set up
for the student ready to run, but before running an engine

test I usually see that the valves are properly set. In con-

ducting mechanical and dynamo laboratory practice I endeavor

to have the apparatus in working order for the experiment to

be conducted so that little time will be lost.

It is my practice to see that experiments are assigned in

advance so that students may read up relative to the experi-

ment before coming to the class. Before starting the work the

students are questioned to see that they understand the nature

and object of the experiment. Their attention is called to the

principal things which they must look out for. The students

are obliged to make up their own log and in the dynamo
laboratory in the early experiments they are required to sub-

mit diagrams showing the machine and switchboard connec-

tions before starting up the machinery. The instructor
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examines the diagrams and the switchboard eonneetions

to make sure that the machinery will not be injured. If

their diagrams are wrong they are sometimes allowed to go

ahead and discover their own mistake. I usually endeavor to

lay much stress upon the deductions made from the experi-

ment.



IMPROVEMENT IX LABORATORY INSTRUCTION.

BY H. F. MOOKE,

Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. University

of Illinois.

In planning the conduct of a laboratory course every in-

structor must decide to what extent he shall throw responsi-

bility for details of work on his students. He may furnish

them with blank forms for recording data, direct in detail

their handling of apparatus, and give explicit directions for

computations and preparation of reports. If this course is

followed throughout the course the students will be enabled to

perform a large number of experiments, but are in danger of

doing very little independent planning or reasoning. On the

other hand the instructor may exercise as little direct super-

vision as possible, merely preventing damage to apparatus in

the laboratory, and correcting and grading student reports

;

he may allow each student to develop his own methods of

apparatus handling and report writing. This procedure will

usually develop the power of initiative of the best men of the

class, but if carried to extremes may greatly curtail the

number of experiments performed and, what is much worse,

may lead to careless, inaccurate work on the part of the

medium-grade and the poor students of the class. The writer

believes that during the earlier exercises of a laboratory

course, the first method should, in general, be followed. All

the students are unfamiliar with the laboratory and the partic-

ular kind of work to be carried on there, and will be benefited

in their beginning work by following time-proven methods

of apparatus handling and of computation. As the course

proceeds and the students gain familiarity with the laboratory

and with the general nature of the work of the course, the help

of blank forms for data and of detailed supervision may well

be gradually withdrawn until during the latter part of the

course the students are planning their own methods of work
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and the arrangement of their data and results. Such a

method of conducting a course gives opportunity for the devel-

opment of individuality.

A few suggestions from an expert and the opportunity to

observe well-planned methods of apparatus handling and of

computation are frequently of great value to a student espe-

cially at the beginning of a laboratory course. The writer

believes that all the work of computing results can be most

efficiently done in regular class periods under the general

supervision of an instructor. This plan, however, requires a

large teaching force, and where it cannot be adopted, it might

be worth while, in the early part of the course, to sacrifice a

period or two of data getting and to devote the time thus

gained to instruction in computation of results from data and

in report writing.

It may be questioned whether sufficient attention is always

given to planning methods of instruction during the time in

which the class is at work with apparatus. Certainly this

time offers excellent opportunities for training in punctuality,

concentration, cooperation, and ingenuity. As an example

of good class handling the writer would mention an exercise

in a hydraulic laboratory which recently came under his

observation. A squad about to perform an experiment on the

friction of water in pipes was gathered around a small port-

able blackboard, while the instructor by quick questions asked

of various students at random drew from the squad a summary

of the principles involved and of the methods of experimental

attack on the problem. This occupied five to ten minutes,

after which the squad went on with the performance of the

experiment.

One phase of the question of laboratory equipment which is

sometimes neglected is the cost of upkeep and operation.

Every new piece of apparatus, especially if of large size,

means in general increased running expenses for the labora-

tory. Not infrequently a given sum of money expended for

janitor sen-ice will yield better returns in the improvement of
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laboratory efficiency than a like sum expended for new

apparatus. For most school work, apparatus should be chosen

which has as wide an adaptation as is consistent with good

service. As an illustration, the Laboratory of Applied

Mechanics of the University of Illinois in its student work in

material testing has discarded the standard extensometers

furnished by instrument makers, these extensometers being

adapted only to tension tests on small specimens, and is using

for measurement of deformation of materials a measuring dial

—very similar to the one used in the laboratory here at

Wisconsin—which can be attached to various forms of frames

and used in tension, compression, cross-bending or torsion tests

of either large or small specimens.

Before a laboratory report is accepted the instructor should

be reasonably sure that the student has a clear idea of the

object of the experiment, and of the significance of the numer-

ical results. For example, if the experiment is the test of a

steam engine for steam consumption, a clear statement of the

pounds of steam used per horsepower per hour should appear

in some prominent place in the report, and it would be a good

idea to have the student include a clear statement as to

whether the steam consumption of the engine tested shows

good economy under the conditions of the test, as shown by a

comparison of the test results with values given in standard

handbooks. Probably all instructors have had experience

with the student who regards his report merely as a "stint"

and who hands in as a report a mass of figures with no state-

ment of their meaning, frequently without even stating units

of measurement. The "stint" idea can frequently be pre-

vented from taking possession of the student 's mind by means

of a few suggestions or questions during the progress of

laboratory work or at some other time before the report is

written. If the instructor cannot follow this plan, he cer-

tainly should require the student to rewrite his report if it

does not contain a clear statement of the significance of the

results of the test.
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The writer believes that the "stint" idea is encouraged by

the "piece work" laboratory course in which the performance

of a certain definite number of experiments make up the

required work of the course. Some courses are almost of

necessity of this character, but where the laboratory facilities

and the nature of the course permit, the writer believes that

better results will follow from a course in which the student

is required to spend a certain amount of time in the laboratory

and is graded on the use he makes of that time. The writer

has tried both methods with laboratory classes in strength of

materials and for that line of work—even though the students

are working in squads—greatly prefers the course based on

time requirement to the course based on a "piece work"
requirement.



EFFICIENCY IN LECTURES AND RECITATIONS.

BY C. H. BENJAMIN,

Dean of the Schools of Engineering, Purdue University.

Instruction by Lectures and by Recitations—There is

no reasonable doubt that the lecture and the recitation each

has its place as a method of instruction. Lectures, however,

are not to be recommended as a steady diet and can only be

regarded as expedients for relieving the tedium of daily reci-

tations or as a special means for presenting subjects not given

in the text book. A well written, well arranged and well il-

lustrated text book on an engineering subject is a more valu-

able asset during the college course and after graduation than

the average student's note book. As a rule, the students in

our technical colleges and universities have not had such ex-

perience in reporting lectures as to catch and retain in intel-

ligent form the salient points of the address. Every teacher

will confess to a feeling of disappointment in examining stu-

dents' notes taken from his own lectures. There are excep-

tions to this and there is a wide range of quality from the few

which are satisfactory to the many which are absolutely

worthless. Most of us will be willing to admit that our own
college note books have since been discarded as inaccurate and

misleading.

There are perhaps two good reasons for giving lectures.

The first, that some subjects which we wish to teach are as yet

not adequately treated in existing text books. Second, that a

lecture now and then comes as a relief and as a stimulus after

the daily round of recitations. In the first case noted, the

lecture method offers the possibility of presenting a new sub-

ject and bringing the data up to date. Even then, the lecture

is but a preparation for recitations later on and the teacher

may be making his text book as he goes. In fact, many have

found this the best experimental method of developing a text
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book, although more or less pity must be extended to those

upon whom the experimentation is conducted.

"With any subject which admits of such treatment, a

lecture either by the professor in charge or by some outside

speaker has a livening effect upon the work, making a change

in the daily routine and perhaps summing up the principal

facts of the course in a logical and convincing way.

Perhaps another reason for using lectures is in giving a

short course to a large body of students where the time is

limited. It is well understood that a section of twenty-five men
is about the limit for effective class room instruction but a

lecturer can handle many times this number and perhaps ac-

complish more in a short time than would be possible any other

way.

In a lecture, everything should be done to present the

subject concisely and quickly, using as few words as possible

and illustrations either by blackboard, chart or screen. Black-

board work is usually very unsatisfactory except with com-

paratively small classes. For large numbers, charts are better

and lantern slides best of all. The indiscriminate use of slides

is a fault. If any serious impression is to be made on the

minds of the students, but few slides should be shown during

the hour and those receive considerable explanation. It is a

part of the science of teaching that ideas should not be pre-

sented more rapidly than the average mind can assimilate

them. With a class of small or moderate size, it is even better

to develop a demonstration or an illustration gradually on the

blackboard that the class may follow the steps in order. The

flashing of elaborate formulas and diagrams upon the screen

in rapid succession is bewildering to the student and has no

educational value.

Printed syllabi or notes are but a step in the evolution

from the lecture to the text book and as such should be en-

couraged. They should be regarded as only steps and as

inferior in value to the final well arranged and logical text

book. Many classes suffer from being obliged to buy at ex-

travagant prices illy digested and miscellaneous collections of
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mimeograph or printed notes when the whole subject could

have been better presented in a text book gotten out by a good

publisher at a moderate price.

The best way of converting those who are too much ad-

dicted to the lecture habit would be to oblige each one of them

to attend a course of his own lectures. It is hard for one who
has not tried it to realize the difficulty of giving attention to

a somewhat dull lecturer and of trying to arrange and note

down ideas when your whole energy is required to keep from

going to sleep. I have never felt so much sympathy with the

average student as after sitting in the audience and listening

for an hour to some outside lecturer.

Very much can be done to relieve the situation by various

seminar methods in which the students themselves are required

to do the outside reading, prepare the notes and deliver the

report or lecture, if it may be so called, before the class. This

has the double advantage of awakening general interest and of

giving practice in a much neglected field. Not only are the

student lecturers benefited but the attention of the class is

secured.

I can not but regard the lecture as on the whole a doubtful

expedient and one which is liable to be overworked. While it

may be used in moderation for reasons which have been indi-

cated, it is not a legitimate method of imparting facts to stu-

dents in any considerable quantity.



THE GRADUATING THESIS.

BY GEO. E. CHATBUEN,

Head Professor of Applied Mechanics, University of Nebraska.

While I do not think it wise to require all students to

prepare a graduating thesis I do believe they ought to have the

option of doing so, and further that students showing any

aptitude whatever along the line of research work should be

encouraged to elect the thesis among their senior studies. As

an exercise in the concentration of thought on a particular

subject, as an exercise in collating and invention, as an exer-

cise in English composition, it is worth this encouragement.

Theses may properly vary in generic character as well as in

the character of their composition. The following will suggest

a few of these variations

:

1. Original research and investigation. Perhaps the

highest form of thesis.

2. An engineering design, construction or layout, with

descriptive essay and reasons for adopting the same.

3. Investigations and criticisms of structures already

built.

4. Qualitative and quantitative analyses, with or without

attempting to draw conclusions.

5. Collecting and compiling data with reference to engi-

neering knowledge, or works, of a specific kind.

6. Verification by experiment of theoretical formulae.

7. Translating engineering data on an assigned subject

from foreign sources into English.

8. Bringing the text book up to date along certain pre-

scribed lines.

9. Historical investigation of the origin and growth of

certain lines of engineering thought or invention or construc-

tion.

10. Biography of noted engineers of the past.
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In order that the student may properly and profitably

handle his thesis work it is necessary that he should

:

1. Have a clear conception of the subject and its ob-

jective point together with the prescribed or assumed limita-

tions.

2. Have a comprehensive reading knowledge of all,

within reach of the student, that has been printed on the sub-

ject.

3. Make a collection and compilation of the data at hand
in a concise but explicit form.

These last three items should be carefully attended to

early in the preparation of a thesis, for the student may find

his subject so thoroughly worked over by previous investiga-

tors that he will not feel it to be worth his while to do more

with it and if sufficiently early there yet may be time to select

another subject. Again, the sooner he gets to the limits of dis-

covered knowledge in his subject the more time will he have

for investigation and exploration beyond. Then, if necessary

for the prosecution of his thesis, he is ready to begin experi-

mental work.

a. Designing and collecting necessary apparatus.

b. Performing the actual experiment.

c. Collecting, recording and condensing the data ob-

tained.

d. Comparison of work done by others.

e. Possible errors and their elimination.

f. Interpreting and plotting results.

g. Conclusions.

5. The composition and putting into final and permanent

form.

Of course all theses cannot follow the same outline. Such
a thing is not to be desired, but the above may suggest in a

very general way the sequence of procedure. All this re-

quires time, therefore thesis work should always be begun
as early in the course as it is possible for the student to fix

upon a suitable subject, one satisfactory to the department
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in which he proposes to do the work. I think he should begin

reading not later than the junior year, unless, perhaps, the

student has time to devote intensively to his thesis; and

even then it may be questionable whether intermittent or

continued thinking along a certain subject for a year be not

better than the almost exclusive study of it for three or four

weeks.



THE GRADUATING THESIS.

BY C. H. CEOUCH,

Dean of the College of Engineering, University of North Dakota.

In what ways can graduate theses be made more useful?

I do not know just what is the intent of this question. I am
uncertain as to whether it means more useful to the student

or the institution. With either interpretation I believe one

answer would be, to allow more time and give more credit for

thesis work. Another way to secure better results would be to

select such subjects for thesis work that they will be in line

with the work in which the students expect to engage after

graduation. My experience has been, that when this has been

done, the students enter into the work with great enthusiasm

and do not count the time spent upon it. I have examined a

number of catalogues and found that many institutions

require a graduation thesis but allow only a nominal amount

of credit for it, i. e., one or two semester hours. I seriously

doubt if a student can work up a valuable thesis which will

reflect upon him or the institution or which will show the

student's ability to grapple with difficult engineering problems

in the time which should be required for one or two semester

hours. In the smaller institutions the selecting of a suitable

thesis subject is an easy matter, but I can well imagine that in

the larger ones it is more difficult to do. If a student is

undecided as to the line of work he will enter after graduating

it would hardly seem wise for him to spend a large amount of

time investigating a problem which will have no special bear-

ing upon his future career. Under such conditions I believe

it would be wiser to confine his energies to regular class room

work than to devote a considerable amount of time and money
to thesis work. My own practice is to allow from two to

eight semester hours for thesis work which allows a student to

specialize or not on some problem as he may desire.
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The question
' ;

Is it desirable to have the graduation thesis

involve original investigation by students?" is, I believe,

dependent upon the amount of time we are willing to allow for

such work. If we allow ample time for a considerable amount

of work and the thesis is upon some topic closely allied with

the problems which will confront the student after graduation

I believe that by all means original investigation should be

encouraged. So thoroughly do I believe this that I have

during the past year installed a 55-horse-power producer gas

engine, a 50-horse-power suction gas producer and a 70-horse-

power mechanical stoker, and expect during the present

summer to equip two other boilers with different types of

furnaces that we can determine the best way to convert North

Dakota lignite coal into power.

Two students have been working on the problem this last

semester and are sufficiently interested that they are continu-

ing the investigation this summer and are doubtless conduct-

ing a duty trial of the producer and gas engine to-day. We had

several drawbacks or they would have had the plant in opera-

tion some time ago. One of the drawbacks was that the

students had to do much of the installation of the plant, which

did not allow much time for actual tests. However the plant

is in working order and good results are expected.

The utilization of this fuel for power purposes is of great

importance to the development of the state, for there are

immense and untold deposits of this coal within the state.

TThen we learn how to convert this coal into power economic-

ally it will not be necessary to ship coal from Illinois or Ohio.

It is a coal rich in heat units, but must be burned in such a

way as to utilize the volatile gases. In the ordinary furnace

much of these heat units escape without being properly

utilized. While there are untold deposits of this coal in the

state, there is but a comparatively small amount of it used for

power purposes. Under these conditions I felt justified in

investing a good share of the last appropriation made for the

College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering in appa-
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ratus which would enable us to investigate this important

problem. The fuel problem in our state is one of no small

magnitude when we realize that most of the coal used is

shipped from Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania and other eastern

states. It is a problem which is of interest to every engineer

in the state who has to deal with power plant problems.

Under such conditions I believe that original investigation on
the part of the students is to be encouraged.



GRADUATION THESES.

BY F. O. DUTOTIB,

Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Illinois.

The graduation thesis is a matter regarding which there is

considerable difference of opinion among those best qualified

to give a definite and final decision. And yet. these differ-

ences in opinion do not seem to be regarding the method of

procedure, but rather the object.

The object of a thesis may be one or more of the following:

(1) To determine the initiative of the student: (2) to obtain

data or matter of use to the instructor, and (3) to train the

student in the English language and the formal presentation

of subject matter.

In conducting a thesis with the object in view of determin-

ing the initiative of the student, no special labor, except that

of reading the thesis, falls to the instructor. The method of

procedure is simple. At the beginning of the senior year the

student is given a subject, preferably one of his own choosing,

and at the end of the year the bound thesis is taken by the

instructor, read, and graded—seldom criticised before the

student.

Necessarily these theses are for the greater part of low value

when judged as literary efforts or contributions to engineering

literature. The method is open to the objection that it allows

opportunity for lazy and indifferent students to place excep-

tionally poor results before the department just before gradu-

ation with the idea that he will be passed. This method of

procedure is seldom used if it is known before-hand that the

department is very strict, and refuses to accept theses which

in their judgment are not up to the standard. According to

this method, an average of about two per cent, fail to graduate

on account of faulty theses. The benefit to the student is

great, and the department is more likely to judge a man as to
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his future usefulness by this method than by his entire college

course.

The thesis which has for its secondary, if not primary,

object the obtaining of data or other matter useful to the

instructor under whose supervision it lies is of small value to

either the student or the instructor unless the students have

done previous experiments, and the instructor outlines the

work. At the very best the student learns little, and the

results are of slight value unless the instructor is constantly

present during the experiments, or in case of non-experimental

theses, exercises the closest supervision over the work. The

student does little on his own account in the preliminary work,

but he learns considerable. It is in the summing up of the

results and in the drawing of the conclusions where the stu-

dent should be allowed to exercise his initiative. In this he

should be left entirely alone if it is desired that he get the

maximum benefit from this class of thesis.

Some educators claim that in this class of thesis the student

should be allowed his own way throughout and that the

instructor should offer suggestions and make corrections. This

procedure, in almost all cases, will result in a great loss of

time on account of the unfitness of the student. It is, I think,

applicable to post graduate, but not graduate theses.

If the training of the student in the English language and

the formal presentation of subject matter is the object of the

thesis, then most careful supervision of the work is necessary.

This class of thesis is, perhaps, the one best adapted to the

great majority of cases. Initiative in any large amount is

extremely rare in an undergraduate, and his thesis should be

given accordingly.

Here the subject matter is of secondary importance. The

student should be informed as to where he may obtain his

information; should be allowed to submit his outline, which

should be criticised, corrected, and revised ; and should submit

his manuscript in sections of from ten to fifteen pages at a
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time, and this should be treated as was the outline, and

returned before he starts on the next batch.

It does not appear to the speaker that any one or all of the

above-mentioned theses imparts the greatest amount of infor-

mation to the student or does him the greatest good. In the

speaker's opinion the thesis should be a species of post-

graduate work. Perhaps this is too much to expect ; but still

its class should lie between the under-graduate and the post-

graduate. One thing is certain; the thesis time should be

devoted to something which is of a higher grade than the

under-graduate work.

In assigning work for the thesis credit, the character, capa-

city, and desire of the student and the character of the stu-

dent 's work in the courses given previous to the time of begin-

ning should be well considered. Men of slight physique

should not be given theses involving heavy manual labor, men
low in theoretical and applied mathematics should not be

given theses requiring the application of such studies ; experi-

mental theses should not be given to men with low grades in

physics and electric laboratory; and men of low grade in

nearly all subjects should not be given a thesis, but should

be required to substitute for it some course, which in the

opinion of his department will do him the greatest good.

The under-graduate thesis can be made of more benefit to

the student by work by the instructor, and plenty of it. The

crying fault of the present day thesis is that the instructor

does little or no work. The assigning of the subject, and two

or three conferences during the semester, which conferences

occur when the student becomes "stuck," and a casual turn-

ing over of the pages when the final results are submitted is all

the supervision, so called, that is given to many theses. Tales

of figures, plates, and even whole pages being found at home

after the theses had been accepted and sent to the bindery are

not as uncommon as one would think.

The student should be given a chance to exercise his initia-

tive, to show his knowledge of the English language, and to
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put forth his best effort in the formal presentation of subject
matter. This remark must not be taken to signify that his
results will be allowed to stand, but he should be allowed to
present them. The final result should be a thesis which the
instructor would be as willing to submit for publication as he
would his own manuscript. It must be as perfect in English
and rhetoric, correctness of computation, and method of pre-
sentation as the instructor is able to make copy of his own.

In order to obtain the result mentioned, unceasing vigilance
must be exercised by the instructor. The assigning of the
subject should be given most careful consideration in which
the grade card should play an important part, likewise the
personality of the student. Proper and careful consideration
in this respect will cause much trouble to be avoided further
on.

The student should then be assigned one hour each week,
preferably the same one, at which he is to report. During
this hour he will make a report of what he has done, submit
a printed form on which is noted the number of hours
spent, and, what he expects to do, will ask what questions he
desires, and will receive criticisms, and instructions for next
time. If he should fail to appear he should be sent to the
head of the department for discipline. At first the periods
will be spent in the discussion of references, afterwards the
outline and then batches of manuscript will be submitted and.
after correction, criticised.

Advice should be given sparingly. The student should be
made to stand on his own feet. Likewise instructions for
future work should be limited. When the outline is submitted,
it should receive little consideration at that period ; and indeed
it is best not to criticise any manuscript until after it has been
carefully considered and corrected in the privacy of one's
study. The outline should receive the most careful considera-
tion, and be corrected and ready for criticism at a special
conference by appointment, which conference should be before
the next regularly appointed conference, since before the out-
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line is criticised no work should be done on the manuscript

proper. In criticising the outline care should be taken not to

allow your personal preference to be considered a sufficient

cause to change the student's work. Allow as much of the

outline as possible to remain in his own form. However,

changes should be made where form or sequence are wrong,

and the reason for each change should be carefully and fully

given to the student.

"When the manuscript proper is submitted it should be

treated in a manner similar to the outline, only a special con-

ference should not be required, the next regular one being

sufficient. Always observe the invariable rule never to discuss

manuscript which has not been corrected privately.

If the outline or a page of manuscript has few corrections it

is not necessary to require it to be rewritten, but if it has

many mistakes it is better to have it rewritten than to depend

on the ability of a stenographer to decipher the proof correc-

tion symbols. "When a page is in such satisfactory shape that

it may go to the stenographer to be typewritten, it should be

stamped "approved," and should also have the instructor's

signature stamped on it.

Great care should be exercised to see that tables, figures,

and plates are in proper form, and that the lettering and

drawings are of proper size in the original in case they are to

be reduced. In fact, any points which will help the student

materially should be properly classified, printed, and a copy

given him. One point which should be brought to the atten-

tion of the student is that the original manuscript should

always accompany the next copy. This rule is hard to enforce,

but its necessity is evident.

After a typewritten copy of the entire manuscript or any

part of it is made, it should be carefully proof read by the

student and then by the instructor, and all mistakes corrected.

Erasures are poor form. Sheets should be rewritten. The

contract with the stenographer should require this. A better

copy is the result. After the entire manuscript has been type-
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written the instructor should go over it carefully to see if all

pages, figures, tables, and plates are in their proper sequence.

If shortly before the beginning of the second semester a

student has shown that he is lazy, indifferent, or incapable of

writing a thesis, he should be required to drop all thesis work

and to substitute for it some subject of an equal number of

credit hours. This subject should be taken the second seme-

ster and should be in some department other than that in

which he started to write his thesis. If his thesis attempts

indicate that he has been poorly prepared in rhetoric, let him

take a course in rhetoric. A course in economics makes, I

think, an excellent thesis substitute.

The above method of procedure allows a man to exercise his

initiative and at the same time develop it; it allows him to

learn the methods of correct diction ; it gives him information

which will be of use to him in the preparation and presenta-

tion of reports in after years ; and it assures him of his thesis

being accepted.

The work required from the instructor is very great. The
supervision of twelve such theses is more than the average

instructor can handle.



ORGANIZATION OF VACATION WORK.

BY E. J. KUNZE,

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan Agricultural

College.

The vacation season is an ideal time in which to give the

student an intimate touch with the methods which obtain in

practice. It would seem that, rather than taking up assigned

work along the lines in which they have been studying, it

would be better that the work undertaken in the shops should

be so organized that it may serve to be of more or less prepara-

tion for the work of the coming college year; it should teach

the student to be observant by getting him into the habit of

scrutinizing all things that pass under his notice and in pick-

ing out the essentials. In order that our students may be

brought to see things which do not yet exist, they must first

be brought to see, with preciseness, what does exist. They
should therefore inspect, as far as possible, the processes,

equipment, organization, personnel, and product of the works

in which they are employed, making comparisons as much as

possible. This could, possibly, be best accomplished by pro-

perly assigned summer work. For mechanical engineering

students it would be best to spend the first vacation in the

machine shop, the next in the drafting room and the third in a

power plant, in each case, requiring of them a detail report

which should follow a list of questions which would be handed
out to them as a guide. It would seem more profitable to

spend the entire time, alloted each vacation, in one establish-

ment and to study that well, rather than to divide the time

among numerous establishments in inspection only. As
assigned, the work would lead well into the class room work
which is to follow and the contact thus experienced would
heighten the interest in the courses given. For instance

tracing out pipe lines in a large power plant will tend to give

126
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the student not only a good idea of piping, but also of power
plant auxiliaries. Describing the coal and ash handling would
give a student an insight into such matters as could be gained
only with difficulty in any other way, and this knowledge
would be of inestimable value when the work of power plant
design is taken up in class. Likewise, in the machine shop,
description of methods of operation, especially of special
machinery and reports of such things as cost accounting, wage
system, etc., should be required. In the drafting room,
reports should be required on the standards used, the record
system and similar matters.



EFFICIENCY IX ENGINEERING EDUCATION.

General Outlines.

In brief the chief elements or conditions of success are

:

1. Class divided into small section or divisions (12 to

15) and close contact of instructor with student (individual

instruction).

2. Daily recitations. 60 to 90 minutes each; every mem-
ber called upon; 110 "cuts" allowed; give them work enough to

do and hold them strictly to performance; don't feed them by
lectures* (except on rare occasions of necessity). No man
makes real gains or attainments professionally without his

own persistent effort and application.

3. Hold the man down to work in the field, drafting-

room or laboratory at least from 7 to S hours daily (recitation

periods included). He should be studying, in the general

sense.—including work in his dormitory or home.—at least 10

hours per day. For "arousing interest" have personal en-

thusiasm and know your men.

4. Laboratory work may be overdone too readily. Re-

view work, problem work, making reports on assigned topics

after prescribed readings.—these are all important if they

tend to emphasize leading principles. Too much detail work
is unwise.

Robert Fletcher..

The encouragement of students to make systematic and
definite use of time and effort is a thing that must be done

somewhere, and it seems to be left largely to the colleges to

do this if it is done at all. It also seems profoundly true that

we should constantly keep in mind the fundamental need of

training students in the broad essentials of personal initiative,

* Too much talk (lecturing) by the instructor, is a "delusion and
snare" to both parties. The student must study the best text-books,

which the instructor mav judiciously elucidate.

128
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the assumption of responsibility, and all those attributes which

really vitalize the education which the college gives. I feel

that in engineering schools particularly, the mistake is some-

times made of losing sight of these things because of the

apparent need of crowding the curriculum in order to include

the various things that seem required in the course of instruc-

tion ; or sometimes because of the pressure to graduate young
men fitted to take up expertly the subordinate positions in

the draughting room, field, or shop. The proper poise and
balance between either extreme is not only important but

difficult to attain. I suppose each teacher would have his own
opinion of this balance and I am sure that a thorough discus-

sion will be most valuable.

J. L. Van Ormun.

Introduction—Only those students who have considerable

natural ability in engineering work should be encouraged to

continue.

Methods of Encouragement—A. Plenty of good, hard

work should be required of the student. Those who have the

most to do, do the best work. B. The teacher should be a

living example of efficient and thorough working. He must be

interested in his work and in the students' work. C. Stu-

dents should be encouraged to keep in touch with current

practice in engineering through the engineering periodicals.

D. The teacher should strive to maintain a personal interest in

the student and his work and should lose no opportunity to

offer personal encouragement and stimulus.

M. R. Bowermax.

Oral Discussion".

Mr. Kent : I shall confine my remarks to the lecture system.

"When I was a student in engineering. I had a professor who

used occasionally to stand up and give us accounts of his

personal experience. He would spend a whole hour in telling

us anecdotes of things he had done and seen. That kind of a

lecture was one of the most stimulating things I ever had in

college. It opened my eyes to what engineering is. That

9
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same professor also bad a system of reading carefully-

prepared lecture notes, which we took down in lead pencil, and

then wrote out in ink and handed in. I told the professor I

had derived no benefit from this series of lectures. All of my
mental energy was used up in note-taking and afterwards in

mechanically transcribing, and if I took up these notes a week

afterwards and read them. I found things I had never heard

of before, although I had written them myself, so that that

lecture was utterly worthless. I explained this to him and

his only excuse was that unfortunately he had no text-book

on the subject, and he didn't see any better way of teaching

it. Some twenty-five years afterwards I called upon the same

professor and asked the privilege of attending another lecture.

It was with the utmost difficulty that I kept awake while he

was lecturing. I have been a strong antagonist of that kind

of lecture system, of reading lecture notes. I know there are

professors who have read the same lecture notes year after

year for twenty years. I think some steps ought to be taken

to prevent them doing it.

But there are other kinds of lectures. For instance. I once

heard a lecture on the evolution of ornament. In this case,

by the use of lantern slides, the speaker showed how the same

styles of ornament were developed by savage tribes in South

America and by the early Greeks. I got a gread deal out of

the lecture, and never forgot its main idea.

My advice is : If you have anything to say in the class that

is worthy of being taken down, don't have it taken down by

the students : have a stenographer there to take it down for the

whole class and mimeograph it. If you practice this you will

find what an awful lot of blunders you have made in the

lecture. "Whatever is worth saying and being taken down in

lead pencil is worth being mimeographed. If it proves to be

all right it should then be printed and be used in the class for

for two or three years, and finally it may be printed as a text-

book. The use of a text-book, when one can be found or pre-

pared, should be the ultimate aim. The writer of a text-book
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can present the matter in much better Euglish than you can

possibly do in a lecture.

Dean "W. G. Raymond: Mr. President, you said something

about individual instruction and that with this the marking

system would be an entirely unnecessary system. I know that

this is true because we are conducting our work in that way to

some extent and we find it difficult to assign marks. The
student gets through and does his work well, and does it all,

and we don't know how to mark him. We are unable to use

the individual method entirely, because we are so intimately

connected with the faculty of liberal arts, but in our technical

work we are using the plan more and more. The plan

furnishes the answers to many of the questions before us. It

is a method that brings interest to the student, that teaches

him how to use his time economically, that keeps him at work
when otherwise he would be idle.

You also spoke of those institutions that are large with

inadequate teaching staff. The existence of these is an educa-

tional crime.

Professor F. "W. Sperr : All work should be and, I believe,

generally is. organized and systematized quite effectually; but

the efforts to interest and encourage the workers to make the

best use of their time, and to increase the labor efficiency, are

not always eminently successful.

In my own experience, I have found the best means toward

this desirable end in giving the students the kind of problems

which are liable to occur in their future practice, and with

which they think they can actually do something. As far as

possible, the work should be laid out in such a way as to allow

the student to make his own discoveries. This will encourage

and develop his powers of initiative, greatly stimulate his

interest and increase his enthusiasm. The conduct of recita-

tions and examinations, control of outside reading, study, and

problem work, may all be based upon this principle.

I am thoroughly convinced that the best way to encourage

students to make the best of their time and opportunities, is
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to see to it that they are not given either too much time or

too much opportunity, to keep them well employed and not

overwhelm them with more than they can possibly comprehend

and understand.

I shall always remember with much interest the meeting of

this Society at Atlantic City. The trend of all discussion

seemed to be on the question of how to get more information

into the student, until the last evening of the meeting when

a gentleman, whose name I have forgotten, took the opposite

side of the question. I commented upon his suggestion, but

the meeting was being held with an affiliated society made up

mostly of engineers rather than of teachers, and there was no

further interest manifested in the proposition at the time.

But I wish to confess that I have studied the subject ever

since; and, I think, with some profit to myself and my
students.

Under topics 1 and 8 this question is asked, how best to

develop the student between the day he enters and the day he

leaves the engineering school? His development is the result

of two sets of causes—those from without and those from

within the school. Both are largely under the control of the

instructors. The student's development is very largely the

result of the attention he receives from Ms instructors. The

instructor must know his students, and be interested in them

and show that interest. No student, however perverse, or

timid, or stupid, should be but a name to any of Ms instructors.

Summer work and summer play have an important effect

on the interest and success of a student in his studies. Stu-

dents generally do best, all tMngs considered, when little or

no study is done during vacation. The vacation may be

employed in many ways to assist the work of the regular school

year and to send forth an abler and broader graduate. The

city boy should try the country and the country boy should

get acquainted with the city if possible before graduation.

Either during the summer or term time every student

should do some work for wages, and the more closely this work
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lies along the line he expects to follow the better. Such work

is desirable because of, most important, its revelation to the

student of the meaning of work under the ordinary business

conditions, next in importance, its direct instructional value

in processes and the like, least important its value toward

academic credit. No vacation work should be encouraged that

will be harmful to the health of the student—especially should

close study be discouraged. There is danger of too great en-

croaching by schools and colleges upon the vacation time of the

student.

The following is a statement of actual experience

:

First summer—six weeks an office boy in office of small rail-

road contracting firm—only person in office greater part of the

time—answered questions—forwarded mail—read engineering

papers ; second summer—two months in office of city engineer

of large city—tracing—making alterations and filling out

drawings of bridges, fire engine houses, plats—listening to

political discussions, learning to hate pull; third summer

—

three months with civil engineer of construction of large steel

mill—giving levels—running lines for yard tracks—locating

foundations—taking measurements for maps under progress

—

experience in charge of men. This sequence of work came

about as the result of no definite plans ; but from a wish to use

some part of each summer in a profitable manner.

It would be interesting to inquire how many of us know
what the members of the class, with which each one of us is

most closely identified, did last summer, or the summer pre-

ceding, or what they are doing this summer. Students seldom

volunteer much information about themselves, but they

respond cordially to advances.

Professor V. T. Wilson :. This seems to be a fitting occa-

sion to describe a plan for economizing students' time in

graphical subjects. My experience in teaching, say, descrip-

tive geometry, has been that about a third of the student's

time is consumed in laying out the data from which he will

afterward solve his problems. Could not the fundamental
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data be printed ready for the solution of the problems in the

shortest possible time ? It may be said that one of the advan-

tages to the student is that he learns to lay out problems for

himself, but is it not a question whether a certain amount of

that drudgery of preparing himself for the solving of prob-

lems is wasted ! If such a plan can be carried out by which

we can give him the fundamental layout, will not this be

conserving his time? I am planning such a system. The
machinery of it is worked out so that all that remains to do is

to put the plan into practice and make it move.

I propose that a catalogue be printed with a large number
of layouts consisting simply of a few lines and a point or two

to which a large group of problems can be applied. Not only

that group of lines and points but a variety of arrangements

of that group of lines and points will be given, so that from
any class of problem dozens of solutions can be chosen. These

layouts can be selected and printed on drawing paper ready

for class room use. The system can be made elastic and adapt-

able to any course in a given subject ; it can also be adapted to

any course in graphics where fundamental layouts can be used

to save the time of the student.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ENGINEERING
DEGREES.*

(Adopted at the Madison Meeting.)

To the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education:

The Committee on Engineering Degrees appointed in

June, 1908, submits the following report

:

I. Introductory Statement.

The resolution of appointment reads as follows

:

That a committee of five be appointed by the

executive committee to consider and report to the

Society upon the practicability of simplifying the

character of degrees conferred in engineering.

The committee consisted originally of Messrs. Goss

(Champaign), chairman, Eddy (Minneapolis), Atkinson

(Brooklyn), Howe (Cleveland), and Tyler (Boston). Dr.

Eddy found it impossible to act on the Committee and Dean
Turneaure (Madison) and Dr. Lucke (New York) were

appointed in his place.

At the request of the chairman, Dr. Howe and Dr. Atkinson

agreed to collect data concerning the present practice with

reference to degrees granted; and Dr. Tyler agreed to draft

the final report. Dean Turneaure and Dr. Lucke were ap-

pointed too late to enable them to carry out a plan for review-

ing existing literature concerning engineering degrees, which
Dr. Eddy had expected to do.

The sub-committee which became responsible for the col-

lection of data, prepared and issued a circular, a copy of

which is presented as an appendix to this report. Replies to

this circular were received from all portions of the country,

and from information thus obtained, facts have been tabu-

lated for study and certain of the results have been sum-

* The report is revised in accordance with the instructions of the

Madison meeting.
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niarized for presentation herewith. A concise statement cover-

ing this portion of the work, as prepared by the sub-commit-

tee, follows as Section II.

II. Practice and Vdzws or Technical Institutions with
Reference to the Granting of Engineering Degrees

The data presented were collected by means of a ques-

tion circular in which four main points were covered: re-

quirements for admission ; engineering courses offered ; de-

grees given and conditions under which each is granted: and
opinions as to desirability of changes in the present practice

of conferring engineering degrees. Replies were obtained

from ninety-two institutions—one-half of this number were

institutions west of the Mississippi river and south of the

Ohio river, and the other half east of the Mississippi river and
north of the Ohio river.

The institutions of the Western Division, including two
universities in Canada, are: University of Alabama, Univers-

ity of Arkansas. University of California. Clemson Agricul-

tural College. University of Colorado. Colorado School of

Mines. Cornell College Eowa . University of Idaho. Iowa

State College. State University of Iowa. Georgia School of

Technology. Kansas State Agricultural College. University of

Kansas. State University of Kentucky. Leland Stan:

University. University of Minnesota. University of Mississippi,

Mississippi A. & M. College. University of Missouri. Univers-

ity of Missouri School of Mines. Montana Agricultural Col-

lege, University of Montana. University of Nebraska. Uni-

versity of Nevada. North Carolina College of A. i: ML Aits.

Me Gill University. North Dakota Agricultural College. Uni-

versity of North Dakota. Oklahoma A. & M. College. Oregon

Agricultural College. University of Oregon. University of the

South. South Dakota School of Mines. University of Tennes-

see. Texas A. & M. College. University of Texas. University of

Toronto. Throop Polytechnic Institute. Tulane Univer-

Vanderbilt University. Virginia Polytechnic Institute. ~^Tash-

ingrton and Lee University, "Washington Universitv. Universirv
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of "Washington, "West Virginia University, University of

"Wyoming.

Those of the Eastern Division are: Armour Institute of

Technology, Brown University, Bueknell University, Case

School of Applied Science, University of Cincinnati, Thomas

S. Clarkson School of Technology, Columbia, Cooper Union

for the Advancement of Science and Art, Cornell University,

Dartmouth College, Harvard University, Haverford College,

University of Illinois, Lafayette College, Lehigh University,

L
T
niversity of Maine, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

University of Michigan, Michigan Agricultural College, Michi-

gan College of Mines, New York University, Northwestern

University, Norwich University, University of Notre Dame,

Ohio State University, University of Pennsylvania, Pennsyl-

vania State College, University of Pittsburgh, Polytechnic

Institute of Brooklyn, Princeton University, Purdue Univer-

sity, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Ehode Island State Col-

lege, Rose Polytechnic Institute, Rutgers College, Stevens

Institute of Technology, Swarthmore College, Syracuse Uni-

versity, Trinity College, Tufts College, L
T
nion University,

University of Vermont, "Washington and Jefferson College,

University of "Wisconsin, "Worcester Polytechnic, Yale Uni-

versity.

On the basis of the difference in the stated amount of ad-

mission requirements it has been possible to divide the ninety-

two institutions into three classes, although it has been

necessary to estimate in terms of "Carnegie Units" the ad-

mission requirements of the twenty-two colleges which do not

use the unit system. Institutions of Class A require fourteen

or more Carnegie units for admission ; Class B ten to thirteen

inclusive; and Class C less than ten units. Following is a

tabular view of the statistical information obtained which

relates directly to the present practice of granting degrees

:

Class Class ClassABC Total

1. Number of Institutions 73 9 10 92
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I. RELATING TO COURSES GIYEN

2. Number giving four-year course in

—

Class Class ClassABC Total

Civil Engineering 66 8 10 84

Mechanical Engineering 61 8 10 79

Electrical Engineering 56 8 9 73

Mining Engineering 2S 3 4 35

Chemistry or Chemical Engineering. 34 5 3 42

Metallurgical Engineering 8 8

Architecture 6 1 3 10

Naval Architecture 1 1

Architectural Engineering 2 2

Sanitary Engineering 9 9

Eailroad Engineering 2 2

General Engineering 3 3

Marine Engineering 1 1

Agricultural Engineering 1 1

Textile Engineering 3 3

Cement Engineering 1 1

Fire Protection Engineering 1 1

II. RELATING TO DEGREES GIVEN

(1)

First Degrees (Baccalaureate

3. (a) Number giving the degree of

Bachelor of Science at the end

of four-year course with or

without designation of course. .48 7 7 62

(b) "With designation of course. . . .38 6 6 50

4. (a) Number giving the degree of

Bachelor of Engineering with or

without designation of course.. 5 2 7

(b) "With designation of course. ... 1 1 2

5. Number giving the degree of Bache-

lor of Civil Engineering, of Me-

chanical Engineering, etc 4 1 5
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Class Class ClassABC Total
6. Number giving the degree of Bache-

lor of Applied Science 1 1

7. Number giving the degree of Bache-

lor of Arts at the end of engineer-

ing course..- 3 3
8. Number giving the professional de-

gree of Civil Engineer, Mechani-

cal Engineer, etc., at the end of

four years' undergraduate work. 16 16

(2)

Second Degrees (Baccalaureate)

9. Number giving to B. A. students

completing one or more years' un-

dergraduate work, not the mas-

ter's degree, but the same degree

as that given to those completing

four years' undergraduate work. 57 7 6 70
10. Number giving degree in each de-

partment where undergraduate

work is satisfactorily completed. . 48 5 6 59

(3)

Higher Degrees

11. Number giving degrees for one

year's graduate work 48 6 5 59
12. (a) Number giving the degree of

Master of Science for one year's

graduate work 29 5 3 37
(b) For two years ' graduate work. . 11
(c) For two or more years' non-

resident graduate work 3 1 4
13. Number not giving the degree of

Master of Science 45 4 5 54
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Class Class ClassABC Total

2
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(5)

Class Class ClassABC Total

Five Year Courses

19. Number giving the first degree at

the end of five years 6 1 7

(a) The degree of Bachelor of

Science 2 1 3

(b) The degree of Bachelor of En-

gineering 1 1

(c) The professional degree of Civil

Engineer, etc 3 3

(6)

Honorary Degrees

20. (a) Number granting honorary de-

grees in Engineering 27 2 2 31

(b) Not granting honorary degrees

in Engineering 45 7 9 61

Different Degrees Conferred for Four-Year Engineering

Courses

A. Bachelor of Science (B. S., S. B., and Sc. B.)

B. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Textile Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Bachelor of Science in Electro Chemistry

Bachelor of Science in Electrochemical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Chemistry

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Bachelor of Science in Naval Architecture
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Bachelor of Sc

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

neering

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

Bachelor of

lence in Architectural Engineering

Science in Metallurgy

in Metallurgical Engineering

in Geology and Mining Engineering

Science in Railroad Engineering

Science in Engineering

in Fire Protection Engineering

in Marine Engineering

in Sanitary Engineering

in Municipal and Sanitary Engi-

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

in General Engineering

in Applied Science

in Railway Civil Engineering

in Railway Electrical Engineering

in Railway Mechanical Engineering

in Industrial Arts

II.

A. Bachelor of Engineering

B. Bachelor of Engineering in

Bachelor of Engineering in

Bachelor of Engineering in

Bachelor of Engineering in

neering

Bachelor of Engineering in

Bachelor of Engineering in

Civil Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Chemical and Sugar Engi-

Architecture

Architectural Engineering

III.

Bachelor of Civil Engineering

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

Bachelor of Mining Engineering

Bachelor of Chemical Engineering

Bachelor of Cement Engineering

Bachelor of Agricultural Engineering
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IV.

Bachelor of Applied Science

Bachelor of Arts

VI
Civil Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Chemical Engineer

Chemist

Mining Engineer

Engineer of Mines

Metallurgical Engineer

Electro-Metallurgical Engineer

Civil Engineer in Architecture

Mechanical Engineer in Electrical Engineering

Ceramic Engineer

Different Degrees Conferred for Graduate Work in Col-

lege or ln Practice

I.

A. Master of Science

B. Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

II.

Master of Engineering

III.

Master of Civil Engineering

Master of Mechanical Engineering

Master of Electrical Engineering

IV.

Master of Arts
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V.

Civil Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer, etc.

VI.

Doctor of Science

Doctor of Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Different Honorary Degrees Conferred

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Master of Science

Civil Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Mining Engineer

Metallurgical Engineer

Doctor of Science

Doctor of Engineering

Doctor of Architecture

Doctor of Agriculture

With a desire to secure expressions of opinion as to the

desirability of changes or of uniformity in granting degrees

and to find out how many institutions would be likely to fol-

low recommendations concerning the giving of degrees which

might be adopted by the Society for the Promotion of Engi-

neering Education the following questions were included in

the circular letter:

a. Please state your opinion as to the desirability of

changes in the present practice of conferring degrees.

b. Do you think it desirable that all institutions should

follow the same practice in granting degrees?

c. "Would you be willing to change your practice to con-

form to that of the majority of engineering colleges provided

a majority can agree upon some uniform course?

Question "a" brought forth in various forms the general
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observation that "both engineering courses and engineering
degrees are being too greatly subdivided." The reply of one
of the leading colleges of the country reads: "If we under-
stand the case correctly the usual practice is to give B. S.

degree with or without designation hence all should give

B. S. degree." This is in accord with the answer of a good
many other institutions, especially of those in the west, that

"B. S. is the only degree which should be given." A lesser

number say "B. E. is the only degree to be given." Some
half dozen institutions state "one degree should be granted,

B. S., without designation." As a rule the dozen or more col-

leges which grant the professional degree at the end of the

four-year engineering course do not desire a change. If it is

remembered that Cornell University grants the professional

degree of C. E., etc., the following statement by President

Schurman becomes significant: "It might be expedient to

abolish all specific engineering degrees and grant only B. S.

in different courses." The opinion is very frequently ex-

pressed that the professional degrees, C. E., M. E., etc., should
be given only for graduate work in the university or in prac-

tice. One institution says "Keep C. E. degree on a par with
Ph. D. " "We like our method,""We prefer our own plan,

'

'

or,
'

' we are perfectly satisfied
'

' represents the opinion of about
one-third. "A greater uniformity desirable" expresses the

opinion of at least fifty per cent, of those replying. There was
no expression of opinion in numerous instances. This might
be interpreted as silence giving dissent to the proposition that

changes were desirable ; most of those institutions in answer-
ing the next question affirm their belief in the desirability of

uniformity. "Standardizing of our engineering courses is

necessary," writes one, "and your question should have
brought out not merely length of course but amount of hours
required of each student in each course." Another writes

"We are having altogether too much standardization of

higher courses. Local conditions rather than formal require-

ments fixed by outside authority should determine the form
of the degree and the conditions under which it should be
granted."
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Almost without exception the ninety-two institutions an-

swered definitely question "b" concerning the desirability of

uniformity of practice. Sixty-four believe uniformity is de-

sirable. It was pretty evident, however, that many of those

replying in the affirmative believe that other institutions

should conform to their practice. Ten believe uniformity is

not desirable ; and eight that it is not practicable. Ten express

indifference or state that the question is of little or no im-

portance. Many of those which favor uniformity answer

simply "Yes." others reply "Highly desirable." "Very de-

sirable." "Engineering degrees should be uniform for the

same kind of work. " '

' Yes. for the same standard of entrance

requirements and collegiate work.*' "All institutions should

grant degrees of uniform nomenclature." ''Believe every-

thing possible should be done. " " Not necessarily the same but

similar." "Yes. but allowance should be made for peculiar

conditions." The colleges which are distinctly opposed to

uniformity answer :
" Do not think the conditions under which

degrees may be granted can be standardized to any advantage.

The value and significance of a degree will always depend

upon the standing of the college granting it. even when the

formal requirements are fixed. " "Do not think uniformity is

desirable and doubt if any kind of legislation would make it

a reality."' "Do not see that uniformity would be of great

added advantage to any one." The impracticability of uni-

formity is emphasized as follows: "Do not think it possible

for all to follow same practice." "If by same 'practice' and

'uniform course' is meant the same hours, the same subjects,

same laboratory equipment and work, same size of classes, and

same personality and scholarship of faculty, then and then

only would it be desirable to change the present practice. As

it is obviously impossible to realize the above conditions it is

useless to talk of 'uniform course'." The indifferent answers

are: "Do not think it makes any difference." "Not essential,"

"Not necessary at all." "An unimportant matter." Presi-

dent Hadley of Yale University writes : "I do not believe in

attempting to standardize the practice. You can not get the
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degrees of different institutions to mean the same thing no

matter how much you try to standardize them ; and I am in-

clined to let each place go its own way and stand or fall by the

reputation of its graduates."

In answer to question "c" as to willingness to conform, forty

reply unqualifiedly in the affirmative; twenty say "probably,"

sixteen are doubtful; six reply "no" or "would not." and

nine make no reply. "Yes, provided a professional degree is

not given" frequently occurs. There seems to be two classes

of opinion—those which favor the academic degree and those

which believe tenaciously in the granting of the professional

degree. There was sufficient evidence to warrant the assertion

that those institutions which use Bachelor of Engineering or

Bachelor of Civil Engineering are more willing to consider the

adoption of B. S. with or without designation than those which

now grant the professional degree. One reply was the follow-

ing: "In theory we believe in the academic degree, but prac-

tical conditions require us to give the professional degree at

the end of four years. We can not change our practice so

long as the other technical institutions of this State (New
York) grant the specific engineering degree." On the whole

the surprising fact to be noted is that two-thirds of the insti-

tutions answer either that they "will change their practice

provided the majority of the technical schools of the country

would agree upon some uniform plan," or that "they will

consider carefully any changes recommended.

III. Concerning Entrance Requirements

Questions 1 and 2 of the sub-committee's circular (Ap-

pendix) deal with entrance requirements. From the preceding

review of the sub-committee, it appears that of the 92 institu-

tions reporting, 73 require for admission fourteen or more

Carnegie Foundation units. 9 require from ten to thirteen

inclusive, and 10 require less than ten units. As a further

elaboration of the replies to these two questions could have

"nly an indirect relation to the work of the present committee,

and as there has been no previous study of entrance require-
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nients for several years, your committee suggests that the

material collected in response to these questions be referred to

a new committee of the Society for analysis and report.

IV. Concerning the Giving op Professional and Hon-
orary Degrees

Your committee recognizes the fact that widely varying

opinions exist concerning the wisdom of any practice involv-

ing the granting of professional or honorary degrees to stu-

dents of engineering or to engineers. In favor of such practice

it may be said that,

Honorary degrees have long been given as a mark of

appreciation for unusual achievement to those who have dis-

tinguished themselves in law, medicine, theology or in civic

matters. Engineers not infrequently render service as im-

portant to the welfare of the communities in whchi they live,

as is the service of those who belong to the classes mentioned.

It should therefore be the privilege of the engineering colleges

to honor engineers by bestowing honorary degrees uopn them.

Many of our oldest and most distinguished engineers are

not technical graduates. They entered the engineering profes-

sion when there were few technical schools and when there

was but little opportunity to gain an education along technical

lines. Some of these men have by their professional achieve-

ments won great distinction and are in fact highly educated.

It is in many cases but fair to them that they should receive

recognition at the hands of the engineering colleges.

Many engineering colleges do not give professional de-

grees in course. They should have the privilege of conferring

such degrees under conditions which seem to them wise, upon

such of their graduates as attain distinguished rank in their

professions.

A degree, whatever may be its value, can only be con-

ferred by an institution of learning. No society or other

organization can give one. Against such practice it may be

said that,

The institution tests and knows the work of its students.
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It can not often adequately test or know the work of other
persons, and should therefore not assume to pass judgment
upon it.

In exercising a function based on inadequate knowledge
of facts, an institution incurs grave risk of unfairness both
in overestimating of the inferior, and in underestimating the
superior.

There are serious possibilities of abuse on the part of

possible recipients and their friends, and of impairment of

public confidence.

The legitimate need of recognizing professional excel-

lence and maintaining professional standards may and should
be exercised by professional and scientific societies, rather
than by institutions whose primary functions are teaching
and investigation.

V. Recommendations

On the basis of the investigation outlined above the
committee submits the following recommendations, presup-
posing entrance requirements equivalent to the completion
of a four-year high school course, or to 14 Carnegie Founda-
tion units. The committeee recognizes that in determining
the policy of a particular institution great weight must
often be given to the particular traditions and conditions
of the institution.

DEGREES IX COURSE
I. A four-year engineering course should normally lead

to the degree Bachelor of Science (B. S.), to which should
be added a specifying phrase, as for example: Bachelor of
Science in Civil Engineering. This has the advantage of
conforming to established usuage in academic degrees, of
unity as contrasted with the unlimited—and sometimes re-

markable—diversity attaching to specialized degrees. It

corresponds—as shown above—with the actual practice of
a majority of institutions.

II. The completion of an undergraduate course in engi-
neering by a bachelor of arts should normally lead to the
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degree Bachelor of Science in Engineering and not to the

Master's degree.

III. The completion of a second undergraduate course

in engineering by a bachelor of science should normally lead

to the same degree, Bachelor of Science in Engineering with

specification of the second branch of engineering, and not to

the Master's degree. A bachelor of science in civil engineer-

ing may also receive, for example, the degree Bachelor of

Science in Mechanical Engineering.

IV. One year of resident work in graduate engineering

and scientific subject by a Bachelor of Science in Engineer-

ing should normally lead to the degree Master of Science

(M. S.) with the specifying phrase, as, for example, Master

of Science in Civil Engineering.

V. The degrees Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Science

and Doctor of Engineering should be given for not less than

three years of resident work in graduate engineering and

scientific subjects by a Bachelor of Science in Engineering, or

for not less than two years in case of a Master of Science in

Engineering—these degrees implying the definition given

above under I and IV respectively.

The present committee is not charged with formulating

requirements for degrees. It is the purpose of the above

recommendations to express the committee's judgment in

regard to certain general requirements, mainly quantitative,

and in regard to the choice among different degree designa-

tions.

PROFESSIONAL AND HONORARY DEGREE'S

On the question whether such degrees should be given

or not the committee is about evenly divided (see below),

and recognizes that difference of practice must probably be

regarded as a permanent condition. The committee recom-

mends, however, for institutions giving such degrees:

VI. The professional engineering degrees, C. E., M. E.,

etc., should be given only to graduates who present satisfac-

tory evidence of professional work of superior quality ex-
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tending over not less than three years, and who submit a
satisfactory thesis.

VII. The same degrees, C. E., M. E., etc., may be given
to engineers as honorary degrees; but great care should be
exercised in awarding them.

VIII. The degree Doctor of Engineering, historically

an honorary degree, may properly continue to be so re-

garded, though it is believed that as the work of engineering
schools is extended, and the granting of the degree in course

becomes more frequent, its use as an honorary degree should
diminish.

IX. Professional and honorary degrees should in gen-

eral be different from those which are given in course.

Signed,

W. F. M. Goss. Chairman
F. TV. Atkinson

C. S. Howe
H. TV Tyler

F. E. Turneaure

C. E. Lucke

Committee.

Appendix

The following is a copy of the circular sent out by the

subcommittee to secure information concerning present

practice with reference to engineering degrees.

SOCIETV FOR THE PROMOTION OF ENGINEERING
EDUCATION.

Committee on Engineering Degrees.

The subcommittee of the Committee on Engineering
Degrees of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education desires information concerning the practice and
views of the colleges of the country with reference to the
problem of engineering degrees. Please answer (by num-
bers) the questions as completely as possible and send the
answers to us as soon as convenient.
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1. What are your requirements for admission! (a)

Mathematics. Science. English. Modern languages, History.

Other subjects. b' If you use the unit system, what does

your unit mean and how many units do you require?

2. If you admit on certificate, do you require a candi-

date to be a graduate of a preparatory school giving a cer-

tain definite number of units and if so. how many units

!

3. "What engineering com - d give and what is

the length of each?

4. (a) "What degrees are given upon the completion of

the four-year courses? (b) If the degree B. S. is given, do

you add any explanatory statement to indicate the course

pursued ? (c) Under what conditions do you give the degree

of It S. ? (d) Under what conditions do you give the

degree of D. >:. (e) Under what conditions do you give the

degree of D. Eng. ?

5. "What degree is given to a student holding a degree

of B. A. who pursues one or more years' work in engineer-

ing subjects of undergraduate grade

6. What degree is given to a student holding a degree

of B. S. in one department of engineering who afterwards

completes all the technical work of another department ?

7. (a) Under what conditions do you give the pr

:

sional degrees. C. E.. ML E.. etc.? (b) Do you give a five-

year eours- and if bo, what degree is granted at the end of

four years and what at the end of five years ?

S. What degree is given at the end of one year of

at graduate work in engineering subjects following

the bachelor of science degree in an engineering course?

9. Do you grant any honorary degrees and if so. what?

10. Pi ae state your opinions as to the desirability of

changes in the present practice of Bonferring engineering

degrees.

11. Do you think it desirable that all engineering in-

stitutions should follow the same practice in granting

degr-;

12. Would you be willing to change your practice to
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conform to that of the majority of engineering colleges
provided a majority can agree upon some uniform course ?

Charles S. Howe,
President Case School of Applied Science.

Fred "W. Atkinson,

President Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute.

Discussion.

It is not considered necessary to report all of the discussion
preceding the adoption of the report of the Committee on
Engineering Degrees. A few notes are recorded, however, to
remind the members of important points brought out in the
discussion which are not covered in the report.

Professor Ziwet raised the question of the relation of five-

year courses to the procedure recommended in the report.
Other members also mentioned this. President Howe, for the
Committee, stated that this report is based upon present prac-
tice. He believed that the report could be adopted without
relation to future changes in the courses.

Professor Magruder inquired of the committee if they had
discovered any reason why the abbreviation for bachelor of
science is B.Sc. west of the Allegheny Mountains and B.S. east
of them. President Howe replied that they had not.

Dean Raymond, Professor Diemer, Dean Davis and others
debated the question of the desirability of the adoption of the
report, some arguing rather that the recommedations of the
report should be endorsed by the society. Mr. Kent contended
that the Society should not adopt this or any other report.

Professor Magruder called attention to the low standing of
the B.S. degree in many places and stated that it is going out
of fashion. In reply Dean Goss stated that 62 of the 92 insti-

tutions reporting grant this degree.

There was considerable discussion as to the wording of the
motion regarding final action upon the report. After consid-
eration of the words, "accept," "adopt" and "approve" the
last-named was finally employed.
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After the meeting the following communications were sent

to the Publication Committee for inclusion with the report.

Professor W. T. Magruder (by letter) : I would respect-

fully dissent from the recommendation of the committee,
"

" That a four-year engineering course should normally lead to

the degree of bachelor of science, to which should be added a

specifying phrase," for the following reasons:

1. "Established uses of academic degrees" should have no

weight in determining the title of an engineering degree. The

present trend of academic colleges seems to be to give the

degree of bachelor of arts whether the work be done in letters,

philosophy, or pure science. To confer the degree of bachelor

of arts on a man who has spent four years in the study of

letters, languages and literatures seems to be irrational, unless

the degree is conferred for his skill in the art of lesson-getting.

Even if the majority of institutions do give the degree of

bachelor of science on the satisfactory completion of four years

of work in engineering, it is conceivable that their practice

may not be as logical as it should be. As a number of aca-

demic colleges have ceased to confer the degree of bachelor of

science even in pure science, possibly the engineering colleges

should do likewise, unless the course taken by the student is

strictly a scientific one.

2. A degree should be definite and mean what it says. If

we must retain either the B.A. or B.S. degrees for our engi-

neering courses, it would seem that the B.A. degree were to be

preferred because it describes more accurately the course of

study pursued in applied science and in one or more of the

engineering arts, rather than in pure science or even engineer-

ing science.

The term "bachelor" is synonymous with "novice" when

used in this way ; hence the degree should state definitely and

accurately in what branch of knowledge and science the reci-

pient is a novice. The B.S. degree would indicate that he was

a novice in general science, including the chemical, physical

and biological sciences. To confer the degrees of B.S. in C.E.
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is to make it more definite but not more accurate, and as the

1 ' specifying phrase
'

' is almost always dropped in practice, the

definiteness is of short duration.

4. The degree of bachelor of civil engineering, and the like,

are to be preferred for the reason that they are definite, speci-

fic, accurate, concise and to the point.

Professor B. B. Brackett (by letter) : The South Dakota

State College provides a five-year course in several engineer-

ing lines. A four-year course leading to the bachelor's degree

is the usual course for engineering students. Then those who

choose it continue their work one year longer and receive a

second degree. The first degree is a simple baccalaureate one,

in general accord with the recommendation of our committee.

The second or additional one is not the master's degree, but

the full engineering degree of C.E., E.E. or M.E., according

to the line of work pursued. Our college is by no means alone

in this arrangement of courses or in the degrees offered for the

courses. But the second degree offered is contrary to the

recommendations of this committee, and it seems to me that

the committee is unquestionably in the right. Why should

not the full engineering degree of C.E., M.E., etc., represent

the highest attainment for the engineer? I think that the

best usage of degrees is toward that position, and that these

full engineering degrees should be granted only after sub-

stantial attainments in practical engineering work, as is

recommended in this report. The full engineering degree

should be an equivalent of the doctor's degree, the first stand-

ing for real accomplishments in the practical field and the

latter for equivalent attainments under scholastic surround-

ings. The full dignity of the C.E., M.E., E.E. and similar

degrees, it seems to me, should place them above comparison

with a master's degree, which is not done when a college grants

the engineering degree for five years' work. Much more to be

regretted is placing the degree of engineer on the plane of the

first or bachelor's degree, as is done by those colleges and

universities that give the engineer's degree for four years of

collegiate work.



ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN GERMANY.

BY FE^-K KOESTEE.

Consulting Engineer, Xew York CSty.

After the great struggle from which the German States

gained ~
li -:- i r __.;-:•:: -!.;-! :-e. at the terciin&tijn of the X^r" 1 -

leonic "War in 1515. the economical conditions of Germany

had reached the lowest ebb. At that time the German States

had but a small population left owing to the undeveloped state

of commercial industries and the devastation due to this long

struggle. In England, at that time, the steam-engine had be-

gun its triumphal progress and opened up this country s rich-

ness in iron and coal.

It was . -nized in Germany that the country could only

be lifted economically through the expansion of industrial

rity. Two ways led to this end; the practical way. taken

by pioneers like Krupp, Borsig and Siemens, working quietly

and uninterruptedly to replace the former state of handicraft

by organized industry: and the theoretical way. adopted by

the government, of placing industry on a scientific basis by

the establishment of technical schools. That permanent

progress in competition with other countries could only be

built up satisfactorily on such a foundation is proven by the

recent developments in chemistry and electricity, as well as

in heat-engines and in engineering in general.

The beginning of the German technical schools dates back

to the middle of the nineteenth century. Nearly all of the

technical colleges originated, however, from the so-called Mit-

tel-Schulen (interme hools), and only after they had

by continuous effort obtained a high standing did they obtain

charters as Teehniaehe Hoch-Schulen (technical universities).

As an example. Hie Berlin Technical University was formed

by the union of the Architectural School, founded in 1779,

156
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and the Commercial Academy or Trade School, founded in

1821.

The aim of the technical university is expressed in the first

paragraph of the constitution of the Berlin Technical Univer-

sity, which reads as follows: "The aim of the technical uni-

versity is to furnish a means for higher education for the tech-

nical professions, in civil and industrial service and in

commercial undertakings, as well as to cultivate the arts and

sciences so far as they come under the head of technical in-

struction." Every technical university has departments for

separate studies, and in each are divisions for architecture-,

civil, mechanical and electrical engineering ; chemistry ; metal-

lurgy and mining; natural sciences and mathematics. There

are some of these universities which have special departments,

as electro-chemistry, marine engineering and aerial naviga-

tion, forestry, agriculture, etc.

The great development of technology made necessary the

opening of a great number of new courses in all the technical

schools. The most recent new course is that in aerial naviga-

tion, thus helping to make a positive science of this means of

transportation.

Germany at present has eleven universities, established and
chartered as technical universities as given below.

Name. Established. Chartered as Universities.

Berlin 1799 1799

Stuttgart 1S29 1862

Dresden 1828 1851

Carlsruhe 1825 18G5

Darmstadt 1836 1863

ALs la Chapelle 1870 1870

Brunswick 17-15 1S77

Munich 1S27 1877

Hanover 1831 1S79

Danzig 1904 1904

Breslau 1905 1905

A certain prescribed preliminary education is necessary

to qualify the student for admission to the technical univer-
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sities. There are three classes of attendants: the regular

student, the so-called "listener" and the guest. Those who

wish to enter as regular students must have had a nine-year

course of instruction at one of the Gymnasiums. Real-Gym-

nasium or Ober-Real-Schulen. and must have graduated there-

from by taking the so-called '
i Abiturienten " examination.

This nine-year course cannot be entered upon until after

the student has passed through a three- or four-year course in

the lower schools, so that if he enters the latter at the age of

six. he will be at least nineteen years of age before he enters

the technical college, since he must also put in one year at

practical training in regular manufacturing plants.

In the Ober-Real-Schulen ancient languages have been

entirely eliminated from the course of study and more time is

devoted to modern languages, natural sciences and mathe-

matics, the whole course being especially arranged for pre-

paring the student for the technical professions. The ma-

jority of these Ober-Real-Schulen are found in Prussia, there

being -42 there as against 69 in all Germany. The greater

number of these schools are located in the province of Rhein-

land. the great industrial district.

The practical experience prescribed for these students covers

at least one year, for mechanical and electrical engineering, in

pattern-shops, foundry and machine-shops. Two years are

frequently voluntarily devoted, part of which is spent at con-

struction in the field.

As military service in Germany is compulsory, being gener-

ally a two- to three-year service, it might be stated here that

those who have graduated from any of the three schools re-

ferred to are required to serve only one year in the army.

Many students first absolve this military service before enter-

ing the technical university. As the regular course in these

universities consists of eight semesters (four years) it will be

observed that the graduate from the university will have

reached the age of at least twenty-four years.

Technical universities confer first the degree "Diploid In-

genieur" (always abbreviated as "Dipl. Ing. '"). The certi-
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ficate of graduation always qualifies the graduate to enter

upon a further examination for the degree of "Doctor In-

genieur" (abbreviated as "Dr. Ing."). This degree may
also be conferred as an honorary title in recognition of work

done in a technical line.

A graduate having the degree "Dipl. Ing.," must if he

desires to enter the federal service, give notice thereof to the

state within six months after graduation, and, if engaged,

after state examination, he is made "Regierungs Baufiihrer.

"

After being in service for four years he may take a promo-

tion examination for "Regierungs Baumeister, " and eventu-

ally may reach the top of the service.

The "listener" can only be qualified to enter the German
Technical University after graduating from one of the six-

year courses in the Pro-Gymnasiums or Real-Schulen. The

distinction between Gymnasium and Real-Schule is as follows

:

To the former belong the Gymnasium, with a nine-year course,

and the Pro-Gymnasium with a six-year course. To the

second class, or Real-Schulen, belong those in which Latin is

included, namely, the Real-Gymnasium and the Real-Pro-

Gymnasium. The term in the former is nine years and in the

latter, six years. To this group belong also such as include

no Latin course, namely, the above named Real-Schule with a

nine-year course, and the Real-Schule with a six-year course.

The graduate from such schools with a six-year course, need

also serve but one year in the army. A preliminary course of

three to four years in the lower schools precedes the courses

in these six-year or upper schools. This graduate is termed

"Einjahriger," with reference to the military service, and the

graduate from the nine-year course alone is referred to as the

"Abiturient" (one who has made the Abiturienten examina-

tion).

"Listeners" may also be those who have graduated from a

Technische Mittel-Schule or College, such as the Techni-

cum. Maschinenbau-Schule, Baugewerk-Schule, Kunstgewerbe-

Schule, etc. These listeners are usually men of riper age,

who have already been engaged in practical work and who
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wish to acquire additional knowledge in their special branches

of work. They therefore choose but certain lectures, usually-

extending over from two to three years.

"Guests" are those who have had an academic training, or

such other persons who would not be regularly entitled to

enter as listeners; they can attend only a limited number

of lectures.

Instruction in these technical universities is in the form

of lectures, exercises, shop and laboratory work (upon which

much stress is laid), and visitation of manufacturing plants.

Large experimental shops and libraries serve as auxiliaries for

instruction. For instance, at the Technical University at

Darmstadt there is a library of 800,000 volumes, while that

of the Berlin Library amounts to far more than one million

volumes.

As is the case in all German universities the student may
attend the lectures to any extent that he may choose and

no roll is called. It is the intention to make of the student

an independent thinker. The attendant is supposed to have

reached the age of responsibility at the time he enters the

university, having passed through the many grades of lower

and upper schools, and many having passed through the

military service and conformed to the strict regulations of the

manufacturing establishments. In all of these strict disci-

pline is the watch-word. The student is allowed to attain his

scholarships at as many universities as he desires, thus getting

the advantage of the different methods of prominent pro-

fessors in the different subjects.

The attendance at the eleven German universities for the

winter semester, 1907-1908, was 15,720. Of these the lis-

teners and guests amounted to 4,186 and there were 11,534

regular students. It might be of interest to give the num-
ber of students who received degrees. During the term 1906-

1907, from a total of 15,453 attendants, 1761 received the

degree of "Dipl. Ing." and 115 received the degree of "Dr.

Ing. " During the term 1907-1908 the German universities

conferred the honorary degree of "Dr. Ing." upon 738 engi-
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neers. Of these, 585 received the degree in recognition of

special engineering work performed.

Many students do not take the examination and these re-

ceive a certificate of attendance showing the semesters which

they attended, as do also the listeners and guests, who are not

qualified to take the examination.

In addition to the technical universities there are also nu-

merous other technical institutes, such as Polytechnicum,

Technicum, Baugewerk-Schule, Kunstgewerbe-Schule and

Maschinenbau-Schule, all of which are classified as technical

middle-schools or colleges. The number of these is far greater

than that of the technical universities, and admission to them

is not so much restricted. The degrees which are obtainable

by the students of these colleges are those of mechanical,

electrical or mining engineer, etc., and some of these colleges

confer the degree of Maschinen-Techniker, Electro-Techniker,

etc. There are also a number of minor technical schools, all

of which are important factors in making up the present high

efficiency and high standard of the industries of modern

Germany.

It should always be considered the sacred duty of the pro-

motors of engineering education to instil in the minds of

students and to keep before the engineering profession in

general the fact that no great headway can be made as long

as the belief is prevalent that we know it all and cannot learn

from others.

Having discussed the system in vogue in Germany for

educating the engineer and fitting him for his profession from

both a theoretical and practical standpoint the writer will

compare the German and American engineers as to standing

as well as to their efforts at seeking further knowledge. To

expand his knowledge the German engineer not only serves

in a professional way with engineering concerns in Germany,

but also gathers experience by so serving with such concerns

in foreign countries. The question of salary is, for this

reason, not considered by him of first importance. America

is usually his Mecca, for he recognizes the fact, impressed

11
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upon him by the German professors, that much information

may be gathered there and particularly from American prac-

tice. "We find this custom encouraged by the goTemment, as

well as by the manufacturers and the technical societies. It

cannot be emphasized too strongly that the rising German

engineer does not refuse to believe that much may be acquired

from the methods and practice in foreign countries. For

this very reason we find that not only the German manu-

facturer but also the individual engineer, eagerly subscribes

for foreign technical papers which they thoroughly study

and for the study of which they are also thoroughly equipped

as indicated by their educational training above cited. This

stands out boldly as compared with the custom in America,

where the engineer rarely peruses a technical paper published

in a foreign language. "While it is believed here that most

literature of importance is translated, it is. nevertheless, a

fact that the subjects of greatest importance, particularly

where higher theories are treated, are seldom translated into

the English language. The reason for this is that few Amer-

ican engineers who are masters of the foreign language care

to undertake the task, while foreign engineers do not find

it necessary, as they understand the original publication. It

is also true that most translations fall short in every respect

of being equal in value to the original.

During my ten years of experience and observation in this

country, I have found that the American engineer is too apt

to take up the first technical work at hand on any special

subject and adopt for his work or scheme the ideas or prac-

tice suggested therein. It is sometimes claimed that the

American engineer is a thorough specialist, but this is not

generally true, as he is apt to jump from one line of work
to another when there appears to be an inducement in the

shape of greater financial gain. In Germany it is with great

difficulty that an engineer can take up some other line of

work because of the customs prevailing there which must
guide his actions. Such proceeding is not looked upon favor-

ably, as he would not be considered as having sufficient practi-
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cal experience in the new line, and if attempted it would be

at a financial loss for a few years at least. A "jack-of-all

trades" is usually supposed to be master of none. Bearing

these facts in mind it is quite apparent why we have in this

country so many failures in connection with engineering un-

dertakings, such as bridges, dams, locomotives, prime movers

and entire industrial undertakings, etc., as compared with

the number and magnitude of such failures which occur in

Germany.

A fact which is beginning to dawn upon us is that we must

look to Germany for originality and economies or efficiency in

engineering propositions. In this country a proposition

which involves the expenditure of two million dollars for

development purposes would not be looked upon favorably.

Such a project was the high speed Marienfeld-Zossen line

equipped near Berlin some years ago to obtain a speed of 125

miles per hour. German manufacturers, for their mutual

interest, similarly united in developing gas engines of large

capacity. More recently promoters and manufacturers, with

the assistance of the government, united to develop the art

of aerial navigation. A great handicap in America is the

desire of manufacturers and others who should foster engi-

neering education, to standardize their products for the pur-

pose of greater financial gain. This is undoubtedly a disad-

vantage so far as the promotion of the engineering profession

is concerned. An illustration of the difference between Ger-

man and American practice is shown by the fact that, during

my three-year engagement with one of the leading electrical

concerns in Germany, we installed twenty-three electric rail-

way systems, of which eighteen were of different design as to

their principal features.

Outside of prominent professors and well-posted literary

men there are few engineers who recognize the results directly

attributable to the German educational system and industrial

methods and it may be well to repeat some opinions based

upon an actual study, in Germany, of the conditions existing

there.
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In an address delivered by Mr. L. B. Stillwell, president of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, before the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1909, he states in part as

follows

:

11 The voice of America in this age is one of exaltation.

The man in the street believes that we easily lead the world

in science and in its practical applications, but those better

informed know that we have strong rivals; that, while prac-

tice in America in mechanics and the electric art compares

favorably, as a whole, with that of any country, the discovery

of the facts upon which practice is based has been more often

European than American. Even in the practical applica-

tions of physical science it happens not infrequently that we
follow and do not lead.

" The German Empire to-day is a vast hive of industry

organized in a manner of which comparatively few Americans

who have not investigated this subject have anything like an

adequate conception. In an interesting and very valuable

paper upon ' Engineering Education ' read before the Inter-

national Engineering Congress in St. Louis in 1904, Dr. Robt.

Fletcher, director of the Thayer School of Civil Engineering,

Dartmouth College, said, ' Realizing that even the most indus-

trial people must have competent expert direction and that

efficient direction of any industry to-day demands a large

amount of technical knowledge which cannot be learned at the

bench or in the shop, the government and the people, through

trade association have established hundreds of schools of

applied science for instruction in all of the leading industries

of the empire and often many schools for the same industry.'

"In 1898 Professor J. B. Johnson, M.Am.Soc.C.E., re-

ported that of 248 monotechnic schools in Prussia alone, more

than half were voluntarily supported by various trades as

schools for apprentices; in Saxony with one million inhabi-

tants there were three monotechnic schools, besides ten schools

of agriculture and forty of commerce. In Hesse there were

schools for agriculture and sculpture, nine for artisans, forty-

three for industries and eighty-two for design.
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1
' German foresight and system in the organization of indus-

trial facilities not less than the industry and the frugality of

the German people have advanced Germany within fifty years

from a position of comparative poverty and obscurity to a

place in the foremost rank of powerful and progressive na-

tions. As Dr. Fletcher well said :
' It is not her army of

soldiers which other nations need to fear, but her armies of

scientifically-trained directors of industrial enterprises and of

highly educated commercial agents.'
1

' While no other nation to-day provides as effectively as

do the Germans for enlargement of the boundaries of science

and original research nor for the systematic training of its

people in the industrial and commercial use of scientific facts

and methods, there is very much that is admirable, effective

and worthy of our most careful consideration in the educa-

tional, industrial and commercial practice of some of the other

great nations."

The standing of the American engineer in his profession

and in the community cannot be compared with that of the

German engineer in his country and we need not seek very

far for an explanation. All education receives proper recog-

nition in Germany and the engineer is placed on a social plane

with the doctor, the lawyer, the army officer, etc. His com-

pensation, as compared with that of mere mechanics, is pro-

portionally higher than in this country, so that he is naturally

able to occupy a higher plane. The chiefs of departments, as

well as the consulting engineers and manufacturers, all work
in harmony with the subordinates or assistant engineers,

designers, etc., and are not loath to give credit to whom credit

is due for any new designs or creations.

The engineers and assistants are all employed under term

contracts and the law prescribes what notice must, at least, be

given to terminate the employment. This ranges from one to

three months. It is a common practice to engage even assist-

ant engineers for terms varying from one to five years, whereas

in America the unjust practice prevails of laying off such

employees as though they were mechanics or laborers, prac-
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tie-ally without notice, and as soon as the important engineer-

ing work is completed. One prominent concern is known to

have laid off about one hundred men on a Christmas Eve

without giving any notice whatever. It is therefore not sur-

prising that a great many well-trained engineers drop their

profession at the age of thirty years and enter upon vocations

in which they may be assured of greater returns. This neces-

sitates the employment of new and younger men when
new propositions are at hand, and such men require again

to be trained for their duties. Without further comment-

ing on this situation it shows a lack of foresight on the

part of the engineering management. This state of affairs

is directly chargeable to the engineering profession itself in

neglecting to bring about reforms in the customs and remedy-

ing such evils. In Germany the conditions incline the engineer

to stick to his post through life and the engineering concerns

and manufacturers reap the benefit of his accumulated experi-

ence and knowledge.



NOTES ON THE GERMAN TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITIES.

BY GEOEGE H. SHEPAED,

Dean of the L. C. Smith College of Applied Science, Syracuse University.

Introductory.

During the summer of 1909, I had the pleasure of visiting

the German technical universities at Hanover, Charlottenburg,

Dresden, Munich, Karlsruhe in Baden, and Aachen or Aix-la-

Chapelle. My observations were primarily for the benefit

of the university to whose faculty I belong, but, in the hope

that they may be of wider use, I submit this paper to the

Society. Beside the six schools above mentioned there are

three others of the same rank, situated at Brunswick, Stutt-

gart, and Darmstadt, but lack of time prevented me from

visiting these three schools. However, the nine universities

are uniform to the extent that their requirements for entrance

and for the first degree are substantially the same, and that

each accepts the others' first degree as one of the prerequisites

for its own degree of doctor-engineer. Enough uniformity

is also maintained so that students can readily transfer from

one to another; but, within the above limits, not only the

faculties are autonomous, but even the individual heads of

departments have great freedom in their methods and pro-

cedure. For the sake of brevity the methods which I observed

will be here spoken of as ''German," though the word is

used in a qualified sense on account of my lack of opportunity

to visit three of the universities, as above stated. I must state

my indebtedness and express my thanks to many German pro-

fessors, engineers, and students for very kind assistance, espe-

cially to the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure and to Dr. Franz

Erich Junge, who was untiring in his efforts on my behalf.

The German technical universities are much wider in their

167
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scope than is usual with our engineering colleges, having

departments of architecture, of chemistry, and, in some cases,

of agriculture, forestry, and mathematics and general science,

as well as of the subjects that are commonly taught by our

own engineering colleges. I confined my own attention to

the work in engineering, from lack of time, and because the

other subjects were outside of my own duties and responsibili-

ties. Statements made in this paper therefore refer only to

instruction in engineering. This restriction should be noted,

because some of my statements would not be true of the work

of other departments.

Part I. The Students.

The differences between the German methods and our own

arise fundamentally from three causes: (1) The German stu-

dent has had a more advanced entrance preparation than the

American; (2) the German student is older and more mature

while taking his technical course; (3) the German system,

perhaps unconsciously, is designed to develop the best men

to the utmost, with little regard to what becomes of the rest,

while the American system is intended to make industrially

valuable engineers out of as much as possible of the raw

material that comes to it.

As to entrance preparation, in order to be admitted to a

German technical university as a regular student and candi-

date for its first degree, the applicant must present the final

diploma of a German secondary school, or its equivalent.

The secondary schools that regularly prepare for the technical

university are of three classes, the gymnasium, the real-school,

and the ober-real-school. These follow the primary school, in

which there is a course of four years, and themselves have

courses of nine years. The gymnasium has a classical course,

with great stress on Latin and Greek; the real-school has

Latin but no Greek, and is more mathematical and scientific

;

while the ober-real-school has neither Latin nor Greek, but is

strongly mathematical and scientific, and pays more attention
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to modern languages than do the others. In addition to the
scholastic requirements, electrical and mechanical engineers,
in order to be admitted to the examination for the first degree,
must have had at least one year of practical experience.
Though this is not an entrance requirement, the circumstances
are such that it is very advisable for a student to take most
of it before entrance ; and many students do so. This arises

from the compulsory military service. A man of even less

education than is required for entrance to the technical uni-

versities is let off with only one year of service with the colors

;

but thereafter he has to serve for two years in the reserve,

returning to the colors for about two months each year. The
obligation to serve in the reserve is apt to interfere with the
graduate's securing a position, because employers dislike to

take on a man who must be away from his work for two
months each year. Hence, unless the student aspires to be-

come an army officer, it is to his advantage to begin his mili-

tary service not later than between the second and third years
of his technical course. He will then be able to complete his

reserve service, at or immediately after finishing the normal
four years of resident study in his technical course, and to

enter his professional career free, except in case of war, from
military duties. This leaves free for the year in practice
only the summer vacation between the first and second years,

and in fact the rules of some of the technical universities allow
only half of the year in practice to be done during the summer
vacations: so that a student is obliged to do at least half a
year's practice before entering, if he wishes to complete his

course in the normal time; and many students do the whole
of the year's practice before matriculating.

As to the nature of the practical work, experience in a

manufactory engaged in building machinery, especially en-

gines, turbines, electric machinery, or machine tools, is pre-

ferred
;
but great liberty is allowed. For example, a student

may spend his entire year of practice in a smelting works or
a steel works or as a marine engineer. If he wishes to spe-
cialize in textile work, he may take his entire year in a textile
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mill. Also part of the year's experience may be taken in a

power plant, or as a locomotive firemen or engineer. Fortu-

nately, the industries realize the importance of the practical

training of their future officers and many works cooperate

with the schools by providing courses for their benefit. It is

rare that the student workman receives any pay while engaged

on such a course. On the contrary he usually has to pay for

the privilege of taking it. In such courses the student is

shifted through the whole plant, and is given opportunity to

study all of its processes and methods that are appropriate for

his instruction. In order to get credit for his practical work,

the student must bring a certificate from the employer.

'"This certificate must show that the candidate, during his

year of practice, has submitted without exception to the rules

of a factory or other industrial enterprise, and must clearly

show the kind of work upon which he has been engaged during

the term in question."* It is evident that a student who is

in earnest and appreciates his opportunities, may, under this

system, obtain an excellent education in shop methods and

processes, and may besides make himself a fair workman.

The student who has passed nine years of the German sec-

ondary schools has been carried considerably further than the

graduate of our high schools. Assuming that he has also had

at least half a year of a good shop course, I estimate that he

could enter an American engineering college of the first rank

as follows: (1) From ober-real-school. as a sophomore; (2)

from real-school, as a freshman, with one semester's work

already passed; (3) from gymnasium, as a freshman, with

freshman shop already passed and with already considerable

knowledge of the freshman mathematics. Besides this the

gymnasium student would have had a long and thorough

training in Latin and Greek; and, while other studies would

probably be a better preparation for the technical course, still

the value of the study of these highly inflected languages in

developing ability to think systematically can not be denied.

* Munich, Begulations for Examination of Mechanical Engineers for

the First Degree.
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It will be noted that the German entrance requirements are

severe. Even under our somewhat easier conditions we find

it advisable to open the doors of our engineering colleges to

men who, while they may have been barred from obtaining

the book knowledge which we require of candidates for a

degree, are capable of becoming able engineers. This we do

by admitting special students, who are usually required to be

men of at least twenty years of age who have been unable, by

reason of poverty, to make the regular entrance preparation.

With us, such students are usually allowed to take any course

which their previous knowledge enables them to handle ; and,

while they receive no degree, they are often among the best

engineers produced by our schools. "We are apt to regard

such a plan as peculiar to our democratic effort to give every

man his chance, and I was therefore interested in discovering

fully as liberal a scheme in operation under the imperial gov-

ernment and aristocratic social organization of Germany.

The German technical universities admit as "hearers" per-

sons who are not able to fulfil the regular entrance require-

ments, but who possess the necessary education for admission

to the one year military voluntariat. This allows the omis-

sion of the last two years of the secondary school. In Prussia

the "hearer" must have the diploma of a manual training

high school of the building trades and one year of practical

experience. If the German requirements of the "hearer"

are more severe than ours of the special student, the former

gets more for it, since he receives an official certificate of

attendance, while the American special student usually gets

no official evidence whatever of his studies. Also the German
technical universities admit to single courses as visitors, per-

sons who are unable to fulfil the entrance requirements.

Visitors are usually required to be men of mature years.

Ordinarily they receive no kind of academic certificate for

their work, but at Munich they can obtain reports of having

passed individual courses. Not only this, but there is a sys-

tem of scholarships by which a poor boy of ability can obtain

financial help, from the beginning of the secondary school

through to the completion of his education.
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It is evident that the German engineer must be rather older

than our men, upon entering his professional career. As-

suming that a boy enters school at six years of age and there-

after advances at the normal rate, without interruptions of

any kind, his age and progress would correspond about as

follows

:

Tears.

Age on beginning school 6

Time in primary school 4

Age on entering secondary school 10

Time in secondary school 9

Age on completing preparatory education 19

Time in technical university 4

Time in military service 1

Age of civil engineer on beginning professional carreer 2-4

Add for practical course in industry, for electrical and

mechanical engineers 1

Age of electrical or mechanical engineer on beginning pro-

fessional career 25

While the time in practice and in military service can to

some extent be telescoped with the time in the technical course,

on the other hand about three months should, in most of the

German technical universities, be added to the four years

allowed for the course, for the
'

' diploma-task,
'

' of which more

hereafter. Hence I believe that the table will represent pretty

close to the general minimum of age. Of course, an occasional

brilliant student may get along faster ; but to attain even the

rate of progress shown, one must, from beginning to end of

his education, combine good mental ability, sound health, and

financial means sufficient for his living and education. Fur-

ther, though the graduate apprentice course is practically

non-existent in Germany, the German technical graduate must

enter the industries in a position very little better than that

of a graduate apprentice; and at the outset, will not earn

more than twenty-eight to thirty-six dollars a month. Conse-

quently he will not have attained enough income to marry,

until he is twenty-seven or eight years of age at the youngest,

while most men will be considerably older.
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Similarly estimating minimum ages for the American, we
have:

Years.

Age on beginning school 6
Time in primary, intermediate, and grammar schools 8

Time in high school 4
Age on completing preparatory education 18
Time in technical college 4
Time in graduate apprentice course 2

Age on beginning professional career 24

It is apparent that the American engineer will take a re-

sponsible place in the profession and in the community at a
somewhat earlier age than the German, and this is an advan-
tage that should not be lightly sacrificed. To say nothing of

the comfort and happiness of the individual, it is to the dis-

tinct advantage of the industries if their junior officers can
come to them at an age when they are still young enough to

be adaptable. Further, late marriage of men is a fruitful

cause of immorality, and the effects of this in producing na-

tional degeneration are too well known to require discussion

here. Whatever good the Germans may obtain from the more
advanced entrance preparation of their technical students,

we can also obtain, when occasion demands, by raising our
own entrance requirements; but, as long as our own system
produces graduates that are able to fill the positions that are

waiting for them, and to keep our industries on a par with
those of other nations, I believe that we should be very care-

ful how we do anything that would postpone to a later age
the time at which our graduates can become self-supporting

members of society. As has been stated, the German is better

prepared for the technical courses, and he is also older and
more mature than the American during his time as an under-

graduate. The electrical and mechanical engineer usually

has the advantage of a year's practical experience. Further,

as has been shown, during the latter half of his course at least,

the German student probably has behind him a year of mili-

tary service.
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The military service probably has much more value to the

student than we Americans commonly attach to it. The sol-

dier's life builds up the student's health and teaches him to

be orderly, neat, and systematic. Besides, the engineering

student may combine military service and practical experience

by serving in the engineer corps of the army or in the rail-

road regiment, which is always in charge of the operation of

part of the state railroads of Germany, or by serving as a

military telegrapher, aeronaut, or chauffeur. More impor-

tant, in military service the student may learn organization,

discipline, administration, and the handling of men.

Receiving its students under the above conditions, the tech-

nical university assumes that they are mature men. that they

know what they want and intend to get it. and that in all

ways they are perfectly able to take care of themselves; and

proceeds to deal with them accordingly. Instruction is given

at scheduled times. If the student wants to attend he does so

:

if not. he stays away. If he wants to take a course, he records

it in his course book, gets the professor in charge to counter-

sign it as his official evidence of having registered : and there-

after nobody, except himself, cares, or even knows, whether he

attends the course or not. At the end of two years he has an

opportunity to obtain official credit for the courses that he has

taken up to that time by passing examinations in them; and

at the end of the course he has a similar opportunity to get

credit for the work of the last two years. To enter the exam-

ination in any course he must produce his official evidence of

registration. After that it is up to him to pass the examina-

tion. Nobody asks whether he actually attended the course.

It seems to me that the institutions are hardly justified in their

assumptions. In the secondary schools, the students have

been worked to a degree of which our high school students

have no conception. Besides, they have been kept under a

system of regulation and discipline at once iron-clad and

minute. If a year in a works has intervened, the student

has there also kept factory hours and been under rigid factory

discipline. From this he comes into absolute freedom in the
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technical university. Considering that he is still an immature

boy in his early twenties, it is not surpising that the effect of

the sudden release of pressure is. in many cases, an explosion.

Often the boy goes in for a good time, for drinking, duelling,

and the life of the student clubs, and even for dissipation;

and throws study to the winds. The day of reckoning is far

off, and even for that genial gentlemen are ready to prepare

him. Every institution of learning has its unofficial staff of

crammers, who, like the camp followers of an army, prey upon
the fallen and the stragglers. These people make it their

business, not to teach, but to prepare for examination. Since

teachers, being human, have their fads, and the students' mind
can retain for a short time a vast amount of undigested and

unassimilated learning, it is evidently possible for a profes-

sional crammer to get a student through an examination with

remarkably little real knowledge of the subject. Even if the

student fails to pass the examinations, it brings upon him
no punishment from the institution. He has to take the ex-

amination again at some future time; and. unless his family

calls him to account for his failure, that is all there is to it.

Contrasting with this the American system, our students

come to us already accustomed to a large amount of freedom,

and they know how to conduct themselves under it. Notwith-

standing this they are not turned so absolutely loose as the

German students. Our students' work is noted from day to

day and a continuous record is kept of it. Examinations are

frequent: and. at the end of the semester, a student who has

made a very poor record is dismissed, both to keep the re-

sources of the institution from being wasted on an unfit sub-

ject and to protect the student and his family against his

wasting his time and money on a profession that he either

can not, or will not, learn. In fact American engineering

faculties feel that they are responsible for their students and
that they owe it to them and to their parents to see that they

either make good use of their opportunities or cease to waste

them under the protection of the college. The Germans claim

that our system makes the student dependent and morally
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weak. I feel that in this they are mistaken. The abuse of

our system might do so, but the system itself does not. Our
students are treated as men and are not denied that freedom

to fall which alone can develop ability to stand; but the fall

is not allowed to be so long postponed that the student forgets

that it will ever come ; and the discipline, by being promptly

administered, can be given in a small dose, which is curative,

rather than fatal, in its effects. As for those German students

who at the outset devote themselves to pleasure to the neglect

of their studies; in some of them the racial characteristics

assert themselves and, after a period of hilarity, they settle

down to work and complete the course; but many of them

drop out and never take the degree. Of these, most are

absorbed by the industries in minor places and probably never

rise above draftsmanships and similar positions. Some, of

course, who really have talent, do better and rise to good posi-

tions, in spite of the mistakes of their student days. The

Germans claim for their system that it develops men who are

strong and self-reliant. Doubtless it does so, in the case of

those who survive it; but it seems to me very much like the

Indian method of building a strong physical constitution.

A full-grown American Indian can stand anything, simply

because no Indian who could not stand everything could pos-

sibly live to grow up. It seems to me that our system develops

men who are fully as self-reliant, and at the expense of much
less waste of student life. Concentrating our attention upon

the German students who are faithful to their professional

studies, in spite of all temptation to be otherwise, and for

whom the system seems to be devised, it appears that they

enter their technical studies with more advanced preparation

than do our students and with the further advantage of having

shopwork eliminated from their college course. It may be

asked in what respect the technical education received by these

men differs from what the American institution gives to its

students.

In the education of the German electrical and mechanical

engineer the year of practical experience exercises an influence
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over the whole course, which requires further discussion. It

will be unnecessary to say to the Society that the experience

enables the student more easily and better to understand and

appreciate all the technical instruction of the school. On this

account it enables the work of instruction in parts to be

abbreviated. The year in practice also gives the student a

chance to find himself, to learn his own tastes and capabilities,

and to estimate the opportunities that are open to him. It

therefore enables the work in the more advanced professional

subjects to be more closely directed to the object in view, that

is to be more specialized. Also, because the four years' course

is relieved of shop work, time is available to lay the founda-

tions of technical education somewhat more broadly than with

us. Further, from the same cause and because the pure

science and mathematics of the first years are partly a review

of the work of the secondary schools, more of the purely

professional work is put into the first two years than with us,

and this relieves the pressure of the last two years, which

with us are very crowded, and enables the student to do his

most advanced professional study in a less hurried fashion.

To illustrate, every American teacher of machine design has

probably been perplexed by the question of detail drawings.

When a student has worked out the main features of a design

and is making his assembled drawings, the question always

arises as to how far he should be required to make the detail

sheets. I think that any experienced teacher will say that

these details consume a vast amount of the student's time.

and that he learns comparatively little from them in propor-

tion to the time spent on them. At the same time, students

inexperienced in actual construction can not judge of the

practicability of their details except by working them out on

the drafting board, and an impossible detail may throw out

some of the main features of the design. For this reason the

American teacher is obliged to give his pupil as much detail-

ing work as can be done without losing too much time from

work on the broader features of design. On the other hand,

in visiting the drafting rooms of the German technical univer-
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sities, I found the detailing work, while not absolutely elim-

inated, still reduced to a minimum, and to very much less than

would ordinarily be required in an American college drafting

room. It is evident that the German student, with his experi-

ence in actual practice, does not need so much detailing work,

and that he can consequently save the time for more impor-

tant work.

Nominally the course offered to the German student is

purely elective. To the best of my knowledge, an entirely

elective course has never found favor in our technical colleges

;

and our liberal arts colleges, having tried it. have found it

unsatisfactory and are working away from it. It is inter-

esting, in view of our experience, to note that the Germans,

while apparently offering the student a free choice of any

subjects that he wishes to take, immediately hedge by re-

quiring him to pass an examination in certain subjects, and

in limited alternatives to some others, as a condition of re-

ceiving the first degree ; and the amount of work thus required

is enough to occupy nearly, if not quite, all of a student's time

for four years : so that, unless he wishes to take a longer cov.

or to sacrifice the degree, he finds himself restricted to prac-

tically a prescribed course, the same as do our students. The

course thus laid down, if the year in practice be taken as the

equivalent of our shop-work, does not differ materially from

what a student would get in an American technical college of

the first class. In some respects it is broader than our course.

Thus among the required subjects of the Charlottenburg

course for mechanical engineers, we find elements of under-

ground and overhead construction and design of hydraulic

prime movers, both of which we are commonly obliged to leave

to the civil engineers, and political economy, of which our

students generally hear nothing after they leave the secondary

school.

At the same time, the German course is in some ways more

specialized than ours. Thus at Charlottenburg, there are

allied with the general mechanical engineering course. HMD

for transportation engineers and managing engineers. The
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course for managing engineers branches off in the third year

and thereafter pays more attention to economics, commerce,

patent law, languages, and hygiene than does the general

course. The course for transportation engineers branches off

in the fourth year, and thereafter pays more attention to

roads, stations, bridges, and signals than does the general

course. At Dresden the mechanical engineering course divides

into courses for machine engineers and for factory engineers

;

and the civil engineering, into courses for construction engi-

neers and for surveyors. Even at Munich, where close

specialization is avoided, civil engineering is thus divided;

and, beside the course in mechanical engineering, there is a

course in technical physics. Also, within the regular courses,

the amount of election allowed by the requirements for the

first degree, though limited, still permits a yet closer special-

ization. Thus, at Charlottenburg, in the regular mechanical

course, each student designs one gas engine or one piston

steam engine or one steam turbine, one machine tool or one

hoisting engine, and one water turbine. To take an extreme

case, suppose that a student should elect to design one com-

pound stationary steam engine, one hoist driven by simple

steam engines, one water turbine, and, as his diploma task,

which is completely elective, one triple expansion marine

steam engine. Such a student would have acquired a large

amount of practice in the design of the piston steam engine,

but would be completely lacking in designing experience on

internal combustion engines, steam turbines, and machine

tools.

At first thought such close specialization is very attractive.

In the education of every engineer there must first be a

foundation of general mathematics, science, and shop practice.

Then there are certain technical subjects of which the need is

so common that no engineer should be ignorant of them. For
example, every engineer uses steam engines, and should have

at least enough knowledge of them to enable him to exercise

a general supervision over their operation and maintenance.

Following these come the courses in design and in the engi-
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neering laboratories. In these the field is so vast that it is

obviously impossible for the undergraduate to get more than

a limited detailed experience of them. Hence the value to a

student of working out any given problem, for example, the

design of a machine tool, consists more in the exercise of his

faculties in the solution of a practical designing problem, than

in the knowledge acquired of that particular tool, because he

will probably never again have to design that tool. Also,

exercise in design may be as well obtained on one problem as

another, and in this respect there would be no choice between

the student's designing a machine tool and his designing an

automobile. At the same time, in order to be a practical

designer, a man must have a large fund of empirical knowl-

edge which can come only from extensive experience of a

limited field. Hence the student will be nearly as well

grounded in the theoretical basis of design, and will be a more

practical designer in a certain line, if his undergraduate prac-

tice has been specialized therein. Similar considerations

apply to the work in the engineering laboratories.

The trouble with close specialization on the part of the

undergraduate is that his future opportunities can seldom be

foreseen. I remember a young American engineer who. in

college, specialized very closely in hydraulic engineering. On
his graduation he found it impossible to get work in that line.

After several months of unsuccessful effort, being absolutely

obliged to begin earning something, he applied to a ship-yard

for any kind of work: and was given a job in the ship-fitter's

gang. Of course his special studies in hydraulics were of no

use to him there, and only the general foundations of his

technical education applied at all. Obviously he would have

been better fitted for the work in which he actually landed, if

his technical course had been more general. I met him several

years afterward, and found him still working at ship-fitting.

He told me that he had learned enough about it. so that he

could earn a living wage, and that he expected to stick to it.

In all but a few cases, both our students and ourselves are

completely in the dark as to what their opportunities will be.
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Under these circumstances I believe that we serve our stu-

dents' interests better by preparing them to take positions of

about the grade of a graduate apprenticeship over as wide a

range of industry as possible, than by trying to fit them to

enter at once a higher position in some specialty. This neces-

sarily does away with close specialization for the great mass

of undergraduates.

I am informed that the Germans find somewhat the same

difficulty in fitting specialization to the student's opportuni-

ties; but I believe that it works somewhat better with them

than it would with us, on account of the year of practical

experience on the part of their electrical and mechanical engi-

neers. I think that we should receive even greater benefit in

this direction from such a requirement, because, under our con-

ditions, the year of experience would be actual work and not

a course of instruction. In such a year of work a student

would tend to find what his capabalities were and for what

line of work he was best adapted ; and satisfactory service for

an employer in a certain line would open to the young engi-

neer further opportunities in the same line, if not with the

same employer, with others through his recommendations. I

therefore believe that a year of practical experience on the

part of our students would enable them to specialize some-

what more closely than they now do, without prejudice to

their future opportunities, but rather with the result of fitting

them better for those opportunities and of enabling them

sooner to become valuable to their employers and to themselves.

Notwithstanding the benefits of adding the requirement of

the year in practice to our present ones for the first degree,

this addition can not be made all at once ; but I believe that

we should work in that direction as fast as we can. In this

we are dependent upon engineering employers, and I hope

that this paper may draw discussion on this point from the

gentlemen without whose cooperation we can not secure the

desired experience for our students. If the year in practice

would mean that our students must be that much older on

beginning their professional careers, that would be a serious
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objection to its adoption: but smch is not necessarily the case.

In order to arrive at a table of minimum ages, we may assume

that a boy will work for six months in engineering practice

between the high school and the engineering college. We
might assume that he could do these six months during the

summer vacations of the high school, but I shall not go to that

extreme. The other six months could be done during the

summer vacations of the college course. At this stage the

student would be sufficiently advanced so that he could profit

by the fact that many large concerns allow vacation work to

count on their graduate apprentice courses, and he could thus

shorten by that amount the length of his apprenticeship. v7e

should therefore have, as the minimum possible ages

:

Years.

Age on beginning school 6

Time in primary, intermedia te, and grammar schools B

Time in high school 4

Time in practical work 5

Age on entering technical college IS.

5

Time in technical college, including sis months of practical

work 4

Time in graduate apprentice course 1.5

Age on beginning professional career 24.0

This gets the young engineer into his career at the same

age as at present, with the benefit of six months more of

experience, and with a better preparation by the technical

college because of the practical experience taken in connection

with its course. Under our conditions our students must do

work on which their employers make a profit, in order to have

their presence tolerated in an industry, instead of being under

instruction for which they pay. as in Germany. Therefore the

tasks of our students while in practice must be sufficiently

specialized to enable them to work with some skill, and this

will prevent their obtaining as general knowledge as is de-

sirable. For this reason I believe that our present college

shops and the courses in connection therewith cannot be done

awav. but must be used to srive the students the broad knowl-
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edge of shop processes that they cannot get in the industries

;

while the latter give them the practical experience that they

cannot get in the college. I hope, however, that we may be

favored by some discussion from persons who are acquainted

with the interesting methods of instruction now being followed

at the University of Cincinnati. Conversely, as long as the

college shops are maintained, I believe that we might make an

allowance as to acceptance of practical work even broader than

do the Germans. My present suggestion would be to accept

anything that might be considered engineering work, even

engineering salesmanship, giving the student the broadest

opportunity to find himself, to gain experience of life, and to

learn the line of work for which he is adapted. I should not,

however, recommend leaving the inexperienced student with-

out guidance. To help him to find out his own capabilities, to

aid him to secure employment to which he is suited, and to

guide him into it, I should, following a suggestion made to

me by Mr. George DeA. Babcock, former professor of Prac-

tical Mechanics in Syracuse University, recommend putting

the whole matter under the supervision of a committee of the

faculty.

To make sure that the student would make good use of his

opportunities while in practice, I should recommend, still fol-

lowing Mr. Babcock, that the same committee of the faculty

should conduct correspondence courses with those students

who were engaged in practice, on which the students should

be graded the same as on any other course in the institution.

The conduct of such correspondence courses will be a matter

of some difficulty. A student might easily be harassed by

unreasonable nagging of a distant professor, into a state in

which he would be utterly useless both to his employer and

to himself, and thus miss one of the most valuable features of

such work, which is the discipline of working under the re-

quirement that he must produce the value of his wage, plus

a profit to his employer. I have never taught such a course

and therefore shall not undertake to say how it should be done,

but I should begin by requiring each student to send me a
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brief report at the end of each week's work. As long as his

reports showed that he was reasonably alert, observant, and
faithful to his employer. I should not trouble him with any-

thing further. If they failed to show this, I should ask him

some questions, to answer which he would be obliged, without

neglecting his work, to notice that work and what went on

about him and to reason upon what he observed ; and I should

also try to rouse him to his duty to his employer. I realize,

of course, that preliminary suggestions must be tentative, that

we must feel our way and be guided by experience. Some of

our technical colleges have already started in the direction

indicated, and my personal opinion is that the rest of us ought

to follow their example.

It has been pointed out that the work of the German student

is somewhat less crowded than with us, especially in the pro-

fessional studies of the latter half of the course. It is proper

to inquire in what way the Germans profit, as compared with

us. by this greater leisure. The Germans claim special thor-

oughness for their work ; and, as they have a general reputa-

tion for this excellence, and thoroughness is generally con-

sidered to be a peculiarly German virtue, this claim may in

general be allowed, in so far as the conscientious and earnest

students are concerned. My own information is to the

effect that this varies greatly with different institutions and

with different professors. As to those students who de-

vote themselves to pleasure and pass their examinations on

the strength of a crammer's course, it is unnecessary to discuss

thoroughness in connection with them. The Germans claim

that thoroughness is produced by two causes: (1) The placing

of the student on his honor by giving him complete freedom

;

and (2) the extensive use of practical exercises, both in the

laboratory and in the drafting room. As to the first cause,

it doubtless produces the desired effect in the work of those

students who are earnest and conscientious in the face of the

abundant opportunities to be otherwise. Whether their work

is more thorough than that of our own students of the better

sort, I am not prepared to say. If so, we compensate for it
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by getting more out of those students who would go to pieces

under the German system. At any rate I feel that our own
methods should not be conformed to the German model in this

respect. As to the use of practical exercises, whether in the

experimental problems of the laboratory or in the designing

problems of the drafting room, in them a student has to apply

the knowledge which he has acquired in the lecture room. The

effort to apply clarifies the knowledge itself, besides revealing

its defects and developing the ability to make practical use

of what one knows. It is unnecessary to discuss at length the

necessity for a large use of practical exercises in the education

of the engineer, because that necessity has been generally

recognized in this country, and the practice of our engineering

colleges is in accordance with it.

I was interested in trying to find out how extensively the

Germans use practice work in comparison with our schools;

but, in the limited time at my disposal, T found it impossible

to get enough first hand figures to warrant a generalization.

The subject is complicated by the large number of different

courses offered and the opportunity, though limited, for elec-

tion within courses. Professor MacLay, of the University of

Glasgow, in an article on the German technical universities

published ten years ago, gives for the nine German institu-

tions figures for the ratio of time spent by the student in

practice to time spent in instruction in theory, of which the

average is 1.28. Such figures as I was able to obtain show a

much less value of this ratio, unless the year in industry is

included as practice work of the course, in which case my
figures check Professor MacLay 's very well. It is only fair

to include the year in industry as practice in the German
schedule, because it take the place of our shopwork, which

would certainly be included in the practice of the American

schedule. There are probably few American technical col-

leges whose ratio of practice to theory could approach this

figure for the four years' course alone. On the other hand,

if two years of graduate aprpenticeship are included in the

American course as practice, our ratio of practice to theory
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would greatly exceed the German. Doubtless our men would

be improved by more practice, if they could get it without too

great sacrifice of theoretical instruction. My own observation

of the work of our technical colleges leads me to believe that

the time which we devote to theory has already been cut down

to the limit ; and I therefore see no way in which more practice

can be squeezed in except by the adoption of the German

requirement of the year in industry, for which I have pro-

posed a plan above. On this point it should be said that the

Germans consider one of the strong points of their system to

be the broad and thorough instruction in fundamental theory

;

and that they believe, and I think rightly, that it is better to

ground a man thoroughly in the theoretical foundations of

engineering, to give him enough practice to enable him to

apply what he knows, and then to leave him to work out his

own problems as they arise, than to send him out equipped

with a vast amount of knowledge of practical details, which

must be largely empirical and superficial, even if it is confined

to a narrow specialty.

The Germans claim, as a virtue of their system, that it de-

velopes men who are self reliant and capable of independent

work. Probably many members of the Society know better

than I, to what extent this claim is justified. As to the means

by which this strength is produced, the Germans attribute it

first to the system of general student liberty which has been

discussed above, and second, to the large use of the problem

method in instruction. A large part of the practice work

above mentioned naturally consists in the solution of prob-

lems : in the laboratory, by experimental methods ; in design

by calculation or graphic work on the drafting board. In the

German technical universities, after a problem has been as-

signed, the student is left pretty much to himself in the solu-

tion of it. This is done because it is held that the student de-

velops more independence by being thus let alone, and because

the faculty is too much occupied otherwise to give him much
attention. More will be said later on this point.

If in the above I have appeared to criticize the German sys-
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tern in some points, it is only fair to judge the system by its

results. If we consider the highly skilled engineering work of

the Germans and the great advances that their industries have

made in the last thirty years, it is evident that they must be

officered by men who have been well trained for their life work.

On the other hand, if we apply the same test to our own tech-

nical colleges, the result is equally satisfactory. If the Ger-

mans have done better than we in some points, in others we
have done better than they ; and each nation has done its best

work where its necessities were the most pressing, so that com-

parative excellence is evidently a matter of environment rather

than of superior ability. Still it must be remembered that

ours is a four years' course, while the German course, at least

for electrical and mechanical engineers, amounts to five years

;

and it may well be asked how we are able in four years to

equip our students substantially as well as the Germans do

their better prepared students in five. To some extent it is a

matter of racial temperament. The German is the more care-

ful and painstaking; the American is the quicker and more

alert; but, even allowing for this, to coach the American boy

along at the greater rate of speed, and still not to help him

enough to keep him from developing the self reliance which is

one of the boasts of the German system, require teaching skill

and hard work on the part of the American faculty. Hence
American teachers of engineering are much more burdened

with the details of instruction and administration than are the

Germans ; and this is an important point, which will be further

discussed.

On the whole I think that a young American would gain

nothing by going to Germany for his first degree in engineer-

ing. On the contrary, unless he speaks and understands Ger-

man fluently, and is a man of much strength of character, I

think that he would do much better to study in this country.

I make this statement with full appreciation of the fact that

the equipment of the German technical universities is super-

ior to that of most of our institutions. It is inevitable that, to

serve our much more scattered population, we should have a
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larger number of smaller institutions and that the equipment

of each of these should be less than if they were all concen-

trated into a few great universities. However, it does not take

a great laboratory to give the undergraduate all the work that

he can profitably attempt. As for models, they help to illus-

trate; but, lacking them, a scientific principle can be studied

from the text-book with the aid of the drafting board, though

at the expense of greater labor on the part of both teacher and

pupil.

In view of our generally unsatisfactory experience with the

undergraduate thesis, I was surprised to find that most of the

German technical universities require what amounts to the

same thing, for the first degree. The reasons for the difference

between their experience and ours may be of interest. Giving

a four years' course, we have usually allowed for the thesis

only about four semester hours. It is very difficult to find a

subject for a thesis small enough so that it can be well handled

in this limited time. Further, there has, at least in my own ex-

perience, been a general ambition among undergraduates to

attempt, as a thesis, something in the way of research j and this

has been generally encouraged by their teachers, though un-

dergraduates are almost always professionally too immature

to do research. Under these conditions our students have

generally attempted as a thesis altogether more than they

were able to accomplish: and the results have been farcical.

In North Germany the usual thesis is a design, which the

senior student is qualified to attempt. A test may be done

instead, but generally is taken only by students who wish to

specialize in technical physics; and this test is not expected

to be a research, though it may become so in the hands of a

real genius. Further, the thesis, or "diploma-task," as it is

called, is expected to be done after the completion of all the

rest of the course, and from six weeks to three months are

allowed for its performance, during which it is expected that

the student will do no other school work. The German

diploma-task therefore amounts to an outright addition to the

course, both in time and work. I doubt if any American
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engineering faculty would be able to keep its graduates hang-

ing on for a semester to do a thesis, after their classmates in

the other colleges had gone; and, under the circumstances, I

think that we are wise to do away with the undergraduate

thesis altogether and to require our students to put the time

formerly wasted on it to some use on the regular courses. In

this connection it is interesting to note that Munich does not

have the diploma task and never has had it. The reason for

this is that the task is of no value, unless it really is done by

the candidate without the aid of other persons; while to set

a young man at a difficult task, upon which depend such

serious consequences for himself, and on which he necessarily

works without supervision, and to require him to do it without

improper aid, is to expose him to too severe temptation.

In spite of the advantages under which they work, the Ger-

man technical universities do not succeed in sending out

graduates who are at once practical men. Employers make

the same criticism of their young graduates that they do of

ours, that their heads are full of theoretical knowledge, but

that they are unable to take hold of a job and accomplish

results. It is doubtless necessary for us to realize our limi-

tations, and I hope that our brother engineers in practice

will appreciate them also. A little consideration will show

that, for a man to be practical, that is, for him to be able to

produce results, he must have an intimate knowledge of the

details of his situation. Otherwise neglect to consider some

detail may ruin the best general plan. To attain such minute

knowledge requires experience of one's field. Also the knowl-

edge that one uses must be so familiar that it comes at once

when wanted. To attain this familiarity requires practice

in the use of one's knowledge. Now both experience and

practice require time, hence the young graduate must be on

the job for a while before he can acquire them. If the engi-

neering school could train its students for a narrow enough

specialty, they might be graduated as practical men in that

limited field; but, for reasons stated above, it is not for the

best interests of our students that we should do this, though
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I have pointed out means by which I hope that we can work

toward this end. If. under our present conditions, we turn

out graduates who are sufficiently equipped with professional

knowledge, sufficiently practiced in the use of it. and suffi-

ciently adaptable, so that they are able within a reasonable

time to acquire the experience and practice which they lack

initially, and to become of real commercial value, we are

doing all that can be expected of us.

President Schurman of Cornell University some years ago.

with reference to the work of Sibley College, used the words.

'"Theory without practice is empty." Our friends in prac-

tice have been mindful of this fact, and their criticisms have

produced an unfortunate effect upon our students. As far as

my own observation goes, the latter are eager for prat:::.!

information and impatient of instruction in theory. For ex-

ample, they would be more interested in copying a set of

proportional units for the design of a machine part, than in

studying themselves into a real understanding of the Carnot

cycle. They would probably never have occasion to use the

units: .::::i. if they did. they would very possibly

find them unsuitable to their particular case: while the Car-

not cycle more or less lies at the foundation of everything

that they ever do in engine work. TVhile it is true that

""Theory without practice is empty." it is equally true, as

President Schurman indeed coupled with it. that "Practice

without theory is blind." I feel that we teacher _ineer-

ing must stand against the present tendency among our stu-

dents, and. like our German colleagues, insist upon broad

and thorough instruction in fundamental theory, as one

essential bases of an engineering education.

The German technical universities give not only the first

degree, but also that of neer." The do

degree is conferred upon the holder of the first degree of any

German technical university who presents an official certifi-

cate ol . r and "A s

German language, which shows the ability of the candidate

as an independent technical scientific worker."'* The i

* v7-n ^riri V;: ]..::.= :

v
:--;:: Irrenieure.
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tation is not necessarily a research, but commonly it is so. To
prepare an acceptable dissertation commonly takes from one

to two years. This is in contrast with the diploma task, and
properly so, since a candidate for the doctor's degree should

be of sufficient professional maturity to do good research

work, and he is allowed time enough to do it. The work for

the advanced degree thus consists in the development of the

candidate's individual powers, by his measuring them against

the difficulties of a highly specialized problem, which he has

to solve on his own resources of skill and intelligence. On
this point I cannot do better than to quote the words of Pro-

fessor D. C. Jackson, "The (graduate) student should be

thrown largely on his own responsibility (in the study of a

few subjects only) and should not be harassed in getting up
the details of numerous minor subjects. . . . Very few of

the (American) engineering schools possess concurrently all

of the requisites for successful graduate instruction, namely,

a teaching force sufficiently strong in numbers and in ex-

perience, and adequate space and laboratory facilities."

The engineer who wishes to do graduate work can probably

succeed better in Germany than in most technical colleges in

this country, because the German system is excellently

adapted to the needs of the graduate students. The reasons

are that, (1) the ample equipment of the German institutions

in laboratories, museums, collections of models, and libraries,

is all necessary for successful graduate work; (2) the Ger-

man institutions are better provided with funds for graduate

work than are any but a few American colleges; and (3) the

graduate student is more likely to be able to work under a

professor of high rank in the engineering profession in Ger-

many than in the United States.

Part II. The Faculties.

Thus far I have discussed the German system as it affects

the student. In what follows I shall discuss it as it affects

the faculty. I have pointed out that the German engineer-

ing student is left very much to his own devices both in
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school and in life; also that the American engineering

teacher must give closer attention to his students in order to

accomplish in four years what the German does in five, and
that starting with better prepared students. Not only does

the German professor give less attention to each student

than the American, but he has fewer students to teach. For
the last semester of 1908-1909, the numbers of faculty mem-
bers and students in the six German technical universities

visited by me, were as follows

:

Total Xo. in Total Xo. of Students per
School. Faculty. Students. Teacher.

Hanover 107 907 8.5

Charlottenburg 402 3,142 7.8

Dresden 193 1,000 5.2

Munich 171 2,820 16.5

Karlsruhe 116 1,256 10.8

Aachen 125 721 5.8

Total 1,114 9,846 8^8

I doubt if there is any American engineering college that

has as large a faculty in proportion to its student body as is

shown by these figures. The result of all this is that the

German teacher is much less burdened with work of instruc-

tion and administration than is the American, and that con-

sequently he has much more time to devote to other things.

It is thus that many of the German professors are able to

carry on lucrative consulting practices. The teaching posi-

tion affords them at once leisure and an office and the use of

extensive equipment. A university professor is very highly

respected in Germany, so much so that the holding of such

a position is in itself a good foundation on which to build a

consulting practice.

All of these inducements are present in America in a very

much less degree. Much of the consulting work is in the

hands of large companies, with which the individual pro-

fessor competes with difficulty. His college probably affords

him very little leisure and an indifferent equipment for con-

sulting work. As to social and professional standing, the

career of a college professor is respectable; and that it all
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that can be said for it. Most of our people regard a college

professor as an amiable gentleman of eccentric habits, who
is likely to get lost if he goes out on the street alone ; while,

if he uses his academic title, they take him for either a

dancing-master or a barber. In consequence, while there are

some American engineers of large reputation engaged in

teaching, our eminent engineers are more likely to be found

in practice; while the German technical universities are able

to attract to their faculties men of the very highest rank in

the engineering profession.

It must be conceded that students are more likely to profit

by instruction from a teacher whose professional attain-

ments they highly respect, and whom they feel to be a first-

hand authority in his subject, than from one whom they

consider a mere conduit, whose only function is to bring to

them the knowledge which he has himself received from

others. However, it should be said on this point, that the

teaching by the eminent men of the German faculties hardly

extends beyond giving their lectures. Aside from that the

work of instruction is almost entirely in the hands of assist-

ants, of whom there are many. These assistants are apt to

be young men, of little practical experience ; and the salaries

which they receive are very poor, usually not over thirty

dollars a month. They are therefore compelled to have some

other source of income. Excepting those candidates for the

doctor's degree who take an assistant's position merely to

help out, and those men of means who take the position in

hopes of winning a professorship, the assistants are driven

by necessity to do some outside professional work in addition

to their teaching. They are therefore ready at hand to assist

the professors in their consulting work, as well as in their

teaching; or, if they do not find employment in this way,
they must do some kind of work for outside employers. It

thus comes about that practically everybody in a German
technical faculty, from the rector down to the youngest

assistant, is engaged in practical work simultaneously with

his teaching. This system certainly has the virtue of keep-
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ing the faculty in touch with practice ; and this must be done

in some way, for, if an engineer after becoming a teacher

withdraws himself from the practical exercise of his profes-

sion, he soon ceases to be an engineer and becomes a mere

theorist, and his teaching becomes correspondingly bookish

and impractical.

We also must keep our teachers in touch with practice;

but it would not do for us to attempt it in the same way. The

salaries that we pay to our instructors and assistant pro-

fessors are already so low that we are barely able to attract

men of sufficient ability from the industries. That we can

do so at all is largely due to the fact that some men have

such a strong bent for teaching that they are willing to fol-

low it, even at considerable material sacrifice. Then we

occupy our men so fully with college work, that almost the

only opportunity that they have for outside work is during

the summer vacations and the leave of absence every seventh

year allowed by many of our institutions. It is in fact the

summer vacation and the sabbatical year that save the situa-

tion for us in this respect; and. as far as my own observa-

tion goes, our engineering teachers have been faithful in the

use of these opportunities; and I believe that there are few

among us who can justly be criticized for allowing them-

selves to get out of touch with practice. However, it is ob-

vious that, if a teacher is exclusively occupied with college

work during his attendance at the institution, and must

devote his times of freedom to work in practice in order to

keep up, his time for original investigation is reduced to

nothing.

In the last respect the Germans are far ahead of us. Even

in their consulting practice, the professors often have occa-

sion to do work of research value, and, as it is desirable for

the professor's reputation that such results should be pub-

lished, provided the client has no objection, the profession at

large is more likely to benefit by them than if they had been

obtained in the private laboratory of the client, since he has

no interest in publishing them. Also, beside their consulting
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practice, the German teachers of engineering have time to

engage directly in research; and their published results are

sufficient evidence that they do so largely and effectively. At

this point the magnificent equipment of their institutions

again comes into use. When a man undertakes original

investigation, he cannot be too well equipped with apparatus,

libraries, and collections. Further, the German professor

has financial support for his investigations. Each head of a

laboratory has a fund available, directly from the institution,

for research work. Beside this, the Jubilee Fund of German
Industry provides an endowment of about $360,000, of which

the income goes to the same purpose. Also the Verein

Deutscher Ingenieure spends about $10,000 every year to aid

original investigations in all the German technical univer-

sities; and results of these can be read in any number of the

Zeitschrift. If we examine our own conditions in this

respect we find them in painful contrast. In the first place

in most of our engineering colleges the teachers have practi-

cally no time for research. They have indeed a little spare

time, but it comes in scraps of half an hour or so at a time.

Now there are very few new engineering problems that can

be solved without some use of the experimental method.

Even where a result can be reached by reasoning alone, it

requires to be checked by experimental test before confidence

can be placed in it. To set up apparatus and secure from it

results of value, a man must have continuous hours of unin-

terrupted time.

Then, original investigation has adequate financial sup-

port in few, if any, of our technical colleges. I recall a case

where a professor in one of our technical colleges which en-

joys a reputation among the first, after getting well along in

the investigation of a problem of great practical interest, was
obliged to desist from lack of funds, and to employ his spare

time, not in original work, but in trying to beg money for it

from those industrial concerns that would profit by his

results. My knowledge of the matter extended over a year
or two after the stoppage of work ; and, up to the end of this
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time, work had not been resumed. Considerable research is

indeed being done in this country; but most of it, by the

industries themselves ; and naturally their results are usually

not for publication. Some investigation is done by the

government, and of it the public usually has the benefit.

Finally our engineering teachers do some research, in spite

of the difficulties of their situation; and for this all honor is

due them; but it cannot be denied that, compared to the

German technical universities, our institutions are barren of

new knowledge. I feel strongly that this matter ought to be

remedied. Aside from the benefits of research by the engi-

neering colleges, to the profession at large and to the indus-

tries, which have been briefly indicated above, for the sake

of the professor's own self respect and of his authority with

his students, he ought to do research and be himself a source

of new knowledge, instead of being a mere conduit from such

sources to his students.

I have pointed out that the first step in the desired direc-

tion is to afford our faculties a relief from the burden of

teaching. I feel that this relief ought not to come from neg-

lect of our students. I feel also that our teachers ought not

to desist from taking positions in practice during their

proper periods of absence from their colleges. Therefore

relief can come only by increasing ^e numbers 'of our

teachers and by affording them more clerical assistance. My
own opinion is that the relief of our faculties in this respect

will do more to bring able engineers into teaching and to

keep them there, than anything else that can be done. It will

take a great deal in the way of salaries and old age pensions

to make ambitious men satisfied, as a career, with merely

passing along the rudiments of learning. On the other hand,

if the college affords the professor a respectable living for

himself and family, and the leisure in which to make a repu-

tation by original investigation, he ought to work out his own
salvation or be damned for failure. Second only in impor-

tance is the provision of adequate financial support for the

work of research. In both respects, the fundamental diffi-
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culty is a financial one. On this point it is interesting to see

that the German technical universities, situated in a country

financially poorer than ours, are government institutions.

They have received some assistance from private benevolence

and from students' fees; but the bulk of their support comes

from the state; and it is necessary only to visit them, to see

that their support is generous.

In this country a few states give good support to engi-

neering colleges; but, in the main, we have been content to

rely upon the generosity of private individuals. Now we

ought to realize some facts: (1) That prosperous industries

are a public necessity; (2) that our industries cannot pros-

per without the services of highly educated engineers; (3)

that it is impossible for students themselves to bear the heavy

expenses of their engineering education; (4) that it is there-

fore a public necessity that a sufficient number of young

men should be enabled to secure an education for the engi-

neering profession; and (5) that a public necessity should

be paid for from the public purse.

Good use can always be made of any money that may come

from private sources ; and we should always receive such help

with due gratitude ; but we ought not to depend upon private

benevolence to supply us with the higher technical education,

any more than we depend upon it to provide us with a water

supply or to maintain the board of health. In short. I

advance the proposition that all of our states ought to follow

the example of the German states and of some of our own,

and undertake the support of adequate technical colleges.

To accomplish anything along this line would require a cam-

paign of education by this society and all others that are

interested in the matter; and, at best, results could not be

expected for a long time. Therefore, I hope that our gener-

ous private benefactors will appreciate the needs that I have

pointed out above, and will not allow us to await tardy public

aid, for the relief of a bad situation.

The above has naturally been a discussion of the differ-

ences between the German system and our own; but on the
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whole, in my visits to the German institutions, I was

impressed with the similarity of their methods to ours, rather

than by the differences. It was encouraging to see that

others, for whose practice we have cause for the highest

respect, working independently from us, have evolved a

system so much like our own. Nevertheless I think that, in

some details that I have pointed out above, our methods of

instruction can be improved by closer conformity to the Ger-

man model ; while the obstacles that lie in the way of research

by our engineering teachers, I think should be removed at the

earliest possible moment.

Discussion.

Dr. Franz Erich Junge-Hermsdorf (by letter) : Professor

Shepard's paper on German engineering education (first

part) is the most thorough and exhaustive essay on the subject

that has yet come to my notice. Its treatment of the details

of the course of instruction is almost complete and would be

perfect, indeed, if, in the second part, the author would give

supplementary evidence on the very important though often

neglected tribe of the " Techniker, " which in our country

forms the connecting link between engineering theory and

engineering practice. There is only one line of thought with

which I must differ in the first part, unless its conformity to

actual conditions is evidenced by additional evidence in the

second.

Professor Shepard says :
" It may well be asked how we are

able in four years to equip our students substantially as well

as the Germans do their better-prepared students in five?" I

think the question is not one of superior methods of equipment

but of superior facilities or conditions with which engineers

in this country have to work. The mere fact that German

engineers, coming to America often with little, if any, knowl-

edge of the country, its institutions, and its language, are able

to fit themselves in a comparatively short time to the new sur-

roundings and get along well, is proof both of the ease of
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conditions here and of the excellence of the technical training

they receive at home. Americans must not lose sight of the

fundamental truth that it is much easier, industrially speak-

ing, to support 90 million people on an enormously vast and

exceedingly rich territory like the United States than it is to

support 65 million people on a small and meager territory like

Germany, four-fifths the size of Texas. A big cake is very

easily so divided up that every hungry mouth in the family

has a sufficiency. With a small cake it requires more

ingenuity, more system and more restraint, on the part of the

possessor, to make everybody satisfied.

Closely -wedded to the first consideration is a second, namely,

that industries in the United States are, generally speaking, of

a lower order as regards the transvaluation of matter, or the

ratio of raw materials turned into finished products turned

out, than they are in Germany. What I mean is that the

potentiality of the United States rests chiefly on the abun-

dance of natural resources, both mineral and agricultural, of

staples and similar commodities of a lower order, which are

easily obtained and quickly sold on all markets without much
additional, that is industrial improvement. While such high

class industries as our chemical industries, requiring very high

class technical talent, do not yet exist and will not for some

time spring into being in America, owing to the very fact that

native talent is not available in sufficiency, nor are markets

and consumers educated enough to absorb the products of its

labor.*

Again associated with the second thought is a third, hardly

ever dwelt upon by Americans, that American capital can

import and is importing by the score, high-class, talented

foreigners, possessing just those finer qualities which Ameri-

can engineering education and American environment cannot

impart. I leave it to every engineer to look around in the

engineering, designing, and draughting departments of the

* See Harrington Emerson's article on "National Efficiency" in the

Engineering Magazine.
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large industrial establishments in the United States and count

the number of "dutehmen" employed there. In addition,

they can count the number of Swedes. Danes. Norwegians, and

other Europeans, who have received their technical training

in Germany. If we want to compare the industrial success of

Germany with that of the United States—which is. indeed, a

very difficult matter—we cannot in justice put aside the basic-

question of immigration, which is certainly one of the pillars

of the American commonwealth.

It must not be forgotten that we Germans have to labor

under entirely different conditions, geographical, historical,

and governmental, compared to those which obtain in the

United States. While America enjoys the blessings of poli-

tical isolation, affording the best of opportunities to labor in

freedom from alarm, we are confronted, at least on three sides,

by envious neighbors, who are ready to prey upon us if we,

even for a short time, should neglect to prepare our people for

•"the day." Strategic considerations, therefore, form the

basis of our whole system of administration and organization

in social, political, economic, engineering, and educational

matters. It is a hard system of differentiation and nitration,

I own. this combination of Spartan principles and Prussian

drill. But we are forced to the selection of the fittest of our

race, in order to protect ourselves in the only way in which

we can possibly be protected, from decay and plunder and

spoliation, by surrounding our people with a thrice-tempered

armor of skill, of discipline and of enlightened leadership,

forming a closed phalanx of physical, mental and moral force,

which is at once invincible and irresistible. TVe are compelled

to pursue this policy, I say, because it affords us the only

peaceful way to finish the work we are in. to supply new means

of subsistence to an intelligent population, which increases by

900,000 per year. "VTe would do this unmolested by exterior

powers and without having recourse to the ultima ratio,

territorial expansion.

The considerations which I have pointed out may seem to
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lead far away from the subject, bnt they must be kept in mind

by foreign observers, if they want to understand the essence of

our being and the rules of our policy.

Professor H. "W. Tyler (by letter' : In connection with the

interesting tabulation of the number of teachers and students

in the six German institutions Dean Shepard expresses "'doubt

if there is any American engineering college that has as large

a faculty in proportion to its student body as is shown by

these figures. The result of all this is that the German
teachers have much less burden with the work of instruction

and administration than the American, and that consequently

they have much more time to devote to other things.'
7 The

truth of the conclusion seems to me unquestionable, but I

wonder if it is not due to the fact that the Germans are likely

to depend to a greater extent than the Americans on lect -

to large classes with consequent economy of the professors'

time. So far as the statistics are concerned, the comparison

would appear not to be so unfavorable to the American insti-

tutions as might be inferred. A special bulletin of the Carne-

gie Foundation on the financial status of the professor in

America and in Germany gives as the proportion of teachers

to students in certain technological institutions the following

:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1 to 6.7. Worcester

Polytechnic Institute 1 to 10.1. Virginia Polytechnic 1 to

10.1. Armour Institute 1 to 10, Stevens Institute 1 to i _

Alabama Polytechnic 1 to 10.S. etc. I appreciate that a per-

fectly fair comparison between the German and American

institutions may be difficult, but if these figures can be relied

upon it would appear that several of our institutions compare

not unfavorably with the German average, and that a good

many make a better showing than Munich. Only the engi-

neering institutions are mentioned in the United States for

lack of corresponding data for engineering departments of the

universities.



ENGINEERING INSTRUCTION AT THE IMPERIAL
PEI-YANG UNIVERSITY, TIENTSIN, CHINA.

BY WALTER H. ADAMS,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Imperial Pei-Yang University.

The object of this paper is to give an idea of the work in

engineering education that is being done in China at the

present time. This paper is confined to the Pei-Yang Uni-

versity—as it is the one the writer is most familiar with—but

further description will be given in future papers. This

paper will be confined entirely to the engineering work of the

University.

The Imperial Pei-Yang University is situated in the prov-

ince of Chili just outside the limits of Tientsin, the largest

city in North China and the port of the capital. Pekin. The

University, although called imperial, is really a provincial

university, as it receives all its support from the provincial

government of Chili Province. The courses of study and

method of government, however, are under rules given by the

Imperial Board of Education in Pekin. All the students are

supposed to be graduates of the provincial high school at

Pao-Ting-Fu, in the same province.

The University was first organized in 1S95 under the patron-

age of VTang TTeng-shao, who was, at that time, Northern

Minister and Viceroy of Chili Province. A preparatory de-

partment with a four-year course was connected with the Uni-

versity, as the secondary schools were not organized then.

The collegiate department was arranged to give four-year

courses in law. and in civil, mechanical and mining engineer-

ing. The site of the University was in what are now the for-

eign settlements of Tientsin. The first class was graduated in

1899. The Boxer trouble in 1900 caused a suspension of the

work for some years. The university buildings were taken by

the German troops and used as barracks.

202
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Work on a reorganized university was immediately begun
in 1902 when the control of the Tientsin government was
returned to the Chinese. The site was removed to a ruined
arsenal at a small place called TVuku, on the Pei Ho (North
River)

,
about six miles from the foreign settlements of Tient-

sin. Building work was completed so that educational work
was started in April, 1903. The teaching work was entirely

preparatory at first as the former students were scattered and
could not be collected to form the collegiate part of the Uni-
versity. At the end of two years (August, 1905) students
were admitted to regular work in the courses of law, and civil

and mining engineering.

Viceroy Yuan Shih-k'ai sent part of the students to America
to continue their studies in 1906 and again sent more in 1907.
All of these students were under the charge of Dr. C. D.
Tenney, who was relieved from his work as president of the
University to take charge of them.

This wholesale sending of students to America seriously
interfered with the work of the University. (The main diffi-

culty has been to secure students with the proper training to
undertake the work of the University.)

While the University had been growing, as outlined above,
the secondary schools had been organized and the first group
of students were brought from the Pao-Ting-Fu High School,
although they had not completed their course. These stu-
dents were combined with students from the Wu-Cheng
school in Pekin to form a preparatory class. This class was
finally admitted to the University as a regular class in 1907.
During this construction period a normal course and a lan-

guage course were installed but were finally given up.
In the spring of 1908 the details of the courses were sub-

mitted to the board of education in Pekin for approval. The
board pointed out that, according to imperial regulations,
general and technical subjects of study ought to be kept apart
in the curricula of high schools and universities. This made
necessary a rearrangement of courses to meet both the board's
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requirements and the qualifications of the students then at

the University. Special schedules were arranged for all the

classes then in the University and a regular schedule was given

for all future classes.

Another class was brought from the high school to form a

preparatory class in the University in 1908 and this class was

admitted to regular university work in 1909.

The teaching staff is now composed entirely of Americana

and Chinese. The first president of the reorganized univer-

sity was an American, Dr. C. D. Tenney. Other nationalities

have been represented in the faculty at various times to teach

languages, but all such work is now abolished. Our present

president, Mr. "Wang Shoh-lian, although receiving his educa-

tion in England and never visiting America, has recruited the

faculty entirely from American institutions. The result is a

faculty of ten men who come from all parts of the United

States, although the majority are from the Eastern States.

Harvard has two representatives in the law department, Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology one each in the civil and

mechanical engineering departments, University of California

two in the civil engineering department, Columbia and Leland

Stanford universities one each in the mining engineering

department and Johns Hopkins Universities one in the law

department. There are a number of Chinese teachers in

addition. One of these is an assistant professor in civil engi-

neering and conducts his classes in English. The others are

not connected with the engineering departments and have no

knowledge of English.

Money to carry on the work of the University has been

granted quite freely by the various viceroys of Chili Province.

They have been much interested in the work which has been

done.

The present courses in engineering, as approved by the board

of education, are three-year courses in civil and mining engi-

neering. The subjects taught, except Chinese classics, are

purely technical with no attempt to give culture studies.
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Therefore it is possible to give all the essential work in an
American technical course in the three years. Much better
work, including culture studies, could be done in a four-year
course, but the board requires the work to be completed in
three years.

The University is not allowed to give degrees. After com-
pleting the courses at the University the students go to Pekin
to take a series of examinations covering the work they have
done. (No one knows just what the examinations will be
like as it is a new regulation.) All the drawings, notes and
examination papers given at the University are sent to Pekin
at the same time. If the students pass these examinations,
they are granted Chinese degrees by imperial rescript. The
passing mark required in the examinations is 60 per cent.
The school year is ten months, divided into two terms.

Recitations are held six days in the week with recitation hours
from eight to twelve and one to four. The total number of
hours assigned per week varies from 30 to 35. This is much
higher than the American average and means less time for
preparation and more work in the class room. Every student
is expected to spend the time between 7 and 10 P. M. in study
and as much more time as he thinks is necessary.

The students live at the University and are not allowed to
be absent from any recitations without special permission.
A certain percentage is deducted from the yearly average for
each hour of absence.

The University supplies all books, drawing materials, chem-
icals and other supplies free of charge. The students are
allowed to buy their books at half price upon leaving the uni-
versity. Originally the students were paid to attend the
University, but now the payments have been stopped and a
small fee is charged. The fee is to be raised as soon as the
students are able to pay a larger one.

The students have a large, well-equipped gymnasium and
athletic field. They receive instruction in athletics and games
twice a week from an American Y. M. C. A. teacher. They
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are interested in tennis, basket ball, association foot-ball and

track events. Base-ball and collegiate foot-ball do not seem

to interest them. The athletic work is not compulsory.

The approved courses of study with the number of hours

per week are given below. These courses are given to the

lowest class only, at present. The two upper classes in each

course have special schedules approved for them by the board

of education.

CIVIL ENGINEERING COURSE.

First

First Semester.

Mathematics above calculus.... 2

Applied mechanics 3

Geology o

Masonry construction 3

Surveying 6

Freehand perspective drawing . . 4

Mechanical drawing and de-

scriptive geometry 6

Plotting (survey drawing) .... 3

Total 32

Year.

Second Semester.

Mathematics above calculus. ... 2

Applied mechanics 3

Strength of materials 2

Masonry construction 3

Surveying 6

Seismology 2

Descriptive geometry and iso-

metric drawing 6

Topographical drawing 3

Plotting 4

Total 31

Second Tear.

Elements of mechanical engi-

neering (machine design) ... 4

Bridges 4

Road engineering 2

Railroads 3

Hydraulics 3

Building construction 1

Elements of electrical engineer-

ing 2

Mapping 3

Machine Drawing 4

Bridges 6

Total 32

Steam and gas engines, boilers,

etc 2

Mechanical and metallurgical

technology 2

Bridges 4

Railroads 3

Hydraulic machinery 2

Building construction 1

Geodesy 2

Testing materials laboratory... 3

Machine drawing 4

Mapping 3

Bridge design 6

Total 32
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Third Year.

River and harbor improvements. 5

Railroads 3

Sanitary engineering 4

Industrial economy 2

Engineering law 1

Bridges 8

Railroad drawing 4

Thesis 6

Total 33

River and harbor improvements. 5

Railroads 3

Sanitary engineering 2

Industrial economy 2

Engineering law 1

Street tramways 2

River and harbor improvement

drawing 4

Railroad drawing 4

Sanitary engineering drawing. . 6

Thesis 6

Total 35

Engineering practice whenever practicable.

MINING ENGINEERING COURSE.

First Year.

Fibst Semester.

Geology 5

Surveying and mine surveying. . .6

Chemical analysis 12

Mechanical drawing and de-

scriptive geometry 6

Applied mechanics 2

Total 31

Second SEiiESTEE.

Mineralogy 1

Surveying 6

Chemical analysis 12

Topographical drawing 3

Blow pipe analysis 4

Hydraulics 2

Strength of materials 2

Total 33

Second Year.

Mining 4

Metallurgy 2

Petrography 6

Chemical analysis 10

Ore dressing 2

Building Construction 1

Elements of mechanical engi-

neering (machine design).... 4

Elements of electrical engineer-

ing 2

Machine drawing 4

Total 35

Mining 4

Metallurgy 2

Chemical analysis 12

Ore dressing 2

Economic geology 5

Building Construction 1

Steam and gas engines, boilers,

etc 2

Machine drawing 4

Mechanical metaUurgical tech-

nology 2

Total 34
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Third Tear.

Mining 2 Mining 2

Metallurgy 4 Metallurgy 4

Metallurgy of iron and steel. ... 2 Metallurgy of iron and steel. . . 2

Assaying 2 Metallurgical experiments 4

Practice in assaying S Engineering experiments 2

Design of mining plants 5 Mining laws 2

Design of metallurgical plants. . 5 Design of mining plants 5

Design of iron and steel plants. . 5 Design of metallurgical plants. . 5

Total 33 Design of iron and steel plants . . 5

Total 31

Thesis time is allowed in design in third year. Engineering practice

whenever practicable.

All the university work is conducted in English with the

exception of Chinese classics.

Examination of the courses of study will show that they are

very similar, both in subjects and hours allowed, to courses

in the various American technical schools. Exactly the same

text-books are used as in the American institutions. The

quality of the work compares favorably with that the writer

has seen in the smaller American institutions, but is not so

thorough as the work in the larger ones such as Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Cornell, Columbia and some others.

The courses in engineering practice in civil engineering

have been given by summer school work in railroad and

hydrographic surveying. The summer school term is two

and one half to three weeks each summer. It is required of

all C.E. students.

The courses in engineering practice in mining engineering

have been given by trips of inspection to mines and mine

survey work in mines kindly placed at the disposal of the

University by the owners. This work has lasted for three to

four weeks during the year. It is required of all M.E. students.

The subject of physics is not included in the curricula, as

it is supposed to be given in the high school. Up to the pres-

ent time it has been given, along with elementary chemistry,

by the University faculty, but is given as a preparatory sub-

ject in a preparatory year. This preparatory year is not
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part of the regular work and will be omitted as soon as the

secondary schools reach a higher standard. Mathematics

through the calculus has been given in this preparatory year

and later will be given in the high school.

Many of the students expect to go to America or England

to study after leaving the University. After the time spent

abroad they expect to return to China to teach or do engi-

neering work.

A brief summary of some data which were obtained from

the students bv the writer is given.

Geographical Distribution of Students.
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A study of the map of China shows that all the provinces

mentioned are on the coast except two—Anhui and Hupei.

The Yangtze River, the main artery of commerce to the in-

terior, passes through these. This shows the fact that foreign

education and methods have not pentrated very far at present.

The foreign influence is gradually going inland and new gov-

ernment schools, arranged according to foreign ideas, are

being established continually.

Examination of the age statistics shows the same average

age for all classes, although they graduate at different times.

This is probably due to the changes made by the board of

education from time to time, these changes gradually increas-

ing the average age. At present it is practically impossible

for a student to enter the university much under twenty-three

years of age, so the average age will continue at twenty-four

to twenty-five. This is higher than the American average.

The number of years that English has been studied is inter-

esting, since all the work is conducted in English and the stu-

dents are expected to take notes just as in any American col-

lege. Here the average shows the difference in length of time

of study. The senior and junior classes are very nearly alike.

(They graduate six months apart.) The freshman class is

one and one half years behind the junior class. It requires

six to eight years preliminary study of English to be able to

do the work of the University and nine to ten years are better.

The students cannot understand a lecture if it is delivered

rapidly, but most of them have no difficulty if it is delivered

slowly and disinctly. The students have a better knowledge

of technical English than they have of ordinary conversation.

The building and equipment of the University consists of

thirty-nine buildings, scattered over an area of 1,500 feet by

800 feet. Six of these are two stories in height and the rest

are one story. The two-story buildings are four double pro-

fessors' houses, the president's house, and the main building,

which has twenty-five rooms. The professors' houses are

heated by furnaces and the main building is heated by exhaust

steam from the lighting plant. The rest of the buildings are

heated bv stoves.
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The equipment for instruction is the best of any belonging

to the imperial universities in China, if not the best in China.

(Some of the missionary colleges have very good equipment.)

The equipment is much better than some American univer-

sities I could name.

The physical laboratory has a complete equipment for

twenty-five students in a strong course of advanced high school

physics. The apparatus is sufficient for tests in mechanics,

hydraulics, heat, light, sound, optics, electricity and magnetism.

The chemical laboratory has been remodeled this past year

and now has two large rooms with the best modern equipment

imported from America and Germany. The apparatus in-

cludes a gas plant for making gas for the laboratory. The
laboratories have desk room for fifty students at one time.

There are two large well-lighted drawing rooms with indi-

vidual desks to accommodate seventy-five students at one

time.

The surveying department has a large assortment of the

best American instruments, consisting of rods, chains, tapes,

levels, transits and plane tables. Twenty students can be

sent out in the field at one time.

The testing materials laboratory has one 50,000 Kilo Riehle

Universal Machine, one 30,000 Kilo Riehle hydraulic trans-

verse machine, both with power drive. There are sufficient

scales, moulds, etc., to accommodate eight students at one

time in cement and concrete mixing and testing. In addition

there are the usual assortment of small instruments necessary

in any well equipped laboratory.

A hydraulic laboratory has been started with a small steam
pump, motor-driven turbine pump, water wheel, water tur-

bine, water meters, pressure tank, orifices, weirs, nozzles and
piping for the measurement of the flow of water in piping.

A modern water meter for gauging the velocity of water in

rivers belongs to the laboratory. In addition there are the

storage tank for water, scales, weighing tanks, etc.

There are a small machine and wood working shop and a

pipe shop for the use of the professors and for small re-
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pair work around the University. These shops have a power

lathe, drill press, grindstone, hack saw. complete outfit of

small tools, work benches, and pipe fitting machinery. Power

is furnished by a small gasoline engine.

The mining department has a museum containing a collec-

tion of the common minerals from all over the world, also a

small collection of jewel stones, fossils and the shells of living

animals. For petrographic work there are two lathes for

cutting and grinding rock slides and four microscopes. In

addition there is a mine tunnel 300 feet in total length, includ-

ing bends, of 5 feet by 6 feet 6 inches cross-section. This

tunnel is timber lined and has two shafts leading to the sur-

face. It is placed 15 feet below the surface of the ground.

The metallurgical department has the following equip-

ments : 6 Denver Fire-Clay double-muffle furnaces, two Ains-

worth Culton balances, accessories for assay work, one small

reverberatory furnace, one small cyanide plant for the treat-

ment of gold ores, one small filter press, metallographic mi-

croscope, pyrometers and calorimeters for the investigation

of fuels.

The departments have three projecting lanterns, two of

which require electricity and one small one requires kerosene.

One of the large ones is the latest model reflectoscope.

The University has its own lighting plant consisting of 2

Babcock and "Wilcox boilers, without superheaters; two 25

horse-power Buffalo Forge Company's horizontal engines

direct-connected to 15 kilowatt Siemens direct current 110-volt

generators. In addition to the ordinary auxiliaries there is

a storage battery to supply current part of the time.

By next summer it is hoped to have our own water system

consisting of filtration plant, storage tank and distribution

system.

The library is small at present and is housed in a very poor

building. It contains all the leading engineering magazines,

but has very few books. At present we do not have more than

five hundred books on engineering in the library. The Uni-

versity is buying books rapidly and within two years the
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library will have copies of all the engineering books of any

value. A new fireproof library building is to be built within

two or three years.

This concludes this sketch of the Imperial Pei-Yang Uni-

versity. It shows that China has made a start in engineering

education. The beginning is small but the prospects are good

for a large amount of excellent work in the years to come.

At present we cannot secure students with the proper train-

ing, so our number is small. It seems from the outlook now
that this condition will exist for two or three years more and
then we will have more students than we can handle with our

present equipment.



INSPECTION TRIPS FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS.

BY GEOEGE C. SHAAD,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Kansas.

Inspection trips for technical students are organized for a

variety of purposes, chief among which are : to furnish inspi-

ration to the students and allow them to become acquainted

by actual observation with the large variety and the great

magnitude of modern public service enterprises and indus-

trial establishments; to familiarize students somewhat with

the details of construction, operation, or method of manufac-

ture of machines, or the preparation of materials with which

they may have to do in their advanced school work and after

graduation ; to furnish material for practice in the writing of

technical reports, the preparation of descriptive reports form-

ing excellent training along this line. An extensive and well-

organized trip is of benefit to the instructors as well as the)

students as it gives them an opportunity to observe the gen-

eral features and operations with which they have become

more or less familiar through reading ; it furnishes a fund of

details to be drawn upon in regular instruction work; and

it should be as much of an inspiration to the instructor as to

the student. There is usually an opportunity for the in-

structors to meet engineers, and superintendents of the more

important plants, and such opportunities should never be

neglected. Finally, an opportunity is afforded during the

long rides and the frequent conferences for instructor and
student to become better acquainted with one another than

is always possible in the routine work of the school.

Much may be learned from any power plant or other in-

dustrial enterprise, no matter how small or isolated, but when
the main object of the trip is inspiration, the larger the es-

tablishments and the greater the variety of power plants, the

214
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greater the benefits derived, consequently sueh trips are usu-

ally arranged to cover considerable territory and to include

such centers as Pittsburg, Chicago, Buffalo. New York, etc.

There is much to be derived from becoming acquainted with

new territory, consequently it is desirable for students in the

schools of the middle west to arrange for their inspection

trips among the eastern cities, but this is not at all necessary.

The majority of extensive trips include Niagara Falls and
vicinity and an opportunity to examine the developments in

this region is easily worth the cost of the trip.

For inspiration purposes the plants and industries should

be extensive, should present a large variety, and should be

fairly representative of their class. For teaching details or

furnishing material for a carefully prepared technical report.

on the other hand, the plant should not be too large, and in-

stead of covering any considerable amount of ground in the

alloted time, the student should be given every opportunity

of examining the plant and gathering detailed information in

regard to it. Too large a plant or too great complication is

discouraging to a student required to make a detailed report,

and the benefits to be derived are greatly reduced if the task

is too much beyond him. After some experience has been

gained in examining plants and preparing written descrip-

tions of them, the larger and more complicated power houses

may profitably be assigned.

Any inspection trip loses greatly in its efficiency unless it

is carefully organized in all of its details, and the members

of the party should be held to a reasonable observance of the

schedule. The ideal party should not include too many stu-

dents but the number is not limited provided the organiza-

tion is careful and complete and enough instructors are fur-

nished so that there shall not be more than about eight stu-

dents to one instructor. In large parties the students should

be assigned to certain instructors and directed to keep in

touch with the assigned instructors during the trip, and to

accompany them when it is necessary or desirable to divide
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the party into smaller groups. This facilitates the dispensing

of information and avoids delay at the entrance to power

plants or other industries. "Wnen the party includes stu-

dents from various Bourses it is often desirable to have it

divided according to these courses and at certain times to

visit entirely different establishments. As far as possible

all passes should be secured in advance and a detailed sched-

ule placed in the hands of each member of the party.

Inspection trips, formal or informal, are taken by the stu-

dents of all engineering schools and the students should be

encouraged to make inspections by themselves whenever prac-

tical. It is not probable that the desirability of inspection

trips will be questioned but in the practical application we

come immediately to the question as to whether or not they

should be made a part of the required work. And a second

stian, at what period of the course should they be sched-

uled ! The writer believes that the inspection trip should be

a portion of the prescribed work for engineering students and

that excuse from it should be as carefully guarded as excuse

from any prescribed work. An objection to this lies in the

fact that the expense in connection with such trips may be a

considerable hardship for some of the students ; but the re-

quired trip need not be an extensive one. in fact it can be

made a series of short trips in some localities, and a longer

trip may be made optional. Any time during the senior

year or in the latter part of the junior year is quite suitable

for the inspection trip as it is usually organized. When more

of the observation of details is desired the later in the course

the trip taken the better, but all things considered.

it is perhaps as well to arrange for the inspection trip near

the close of the junior year. On account of the fact that the

engineering courses are so crowded it is not uncommon to rind

the inspection trip so scheduled as to occupy a part of some

vacation, and it is undoubtedly better to arrange for an ex-

tensive trip near some holiday time, preferably just before

it. than to break into the middle of a period of regular work.

A great deal of care is necessary to see that students get
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as much as possible out of the inspection of any plant or in-

dustry. The student should be given as much general infor-

mation in regard to the particular plant as possible, and ques-

tions liable to come up should be anticipated as far as prac-

tical before he enters it. The individual parties should not

be so large that questions cannot be readily asked and as

readily answered while making the inspection. The order

in which students are conducted through the plant is im-

portant. Proper classroom instruction will cause the men
to be on the lookout for different things they have learned

about but have never before had the opportunity of observing.

Careful and systematic note-taking is necessary where details

are desired, and information not readily available from in-

spection should be promptly and accurately given by the in-

structor in charge. Daily conferences with the students for

the purpose of discussing the plants visited each day add very

materially to the benefits to be derived from inspections and

the student's notes should be complete at the end of each

twenty-four hours. Inspection trips carried out according

to the above arrangements are hard work both for students

and instructors, but the writer has as yet to find a student

who regretted taking such a trip.

A written report of some nature should be required and

considerable care should be exercised in the review of this

report. It should be criticised from the standpoint of or-

ganization and arrangement of material, of facts presented,

of English used, and of the appearance of the report as a

whole. As already stated, the preparation of technical de-

scriptions of power plants gives excellent training in the

writing of engineering reports.

Inspection trips are as varied as the institutions which

offer them and they are seldom conducted in just the samel

manner two years in succession. The writer has had con-

siderable experience in connection with inspection trips, both

local and extended. At one institution with which he has

been connected a series of three or four local inspection trips

with descriptive reports covering the plants visited were re-
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quired, and a more extensive trip was offered as optional.

Students not taking the optional trip were expected to do

extra work in place of it. The local trips were taken for the

purpose of gathering details and they were carefully orga-

nized so that the students could see and learn as much as

possible while at the plant. For the first trip a small and

simple plant, such as some isolated plant, was selected. The

object of making the inspection, the general features of the

particular plant to be visited, an outline of some good method

of procedure in making the inspection, and general instruc-

tions in regard to the written report were furnished to the

students previous to their visit to the plant. Several sec-

tions were organized so as to have but a small number of stu-

dents in the plant at the same time. The party was con-

ducted through the plant according to some definite plan. In

steam plants it was usually desirable to start at the fuel sup-

ply and end at the point where the feeders left the station;

plenty of time for taking notes was allowed: and careful at-

tention was given to individual questions, the student pre-

ferably being directed as to how he could find answers to his

own questions. By beginning with a small plant where each

detail could be carefully observed, and criticizing the written

report from the standpoint of material included and the rela-

tive importance of the different features of the plant, as well

as its general makeup, by the end of the year, aided by the

advanced classroom work, the majority of the class could

write a credible description of a fairly complicated plant

after a personal inspection occupying from two to four hours.

Inspection trips without personal supervision of instructors

are valuable but, as is always the case, the lower the grade

of the student, the more essential is the personal supervision.

In the school with which the writer is at present connected

a series of technical reports are required from all engineering

students and for the electrical students we try to see that at

least one of these reports shall consist of a technical descrip-

tion of some power plant or industry, written from the stu-

dent's personal observation of the same. After reading a
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few of these reports one can better appreciate the desirabil-

ity of personal supervision of the inspection.

When the number of students in a course is not very large

many modifications of, or substitutions for the ordinary in-

spection trip may be introduced, and it is hoped that a de-

scription of some of these modifications which have been in-

troduced, and something of the results accomplished, may be

given during the discussion.

The writer would like to sum up his opinion of inspection

trips as follows:

They are worth while and, in some form, should be made

a portion of the required work.

Careful organization and supervision are essential.

Conferences and written reports add very materially to the

benefits to be derived and should be required.

Finally, the writer would like to take this opportunity to

express his very great appreciation of the courtesies always

shown him and his parties by those in charge of the establish-

ments he has visited; without the cooperation of those in

charge of the power plants and industries, inspection trips

would indeed be a failure.
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BY WM. T. MAGEUDEE,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Ohio State University.

The most ancient system of instruction is that founded on

the oral lecture of the teacher to the scholar. When educa-

tion was broadened to include the concrete and to teach of

things, and not solely of thoughts, the lecture became illus-

trated ; at first by such samples as were portable, and then by

photographs, drawings and lantern-slide illustrations of the

things themselves. The trouble with such flat representation

is that the student so frequently gets a false perspective and

a wrong conception of the thing illustrated. The laboratory

method of instruction has added actuality and a feeling of

realness to the work of the class room, because, not only is

the imagination put to work, but the senses of both sight and

touch are invoked and used. But the laboratory method,

using models, samples, and miniature apparatus, is likewise

conducive to false ideas as to size and proportion.

It is not to be expected or desired that an engineering col-

lege laboratory should possess bridges, filtration plants and

sewage disposal works, or tipples, stamps and open-hearth

furnaces, or yet metropolitan power, lighting and pumping
stations, and all in full size. Fortunate is the faculty whose

departments are well supplied with photographs, models and
working drawings of such engineering structures, machines

and plants.

As travel is a desirable complement to both geography and
history, so are visits of inspection to class room and labora-

tory work in engineering. The history of the development

of education in this country includes the introduction and
increase of the use of inspection trips for the instruction of

students of all grades. In the cases of elementary and secon-

220
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dary education, the trips are strictly local and of only a half

day's length at most. So far as known, extended, out of

town, inspection trips of college students to engineering

works were first inaugurated by the mining schools, some

forty years ago, and Stevens Institute was the first mechan-

ical engineering school to institute such trips (1881).

The history of the introduction of such trips usually runs

the same way everywhere. Voluntary visits to local shops

and works in the earlier years of the course were later made

compulsory and were accepted willingly by all as being en-

joyable, instructive, and helpful in classroom work. What

was good educational practice in the elementary work ought

to be equally good in the more professional work of the

course, hence the extension of the system to the upper classes.

To broaden the range of observation, visits to near-by locali-

ties were next included ; and later, partly from dearth of such

possibilities at home and partly to extend the experiences still

further, trips were offered which required from several days

to two weeks, or more, to complete.

The effects of such trips upon the student are manifold.

(1) He learns something of what engineering really is. (2)

From seeing the alumni at work, he obtains some idea of what

will be expected of him. (3) He gains confidence in his

instructors by seeing the plants and machines of which he has

heard and been taught. (4) He obtains a complete differen-

tial of the engineering trades and the profession. (5) He
sees bolts, and nuts, and shafts, and cylinders, and bridges,

and waterworks, and furnaces, and generators, and trans-

formers, larger and different from anything he has seen be-

fore. (6) They tend to decrease his conceit and modify his

opinion of his superior knowledge, and that the peoples of

other cities and states know a few things worthy of his con-

sideration and respect. (7) He learns that engineering is

not all pure science and that the commercial side is not in-

frequently the cause for the continued use of badly worn and
antiquated machinery, buildings and structures, and that even
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sentiment may keep a machine, or bridge, or building in com-

mission when the best engineering judgment and business

ability would require it to be replaced. (8) To a boy who

has never been out of the county, it is worth as much as a trip

to Europe to the boy of broader general training. Imagine

the feelings of the Central American who sees snow for the

first time, or the plainsman when he first gets a view of a

mountain or the ocean; or remember your own sensations

when for the first time you gazed on Niagara Falls, or a met-

ropolitan skyscraper, and you may be able to imagine the

feelings of awe and of fear which are engendered in the mind

of the engineering student who looks for the first time into

the power plant of a metropolitan office building, lighting

station, or waterworks, and is told of its large capacity and

power, or is whisked across a bridge a half mile long, or

into a mine or down a shaft a mile deep. Ten thousand

horsepower to the boy who has cared for one or more horsed

on the farm means much more in power than to the city-bred

boy. There is a reality about the actual experience that no

amount of study of printed matter will give, and when things

cannot be brought to the student, it is well to take the student

to the thing itself.

At the Ohio State University, the history of the introduc-

tion and evolution of compulsory inspection trips has been

similar to that elsewhere. For the departments of mechan-

ical and electrical engineering, the system seems to have been

quite fully developed and the details of our practice and the

results of our experience are here offered to the membership.

Beginning with local visits, week-end trips to Pittsburgh

and to Cleveland were taken by Professor F. C. Caldwell and
such of his students in electrical engineering as he could in-

duce to go. In 1904, a more ambitious and extended trip was

proposed for the upper classmen of the departments of elec-

trical and mechanical engineering to Pittsburgh, Buffalo,

Niagara Falls and Cleveland, and the next year to Chicago.

Milwaukee, and Cincinnati. Everyone was pleased with the

opportunities offered and accepted to see and learn on these
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trips. The six-day out-of-town trips were under the joint

management of Prof. F. C. Caldwell, professor of electrical

engineering, and the writer. On the return from the 1905

inspection trip, the writer suggested that hereafter the

inspection trips be made compulsory. The faculty, president

and trustees approved of the proposal. Since 1905, the cur-

ricula in mechanical and electrical engineering have listed

the courses somewhat as follows

:

130. Inspection Trip to the East. Seventh week before commence-

ment, third or fourth years. Required in Mechanical Engineering. Pre-

requisite. Mechanical Engineering 103. (Mechanical Engineering of

Power Plants.)

Given only in the even years.

Includes Pittsburg, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Cleveland, and possibly

other places. The entire expense need not exceed $32. A satisfactory

written report upon the work of the trip is required.

132. Inspection Trip to the West. Seventh week before commence-

ment, third or fourth years. Required in Mechanical Engineering. Pre-

requisite. Mechanical Engineering 103. (Mechanical Engineering of

Power Plants.)

Given only in the odd years.

Includes Chicago, Milwaukee, Gary, and possibly other places. The

entire expense need not exceed $32. A satisfactory written report upon

the work of the trip is required.

134. Written Report. Course of assigned reading upon processes of

manufacture and power plants taken and reported upon by third and

fourth year students in Mechanical Engineering as a substitute for

Mechanical Engineering 130 on presentation of reasons satisfactory to

the head of the department. Seventh week before commencement, third

or fourth years. Required in Mechanical Engineering.

137. Written Report. Similar to Mechanical Engineering 134 as a

substitute for Mechanical Engineering 132. Seventh week before com-

mencement, third or fourth years. Required in Mechanical Engineering.

These statements of courses are the same for the depart-

ments of mechanical and electrical engineering.

It will be noted that these trips are required of all regular

third and fourth year students in mechanical and electrical

engineering, and that therefore both trips are taken by each

student before graduating.

In deciding which works and plants to visit, we eliminate
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all such as are but duplicates of those which can be visited at

home. For this reason, railroad, car and locomotive shops,

pressed steel car works, and certain iron works, pumping and

electric generating stations are omitted. Admitting that we
cannot visit all the works of a city in two days, we try to

select the most notable ones of the greatest range of engineer-

ing manufactures and methods. Old as well as new plants

and machinery are visited, in order that the student may get

the proper perspective on each. Processes and machines

which cannot be easily seen elsewhere are preferred to the

normal steel mill, engine room and machine shop. That a

tool, machine, engine, or works is "just like what we have at

home," is the very best of reasons for quickly passing it by.

While the party travels as a whole, it frequently divides

up into two parties, as will be seen by the bulletin, to visit

mechanical and electrical engineering works; and these in

turn are divided into as many groups or squads by classes,

and alphabetically by names, as there may be guides.

We have always considered a printed itinerary necessary.

At first it was a neostyled three-page folder, 5^ by 8 inches;

then five pages, then a small printed folder, last year a six-

teen-page folder 4 by 6^ inches; and this year it was a bul-

letin of standard size, 5£ by 7f inches, published and mailed

as a regular university publication. This year fifteen hun-

dred copies were published by the university, three or more
were given to each student, one was sent to each person, firm

or company whose works were to be visited, or from whom we
expected to receive any courtesy, to the parents and friends

of the student if he so desired, to our mechanical and elec-

trical engineering alumni, to the newspapers in the cities

visited, to the larger dailies of Ohio, and to the editors of

certain of the engineering papers.

The inspection trip is put on the student's registration

card for the term just like any other subject. Six weeks'

notice is given of the trip in the form of a preliminary an-

nouncement reminding the students that one week before

starting he must deposit $25, and notify us of his choice of
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a room-mate and of a section-mate on the sleeper, of any
rebates that he will expect on account of proposed absences

from meals and rooms on account of staying with friends, of

railroad tickets that he will not need, and of any other ex-

ceptions to be made in this case.

From the first the trips have been paternalistic in char-

acter. Their object being strictly engineering education, and

only incidentally geography and the art of travelling, re-

duced railroad fares, hotel rates, special accommodations and

facilities have been contracted for for weeks in advance.

Good and nourishing food, comfortable beds, and quiet nights

'

sleep are of more importance than style and stopping at the

more fashionable and higher-priced hotels. The party travel

and stay together as a unit rather than having headquarters

at one hotel for the instructors, and let the students shift for

themselves at night and eat unwholesome food by day.

Where street-car tickets are obtainable at reduced rates, and

for elevated railroads, they too are included and distributed

before starting. It is only by reducing the total cost for six

days and nights to a minimum of $28 to $30 that such trips

could be brought within the means of our students and be

approved by our faculty.

Again, the saving in time, energy, and nerve power by

buying fifteen hundred tickets, either as party tickets for

railroad and Pullman service, or as individual tickets to be

distributed before starting, and paying for same by check,

is self-evident to any engineering or business mind. One

thirty-minute experience in getting one hundred students

lined up, one hundred tickets bought and odd change made,

while everyone else waits, and with the assurance that a few

belated ones will eventually be left, is enough to convince any

one of the superiority of the communal system.

It is not always possible to get suitable meals at small

places for one hundred persons unless they are ordered ahead

of time. Street car, railroad and sleeper accommodations

should always be ordered ahead, or else not only will

15
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crowding result, but some of the party "will be forced to

come on later trains, sit up all night, or go without. Once

the desirability of intrusting the finances or the party's trip

to a treasurer is conceded, it immediately becomes desirable

to put all the finances in his hands where anything can be

saved in time or money, or any concessions gained. Our

students are required to make a deposit of $25 to cover com-

munal expenses one week before the trip begins. All other

expenses he pays for himself. These may amount to five

dollars. Any unexpended balance is refunded. This bal-

ance has ranged from twenty-five cents to three dollars. The

eastern trip is the more expensive.

On the Saturday afternoon before the Sunday night on

which the trip begins each student scheduled for the trip re-

ceives a large envelope which contains a neat nickel plated tag

and leather strap for his luggage, and a celluloid button for

his coat, on each of which are the words '

' Ohio State
'

' and the

student's individual number and the year, three copies of the

bulletin, maps to large scale of the cities visited and sometimes

descriptive advertising matter issued by chambers of commerce

and by manufacturers, individual railroad tickets when for

short rides, railroad and meal coupon ticket issued by the

department, with numbered coupons which are required to be

signed by the student, a copy of the
'

' Preliminary Announce-

ment/' a copy of ''Things to be Observed and Points to be

Noted.
'

' or instructions on note-taking, and a sheet of '

' Some

Suggestions to those who may need them/' This last is of

much value to the youth untrained in the art of skillful

traveling.

We used to use standard Pullman sleeping cars, two in a

berth, except in the few cases of those who were willing to pay

the extra cost of a berth to himself. This meant loss of sleep

and of adequate rest. For several years we have used only

tourist Pullman sleeping cars, and assigned a berth to each

man. The unanimous opinion of our students is that the

extra style, conveniences, and unappreciated comfort and
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ease in riding are not worth an extra dollar per night. "SVe

are fortunate in being able to get tourist cars in the district

covered by central time as they are not carried by the eastern

trunk lines.

Having this year a party of over one hundred persons and

four Pullman sleepers, our cars went as a special train. This

insured to us not only prompt service, but we were able to

have the trains leave at reasonable and desirable hours, such

as 9 : 30 to 11 : 00 P.M.. rather than at 12 : 40 and 1 : 00 A.M.

It meant three hours more of rest and possibly of sleep for

each man.

By explaining in advance to the general manager or other

officer of the company whose works are to be visited the ob-

ject and exact hour of our visit, stating the number of per-

sons in the party, obtaining a pass, and requesting the ser-

vices of a sufficient number of competent guides, vexatious

delays are usually avoided, and better guides obtained.

As a rule, the best and most painstaking guides are our

alumni. Occasionally, good fortune favors one with a general

superintendent or other high official. The worst guides are

policemen who think it incumbent upon them to keep you out

of all places of interest for fear they may be injured. The

next worst are apprentices who are unfamiliar with even the

geography of the plant, and have to be personally conducted.

As to the length of time to spend in each works, each room,

or at each machine, this is open for the widest difference

of honest opinion. When the special apprentices admit that

after a year's residence they have not yet been all over the

plant, it is futile to expect undergraduates to see it all in a

half day or less. On such trips it does not seem to be advis-

able to go deeply into the details of design unless one instruc-

tor, or equally competent guide, accompanies each six to ten

students. The easiest, efficient way seems to be to call atten-

tion in the bulletin of the trip to the things to be seen, either

the general features and arrangement, or the specific details

and peculiarities, then present the opportunities for them to
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be seen, and expect the student to accept them and to ask

such questions as may be in order. Such trips are of great

value in training the powers of observation in getting true

and accurate impressions and in training the memory to

retain the same.

Our practice is to have one instructor accompany each

twenty to thirty students. The lower figure is much to be

preferred for best results. Besides managing the details of

the trip, the instructors must see that the services of even

competent guides are supplemented by suggestions from them

as to what is best to see, to stay at longer, to study in detail,

to pass by rapidly, or to omit entirely, remembering that

what may be of greatest interest and novelty to him may not

be so to the student.

The students have always been required to take notes of

the trip, and to hand in the original notes with a carefully

written report of the trip, two to three weeks after the return.

One of the results of the system was that many students be-

ing inexperienced and non-judicial in determining the value

of engineering data would copy verbatim the name-plates of

generators and possibly be unable to tell anything about the

machines themselves. Engineering myopia, we call it.

Others would sum it up as if the report were an inventory,

or of a statistical nature. The amount of information given

in the "itinerary of the trip" has been gradually increasing.

To try to remedy the defects in obtaining reliable informa-

tion and in taking notes, Professor J. H. Hunt, for the de-

partment of electrical engineering, and the writer, tried the

experiment this year of putting into the hands of the stu-

dents before leaving much detailed information of as reliable

a nature as was obtainable. The students were still required

to take notes and hand in reports. Fewer notes were taken,

the reports were shorter than heretofore, and as a rule con-

tained facts and opinions not given in the bulletin. These

reports were gone over, corrected by the department, and re-

quired to be revised by the student and returned where neces-

sary. The consensus of opinion of instructors and students is
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that the longer and more complete bulletin is to be preferred

because it saves time which can be more profitably used than

in taking notes which may be quite inaccurate, even if not

absolutely wrong. The bulletin should tell the student what

he is expected to see, and he should be required to make only

such additional notes as to facts and opinions stated to him,

and of his own impression and opinion, as may be suggestive

and valuable. As a basis for note-taking, it must be borne

in mind that the statements printed in the bulletin are ob-

tained from papers read before one of the engineering socie-

ties, or from catalogues and advertising matter of the com-

pany or city, or from direct knowledge, and that in many
cases, it is issued by the company; whereas, the statements

made by young, inexperienced but enthusiastic guides are not

infrequently inaccurate, misleading or wrong. Just where

the happy medium is between taking no notes and voluminous

notes is a question akin to the one of how much time shall be

spent at each works, and must be decided differently in dif-

ferent cases.

On the return from the trip, a set of questions is issued

and answers invoked from the students as to their opinions

as to what can be done to improve future trips, what visits

should have been omitted, shortened or extended, the best and

the poorest hotel and restaurant accommodations, the most and

the least interesting works visited (a) from professional value

and interest, and (&) from entertainment and amusement.

From the answers received for two years, it appears that

the students are of the opinion that the trip is well worth the

time and money, and that it is a strenuous undertaking of

much educational value. The advice of students who have

been on a trip to those who have not and think they cannot

afford to go is that "you cannot afford to miss it." This

is evidenced by the few students, from three to five per cent.,

who take the alternative or reading course.

The reading course requires the student to do one of three

things; to spend sixty hours in the library looking up refer-

ences concerning the places, works and plants visited by his
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classmates, and so visit them by proxy, or concerning some

special subject of interest and value to himself, or to make a

corresponding series of visits to similar places in his home

town, with or without library reference work, and in every

case to report on the results of his study.

The trip this year required about 125 man-hours of prep-

aration, six days for each of four instructors while on the

trip, stenographic labor on 375 letters. $8.97 of postage, and

the labor of reading and grading one hundred and five note-

books and reports. The expenses of the four instructors are

paid by the university. The special or extra cost to the uni-

versity over and above salaries amounted to about two dollars

per student. From these statements it will be seen that such

trips are not restful outings for those in charge, but on the

contrary, are strenuous, fatiguing and require special abilities.

At the Ohio State University, all of our ceramic, mining

and chemical engineering students have out-of-town trips

which are required of them for the degree. In a limited way.

the summer camp of the civil engineering students answers

the same purpose. Inspection trips to engineering works

and plants off of the campus and out of the college town can

be arranged just as effectively for the students of one de-

partment as for another, but it means much work for some

one.

In considering the subject, it must be remembered that

these trips are for engineering education and that practices

followed with twenty volunteer students and two instructors

are not equally efficient with over one hundred students and

only four instructors, and secondly, that the printing press

has taken the place of the town-crier.

Discussion on Inspection Trips.

President Mfnroe : Discussion of these papers is now in

order. The subject is one that has been under discussion in

this Society before. It is one to which we may profitably di-

rect attention. There are always new developments in this

vers- interesting field of work.
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Professor A. E. Hayxes : In these trips, is the object of

the notes taken to describe the plant or the product of the

plant I

Professor Shaad: The particular plants from which these

details have been written are electrical power plants. In

studying these plants we sometimes ask the students to go

further than the power plant itself and to treat of the dis-

tribution and sale of electric power.

Professor 0. P. Hood: As the authors have stated, the

objects of these trips may be quite various. I notice that it

is the custom in a good many institutions to defer the trips

until the end or near the end of the student's course. It has

always seemed to me that the greatest value to the student

would be obtained at the end of the first year or thereabouts,

when he is bothered with the names of things, when he is

getting acquainted with the things in his line of work. Trips

taken at this time should be local, and there should be specific

questions asked of the student. In our own practice, the

students visit a relatively simple power plant and a list of

questions, which they are to answer by their individual effort,

is given to them. Upon entering the power house they usually

look around for a few minutes after which there is a con-

siderable buzzing of questions and interaction of student on

student, which is very desirable. As stated, I prefer to have

this inspection early in the course rather than late, and

simpler in outline than the usual trip.

Mr. Kent : Professor Magruder mentioned that the first of

these mechanical engineering trips was taken at Stevens Insti-

tute in 1881. I lived in Pittsburg then, and was on the recep-

tion committee for that trip. I was amused by Professor

Magruder 's statement that the things that the students saw

opened their eyes and took the conceit out of their heads and

were a matter of revelation to them. I especially watched for

that on the trip in 1881. I showed the men the first rolling

mill in the world for rolling sheets. Everyone else who had

seen it was amazed at it. but these students were like so many
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Indians being taken to Washington to see the buildings there,

it wasn't anything new to them. They didn't care anything

about it. They spent their time looking for the details, and it

was with the utmost difficulty I could get them to see the

things worth seeing. They looked at the things about which

they had been taught, valves, etc.. that were not important

from my point of view. A few weeks later I showed the

manager of the Singer Sewing Machine Company and the

head blacksmith of the same company the same things. The

manager said.
'

' Well, of all the things I have ever seen, that is

the greatest.'" and the other said. "That is the thing

I ever saw." I asked the professor why the students didn't

take more interest. He said they had no standard of refer-

ence. They had never seen any rolling mill, and therefore

could not appreciate the difference between this mill and the

rest of them. The practical men had had experience with

other rolling mills and they were able to appreciate the value

of this one. I am not so sure, therefore, that the students

have their eyes opened to new things.

In connection with this same trip I carefully prepared a

lecture on the industries of Pittsburg that they would not have

time to see. They did not seem to appreciate this any better

than the rolling mill.

Professor Franklin : I should like to ask just one question,

and that is, how do you employ the evenings ? Do you require

the men to write up the notes or do you allow them to go to the

theaters and indulge in other amusements? This is the

greatest difficulty that I have found in connection with inspec-

tion trips.

Professor ]\1agruder : On the first night on the eastern in-

spection trip we inspect the National Tube Works at McKees-

port for the spectacular effect obtained. The second night at

Pittsburg we usually spend sociably with the alumni, leaving

Pittsburg at a reasonable hour for Buffalo. Wednesday night

is spent freely at Niagara Falls. Thursday night is spent
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usually at Niagara Falls or the Buffalo "Water "Works, which

has a vast variety of different kinds of machinery in it. "We

take the train to Cleveland at any hour we please. Friday

night in Cleveland is a variable quantity. "We have a visit to

a power house scheduled, but unfortunately, at least seventy-

five per cent, of the students prefer to go to the theater. This

has led us to question the wisdom of scheduling anything for

that night. It would apparently be better to leave the night

open. It has been argued by the students that a little recrea-

tion prepares them for the next day.

Professor Ira 0. Baker (by letter) : The writer has

directed inspection trips of civil engineering students nearly

even* year since 1881, the number of students ranging from

four at first to fifty or sixty recently. The first trip was to

St. Louis and incidentally to the bridge across the Missouri

River at St. Charles, Mo., which had then recently been the

scene of a notable bridge accident ; but recently the inspection

trips have been confined to the immediate vicinity of Chicago.

For many years there have also been short trips to visit single

bridges and other engineering structures near the university.

As the writer sees it. the two main purposes of such trips

are inspiration and instruction ; and the one of these that is

to receive the principal emphasis depends upon the things to

be inspected, the year in the college course when the visit

occurs, the time of the school year, and the method of conduct-

ing the trip. The decision as to the object, the time, and the

method will also vary with the department, whether civil,

electrical, mechanical, etc. ; with the locality of the institution,

whether in a manufacturing district or not : and with the time

various studies come in the curriculum. The writer has uni-

formly arranged for the more formal and extended inspection

trip to take place in the spring of the year, and to be open only

to senior students. He has permitted only seniors to partici-

pate for two reasons : First, the civil engineering juniors pur-

sue nearly all of their subjects in common with students of

other courses, and consequently if they went upon the inspec-
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tion trip they would miss some of the work: and second, the

juniors have had little or no specialized training, and conse-

quently are not likely to appreciate or profit much by what

they see or hear. In a few cases in which juniors have accom-

panied the party, they have been either a hindrance by their

elementary questions or have failed to get much benefit because

of the lack of preliminary knowledge. Formerly the trip was

made at such a time in the spring as to utilize the vacation be-

tween the winter and the spring terms ; and recently since the

college year has been divided into semesters, the trip has taken

place so as to utilize the Easter recess. Since many of the ob-

jects to be visited by civil engineering students are out of

doors, there would be some advantage in weather conditions in

having the trip in the fall ; but owing to the arrangement of

the curriculum, students at that time have not had sufficient

instruction to enable them to profit to any considerable extent

by many of the things to be seen, as for example, bridges,

bridge shops, masonry structures, and engineering construc-

tion. The writer has felt that if the trip took place in the fall,

it would be more for inspiration than for instruction in

details; while he felt that there was a need of some study of

structural details and of methods of manufacture as an aid

to the teachings of structural design. Incidentally during the

preceding part of the year, the student's attention is fre-

quently called to items to be observed later on the inspection

trip.

At the University of Illinois the various engineering depart-

ments have arranged inspection trips independently of each

other, under a belief that each department could thus best

serve its own interests. At this institution in all departments

the short inspection trips are absolutely compulsory, but the

longer and more formal trips are wholly voluntary on the part

of the student. However, there is a rule that no trip is to be

undertaken unless at least two-thirds of the class elect to go.

The reasons for some such limitation are so obvious as to make

it unnecessary to state them her. There are two reasons why
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it is not always easy to reach this number: (1) the writer does

not think it wise to permit students who are seriously behind

either in the work immediately in hand or in other work

required for graduation to participate; and (2) there are

always some who for one reason or another do not care to go

on such trips. Of course, the proportion of the students elect-

ing to go upon such trips depends almost wholly upon the

degree of emphasis which the instructor or institution puts

upon its importance. The writer always furnished to those

who do not go, a list of readings describing as nearly as

possible the things to be seen by those who do go. The

University of Illinois pays the expenses of one instructor for

each twenty or twenty-five students in the party, and makes

all of the arrangements and provides all the printed matter in

connection with the trip. The printed matter consists of four-

page leaflets three by five inches. One contains the itinerary.

and there is a leaflet describing each of the principal objects

to be inspected. Below is given the wording of the itinerary,

and of two of the descriptive leaflets. The first page of each

descriptive leaflet contains a general title similar to that of the

itinerary, and a subordinate title concerning the particular

subject described; and it also contains detailed instructions

for reaching the object therein described. The first page of

the descriptive leaflets is not reproduced here. The small

leaflets are preferred because they may be inserted in an

envelope, and are easily carried in the pocket ; and separate

leaflets are preferred instead of a combined bulletin of the

trip so that they may be printed in quantities sufficient to per-

mit their use for future trips, and to prevent waste by the

accidental loss of the large bulletin. For obvious reasons the

briefer of these leaflets are selected for reproduction here.

Itinerary. First Page.—The first page contains the following dis-

played in title-page form: Itinerary of the Annual Inspection Trip of the

Senior Civil Engineering Class of the University of Illinois to Chicago,

March 23-26. 1910.

Second Page.—General Information.—The party will leave Cham-
paign at 8:35 a. m., Wednestlay. March 23. via the Illinois Central R. R.

The party is due to arrive in Chicago at 12:10 p. m.
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While in Chicago the headquarters will be at the Palmer House. State

and Monroe Street. Each man is to settle for his own room, which will

be at the rate of 75 cents per day. two in a bed. Meals may be obtained

at the restaurant or the cafe in the hotel, or at a restaurant diagonally

across the street northwest of the hotel or at another northeast, or at a

lunch counter one block east and one block north of the hotel.

As the university is at considerable expense in connection with the trip,

the members of the party should be promptly on hand at the appointed

time and place ; and no one should omit any part of the trip without per-

mission obtained beforehand from one of the professors in charge, and
such permission will be granted only in extreme cases. The roll will be

called for each item of the itinerary: and an absence in such case is much
more serious than from an ordinary recitation.

Members of the class not going on the trip should read the articles

referred to on the accompanying leaflets.

Whistle Code.—1 blast, stop: 2 blasts, go ahead; 3 blasts, back up;

4 blasts, bunch up.

Third Page.—Itinerary. Wednesday afternoon: Leave hotel at 2

p. m. to visit the bridges across Chicago Eiver beginning at Eush Street

—see the printed leaflet. Tisit also the La Salle and the Washington St.

tunnel under the river.

Thursday Forenoon: Take Clybourn Avenue cars at corner of Dearborn

and Madison Sts. at 8:00 a. m. : get off at car barns, and transfer or

walk to Lassig Bridge Plant. Bead the printed leaflet.

Thursday Noon: Take luncheon with LUinois Alumni at Boston Oyster

House, corner Madison and Clark Streets.

Thursday Afternoon : Meet at 2 p. m. at Madison and Canal Streets,

for inspection of new Northwestern E. B. Terminal. On the way back

to the hotel stop at the Sherman House—in process of construction.

Friday Forenoon : Leave Tan Buren Street Station of the Illinois Cen-

tral Eailroad at 7:42 a. m.. arrive at Eighty-seventh Street. South

Chicago, at S:13. The fare one way is $0.15. round trip $0.30. 25 rides

$3.50. The entrance to the Steel Works is about five blocks east and two

south of the railroad station. See the printed leaflet. Beturning. leave

Eighty-seventh Street Station at 12:27 p. m. and stop at Sixty-third

Street for luncheon.

Friday Afternoon: Visit the Seventy-third Street Water Tunnel being

constructed by George W. Jackson. Inc. After inspecting the tunnel,

visit the track elevation at Grand Crossing. This improvement consists

in depressing the street, elevating the Illinois Central tracks a little

and raising the Lake Shore and Pennsylvania tracks above the Illinois

Central.

Saturday Forenoon : Leave southeast corner of Dearborn Street Bridge

at 9:30 a. m. on city tug to visit the intake cribs. Bead the printed

leaflet. The party is limited to 25 by I*. S. government regulations.
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Saturday Afternoon : Leave Dearborn Street Bridge on the city tug at

1:30 p. m. for a trip down the South Branch chiefly to inspect movable

bridges.

Fourth Page.—This page contains a list of the instructors in charge of

the party and a list of the senior class, those not with the party being

indicated by an asterisk.

Lassig Plant of the American Bridge Co. General Information.—

In passing about students should not engage in conversation with work-

men without special permission from a higher authority, and should be

careful not to get in the way, and should also be very careful to prevent

accidents to themselves or others.

This plant employs about 650 men, and has a capacity of about 4.000

tons per month, varying of course with the character of the work.

Drafting Department.—This department is in a brick building just

inside of the south gate. Students are at liberty to pass about among
the draftsmen, and may inspect the work in progress, but should not

interrupt more than is absolutely necessary.

What is the cost per ton for getting out detailed shop plans—for plate

girder work, for riveted trusses, for pin-connected trusses?

Template Shop.—Notice the form of the various templates and com-

pare them with the "shapes" for which they are intended. Note the

manner in which the holes in old templates are plugged in order that

from these templates new ones may be made.

Blacksmith Shop.—Notice the method of bending small pieces and

also large ones. Notice particularly the method of bending or '
' crimp-

ing" stiffener angles, remembering that the stiffener should fit the

flange angle so closely that the joint will be completely sealed by a

coat of paint. Cost of dies for curving ends of plate girder flanges!

Notice the general arrangement of the shop. Where is the material

received? Where shipped out? What is the order through the shop? Is

this ideal? What probably led to the order adopted?

Note carefully the difference between the shears for angles, channels,

plates, and I-beams. Examine the "blanks" and determine if the punch

is always accurately centered—be careful not to handle a hot "blank."

Pay careful attention to the multiple punch and compare the cost of

punching with this and with the single punch. Note the large number
and various kinds of pneumatic hand tools.

How are the different shapes assembled into members? Are the

various shapes bolted tightly? What is the result if they are not?

How accurately do the rivet holes match? How are the surfaces treated

before being placed in contact? Are the riveters pneumatic, hydraulic,

or steam? Note the shape and capacity of the rivet furnaces, as well as

the method of passing the heated rivets to the riveters. Notice the

method and labor involved in "backing out" rivets, and estimate the cost.
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How is the tightness of rivets tested? The facilities for final painting

Beferences.—The following articles contain descriptions of noted

bridge plants, and the student is recommended to read one or more of

1. Peneoyd Shops, Engineering Newt, VoL 40, June, 1898, page 194.

ng Bridge Shops, Journal of Association of Engineering Societies,

:v-4. - \zr i»:

3. Ambridge Shops, Engineering Becord, Volume 48, pages 620, 648,

and 684.

South Wokks op Imxois Steel Co. General Information.—The

ntmnwt eare should be exercised to prevent aeeident. Do not move with-

out first carefully looking about.

71-r - :- ::••:• -J- i"::u: •:

:

•: s::- = : !.-".: ~i:.~~ :

: ^~i>5 :f »:?.L".ir".

gage and 6% miles of 3-foot gage road for intercommunication, employ

from 9,000 to 10,000 men, and produee annually 1,400.000 tons of east

iron. 900,000 tons of Bessemer steel, 500,000 tons of open-hearth steel,

600,000 to 700,000 tons of steel rails, 100,000 tons of plates, and 100,000

tons of structural shapes. Slag portland cement is also manufactured.

The party will start at the South Slip, on the Calumet River, and

inspect the ore docks, the blast furnaces, the Bessemer plant, and the

rail mill . Then beginning at the North Slip, on Lake "Michigan, the

party will inspect the ore dock, the more modern blast furnaces, the

new open-hearth plant, the blooming miTl, and then the shape mill.

Beturning south on the west side of the plant, the party will visit the

plate mill Notice that the order in which the various parts of the plant

are to be visited is not that in which they are mentioned on this leaflet.

For an excellent account of these works in 1S98, see Journal of the

Western Society of Engineers, VoL LTL. 1S9S, page 798.

Ore-handling Plants.—Note the traveling eantilever crane which can

take ore from the boat and deposit it either (1) in the storage pile or

in the hopper from which it is drawn to charge the furnace or (2) in a

hopper-bottom ear. "What do you estimate the capacity of the grab-

bueket to be? Note the method of storing the ore. From whence does

the ore come? Approximately 10,000 tons of ore have been unloaded in

ten hours. Note the differences between the appliances and the methods

at the South Slip and those at the North Slip.

Blast Furnaces.—What proportion of ore. coke, and limestone is used

in charging the furnace? From whence are the coke and limestone

obtained? Note the method of handling the charge. Each furnace in

the north group has a capacity of 450-650 tons per twenty-four hours.

Are the waste gases utilized? For what? Note the number of Wowing-

engines and of hot blast stoves. What is the purpose of the forr

Of the latter?
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Before leaving the south group of blast furnaces, notice the outflow of

the slag from Furnace No. 4. and the method of granulating it prepara-

tory to its utilization in making cement. This is considered a temporary

arrangement. At the north group the slag from Furnaces No. 5 and 6

is utilized in making cement. Notice the difference in the method of

granulation at the north and at the south group.

For a brief and trustworthy account of the Bessemer steel process, see

Johnson's "Materials of Construction," pages 132 et seq.

Note the method of charging the converter. Note the changing color

of the flame. What is the indication that the carbon is burned out?

Note the addition of the recarburizing charge. Is it added in the con-

verter or in the ladle? Relative merits of the two methods! Note the

method of handling the ladles. Note the process of casting the ingot.

What is the size and weight of the ingots? How many ingots from a

charge? What is the temperature of the metal when it is poured?

In going north from the converters, notice the process of removing

the mold from the ingot ; and also stop a minute in the room where the

test specimen is hammered out as a rough physical test.

Pail Hill.—Notice the "soaking pit"—the furnace for re-heating the

ingots. How is it heated? Note the method of handling the ingot.

How many blooms from an ingot? How many rails from a bloom? The

temperature of the bloom? Temperature of the rail? Note the method

of straightening the rails. How efficient is it? Note the method of

inspecting the rails. How efficient is it? Only six hours elapses from the

time the steel is poured until the rails are ready to be loaded on the cars.

Does the rapidity of manufacture effect the quality of the rails? How?
Why?

Open-hearth Plant.—For a brief account of the open-hearth process of

making steel, see Johnson's "Materials of Construction," pages 138

et seq.

Note the form and size of the open-hearth furnaces. What fuel is

used? Is the furnace charged with hot or cold metal? Relative merits

of the two methods? Relative merits of scrap and "pig" charges vs.

"pig" and ore? Note the method of adding the cold metal charge.

Plate Mill.—Be careful not to burn the soles of your shoes by standing

on the elevated footway over the hot plates—particularly if your shoes

are wet.

From whence does the metal come? Is it Bessemer or open-hearth?

What causes the deafening noise? What is the object sought? Notice

how the plates are marked and sheared to size. What is the maximum
weight of plate that can be rolled? The maximum area? Notice the

magnetic hoists.

As to whether or not participation in the trip should be

nominally required depends somewhat upon the method em-
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ployed in the recitation room in presenting the subjects to

receive attention on the trip. Of course, the students who go

will be enthusiastic about the trip ; but so are they when they

accompany the college athletic team. An inspection trip must

be carefully planned for, and must be carefully carried out,

if it can justify the taking of a body of students away from

the facilities for education provided at the institution. The

trip is an additional expense, and the writer has always felt

the responsibility involved in virtually recommending this

expenditure of time and money. Of course, no young man
can attain any considerable success as an engineer, if he does

not see practical work ; but it is a serious matter to recommend

that a student shall leave the facilities at the institution for

the purpose of seeing engineering works which he may see in

the ordinary course of events after leaving college. The only

justification for an inspection trip by students is that it will

add efficiency to the college work proportional to its cost. The

writer has not been convinced of the value of an extended

inspection trip ; but of course the time that can profitably be

given to the trip will depend upon local conditions. Of course,

some students are lacking in a knowledge of the ways of the

world and of the methods of traveling, and to such, a trip of

any kind is a source of great interest and instruction; but it

is not proper to use part of the student's time at college for

this purpose alone. The instructors should urge such students

to make trips on their own account during vacation, and also

stimulate them to secure prefessional employment under con-

ditions that will allow them to extend their knowledge of the

world in general and particularly of engineering work.

The writer can not agree with the authors of the two papers

under discussion, as to the value or wisdom of requiring the

student to submit a written report upon the trip. The writer

is of the opinion that the student can employ his time at the

plant to better advantage in looking about and in studying

what he sees rather than in taking notes for a report. Of

course, if any valuable data are presented, the student should
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record them, or the student may properly be required to sketch

some detail to the end that he will really study it; but the

writer does not see how the student can gather information of

any considerable value concerning many of the plants he

visits. Often it is impossible to hold a conversation on account

of the noise ; and at other times there is no one who can intelli-

gently answer the student's inquiries. Besides the instructor

can give the desired information better and more economically.

A student who is allowed only about two hours in which to see

some mammoth manufacturing plant whose works occupy acres

and acres of floor space and whose employes are counted by

thousands, should not be expected to give a readable or even an

intelligent account of the plant. The writer can not see how
any such report can be any more than an enumeration of some

of the principal machines or operations witnessed, and does

not see that such a report can have either any technical or

literary value. The writer is of the opinion that great good

can come to a student through being required to give a careful

and logical description of some machine or of some operation

or of some structure ; but it is not proven that he must go out

of town to do it, and he should be allowed more time for his

observations than is feasible on the ordinary out of town

inspection trip. Requiring the report to be written up after

the return to the institution simply increases the time devoted

to the trip. It is not clear that it would not be better to

require the student to submit his original notes, since then it

would be reasonably certain that they were taken on the spot.

The writer freely admits that he has had no experience in

trying to have students present a report concerning their

engineering inspection trip ; but he has seen some such reports,

and has some knowledge as to the way they were prepared or

rather written, and feels certain that those reports were not

worth while and possibly were even a waste of the student's

time. The preparation of such a report can be made of great

value as training in literary composition, and possibly it is

justifiable, for it is at least certain that most engineering stu-

16
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dents seriously need some such training; but the writer

thinks it not wise to attempt to combine such literary training

with the inspection trip.

The writer has occasionally tried to have a conference each

night npon the sight-seeing of the day. but has not found it

practicable. (1) Many of bis students live in Chicago, and

want to go home for the evening meal and also want to take

one or more students with them; and it seems unwise to

require them to return for the conference. (2) Many of the

students desire to go to places of amusement, and besides the

work of the day is usually so strenuous as to unfit them for

intellectual work. (3) The evening is usually given up to

informal discussion of the things seen and to visits of local

alumnL Although only a comparatively few of the students

participate in these extremely informal meetings, the profit

and pleasure is probably greater at least to those who do

participate, than at a session in which the attendance would

be compulsory. The writer noted with surprise that the Ohio

students made inspections in the evening, which is very

?::•-!.".;: •-.;=.

The writer is firmly of the opinion that students' engineering

inspection trips are well worth while if thoroughly pre-

arranged and carefully carried out; but he is of the opinion

also that it is necessary to guard against such trips being only

pleasurable junkets.

Professor P. F. Walker : A phase of inspection tri^ - not

often considered, but which is applicable to small classes and

in many communities, was emphasized by me in my annual

trip with the mechanical engineering seniors of the University

of Kansas last December. That phase is the combining of

power plant testing with the regular inspection. Perhaps I

may illustrate the matter best by briefly outlining our trip.

Leaving Lawrence on a Sunday evening U. P. train we pro-

ceeded at once to Junction City. The plan was to test out the

plant of the Union Light and Power Company, a plant of con-

siderable capacity, on Monday. Difficulties in connecting indi-
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cators to the engines prevented making a complete plant test,

but a satisfactory boiler test was made. This was the only

plant visited using coal for fuel.

Tuesday was taken up by a visit to the Santa Fe shops in

Topeka to inspect the immense Mallet articulating compound

freight locomotives, and in traveling to Hutchinson, the

western limit of our trip. Here, on Wednesday, in addition

to visits to the salt works and flour mills, we made two test

runs on the Light Company's plant, the afternoon run being

with oil fuel under Stirling boilers and the evening run with

natural gas under the same boilers.

Returning on Thursday as far as Newton, an evening test

was made on the small plant at that place, both oil and gas

being used under tubular boilers. Friday morning we moved

on to Wichita where the large power plant was visited, and

thence to the small town of El Dorado where the final test

was run in the evening on gas fired return tubular boilers and

a simple Corliss engine belted set.

Emphasis was laid on comparative results with coal, oil and

gas fuel. The tests were not strictly scientific, yet were as reli-

able as plant studies usually are under regular operating condi-

tions. The men were much interested in the work, and worked

hard and faithfully, gaining a much more definite knowledge

of plant conditions than a cursory inspection could possibly

furnish. The impedimenta of the trip necessarily included

extra material in the shape of indicators, calorimeters, flue gas

apparatus, test gauge, etc., and the four evening tests out of

five days on the road made the trip very tiresome, but I shall

try to arrange a similar expedition next December.

Dean C. H. Benjamin (by letter) : I have been asked to

contribute to the discussion of the papers on inspection trips,

presented at the Madison meeting. I am particularly glad to

do so as this is a subject which has interested me for many
years and in which I feel that some considerable progress has

been made.

When in charge of the department of mechanical engineer-
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ing at the Case School of Applied Science in Cleveland, I con-

ducted local inspection trips on "Wednesday afternoon of each

week during the first semester and some portion of the second.

As Cleveland is a manufacturing city with a good variety of

industrial processes of all sorts, we for a time found this suffi-

cient for our needs. The juniors visited blast furnaces, rolling

mills, forging shops, foundries and pattern and machine shops

in about the order indicated while the seniors devoted their

time to boiler and engine works and to power plants of various

sorts. With the rapid development of various industries,

especially the manufacture of electrical machinery outside of

Cleveland, it became necessary to extend the trips to other

cities. I understand this is now done to quite an extent.

Purdue University, being located in a small city which is

rather of a commercial than of a manufacturing character, is

not favorably situated for local inspection trips. After

various experiments and certain processes of development, the

inspection trip here has practically crystallized in the follow-

ing manner

:

I will quote literally from the current catalog of the

university: "Seniors in the School of Civil Engineering are

required to attend a trip of inspection of engineering works

during the early spring season. Juniors in the School of Civil

Engineering are required to attend an inspection trip during

the first semester and one during the second semester. The

places visited are usually in the State of Indiana. Each

trip occupies one or two days.
'

'

Similar statements are made for the other engineering

schools, those in electrical engineering naturally covering elec-

tric manufacturing and power plants, and those in mechanical

engineering, machinery establishments and engine and boiler

works.

It will be noted from this that the visits in the junior year

cover a period of only one or two days each, and are usually

confined to cities and towns inside the state while the senior

trip to Chicago is of three or four days' duration and is
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attended by senior students of all the engineering schools.

The junior trips are thus more or less educational and pre-

paratory to the more important trip of the senior year. No
substitution of other work is allowed in either year. If, for

reasons which are satisfactory to the head of a school, any

student is excused from attendance on one of the inspection

trips, he is obliged to visit a certain number of local plants

and make a written report on what he sees. Illness and

serious financial embarrassment are the only excuses accepted.

The authors of the papers have so well expressed the reasons

for such trips that it is unnecessary to add further arguments.

All the members of the instructional staff of the engineering

schools at Purdue are united in their approval of this kind of

educational work.

Printed itineraries are prepared for both the junior and the

senior trips, the latter, of course, being much more elaborate

as it covers a considerable variety of establishments and pro-

cesses. These itineraries combine the time-table feature and a

certain amount of description. For the Chicago trip, coupon

tickets are provided which cover practically all the business

transactions of the trip. This ticket has coupons for the rail-

road transportation, for the various hotels, giving accommoda-

tions and terms, a Chicago address card for the use of the

group leader, and a coupon for each establishment visited,

giving the location, route and time of starting. These tickets

are extremely valuable as they furnish a practical check on

the presence of each student at each point of the journey.

As a rule, written reports are not required except for the

substitute local trips. It is a debatable question whether, in

the limited time available for visits to various establishments,

it is wise to burden the student with the responsibility of

taking notes. Such a burden reduces his powers of observa-

tion and prevents him from getting so good a grasp on the

main facts. Certainly, if the report is to be written, I should

prefer that it be written after the return home as a test of

memory combined with observation. Lantern slide talks are
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frequently given at the University before and after the trips

to give additional information concerning important places

visited.

There is one feature of such trips which has been perhaps

hinted at in the papers. This is especially true of the Chicago

trip. Even if the student did not visit manufacturing estab-

lishments or even if he retained no memory of such visits, the

experience of traveling, of visiting a large city and of caring

for himself during the various exigencies of the trip, would

constitute a factor of decided educational value.

The financial limitations have prevented our extending

excursions of this kind further than Chicago. The deposit

required for railway fare, printing, etc., has been $6.50 and

the total expense of the trip about $15.00 per student.

Professor A. J. Wood (by letter) : Much good time and

money may be worse than wasted on inspection trips which are

poorly planned. On the other hand, the writer wishes to

commend the well-arranged, thoroughly-organized, strictly-

disciplined and business-like inspection, be it local or long-

distant.

The objection has been made to a rigidly-fixed itinerary that

it does not give the student opportunity for general inspection

and individual study. If the purpose is to make the trip a

part of the required training in the course, the objection

counts for little. If the trip is for general observation, it

should in no case be allowed to take the time or place of the

prescribed course. The writer's experience is that the two

purposes do not mix well.

Consideration may be given to one point sometimes over-

looked :' The attention of the student should be directed to the

main points about the plant before and during the visit. This

should be very definite. A successful plan which I have used

is to give out a list of questions to be answered, which requires

a careful study of the plant as a whole and in detail. If a

power plant is to be inspected, I give questions covering the

general arrangement, the pressures used, the vacuum carried,
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the kind of auxiliary apparatus installed, the methods of keep-

ing the records, etc., together with a sketch of the lay-out. All

this takes time in preparation and execution. The students

are kept busy every minute while at the plant. In a shop

where work can be followed in the different stages of progress,

as in a locomotive erecting shop, the aim is to stay long enough

to observe and make records of each individual step from the

ground up, by taking the students from engine to engine in

the course of erection, with frequent explanations and making

sure they have the information necessary to fill out the sheet

handed to them before entering the plant. Competent guides,

previously informed as to the purpose of the inspection, will

aid materially in carrying out the purposes of the instructor

in charge of the party. A poor guide, one indifferent or in-

capable, may defeat the best plans of the most successful

organizer. The reports handed in should not be accepted

until correct and in form for permanent record.

In many ways, I have found that a power plant test is

worth more than any inspection which can be made, the test

being simple in character and conducted primarily to fix in

the minds of the students the general arrangement of appa-

ratus, and to have them become familiar with the economic

working of such a plant. The men should be changed from

post to post as much as possible, becoming familiar with the

reading of each. All this may be made as complete as condi-

tions and time permit or it may be made quite simple. The

leading results can be worked up in a reasonably short time.

This may be called an inspection test; and where conditions

are favorable the results more than justify the hard work with

careful planning necessary in carrying it out.

Dean G. W. Bissell (by letter) : There is no question as to

the value of visits of inspection for engineering students.

Circumstances must determine in each case the details of the

arrangements. For large parties Professor Magruder has

undoubtedly devised and used an admirable system. The
writer's experience with inspection trips has been limited to
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small parties and for these the preparations have been limited

to a synopsis of the trip as appended hereto and to the secur-

ing of rates at hotels and on transportation routes by corre-

spondence undertaken a few days before the trip. No attempt

is made to print complete statistical or other information

about the places to be visited, but some of this information is

furnished orally in advance and references to periodicals and
bulletins are given. One member of the instruction staff is

detailed for every ten students and one of these is the head of

the party. The students handle their own money in most

cases, which is desirable when practicable because of the

traveling experience so obtained, and which many lack.

Evening visits are usually omitted.

MICHIGAN AGEICTLTUBAL COLLEGE.

Annual Inspection Tktp of Seniors in Engineering, 1910, to

Chicago, Gary, Milwaukee.

PROGRAM.
Tuesday, April 26.

Leave Lansing at 10:55 p. m. via the M. C. B. E. for Gary.

Wednesday, Apr
Arrive at Gary at 6:18 a. m. The morning will be spent at the works

of the Indiana Steel Co. At 1:38 p. m. take train on the L. S. ft M. S.

E. E. for Chicago. Civil engineers will stop off at Grand Crossing at

2:24 p. m. to inspect track elevation work. The rest of the party

arrive in Chicago at 2:48 p. m. Walk to Great Northern Hotel, corner

Jackson and Dearborn streets, register and take baggage to rooms. At
3:30 p. m. walk one block east from hotel, take State St. electric south

to 40th St. to visit power station of the South Side Elevated E. E. and

thence walk to 42d St. and Wabash Ave. to sub-station of Chicago City

Ey. Eeturn to hotel via South Side Elevated, getting off at Wabash
and Adams and walking two blocks west. Evening free.

Thursday, April 28.

Mechanicals and Electrical* leave hotel at 8:00 a. m. Take State St.

car south and transfer west at 22d St. Get off at Eiske St. Spend

morning in Fiske and Quarry stations of Commonwealth Edison Co.

Eeturn via Halstead St. electric ; transfer east on Tan Buren St. to Dear-

born St. Walk one block north to hotel. At 1:30 p. m. walk north on

Dearborn St. to First National Bank Bldg. Inspect power plant of this

building. Take Adams or Madison St. electric west on Canal St. and

visit various machinery salesrooms and works of Guarantee Electric Co.,

or Western Electric Co., at Hawthorne, UL
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Civil Engineers spend the morning at American Bridge Co., new
terminal station of the C. & N. W. Ky., and Washington St. tunnel. In

the afternoon at 1:30 sharp go aboard the city tug at southeast corner of

Dearborn St. bridge for a trip to water works cribs and inspection of

bridges over Chicago River.

At 7:15 p. m. the entire party walks three blocks east to Michigan

Ave. and thence north to river and board steamer of Goodrich Transit Co.

for Milwaukee. Boat leaves 8:15 p. m.

Friday, April 29.

Boat arrives at 5:00 a. m. Leave boat at 6:30 a. m. and walk to the

Republican House, corner Third and Cedar Sts. At 8:00 a. m. take

Waukesha car at Grand Ave. bridge for West Allis. Spend the morning

at the works of Allis-Chalmers Co. and take lunch at the Club by invita-

tion of the company. At 1:30 p. m. take National Ave. car to works of

Pawling and Harnischfeger Co. Thence return to center of city. If

time permits, civil engineers will visit North Point Water Works, via

Farwell Ave. car and the mechanical and electrical engineers will walk

to Commerce St. power station of the M. E. R. & L. Co. Evening free.

Saturday, April SO.

Civil engineers will take C. & N. W. Ry. train to South Milwaukee

and spend morning at the plant of the Bucyrus Co. Mechanical-

electrical engineers at 8:00 a. m. will take Claybourn St. car at corner of

Third and Grand Aves. to 35th St. and walk short distance to shops of

C. M. & St. P. Ry. Dinner for entire party at hotel.

Afternoon is reserved for general sight seeing and minor excursions

which may be arranged for after arrival in the city. At 9:00 p. m. take

Crosby Transportation Co. boat for Grand Haven.

Sunday, May 1.

Arrive in Grand Haven at 5:00 a. m. Leave 6:00 a. m. via Grand
Trunk for St. Johns whence M. U. R. car leaves for Lansing at 9:00 a. m.

or interurban electric for Grand Rapids can be used to connect with

P. M. R. R. train leaving Grand Rapids at 11:10 a. m. and due in

Lansing at 12:45 p. m.

General.

The party will be in charge of Professors Bissell, Vedder and Sawyer.

The above program is subject to changes as circumstances may require.

All members of the party will be expected to stop at the hotels selected

as headquarters. The rates secured and the efficient disposition of the

time assigned require this.



SYMPOSIUM ON INSTRUCTION IN CALCULUS.

President Munroe submitted the following questions to the

membership in advance of the Madison meeting with a request

that replies be sent him before the meeting. These replies

and the resulting discussion at Madison are here printed.

1. "What proportion of the students in engineering schools, who have

completed the required work in calculus, are able to apply that know!

edge and solve simple, practical problems?

2. W"hat proportion of the graduates of engineering schools, who re-

ceive instruction in calculus and in its application to mechanics, thermo-

dynamics and engineering, are capable of using calculus as a tool,

readily, with difficulty, or not at all?

In all cases where I have put these two questions the answer invari-

ably has been, that the percentage of students who can make use of the

calculus is very small, ranging from two to ten per cent. This indicates

to me that the instruction in calculus fails lamentably in securing the

desired results, which suggests the following further questions.

3. Is the proportion of students who car. utilize their knowledge of

calculus materially above the average in any institution in the country?

If so, why?

4. Is it possible to increase the efficiency of instruction in calculus in

one or more of the following ways

:

(a) By omitting certain portions of the calculus as now taught and

concentrating the work on a more limited field so as to secure bettex

results?

(6) By abandoning the highly theoretical treatment of the subject

and teaching it as arithmetic is taught in the elementary schools, with

very limited emphasis on the theoretic side and major emphasis on its

practical application? We do not instruct children in the theory of

numbers, but give them practical rules for addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, etc. The result is that the large majority of those

stndying arithmetic are able to use these rules successfully in every- i;

7

life.

5. Is it desirable or necessary to provide additional time for irst ruc-

tion in calculus, and should this instruction extend through two. three

or four years of the engineering course? Should this additional instruc-

tion be entrusted to the Department of Mathematics, to the Department

of .Mechanics, or to the Engineering Departments, and in what pro-

portion?

250
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6. Is it desirable or necessary to give instruction in other branches of

higher mathematics to students in engineering schools, and if so, what

additional subjects should be taught and how much time should be

allotted to each respectively?

By Dean E. W. Davis, University of Nebraska.

4a. Omit long, intricate demonstrations as for example,

complete determination of the value of "e," and derivation of

the remainder in the Taylor-MacLaurin formula.

Omit all but the simpler processes in integration.

Do not replace the omitted complete demonstrations by

partial or sham demonstrations. The student should be

taught to discriminate between what is demonstration and
what is not.

Time saved on integration processes can be bestowed on

learning how to readily use a table of integrals.

4b. It is both uninteresting and unsafe to altogether or

even very nearly dispense with theory. What can be made
clear should be made. Especially should there be an under-

standing of the fundamental conceptions of limit, rate, infini-

tesimal, infinite, derivation, differential, integral. Applica-

tions should be chosen primarily with reference to making

these notions clear. It is by and through applications, by using

the knowledge we are acquiring, that we get a thorough grip

on it.

5. The consensus of opinion would seem to be that a

good deal is necessary to make calculus teaching effective.

The time element will help here as much as, if not more than,

anything else.

6. Projective geometry is a natural complement of de-

scriptive geometry and perspective and serves admirably to

develop space imagination.

The theory of probability furnishes the basis of all scien-

tific reasoning and as developed in the method of least squares

is a necessity for the proper discussion of careful measure-

ments.

By Professor D. C. Jackson, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.
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I am strongly in favor of emphasizing the instruction in

mathematics, but particularly in calculus, on the side of the

interpretation of the meaning of equations into simple terms

of English, as the terms of English are those in which one

ordinarily thinks, and it is necessary to make such interpre-

tations in order that the logical processes of the mathematics

may be incorporated with our ordinary processes of thought

and analysis.

By Professor 0. ML Stewart, University of Missouri.

For a number of years I have been giving in connection

with the laboratory course in Electrical Measurements some

lectures on the theory of electricity and magnetism to junior

electrical engineers in which we have used the calculus very

freely. I am quite certain that the majority of these juniors

(who had had calculus the preceding year) are in a very good

shape as far as being able to solve simple practical problems.

This may be in part due to the particular methods of instruc-

tion employed. During the sophomore year four hours per

week are given to the subject of calculus, the last third of

which is spent entirely in working simple practical problems,

largely problems in mechanics. This work is given wholly by

the mathematics department. In addition they (the students)

have mechanics in their work in physics and then a rather

long and detailed course during their junior year. Calculus

is used in the class room in nearly all the courses taken by

these electrical engineer in their junior and senior years. In

nearly all these courses it is imperative that the men under-

stand the use of calculus. I am very much surprised at the

estimate you have found given by many men in which they say

that only 2 to 10 per cent, of the students can use calculus.

While I may be over-estimating the ability of our students

here I am very certain that this estimate is entirely too low

for this institution.

By Professor B. L. Newkirk, University of Minnesota.

I believe that a very small per cent, of the graduates of

our technical courses are able, upon graduation, to use cal-
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cuius as a tool with any degree of facility or safety. This

assumes that the expression, "use as a tool," means to be

able to use the calculus in building up new theory to explain

or foretell phenomena or to arrive at results that could be

used safely as a basis for construction work or other engineer-

ing enterprises. A much larger per cent, of graduates have,

upon graduation, the ability to read and understand engineer-

ing books and papers in which the reasoning is carried on by

the methods of the calculus.

In this connection it occurs to me to wonder what per

cent, of successful practicing engineers are sufficiently

familiar with the calculus to read critically, or even under-

standingly, papers using its methods, and if a young man
upon graduation has a fair command of the calculus, will he

be likely to use it in the practice of his profession sufficiently

to keep his facility in the subject for any great length of

time?

It seems to me that the ability to use calculus as a tool is

not an essential part of the equipment of the average engineer.

TVe need men of mathematical genius and power in the en-

gineering profession, but many successful engineers get along

with a very limited mathematical equipment, and it would be

a mistake to assume that our technical courses are failures if

they do not give the majority of graduates great facility in

the use of the calculus. The above statements do not by any

means imply a belief upon my part that too much time is

devoted to the study of the calculus in our technical courses.

On the other hand I believe that more time ought to be de-

voted to this subject, and to its applications to mechanics and

the practical problems of engineering, than is generally al-

lowed for these purposes. The graduate ought to have a

clear comprehension of the theory, developed by the method

of limits and interpreted and applied by the methods of rates

and differentials.

This cannot be imparted to the average student in a

course of five recitations per week for one year—the time

which is usually devoted to a first course in calculus. The
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courses in mechanics and other subjects in which the calculus

is used do much to clarify and broaden the student's view of

the calculus, but I feel that a large proportion of technical

graduates lack the clear comprehension of the theorry, and

method of application mentioned above.

As regards means for the improvement of this situation

I would suggest the following:

1. The mathematics, mechanics and some of the techni-

cal subjects in which mathematical theory plays an important

roll should all be taught by the same department. Individual

members of such a department should not confine themselves

to the work of any one year of the course, but each should, at

one time or another, teach all of the subjects of the first three

years at least. This seems to me to be very essential just at

the present time when textbooks in calculus generally develop

the subject according to the method of limits, while the appli-

cations are made almost exclusive according to the method of

rates or the method of differentials. If the applications are

not taught by one familiar with the student's fundamental

conceptions of the subject, a very serious confusion in the

mind of the student is likely to result.

2. The course in calculus, which I assume to occupy one

year with five recitations per week, should be modified by the

omission of some of the geometrical applications and the

insertion of more problems from the field of mechanics or

engineering. "VThere such problems are introduced they should

be accompanied by brief explanations of the mechanical

principles involved, where the student is not already familiar

with them. It might be assumed that the student has taken

a course in elementary physics, or is taking such a course

while pursuing the course in calculus. While studying the

differential calculus students might be taught to build up

differential equations as statements of the conditions of as-

signed problems.

I would be careful not to go too far in the direction of

asking the student to acceDt undemonstrated statements re-

garding the theory. Long and involved proofs ought to be
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omitted, due notice being given of such omission, but we

should avoid the other extreme of laying down rules of opera-

tion and requiring the student to use them mechanically.

3. The first course in calculus ought to be followed by

a course of one half year, in applications of the calculus, in

which a number of mechanical or physical or engineering

problems are treated with care to bring out clearly the appli-

cation of the calculus after the physical relations are fully

comprehended. Such a course would necessarily include much
from the reahns of mechanics and physics, and on that ac-

count the number of problems treated would be limited. A
few simple differential equations might very properly be

treated in such a course.

If these three suggestions could be followed out vigor-

ously I believe that most of the graduates would possess a

comprehension of the principles of the calculus and be able to

read and intelligently apply the results arrived at in tech-

nical books and papers using the methods of the calculus.

This is all that we can hope to accomplish for the bulk of

the graduates under present conditions, but this much ought

to be insisted upon. Such a course as I have described would

furnish a basis for advanced elective courses tbat should be

open to men especially interested who might hope to develop

in the course of their experience into mathematical engineers,

able to use the calculus and other branches of mathematics

effectively as a tool in theoretical investigations.

By Director Wm. S. Aldrich,* Clarkson School of Tech-

nology.

We readily grant without question that there is but a

small proportion of engineering graduates who feel free in

applying their mathematics to problems not directly consid-

ered in their courses. "We do not grant that they apply other

knowledge more freely. The recently graduated lawyer is

also embarrassed and uncertain in his first appearance to

'Discussion prepared by Samuel G. Barton, Ph.D. (Non-member),

Professor of Mathematics, Clarkson School of Technology.
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plead a case; the physician also feels the need of his hospital

experience. It is not proper that the college should give this

experience at the expense of training in fundamental prin-

ciples.

Freedom in the application of mathematics as with any

other branch is acquired only by experience. The college

cannot wisely give wide experience in any subject. The only

question is the amount that it should give. A very ordinary

bank clerk computes interest more freely than a college

professor of mathematics would probably do it. Other com-

puters may use a logarithmic table, a slide rule, or an integral

table more easily than he, yet these facts are not indications

exactly discreditable to the professor. The facility is the

result of specialized experience. The professor possesses

sufficient fundamental knowledge upon which to start experi-

ence in a hundred different ways. The clerk does not. The

college professor of engineering himself has not had as wide

an experience as practicing engineers in any of his subjects,

yet he is doubtless a better teacher than they.

Calculus is the chief subject of criticism. Some object

to what they are pleased to call theoretical problems, prob-

lems requiring considerable reduction by algebraic or trigo-

nometric transformations. This is the very place where the

student acquires the facility with mathematics so much de-

sired. It is the common experiencec of students that they

Team as much algebra and trigonometry here as in the

courses themselves. The number of errors in the use of

logarithmic, exponential, and trigonometric functions con-

firms this opinion.

The objection is made that the subject is not sufficiently

applied. A very large portion of the subject as usually given

is application. To be sure it is easy to mention applications,

important ones too, which are not mentioned. The applica-

tions of the calculus are almost innumerable. Only a few can

be discussed. Are there any more important or more illus-

trative than those now given ? Is too much time given to any

one? No one who has ever taught them in the time allotted

will say so.
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The courses in mathematics as now given precede the

technical courses in order that the student may have his

calculus to apply in those courses. Critics wish to have the

applications in mathematics made to these subjects. To do

so as arranged would be a great error for it would be neces-

sary to teach the problem before teaching the solution. The

problem to which the calculus is applied in the mathematics

class should be clear, beyond a question. The problems now
given are perfectly clear. As now given the illustrations are

taken from preceding rather than advanced subjects. If cal-

culus were given after the engineering subjects, circumstances

would be altered but not improved without additional time.

Shall we teach rules and omit theory? Decidedly not.

Nothing is more fatal to all use of the reasoning powers than

to make the student a slave to rules. It is the very thing to

be avoided. It is true that the greater emphasis should be

placed upon problems and not upon minor details of proofs,

but the student should see, once, clearly the reasons for the

operations. It is not necessary that he be able to reproduce

the proofs except in more important cases, but the proof

should be given in the form of lecture, or otherwise, and

made perfectly clear at the time, even though it be forgotten.

The idea should not be gotten that mathematics is a set of

rules. There are some things which must be committed to

memory. A person could do multiplication by a Crelle's table

without a knowledge of the multiplication table, but that

would scarcely be a good way to teach multiplication. The

book might not be handy. So, too, the formulae of algebra

and calculus are given in the text books, but a student would

have little facility who required the use of the book every

time he wished a formula. To increase facility the funda-

mental formulae of each subject must be committed.

The courses which follow the calculus, requiring applica-

tions of calculus, must be expected to allow some time for

showing the application to the particular problem. The

course is theoretical mechanics offers a wide variety of ap-

plications of calculus. This course should be a course in the

17
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application of mathematics, and sufficient time given to make

it so. It should be a problem course and given by the depart-

ment of mathematics. Here all subjects of mathematics are

applied in every combination making a very fine course to

increase the facility of the student in application.

It would also be very desirable to give a course in ap-

plied mathematics, using Perry's book perhaps, in the senior

year, after the student had some knowledge at least of the

terms of the subjects to which the applications are made.

Such a course could be given by an engineer who would

teach the mathematics rather than the engineering side, or by

a mathematician who thoroughly understood the engineering

side of the problems. It should be almost exclusively a prob-

lem course.

By Professor E. F. Chandler. University of North Dakota.

Unless mathematical enthusiasts, students fail to gain

a working knowledge of calculus if it is taught chiefly from

the theoretical side with elaborate logical explanations and

proofs of every process. They need, first, last, and continu-

ously, abundant drill in the easiest possible numerical or con-

crete problems and applications, the simpler and the more

numerous the better. Let the theoretic side—which will of

course be carried to great lengths by the few who ultimately

will reach real proficiency as mathematicians—be given only

the second attention by the average member of the cclass.

Thus the majority of a class can gain at least a reasonable

promptness and assuredness in the simpler applications of or

uses of calculus; whereas otherwise most of them would

leave the subject with no more than a confused recollection of

unintelligently performing certain processes, deducing cer-

tain results, or carrying through certain long chains of sym-

bols to a complicated conclusion merely by copying or repro-

ducing the typography of the textbook.

By Professor L. G. Carpenter, Colorado State Agricultural

College.

It is undoubtedly true that a very small percentage of

the students in the engineering course are able to apply
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their knowledge of calculus and solve simple, practical

problems. A corresponding statement is true of students

in any other line, as for instance, in language. The ques-

tion seems to me to be one partly of teaching. My obser-

vation and experience of mathematical teaching is that a

discussion of theory is confusing. It can best be taken up
after a familiarity with rules of application. A pupil can
follow the rules in the extraction of square or cube root

probably best if he does not know his reason for each step

and so a person may apply logarithms if he does not know
how logarithms are computed. A person may get great

benefit from a bicycle without being able to demonstrate the

principle of the gyroscope. It seems to me that there is

too much time taken in elementary instruction in discussing

theories and principles rather than making a student famil-

iar with the processes. My observation is that until after

the mechanical presentation becomes familiar enough to be

grasped easily and with certainty, the discussion of princi-

ples serves as a distraction and is apt to prevent ease in

operations forever after.

In the case of calculus the subject is taken up in a

relatively mature stage and undoubtedly some simple dis-

cussion of principle is needed. For that purpose the infini-

tesimal method seems to be better adapted to the work
than the method of limitations.

It is not surprising that the use of calculus as a tool

is not more commonly made. The applications are usually
of a simple character and the very simplicity of the appli-

cations is a stumblingblock to the ordinary student. It is

not the fault of the calculus or teaching so much as it may
be the difficulties of the human mind. In the teaching of

calculus, it would seem that some applications might be
made but the risk is that the presentation of applications

will brinsr in outside questions and will presuppose an out-

side knowledge that the student may or may not have.

Thus, as is well known, a great deal of the difficulty in alge-

bra in the statement of problems, is in obtaining a clear
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conception of the conditions which are not mathematical.

After the problem is reduced to the form of an equation

the solution is relatively easy. The difficulty is in the clear

cut understanding outside the calculus proper. If a book of

problems on application could be had and the applications

made in many simple cases it might act suggestively to the

student and aid him in seeing what might be done in other

cases.

The fault seems to be that of clearness of thinking, it

is always a surprise and pleasure to see what simple means

the master of a subject uses. As in methods of calculus

such as Newton, MacLaurin or De l'Hopital or in the

sciences in the classic memoirs of Wells or Franklin, it is

in the clearness of conception rather than in the apparatus.

So with our engineering students and calculus. Giving them

the application without giving a corresponding clear con-

ception of the problems will be of comparatively little use.

As is well known the clear and definite statement of

the proposition means the work is mostly done.

By Professor Charles Puryear, Texas A. and M. College.

The testimony of employers of graduates of engineering

schools shows that the graduate, when he first enters into

practical work, is awkward and green; that he lacks the

intimate acquaintance with practical methods and details

which is essential to his efficiency. But it shows also that

the well-trained graduate readily adapts himself to his work,

and that after he masters the practical details, he becomes

a more valuable man than one of equal native ability who
has not had the training given in a technical school. So, m
passing from the study of the calculus in the mathematical

department, to its applications in the engineering department,

the student is awkward and green. I believe this condition

can be improved in two ways. In the first place, the instruc-

tor should keep in mind the fact that his students are studying

mathematics largely on account of its applications; he

should accordingly acquaint himself with the nature of the

work in the technical departments and teach his subject
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with reference to its applications in the other departments

—going to the extent of supplementing the text by exercises

taken from texts on engineering subjects.

In the second place the instructor in the technical de-

partments should recognize the fact that even students who
excell in mathematics are not able readily to apply their

knowledge to their work in other lines. The notation is

generally different from that to which they have been ac-

customed; the variables are not always x's and y's and
the constants frequently have a strange look. I think it

is the duty of the instructor in engineering subjects to keep

posted as to what is going on in the mathematical depart-

ment and to act as a sort of copula, connecting the student's

knowledge of pure mathematics and the methods of apply-

ing that knowledge. When discussing a problem involving

an application of the calculus, aid the student's memory just a

little
—'

' give him a start, " by a word or two on the formula or

equation from calculus which is about to be applied—quoting

it if necessary in the form which it is given in the text used by
the student.

I believe it wise to omit some portions of the calculus

and to concentrate the work on a more limited field. I

would omit the discussion of parameters, indeterminate

forms other than 0/0, the treatment of maxima and minima
by Taylor's theorem; and would lay stress on the algebraic

and geometric meaning of the derivative; on the meaning
of dx and dy; on the discussion of the definite integral as

the limit of a sum, and as an area. In problems on maxima
and minima the student should be made to plot or, at least,

to sketch roughly, the curves of the functions. As to teach-

ing the subject "as arithmetic is taught", I believe that so

much of the theory as is undertaken should be taught

thoroughly, and with as much insistence or rigor of proof as is

consistent with the student's training and advancement.

After the student has had his first lesson in calculus,

I think he should devote, says, one-half a session, to the

study—in the department of mathematics—of its applica-
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tion to practical problems. Problems should be given of the

same kind as he will meet in the technical departments.

The notation should be that usually employed in works on

engineering subjects and the constants should have such

values as occur in engineering practice. Such a course

would serve as a general review of his mathematical studies

and as a connecting link between them and his work in the

technical departments.

"Is it desirable or necessary to give instruction in

other branches of higher mathematics to students in engi-

neering schools"? In my opinion, the course referred to

above as following the first course in calculus should in-

clude a few examples of differential equations bearing on

physical and engineering problems. The solution of these

should be given without going into the general subject of

differential equations. "When the condition of the curricu-

lum will permit, I think the engineering student should have

a course extending through one session, in analytic

mechanics. This might be given in the department of mathe-

matics perhaps more conveniently than in any other.

I do not think it wise to include in the prescribed cur-

riculum other branches of higher mathematics; but for

the exceptional student of decided mathematical tastes, the

opportunity ought to be offered of taking work of this kind

in addition to his required work.

By Professor A. H. Ford, University of Iowa.

"While mathematics as the philosophy of quantity and

space relations is of ancient origin its application as a tool

of the investigator in other lines is comparatively recent

;

dating in fact from the invention of accurate measuring

instruments. Natural conservatism has led teachers to in-

sist that mathematics be studied as a system of philosophy

and not as a tool having interesting applications. Even
where the solution of problems has been taught, the em-

phasis has been placed on the mathematical principles in-

volved and a number of problems given together, all of

which involve the same principle. The result of this is that
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the solution of the problem becomes to the student noth-

ing more than the substitution of quantities in a formula,

which is of no value whatever. The average engineer makes

little use of mathematics farther than the use of logarithms,

laid off on a stick (slide rule), plane trigonometry and a

little algebra. It is the opinion of the writer that this is

due to the fact that engineers are not taught to put prob-

lems into mathematical form and to interpret the results ob-

tained by mathematical transformation. The problems

which arise in practice are not classified and labeled accord-

ing to the mathematical rules involved; so it is not be won-

dered at that a person who has never solved problems ex-

cept as they were taken from the properly labeled compart-

ment is unable to recognize them by their characteristics.

When we wish to train a machine shop foreman we do

not begin by teaching him the theory of machine tool design

but we show him the various machine tools and what each

will do so that he can tell at a glance on which tool a given

piece of work can be done in the shortest time with the

required degree of accuracy. All engineers will agree that

it would be absurd to teach a prospective shop foreman

the theory of machine design and neglect to teach him that

it is more economical to rough a shaft on an engine lathe

and finish it on a grinding lathe than to work it down from
the forging on the grinding lathe exclusively; yet that is

exactly the kind of teaching that we accept from the mathe-

matical departments of our engineering colleges, it being

very common to see calculations carried out to six places

when the assumption on which they are based are accurate

to two places only. It will be noted that the word practice

which usually accompanies theory has been left out of the

foregoing when speaking of machine design. This was done
with a purpose, as the training mentioned was that required

by a foreman and not a machine designer tho it is recog-

nized that a man having training along both lines might

be more valuable than one trained along one line only.

Similarly it might be to advantage to a man to be trained
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as an engineer and a mathematical philosopher, one with

ability to carry on mathematical research, but shortness of

life and differences in mental characteristics preclude such

a possibility except in rare instances.

It seems to the writer that the time has come when
those who shape engineering courses should cease to accept

the traditional mathematical training based on the idea that

all should be mathematical philosophers to a degree in order

to develop their powers for exact reasoning and insist that

the idea in teaching mathematics shall be their use in the

solution of problems.

By Mr. T\\ K. Palmer. Kansas City. Mo.

The average course of instruction in calculus in engi-

neering institutions is almost wholly unfitted to benefit the

student at all directly. In my judgment, the fault lies in

the fact that, most of the professors of mathematics con-

ducting such courses are not. themselves, men of engineering

training and do not look at the subject as one having a

practical bearing, but rather, as one affording a means of men-

tal discipline.

I do not believe that any specially prepared text-book

is necessary, or that engineering problems need be intro-

duced in a general course in calculus, but I do believe that

the professors who give instruction in calculus in engineer-

ing institutions, or anywhere, for that matter, should have

had engrineerins: training and experience and be able them-

selves to see the practical import of the principles studied.

I know that it is not difficult to make students see the use-

fulness of calculus or to make them enthusiastic over the

subject, if one has, himself, the proper appreciation of it.

By Professor C. Derleth. Jr., University of California.

1. I judge that not more than 20 per cent, of the stu-

dents in engineering schools who have completed the required

work in calculus are able to apply that knowledge to solve the

simpler practical problems.

2. Of the graduates of engineering schools receiving in-

struction in calculus, analytic mechanics, thermodynamics,
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hydraulics, structural analysis, etc., the following percentages

seem to me to use calculus as a tool; 5 per cent, readily, 25

per cent, with difficulty ; 70 per cent, not at all.

3. I do not think that the proportion of students who can

use their knowledge of the calculus is materially higher in

any one institution of this country than in other high grade

institutions. There is a slight difference where the instruction

in analytic mechanics is given by men trained as engineers;

instructors who are in sympathy with engineering applica-

tions. The danger to be most feared exists where instruction

in analytic mechanics is given by engineers not in sympathy

with theoretical analysis, men who gradually lose their grip

on the fundamental principles of the calculus and of the

theories of analytic mechanics.

4. I would omit from the engineering course in calculus

advanced theoretical applications which have no direct use

for under-graduate engineering courses. I would emphasize

theory always, but give to the problems an engineering flavor

whenever possible. The scope of the instruction in calculus

had better be limited so that the part covered would be thor-

oughly treated.

5. I consider a course in calculus, differential and in-

tegral, one year in length, three lectures per week, sufficient

for the average engineering student. This course should be

taken not later than the second or sophomore year. I hope

the time will come soon when calculus will be taught in the

first or freshman year of a four year engineering course. For

some engineering students, notably those following electrical

and mechanical engineering, a course in differential equations

and allied problems is useful, so that they may follow more

intelligently their studies in electricity and thermodynamics.

Such a course should be given not later than the third year,

preferably in the second year, of a four year engineering

course. Two lectures per week for one term is sufficient.

Courses in calculus should be under the direction of the

department of mathematics. That department should secure

men in sympathy with engineering problems. They should be
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mathematicians. But the average student cannot hope to

benefit from mathematical instruction unless other depart-

ments later build upon the earlier training. The departments

of mechanics and engineering should impress the value of the

calculus by daily applications, using it as a tool for design

problems; for example, in the analysis for stresses in beams,

for problems in torsion, for stresses in hoops, in guns, etc. In

any branch of engineering other and more involved problems

may be stated.

6. I have referred to this question in connection with

the study of differential equations, etc. ; see No. 5.

Conclusions:—It is my opinion that engineering schools

offer too many differentiated and specialized courses. A stu-

dent takes, for example, the mining course and immediately

upon graduation begins to follow civil engineering. Engi-

neers sometimes become lawyers. An electrical or mechanical

student will start as a surveyor and enter railroad work. "We

should place more emphasis upon general basic training in

physics, chemistry, drawing and mathematics. If engineer-

ing schools must be limited to a four-year course, and if en-

trance requirements force calculus to the second or sophomore

year, then I favor increased time for physics, chemistry,

mathematics, analytic mechanics, at the expense of advanced

design subjects, now crowded into the junior and senior years.

We should insist upon giving students fundamental subjects.

"We would make no mistake by forcing them to study some

language, history and economics while in college. In the uni-

versity, students should study those things that their later

engineering employers are unable or unwilling to impart.

Engineering educators I fear are making mistakes when they

devote too much time to applications which the student must

Ifam far better in the field after graduation. I abhor "prac-

tical" and "lantern slide" courses.

A five- or six-year engineering course with a proper

standard for entrance requirements, alone, can provide the

necessary time and opportunity for a fuller representation of

basic, theoretical, applied and design engineering studies.
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By Professor A. E. Waynes, University of Minnesota.

The time usually given to this subject is inadequate for

either a "highly theoretical treatment" of the subject or for

a thorough treatment of its practical side. My experience

leads me to believe that the ordinary student will not learn

to intelligently and readily use the calculus as a tool, in less

than two years, with the time which is ordinarily devoted to

it. In trying to overcome in part this difficulty of the short-

ness of time, it has been my custom to devote one hour per

week out of the four or five hours per week given to this sub-

ject, to a discussion of its practical applications, illustrating

by the solution of the simpler problems of analytical geom-

etry, physics and mechanics. The student is required to take

notes of these lectures and is given a problem or two, at the

close of each lecture, to be solved independently if at all. and

reported upon before the next lecture, extra credit being

given for such work. These notes are reported at the end of

each semester and count one-fourth or one-fifth, as the case

may be, of the average daily marking.

Several questions in the final examination require famil-

iarity with these notes. Thus there is a triple incentive, at

least, for keeping these notes with care and in learning to

accurately apply the principles of which they treat. Occa-

sionally, where the discussion of some theoretical part of the

calculus seems advisable, the time of a lecture is given to this

purpose.

My experience has been such as to convince me of its

benefits to the student, and, were the time for this study ex-

tended, I should use it in the same way, rather than to post-

pone all applications to a time following the study of the

theory. In other words, so far as is practicable, I would en-

courage the use of the calculus from the beginning to the end

of the course. The more careful, continuous practice one has

in using the calculus, the more sure will he be to employ it

readily in investigations and in practical applications. One
has not learned a language until he thinks in that language,

and can express his thoughts accurately by means of it. It
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is equally true of the language of this highly useful and
widely practical subject.

By Professor H. Y. Benedict. University of Texas.

An examination of a multitude of texts in several lan-

guages, a careful consideration of the applications of mathe-

matics to engineering problems, and an experience of eleven

years in attempting to teach elementary calculus to engineer-

ing and college students have led to the following opinions,

which, in order to save time, are stated somewhat dogmatic-

ally.

1. The best way to teach calculus, and the topics pre-

paratory to it, to engineering students is also the best way to

teach it to general students. Most of the desirable reforms

now being urged in the teaching of mathematics involve the

elimination of unnecessary abstractness and premature rigor,

and an increasing attention to eoncreteness. clearness, and

applicability. Differences arising from studying mathematics

for engineering purposes and studving it for its own sake do

not amount to much until the senior year and later.

2. Elementary calculus rounds out and might be even

said to complete the previous work in mathematics, which

previous work, barring a little of arithmetic, algebra, and

trigonometry, is best taught to all classes of students as

definitely preparatory to the calculus. Elementary topics,

which have no particular intrinsic value and which are not

used in the first-year calculus should be discarded. Admission

to the curriculum is a question of relative not of absolute

values.

In this connection I venture to criticise the formulation

of the algebra requirements in the ''Report on Entrance Re-

quirements. '

' Of what particular use to the ordinary student

of mathematics in high school or college are such subjects as

highest common divisor and least common multiple? Are

not "complex fractions" and "radicals" vastly overdone in

our algebras? In the "advanced algebra" what justification

other than habit is there for the insertion of determinants,

infinite series, and undetermined coefficients, binomial theorem
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for any index, and much of what is called the theory of

equations? These topics are beset with theoretical pitfalls,

lie aside from the main line of physical mathematics and are

more difficult than the beginnings of the calculus itself.

3. The proper teaching of the calculus is inextricably

bound up with the teaching of arithmetic, algebra and anal-

ytics. Together these four topics form a closely related body

of knowledge and might go into one book without any undue

discontinuities being evident. In arithmetic as the student

advances greater and greater use of algebra should be made ; in

algebra, greater and greater use of analytics and calculus.

The elements of these higher topics should be given earlier in

order to afford the student ample time to absorb the funda-

mental ideas.

4. In the preparatory work at the appropriate places,

simple algebra should be introduced to aid in the solution of

arithmetic problems. As the student advances the percentage

of algebra in his work should increase but there should always

be a frequent arithmetization of algebraic formulas and re-

sults. Algebra and arithmetic should go hand in hand as-

sisting each other, not sadly and unnaturally divorced as is

now too often the case. In geometry also, in place of the

segment A B and angle A C B we should freely use algebra

and speak of the segment x and the angle a. The early

introduction of the graph will also further unite arithmetic,

algebra and geometry. In this way the fundamental topics

in elementary algebra, such as addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, division, fractions, simple and simultaneous equations

of the first and second degree in not more than two variables,

ratio, proportion, and the progressions can be concretely and

effectively covered.

The graph leads naturally to the idea of the variable,

thence to modes of variation, zero and infinity, identities, in-

equalities, and equations. Each of these matters finds

abundant illustration in elementary trigonometry which

should be given as a part of geometry and divorced from

logarithms. Using the graph and much arithmetic the ad-
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vanced algebra should give details concerning identities,

equivalent equations and inequalities, simultaneous equations,

rational integral equations (omitting much of the traditional

matter on the cubic and higher equations).

Before treating logarithms a study of approximations

and approximation processes should be made. The method

of double position, errors, effect of errors in data on results,

''control" of the error, approximate plots, principle of pro-

portional parts, and the geometric representation of errors

should be treated in some detail. Frequent use of Ax and

Ay should here be made, but limits should be carefully

avoided. Logarithms and the logarithmic curve beautifully

illustrate these approximation results, bringing to bear much
numerical illustration. Logarithms can at once be used to

solve various trigonometric and compound interest problems.

The best road to the derivative is paved with finite differences,

amply illustrated arithmetically.

Approximation processes having prepared concretely the

way, limits, and the limit of Ay/Ax can be taken up, the

derivative defined and applied in simple cases to slopes,

maxima and minima, derivatives of identical expressions, bi-

nomial theorem, velocity and acceleration.

Using these results, a fair treatment of analytics can now
be given. In this way by the time the student is ready to be-

gin calculus in earnest he has been familiar for some time with

the ideas of constant, variable, dependent variable and rate

of variation.

A few recent texts by competent authors show a marked

tendency to follow the above outline. A little more pressure

from the applied side will get excellent texts from the mathe-

maticians.

5. The above outline includes "Topic 1" at least in

part, of Professor Huntington's "Preliminary Report."

His other topics, which cover the field admirably, I should

put in the order 1, 3, 2, 4, reducing all questions of double

limits to an irreducible minimum. Taylor's Theorem should

be given late in the course, in closed form, and infinite series
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should not be introduced at all unless more calculus is given

than is usually included in a first-year course. These funda-

mental topics covered, other topics can be treated in propor-

tion to their importance in the engineering applications.

As in the preparatory work, arithmetic, algebra and

geometry should go hand in hand and practical applications

much emphasized. But engineering students should be made
to understand the fundamentals above listed and should not be

allowed to treat the processes as mere rules to get results.

Unless a student understands thoroughly the calculus method

of getting say, a moment of inertia, the mere integration

process is of no use to him, for he can get the moment of

inertia more accurately and just as intelligently out of a

manufacturer's handbook. In calculus, engineering students

need the fundamental ideas more than they need manipulative

skill in getting results.

By Professor V. Karapetoff, Cornell University.

The following outline was prepared by the writer at the

request of the electrical engineering department of Sibley

College. The lecture was delivered to the juniors in mechani-

cal and electrical engineering. At the suggestion of the

secretary it is submitted as part of the symposium on Mathe-

matics.

what a senioe in engineering ought to know
about mathematics.

'

Outline

1. Fluency in ordinary mathematical transformations

and calculations. College examination problems in ele-

mentary mathematics are recommended for practice (College

Entrance Examination Board, Examination Questions in

Mathematics. Ginn & Company; 25 cts.).

2. Algebra. The solution of simultaneous and quad-

ratic equations. Go back to your text-book and solve a num-
ber of problems on these topics. Theory and practical use

of common and natural logarithms. Logarithms of quanti-

ties with negative and fractional exponents, and of quantities
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less than unity. A familiarity with complex quantities will

help greatly in the understanding of the theory of alternat-

ing currents.

3. Trigonometry. Definition of sine, cosine, tangent,

cotangent; the fundamental relations between these quanti-

ties, and the limits within which they vary. Functions of

the sum and of the difference of two angles. The simplest

cases of the solution of triangles. Solve a number of exam-

ples on these topics from your old text-book on trigonometry.

4. Differential Calculus. A clear understanding of the

process of differentiation, in the sense of finding the rate of

change of a function with respect to the independent varia-

ble. Become absolutely sure in the differentiation of simple

algebraic expressions, and of those involving sines, cosines,

and logarithms. Maxima and minima of functions of one

variable.

5. Integral Calculus. A clear understanding of the

operation of integration, in the sense of finding the area of a

curve, and also as anti-derivative. Make clear to yourself

the meaning of the limits of integration, and of the constant

of integration. Acquire fluency in the integration of simple

algebraic expressions, and of those containing sines and

cosines.

5. Application of mathematics to mechanics and phys-

ics. Go over your text-books of physics and mechanics, and

select topics which involve a considerable use of mathematics.

Solve the most important problems in these topics, paying

the principal attention to the mathematical methods em-

ployed, rather than to the physical side of the questions.

This will be a valuable preparation for the application of

mathematics to engineering.

General Remarks

1. Do not try to cover too much in the above outlined

program. Select a topic in which you are particularly inter-

ested, or in which you feel particularly deficient, and go over

it carefully, before beginning the next topic. One subject in
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mathematics studied thoroughly will give you more insight

into the general mathematical method than a large field

covered in a superficial way, and only half understood.

Many troubles in the understanding of the calculus have

their origin in insufficient preparation in elementary mathe-

matics. Therefore, it is advisable to review the principal

parts of algebra and trigonometry before reviewing the

calculus.

2. Having selected a topic, begin its study by solving a

considerable number of problems, so as to acquire a fluency

in applications. Refer back to theory only in so far as you

find difficulties in the solutions of the problems, or in under-

standing the reasons for certain relations.

3. Seaver's Mathematical Handbook (McGraw, $2.50)

will be found a convenient reference book for all the above-

mentioned topics in elementary mathematics and in calculus.

Xo proofs are given in this book, but only the principal

formulae and rules, arranged in a way convenient for ready

reference. A somewhat larger book is that by J. Claudel

—

Handbook of Mathematics (McGraw, $3.50).

•4. Those particularly interested in application of

mathematics to engineering will find a large number of

engineering problems with solutions in the following dorks:

F. M. Saxelby. A Course in Practical Mathematics

(Longmans, $2.25). See in particular the examination papers,

beginning on p. 396. This book is particularly recommended
for home study.

F. Castle. A Manual of Practical Mathematics (Mac-

Millan, $1.50).

R. G. Blaine. The Calculus and its Application (Van-

Nostrand. $1.50).

John Perry. Calculus for Engineers (Longmans, $2.50).

5. Every year some seniors have difficulty in grasping

the theoretical subjects in engineering simply because of in-

sufficient preparation in mathematics. They fail in spite of

diligent work, because there is no time during the college year

to devote to review of mathematics. It is therefore urgently
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recommended that those who feel deficient in mathematics go

over the subject during the summer before the senior year.

Poor preparation in mathematics will not only be not consid-

ered an excuse for unsatisfactory work in engineering subjects,

but. on the contrary, may seriously interfere with graduation.

Review Questions

(From Saxelby's book, mentioned above)

1. Find the values of x and y which satisfy the equations

y = 3.r-f2 and </
2=3+2x2

2. In Beauchamp Tower's experiments on friction it was

found that the coefficient of friction in a certain bearing "was

.0021 when the speed was 157 ft. per minute, and .0036 when

the speed was 119 ft. per minute. If the friction varies as some

power of the speed, find this power.

3. From the deck of a ship the elevation of the top of a

mountain is 16 c
. and from the masthead it is 14 =

. The mast is

120 ft. high. Find the height of the mountain above the deck.

1. An open tank is to be constructed of sheet iron with

a square base and vertical sides, so as to contain 1 cubic ft. of

water. Find the width and depth so that the least possible

quantity of sheet iron may be used.

5. A gas expands isothermally. that is to say. according

to the law pv = const. "When the volume is 2 cu. ft. the pres-

sure is 2116 lbs. per sq. ft. Find the work done as the gas ex-

pands to fill a volume of 5.5 cu. ft.

By Dean Chas. H. Benjamtn, Purdue University.

The questions propounded by the president were submitted

to a conference of the engineering and mathematical faculties

of Purdue University and conclusions are given as follows:

At Purdue instruction in calculus, analytic geometry and

algebra is given four hours per week throughout the sopho-

more year, and calculus, including some differential equations,

series, approximation methods, and solid analytic geometry

two hours per week during the junior year. In calculus a

great deal of emphasis is put on the mastery of the mechanical
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processes of differentiation and integration and on the setting

up and solution, as applications of calculus, of problems in

geometry, physics, mechanics, etc. Under the circumstances

which obtain here, we feel that either increased concentration

or omission of the theoretical treatment in instruction in

calculus would tend to decrease rather than increase the

efficiency. Our students are weak not so much in the ability to

use calculus as a tool as in the ability to recognize and isolate

the essential data of a problem, translate the conditions from

English into the language of mathematical equations, and

select the best tool to use in their solution, i. €.. in the analytic

power which comes from the assimilation by the student of

analytical demonstrations made by others, constant attempts

to analyze new problems for himself, and the consequent

maturity of mind. As to additional time for instruction we
believe that in our case one hour a week should be added to the

junior course in mathematics for additional work in differ-

ential equations, approximation methods, least squares, etc. The
three-hour course can be made twice as efficient as a two-hour

course. A laboratory course in computation in the last half of

the freshman or the first half of the sophomore year is very

desirable. This should also be in charge of a man of thorough

mathematical training who has also had practical experience

in computing in scientific work. More work in differential

equations is desirable, the problems to be selected with special

reference to the actual application to be made in the engineer-

ing subjects of the junior and senior years.

By Professor P. F. Walker. University of Kansas.

I wish to make clear at the beginning that I believe mathe-

matics to be something more than a mere tool for the engineer,

and that the calculus does its part in the development of the

reasoning powers of the student. Farther than this, the

acquisition by the student of the mathematical spirit and sense

is a matter not to be overlooked, and the opportunities for the

inspiration to be gained as one catches a glimpse of the broad

field of research opened up by a fully rounded course in the

calculus should not be denied our men who are developing for
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many and varied lines of activity. If there is anything worth

while in this idea, then it follows that nothing should be

omitted which contributes to a logical development of the

subject, within the available limits of time. For the same

reasons calculus should be taught by mathematicians who are

real mathematicians, who are enthusiastic in believing their

subject to be worth while for its own sake. With this view,

appropriate emphasis on certain portions of the usual course

is entirely compatible, and the whole problem reduces to the

selection of the proper points upon which to lay emphasis. It

is not one of absolute omission. Where, then, should the

emphasis be laid ?

In answering this question, with the requirements of the

engineer in mind and considering the time usually given to the

subject, there can be no doubt that particular stress should

be laid on the general processes of differentiation and integra-

tion, especially on definite integrals. Following these I would

mention the treatment for maxima and minima with extensive

applications; successive differentiation and partial deriva-

tives ; applications to plane curves, integral curves, and series

with expansion of functions. One portion only of the work

will I mention as not being profitably considered in extensive

detail, and that is the treatment of rational fractions and the

reduction formulae. Most equations met with are readily

integrated either directly or by trigonometric substitution and

there is no good reason for extensive work in a branch of the

subject which falls immediately into disuse and probably will

be lost altogether. I would not, however, leave the student

entirely without instruction in this division of the subject, if

time allows it to be given.

The emphasizing of any particular division of the work is

accomplished, in the main, by means of applications and

special problems, and the question of increased efficiency in

teaching calculus is all included in the selection and effective

use of problems and special exercises. It is by means of these

that students get a grasp of the subject and learn to make use

of the principles previously demonstrated. This has been
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given much attention by the mathematical instructors at the

University of Kansas, and we believe that a larger proportion

of our upper class students are able to make effective use of the

calculus than is indicated by many of the replies given to the

first of the questions propounded by the president.

There must be many different opinions as to what special

exercises are appropriate and it is very easy to go extremes.

It is a matter which the mathematician should handle, but

before preparing such exercises he should have a complete and

sympathetic view of the future work of the engineer—a view

which comes from actual contact. The substance of every

exercise should be such that the mathematical element is para-

mount, and most assuredly such that the instructor need not

lay aside his mathematics and go to teaching the physical

sciences. The student is studying calculus, not physics, chem-

istry, mechanics, and thermodynamics, all at the same time.

and the applications must be those for which a mathematical

explanation is sufficient to give an adequate understanding of

the principles involved. There are many forms of such exer-

cises available, such as velocity and acceleration curves, plane

areas, volumes, centers of gravity, moments of inertia and

centers of fluid pressure which involve only simple laws of

physics or purely mathematical concepts. The efficient

instructor can convince his students of the value of calculus

without going farther into the realms of the physical sciences,

the tendency of which is to divert the mind of the student and

lead him to form a narrow view of the usefulness and purposes

of the subject.

In brief. I believe that the improvement of direct calculus

teaching will be brought about by the mathematical instructors

themselves when they have studied the ground over which

their students must travel and teach with emphasis placed on

the proper points.

Farther, I believe that the time usually allowed for the sub-

ject is sufficient, understanding this to be about eight semester-

hours, and that all this should be in the sophomore year where

mechanics is given in the junior year. "Work on calculus should
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be continued, however, by its very liberal use in mechanics,

thermodynamics, designing, and wherever else possible. The

results observed, and believed by us to be good, at the Univer-

sity of Kansas, are due in large measure to the extensive

applications of calculus in the teaching of mechanics. "With

the fundamental principles established, and a good training

in the forming of equations acquired in the mathematical

classes, the applications to the advanced special sciences may
best be made under the instruction of the specialists in those

lines, and thereby the student's hold on the calculus will be

clinched in a way that will offer the least likelihood of

slipping.

By Mr. E. T. Taxxatt, Spokane, Wash.

In too many of our colleges calculus is taught as pure

mathematics, without indicating any method of practical

application. The value of differentiation and integration, as

applied to engineering, is not sufficiently developed to make it

workable. To the astronomer and the student of pure

mathematics, a considerable portion of such a training in

calculus will prove of interest and value, which the engineer

may never realize. The latter may never use the study after

leaving the class room. Calculus should be taught to the

engineering student, not by the mathematician, but by the

engineer, and when the course is finished the professors in

mechanics, physics, hydraulics and similar advanced studies,

should cultivate the seed until it produces a crop capable of

reproducing itself. From my experience in practical life,

and in four years of teaching, I have formed the opinion that

one of the principal reasons why calculus is so thoroughly

disliked by the average student, is that it is taught to him from

the standpoint of pure mathematics. The courses in which

the mathematics should be applied either afford an oppor-

tunity for the cultivation of mathematical gymnastics, or else

shun the calculus as much as possible. I have noted the same

effect where trigonometry was taught by the mathematician,

and have seen the resulting difficulties when the student took

up railway engineering.
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If the advanced mathematics must be taught by the pro-

fessional mathematician, he should at least bend from his

ideals sufficiently to consult with the engineering professors

and embody more of their practical ideas. Generally, how-

ever, he feels that he is degrading either himself or his pro-

fession by bringing his work down to the practical, or by

accepting the advice of professors in other courses.

The value of calculus I saw illustrated while teaching at

the Montana State College. A certain teacher had held that

calculus was not essential to an engineering course and it was

almost eliminated from the course. For the same reason

professor in physics had been compelled to omit considerable

from the work of his advanced classes. In the study of engi-

neering instruments, the theory of the planimeter was omitted,

the student being simply informed how to use the instrument.

As a result the graduates were not able to do the most simple

practical problem involving the study of calculus. I saw the

danger of this procedure and the course was immediately

revised. Modern languages, save English, were eliminated

from the course, and a full year was given to calculus. This

was followed by the theory of least squares, and in the

advanced studies calculus was used as much as possible. The

professor in calculus drew upon the classes in physics, mech-

anics, hydraulics and structural design for practical problems

for his classes. The result was remarkable, both for the

increased strength given to the other classes and for the

interest taken in calculus itself. The students recognized its

value and went to work to win. Among the faculty it was

generally believed that if a student stood well in calculus and

physics, he would probably do so also in the engineering

courses. Improvement was noted in the graduates and I have

since watched these who have completed the course of later

years, and all are doing well and occupying positions ahead of

the average. I do not say that this is all to be credited to the

calculus and the change in the course, but I do know that

calculus gives opportunity for the mental training which is

claimed for the languages, and I consider is a better training
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for the engineer than any course in languages can possibly be.

The study can also be made as interesting and practical as any

in the course.

By Deax C. H. Crouch. State University of North Dakota.

My experience as a student studying calculus was that I was

so crowded that I did not have time to ponder over the subject

and allow it to become assimilated and a part of my system.

I had all I could do to get my lessons without giving thought

as to their practical application. I received a good ground-

ing in the subject, for I had a good instructor, but I never

felt satisfied with my mastery of it. True. I had but little

difficulty in handling my mechanics or thermodynamics, but

I felt when I studied these subjects that I had missed a great

deal, while studying calculus, by not having had my attention

called to at least a few practical applications to simple

problems. I think perhaps my experience with calculus was

more satisfactory than was that of many others, for mathe-

matics was easy for me. I had but little trouble in solving

my problems but I fear that I often solved them in a mech-

anical way, following a rule rather than reason, a method

never satisfactory to me. My experience in teaching mech-

anics, themodynamics and machine design indicates that there

is a marked tendency for students to solve their problems in

this way. They can differentiate or integrate an equation.

but they do it mechanically. They have learned to substitute

in formulae without understanding the formulae or being able

to develop them. This process gives the results, therefore

many of the students are satisfied. I would rather cover a

few essentials thoroughly than to cover double the ground

touching only the "'high spots.'* If the students have

mastered the essentials and have been taught how to intelli-

gently apply these principles (not formula? la the solution of

difficult engineering problems they will have learned to think

independently. In general the students are not taught to

think independently. This was the case twenty years ago

when I was in college and I surmise it is true to a considerable

extent to-dav. My suggestion, not as a teacher of mathe-
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matics, but as one who has to do with the intelligent use of

the students' training in mathematics and physics in the

advanced engineering subjects, is that it might stir up the

student's interest in calculus and give him a new insight into

the subject if he were given a glimpse of the field of practical

application by the solution of practical rather than of purely

theoretical problems.

By Professor George F. Swain, Harvard University.

My views with reference to the teaching of mathematics

have been often expressed, and are probably well known to

members of the Society. I do wish to emphasize once more,

however, what seems to me to be the desirability of abandon-

ing any "highly theoretical treatment of the subject" and

laying the emphasis on practical applications. It seems to me
to be a fundamental principle in education that any subject

should be taught in such a way as to give the power to use it.

I am frequently surprised to find teachers for whose opinions

I hold the greatest respect, expressing the view that mathe-

matics should be taught to engineering students, who expect

to make use of the subject in their daily lives, in a different

way from the way in which it is taught to college students who
do not expect to use it and who take the course for mental

discipline. In my opinion, this subject, and every subject,

should be taught in practically the same way to all students,

the object being to give power to use. The engineering

student must be able to use his mathematics, and he must

therefore study the subject with a view to that use; but he

must also be able to use the subject intelligently, not by rule-

of-thumb methods simply; he must know the reasons as well

as the use. To advocate teaching the use of mathematics

simply as a system of rules without understanding, would

of course be preposterous. The college student does not

expect to use much of his mathematics after he leaves the

school. He takes the subject for mental discipline. But

mental discipline will not be obtained by studying the sub-

ject, or any other subject, in a way which is so vague that the

power to use is not acquired.
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It would seem, therefore, if the above statements are correct,

that those who conceive that the two classes of students should

be taught in different ways, must either assume that engineer-

ing students are to be taught to use mathematics without being

able to use it intelligently, or else that college students will

gain discipline by studying the subject in a way which leaves

them without any power of using what they have studied.

This is the dilemma, upon one horn or the other of which

those who take this view must be impaled. The same thing

holds true for history, language, or any other subject of

instruction. It does not seem that much discipline would be

gained by studying language in a way which would confine

the education to etymology and rules of grammar, but would

give no power to read, write, or speak the language. On the

other hand, to teach language in a way which would merely

give some power to speak or to read without a knowledge of

the grammar, would be a rule-of-thumb procedure and would

never lead to thoroughness. Likewise, the student of history

who simply gains from his course a collection of facts without

any power to apply them in guiding his daily life, without

learning lessons which will enable him to be a better citizen,

to vote more intelligently, to see large tendencies or move-

ments, is getting merely a husk without the kernel.

The dictum that ''knowledge is power," is one of the most

mischievous of popular fallacies. Some of the most learned

men have little power, and some of the most powerful men
have little learning. Knowledge is not power; it is the ability

to use knowledge which gives power. The emphasis is on

the use, not on the knowledge. The man who can use knowl-

edge will be powerful to that extent, whether the knowledge is

his own or somebody else's. A man, no matter how learned,

who cannot put his knowledge to use, is powerless. If the

above views are correct, mathematics, as well as other subjects.

should be taught in the same way to all students. Of course,

the particular topics covered might vary according to the

applications which were desired, but the method of teaching.

the emphasis, should be the same. It seems to me that one of
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the causes for the meagre results of mathematical teaching,

and indeed of all our teaching, is the fact that the student

does not perceive the possibility of application in his own
experience. Students are supposed to gain knowledge first

and find the uses for it afterward. The result is, that when
the necessity for use comes, the knowledge and the power to

use are not present. Applications should be sought within

the student 's own experience, so far as possible ; only in this

way will interest be awakened and real power gained.

By Professor Frank B. Williams, Clark College.

Biologists and psychologists have practically established the

fact that each man in his development goes through, in succes-

sion, all the stages of race development—very rapidly through

the stages of the lower animals and more slowly, after birth,

through the early stages of the human race. Modern peda-

gogy recognizes this principle and seeks the ''nascent stages"

in the child in order that the material presented at any period

may be that which interests the child at that time and that the

methods employed shall be as natural as possible.

In the development of mathematics and of science in general,

there has always been an inter-action (old and well established

theorems in mathematics being employed to develop and test

scientific results while new observations, new results, and the

necessity for new methods of work, have often brought to light

some new revolutionizing principle of mathematics).

Rene Descartes breaks away from the statical geometry of

the Greeks, and seeks a method whereby he may keep in touch

with a point as it moves along in a definite way, tracing out a

path, and express the condition under which it moves in the

form of an equation—and a new geometry is born.

Immediately after this comes Leibnitz, seeking to construct

the tangent at any point of a curve whose equation is given

and, conversely, to find the equation of the curve when the

slope of the tangent at any point is known, while Newton
stands grasping at the two great infinities of time and space

and laying hold of their infinitesimal parts—the whole mathe-

matical world "groaning and travailing" until the infinitesi-

mal calculus is born.
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If such has been the history of the development of these

masterful processes, should we not, as far as possible, make

the pupil reproduce this development, in his own experience ?

Should we not lead him to the point, in many interesting

problems, where he longs for and seeks some means whereby

he can obtain a much desired result and let him catch a faint

echo of the triumphant shout of the discoverer, and feel a

slight tremor of the thrill of satisfaction that fills the mind
of the true investigator, when the master key to these problems

is found?

To my mind, there should be no sharply defined lines in

mathematics. The development should proceed in a logical

systematic way by the introduction of carefully devised

problems or questions, whose solutions bring about in a

natural way those processes by which these problems are most

easily solved. Nothing, or no one, likes to follow the line of

least resistance more willingly than a college student and if

you can lead him to see that the processes of calculus and

analytic geometry will enable him to reach a desired result in

the easiest way he will not only maintain his interest in the

subject but will strive to be proficient in the technique. It

will not suffice, to tell him that this will be so, but he must be

led to find it out for himself.

The method of teaching mathematics which I advocate and

have been following for the past three years, is to start out

simply with the principles of analytical geometry, and then

gradually bring in, as a necessity, the elements of calculus,

theory of equations, Taylor's and Maclaurin's theorems, series,

etc. Thus, in this five-hour course in mathematics during the

freshman year the student not only learns the elements of both

differential and integral calculus, but he learns to pick up
these tools and use them whenever they will bring him the

results desired, most directly and most easily. To me there is

no virtue and no sense in making students solve a given

problem in a given way. Let him learn the usefulness of the

processes in arithmetic, algebra, geometry and calculus, and
train him to select his own method of attack on the problem.
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We cannot and should not attempt to teach calculus as arith-

metic is taught (especially, as it is taught at present) because

the true application of calculus cannot be made without an

intelligent insight into the meaning of the processes (except

in a few simple cases). The engineer, who says he can get

along without calculus, probably has to do so, but he could

get along more easily and could certainly get further along if

he could use it. It is no more senseless to use two or three

sheets of paper working out a problem by arithmetic when a

half sheet would suffice by using algebraic methods, than it is

to work all around a '"nutty" problem by approximations

and special devices of cut and try, when a single blow with a

calculus hammer would crack the nut.

The second year's work in mathematics, besides introducing

the analytic geometry of three dimensions, ought to consist

ch iefhj in applications of calculus methods to problems and the

further development of processes when necessary, and this

work be so coordinated with the work in physics, mechanics,

etc., that the different lines of work would support each other,

i. e., solutions of certain difficult problems in physics, mech-

anics, design, etc., being eagerly sought in the calculus class

while the classes in physics, mechanics, etc., are seeking always

to make use of calculus methods whenever these methods are

as good as any other or where they can be used to generalize a

specific result

—

never when they are inferior and not only

when they are superior, but whenever they are as good as any,

should they be used. My principle is to teach the student to

use always the tool that is most appropriate, and when there

is a choice, induce him to use the one with which he is least

familiar so that he may become skilled in the use of all.

The only additional time for instruction in calculus, that I

suggest is, that every instructor in every department, use

every opportunity to apply the methods of calculus to the solu-

tion of any problem where these methods are as good as any
other. The chief trouble has been that many instructors

themselves have been shaky in their use of calculus and have
avoided its use when possible.
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Somewhere, in the junior or senior year, a short course in

differential equations should be given in connection with the

solutions of certain physical problems and a short course in

"finite differences" in connection with the solution of differ-

ence equations and interpolation.

In the natural approach to the subject of infinitesimal

calculus, it seems much better to use at first some single symbol

as "D "x to denote the "derivative as to x" and llDxy" as the
'

' derivative of Y as to x, " and continue its use until the stu-

dent is perfectly familiar with the idea that this derivative is

the limit of the ratio of the change in Y to the change in X as

these changes approach zero

;

DXY= A lim [Ay/Ax].
x=0

The notion of "differential" is then introduced without

confusion as the principal part of the infinitesimal. (As, for

example, in Osgood's calculus.)

For simplicity I prefer also, to use Sx for the differential of

X, retaining the old form d/dx as an operator, d/dx= Dx ,

which is often more convenient.

In regard to symbols and terms in use, I should like to add

here one word in regard to the expression "polar coordi-

nates." Let us substitute the expression "vector coordi-

nates." "Vector" not only exactly represents the case—that

of a directed magnitude—but the student will be saved the

otherwise inevitable confusion in dealing with "poles and

polar." Let us not hold to old forms and operations when

better ones are available and I say, in conclusion, that no more

of theory should be given in the presentation of any process,

than enough to appeal to the careful, thoughtful student, to

convince him that the steps are correct, and make him feel

that the conclusions are accurate, reliable and usable.

By Professor Herbert E. Cobb, Levis Institute.

Every course in mathematics should increase the ability of

students to reason correctly, to solve any problem when it is

expressed in mathematical terms, and to obtain correct

results. Accuracy in numerical computation may be obtained
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by long continued drill; but how can a student reason

correctly if he does not understand thoroughly the funda-

mental principles of the subject? Increased efficiency in

instruction in calculus may be obtained by giving the student

a more thorough knowledge in a less extensive field. Omis-

sions can well be made in college algebra and trigonometry to

give time for problems involving derivatives; in analytic

geometry tangents should be found by the dy/dx method, so

that during the freshman year the student could gain a work-

ing knowledge of simple problems of differential calculus.

If you will pardon details I would like to state how one

teacher has increased the efficiency of his instruction. He
believes that it is of the utmost importance that the student

should know the real meaning of a derivative. At the first

recitation period the students are told to forget that they are

studying calculus, and to bear in mind that they are simply

solving problems which involve no mysterious processes. For

a week or two no text-books are used. Definite, concrete
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Similar problems involving triangles, circles, cubes, cones,

and so on, are solved, and such, problems as.
; "A man walks up

a path inclined 30 z
to the horizontal at the rate of 6 ft. per

second.: find his horizontal and vertical rate."" Simple

problems in maxima and minima are solved. As this work

goes on we gradually draw away from the concrete area,

volume, and so on, to the function itself, and use the

language of calculus. Moreover, as we go along it is seen

that we can write out a few derivatives without taking the

four steps, and that it would be a great convenience to have

some rules for writing the derivative of any function. Hence,

for three or fours weeks the entire time is given to the deriva-

tion of rules and drill in applying them. Then conies the

study of variables, functions, and the theory of limits in con-

nection with practical problems. Many students can tell

you that the derivative of sin x is cos x, but how many
can tell you how fast the sine of an angle is increasing if the

angle is increasing 5
: per second? In the applications of the

derivative and problems in physics and mechanics the

theoretical side is not emphasized: stress is placed on the

necessity of getting exact results and on methods of checking.

Integration is first considered as the inverse of differentia-

tion, and there is an extended drill in integrating simple

functions. In getting areas, volumes, and so on, a figure is

always sketched and the infinitesimal element indicated. The

integral is set up from the figure rather than from formula.

During the last six weeks most of the time is given to problems

—mean values, work, center of gravity, moment of inertia,

pressure of liquids, and problems involving differential

equations.

From year to year the tendency is to omit more and more

the applications to geometry, and to introduce to a greater

extent graphical methods and practical problems. "With

fewer topics and greater emphasis on fundamental notions,

the student gains a more complete mastery of the simpler

principles of calculus : and for the most part it is the simple

principles that the average engineer finds use for in his work.
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By Professor E. F. Chandler. University of North Dakota.
All engineering students spend a year, more or less, in the

study of calculus. If it be the general opinion that less than
ten per cent, of these are thereafter able to make use of
calculus, something must be wrong with our methods. It is

to be expected that there will be a considerable portion of

every class that will be at a loss if any application or new use

of their calculus is put before them ; faithful plodders ; they do
conscientious and correct work along often-trod paths, but are

not able to take the initiative, and wander helplessly when
attempting unexplored paths. But if the majority, or at least

the upper half, of the students, do not reach a better condi-

tion than this, it devolves upon us to devise suitable measures
for their relief.

Calculus may be taught as a subject in theoretical mathe-
matics, without application to or connection with the concrete,

and even without clear and definite illustration; or. on the

other hand, it may lie taught as an empirical subject, a mere
series of formulas or processes to be applied unreasoningly to

the solution of certain stated concrete problems. Is either of

these methods proper?

The first method may be held to be proper for students in

pure mathematics, in whom a spirit of enthusiasm for abstract

investigation can be aroused, but I am firmly of the opinion
that it is a sin to waste the time of a class of average engineer-
ing students by teaching from this viewpoint, for. although
they will go through the motions of attending class and prob-
ably will pass the examinations, their interest will not be
aroused, and many of them will gain absolutely nothing of
value from the study. To go to the other extreme and dis-

cuss the subject simply as a problem-solving device founded
on the arbitrary authority of certain text-books may be equally
vicious, but the "golden mean" is nearer this extreme than
the other. The ordinary text-book in calculus is written by a

mathematician, by one whose first interest is mathematics.
Every statement is fully proved with theoretical refinement,
and the resulting text-book is. from the mathematical stand-

19
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point, a logical and consistent whole. The teacher uses this

text and. from the heights of his superior knowledge, is able

to comprehend fully the beauties of the theory and philosophy

contained. E els :hat his work lacks foundation if the

student does not also perceive clearly the logical basis of the

subject: hence in teaching he places great emphasis on this

side and the other side may almost escape notice.

It is my belief that for engineering students | and perhaps

for all students), the ideal text-book for the first study of

calculus should be so arranged as to seem hardly more than a

syllabus, with a considerable number of illustrative examples

under each heading, and with a great variety of simple or

short practical problems attached. The theoretical basis of

the work, that is the derivations of the principles, the proof of

the formulas, and the philosophy of the process, may be expli-

citly inserted, but in a parenthetical manner. This theory

should not. ordinarily, be assigned for thorough study until

after simple applications and problems relating to one divi-

sion of the subject have been satisfactorily considered. Many
of the problems and applications should be as simple and con-

crete as possible. The work should be oral or mental as far

as possible, and it should be conducted at high speed. If

calculus is attacked in this way the really good students

acquire both the theory and the practice, and those who find it

agreeable to them will go further into theory. All. even the

poorest, will acquire a reasonable ability to use the methods

of calculus on simple problems. This will be much more

vaduable to them than a soon-forgotten knowledge of how to

reproduce in a parrot-like fashion the derivation of certain

formulas or processes.

Those of us who are teaching mathematics or writing mathe-

matical text-books were presumably of a mathematical tem-

perament at first. We have by yean of use acquired such

familiarity with the elementary principles of calculus that

re now intuitional, a sort of second nature. Thus often

we do not realize how strange, new and perplexing to the

average student some of the calculus ideas are. The best
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students have in their previous work already absorbed or
informally developed for themselves some of these ideas to a
slight extent; but to most of the class the ideas of differentia-
tion and derivative, of anti-derivative, integration, and limits
are strange and uncouth. For years they have been en^edm addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 111 of
their previous mathematical work has been built around these
four processes and their extensions, and dailv drill has given
them absolute familiarity and convenient rapidity When
the two entirely new processes of differentiation and integra-
tion are presented, the study merely of their philosophical
basis cannot put them into the student's equipment of working
tools: nor will he be profited by blindly following text-book
patterns and working out only a few long complicated prob-
lems. What he most needs is continuouslv repeated practice
in mental calculus, if it may be thus called, in exercises and
problems so short and simple that pencil need scarcelv be put
to paper except to note the final result. After each pro- as
has become familiar to him he is in a position to take up the
theory with benefit, and to undertake more complicated and
abstruse problems.

As an illustration of the above statements take the follow-
ing. The correct and prompt assignment of values to and use
of the limits (or • "end-values'") in integration is most essen-
tial. This topic is most clearly and graphicallv illustrated by
problems in areas and volumes, and the students ou-ht to
receive drill in applications to the simplest possible forms
such as cylinders, circles, triangles, and even rectangles.'
These should be repeated in many combinations and viewed
from every side, until the student's familiaritv with the proc-
ess is so complete that on this easy work his use of it has
become automatic. Then he will have no fear in attempting
more difficult applications; he will have a working knowledge
of the methods which will save him from disgracing himself
by apparent ignorance in later years.
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Oral Discussion at Madison Meeting.

Professor W. S. Franklin : I have had two experiences in

connection with the application of calculus in the last fifteen

years which are concrete and simple. Each year for a

number of years I have asked a group of junior students this

question: If I earn money at the rate of $2 per day for 10

days, I can find out how much money I have earned by multi-

plying $2 per day by 10 days, which makes 20 dollars. What
do you call this argument in calculus? Never once have I

found a single man ready with the answer : Integration ! I

have also asked these students : When does a growing tiling

reach its maximum size ? Just once I have received the

answer : When it stops growing. And yet ninety-five per

cent, of the men could have filled three ordinary blackboards

with algebraic developments relative to the maximum and
minimum values of a specified algebraic function.

Professor G-. E. Cbatburn : I am very much interested in

this subject, because I teach applied mathematics. I once

heard a man say, in one of Professor Davis 's seminars, that he

didn't know anything about algebra until be began to study

geometry, and about geometry until be began to study trigo-

nometry, and about trigonometry until he studied analytics,

and about analytics until he studied calculus, and about

calculus until he studied differential equations. There is

much truth in that. These subjects become real to us after

we commence to apply them. Then we know something about

them. In my work in mechanics, I attempt, whenever it is

simpler to use calculus, to use it. I do not insist that my stu-

dents shall use calculus, and make a hard problem out of a

simple one; but if the problem can be worked by the use of

calculus. I encourage them to use it.

Two incidents that illustrate my point of view are as fol-

lows : A young engineer was told by his chief to go out and

measure the flow of water from a certain spring. He had
forgotten the rule for weirs as he had been out of school some

time, so he started with first principles and finally figured out

the rule for a weir notch. Then with the aid of an axeman he
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built a dam and used his weir notch and got the rate of flow

of the water. After three quarters of a day he was able to

lay the results of his calculations before his chief. The chief

looked at the result and said, "Where did you get this?" He
replied,

'

' I worked it out.
'

' The chief said,
'

' Come with me, '

'

and as he passed the cook tent he grabbed a water bucket.

When he got to the spring he pushed the bucket down under

the stream, took out his watch, waited until the bucket was

full, noting the length of time required on a piece of paper.

The operation was repeated a couple of times to insure

accuracy. He got the flow of the water simply and without

the use of calculus. The young man said he never forgot that

lesson.

Another young man was set to work to find the center of

gravity of an irregularly shaped figure. He remembered the

theorem in graphical statics, and so he carefully plotted the

shape of his irregular figure, and by means of his theory

worked it out and found the center of gravity. The chief

looked it over, and asked him how he got it and how long he

had been at it. On hearing the reply he said, "Let me have

those shears." He took the shears and cut out the figure,

balanced it over his rule first in one direction then in another.

Pointing to the intersection of the two positions of the rule,

he said, "That is the center of gravity, near enough for this

office."

These illustrations show what I mean when I ask, "What is

the use of wasting time and money in tedious operation when

the work can be done by simpler operations ? '

' But I do say,

when an operation can be performed by calculus more simply

than by trigonometry, let it be performed by calculus.

A few days ago I applied a test to some of my students, by

asking, "What is the least force that can pull a given weight

along the floor, with a given coefficient of friction?" Four

or five solved the problem by assuming the weight to be pulled

by a string parallel with the floor. About forty per cent,

solved the problem by means of the calculus and the remainder

could do nothing with it. Four or five guessed that the string
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ought to pull at an angle whose tangent is the coefficient of

friction, or something of that sort. Again, in determining

the laws of a falling body, about half the class used the

methods taught them in their course in physics, without use of

the calculus. The other half determined it by the use of the

calculus. In this case one method is as easy as the other. I

had supposed that ninety per cent, of the students would

solve both of these problems by calculus, but in this I was

disappointed.

A great deal of the trouble with mathematics depends on the

teacher. My own daughter got along only moderately well

with mathematics in the high school. She disliked algebra,

geometry and trigonometry. "When she entered the univer-

sity she wanted to drop all further mathematics. I insisted

that she go on with analytics, and carefully selected a teacher

for her. As a result she liked the subject and went through

with flying colors that year. Later, however, because she

could not get the same teacher, she almost failed in calculus

and thinks it an extremely hard and difficult study. So it is

not all in the subject, part is in the teacher. If the teacher is

interesting, that is, knows his subject and can present it in an

interesting way, the students will like it.

Professor A. M. Kbnyon : I was very much interested in

one of the problems given by Dean Chatburn as an illustra-

tion, because I gave the same one to some students a little

while ago, and, as in his case, they all did not solve it. In my
class the students who could not get a solution were the stu-

dents who could not set up the problem. They did not know

the physics of the problem. Any one who could set up the

equations could solve the problem, because the calculus is

exceedingly simple. The trouble with our students in using

calculus as a tool is not with the calculus, but it is due to their

failure to think clearly. They fail to use English properly

because they are not compelled to use English carefully

throughout their course. Similarly they fail to use calculus

because they are not compelled to use it throughout the course.

Professor Franklin* : Just a word with resrard to one of
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Professor Chatburn's illustrations. I think the man referred

to differentiated the brook with a pail. Again, one of the

speakers spoke about students doing things mechanically. I

wash they would always do them mechanically, so that they

would know what the mechanical differentiation and integra-

tion is. The trouble is that they can't differentiate a stream

with a pail nor integrate a stream with a dam.

Mr. William Kent : I have been thinking about this subject

of the mathematics of engineering for a great many years,

and I may start way back when I studied differential calculus

in the Philadelphia High School, and passed the examination

satisfactorily. Four years afterwards the opportunity came

for me to go to Cooper Union night school. I concluded that

I had forgotten all my calculus, and I therefore repeated both

analytical geometry and calculus. Thus I had the unusual

chance of studying the same subjects twice, four years apart,

and passing examinations in them. I had no occasion to use

calculus again until I went to college, and after graduating I

forgot it as I had done before. Since that time, in engineer-

ing experience in a great variety of subjects, I think I have

not had occasion to use calculus for practical wTork more than

four or five times.

I can illustrate my experience by an example. In one case

I wanted to solve this problem. Compressed air at a pressure

of 2,000 pounds to the square inch is to be stored. What kind

of a cylinder for this purpose will cost least? The funda-

mental data are that the thickness is proportional to the

diameter, and the cost per pound is independent of the thick-

ness. Given these conditions and solving by maxima and

minima, the solution is that the tank should be a wire of infi-

nite length, with a hole in it. Not quite satisfied with that

answer, I tried an arithmetical solution. I took cylinders

three feet in diameter, two feet, one foot, six inches and three

inches, by arithmetic found in each case the cost of a cylinder

to hold a given volume of compressed air at 2,000 pounds

pressure. The results were plotted in a curve. The curve

corresponded with the calculus solution, in showing that the
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niininiuni cost corresponded with an infinitely small diameter.

But there was a tremendous drop in the cost of the cylinders

between three and two feet diameter, and considerable from

two feet to one foot. There was not much drop between one foot

and six inches, and only a trifling drop between six and three

inches. At three inches the expense would no doubt be

increased in practice on account of the increase in cost per

pound of thin tubes. Somewhere between six and twelve

inches was the commercial minimum diameter.

"When engaged in teaching it was my intention to experi-

ment with the amount of mathematics needed by the students.

I intended to ask the professors in engineering and the pro-

fan ra in mathematics to set a standard of what the student

passing the sophomore year should know about mathematics in

order to be a junior, and to set this standard as high as neces-

sary. The result I was after was to give the student the

mathematics he would need in the junior and senior years,

and to omit what he would never need. A convention of

mathematical teachers once asked me. '"What algebra require-

ments would you set for entrance to your course?" My
answer was this : I would divide the college algebra in three

parts. The first part, up to quadratic equations. I would

teach thoroughly, and expect the students to get a hundred

per cent, in an examination. There are some problems in

factoring where I would not expect them to guess at the right

factor, but in all the problems involving direct reasoning they

should be thoroughly drilled. In the second part of the

book I should expect the student to pass an examination with

a grade of fifty per cent. In the third part he need not pass

an examination at all.

The same plan should be followed with calculus. I would

ask the engineering professors to pick out all the problems

which they have in their engineering courses that require

calculus and analytic geometry, and to make a statement of

just what mathematics is needed for these problems. For

example, the steam engineer uses the hyperbolic curve in

steam engine calculations. He has to find the hyperbolic
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logarithm of the ratio of expansion, and use it as he would a

tool. He may remember from his calculus that hyp. log

r= Jdr/r, but it is doubtful if he could prove it. Does any

man need to know how to prove it, except in the sophomore

year? He needs it then only because he is going to be

examined in calculus. He forgets it as soon as he can, and it

is well he does. My idea is to omit the systematic study in

differential calculus of about half of what is ordinarily given,

leaving it in the book for reference only, and to give a prac-

tical course of mathematics combining advanced algebra,

analytic geometry and calculus and teaching them as one

course, instead of separating them, as Professor Perry says, in

water-tight compartments. I am sorry I cannot try that

experimentally. I hope some of you will take it up, and bring

us some statistics and say,
'

' Here is what I have done. I have

put this class through this kind of mathematics, and we have

got these results. These men have done this work, not as pure

discipline, but they have used their brains and have done

some real figuring and worked in physics and mathematics

and engineering together." I think that by this means effi-

ciency can be increased so that instead of five per cent, of

the men in the class being able to use calculus, sixty-five per

cent, will be able to use it.

Dean Geo. H. Shepard: I should like to call attention to

the discussion of this subject by Director W. S. Aldrich which,

it seems to me, has not received the attention which it

deserves.*

I refer especially to the following sentence :

'

' The professor

possesses sufficient fundamental knowledge upon which to

start experience in a hundred different ways." The same

statement applies in a measure to the technical graduate.

Moreover we cannot tell in what one of these ways the gradu-

ate will have to start his special experience. Many of our

men become salesmen; and, after entering upon this line of

work, they may perfect themselves in it and may even take

* See first two paragraphs of Director Aldrich 's discussion, page 255.
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-pondenee courses in the art of selling, which are prob-

ably remote from the thoughts and interests of most of them

during their student days. A man who goes into this line of

experience will probably forget his college mathematics almost

entirely within a few years. On the other hand, if a man
becomes a research engineer for an electrical engineering com-

pany or for a manufacturer of steam turbines, he will need to

make continual use of his mathematics and will probably con-

tinue to develop himself in it beyond the instruction which he

received in the technical college. If. after a few years, you

should ask this man about the shop courses that he took in

college, you would probably find him very ;

* rusty" on the

subject. It is not ne asary that we should make all of our

graduates experts in mathematics nor is it possible that we

should do so. If we make this our aim. we shall certainly fail

;

and there is no use of our discussing the matter.

There are. however, certain ways in which we can make
small improvements, and we should do everything possible in

this direction. One of these ways is in the use of mathematics

in the instruction on the technical subjects in the later years

of the course. One will often note announcements of engi-

neering books in which it is stated as a merit that all mathe-

matical discussion is avoided, and I have even known text-

books for engineering colleges to try to do the same thing.

I had supposed that this evasion of mathematics by the engi-

neering text-book was out of date, but statements which have

1 een made by some of the previous speakers lead me to think

that 1 may have been mistaken in this opinion. Another way
in which improvement is possible is the arousing of the

interest of our students in the subject. It is a pedagogic

principle that one of the essentials of successful teaching is to

arouse the interest of the pupil. Here we may well take a

lesson from the experience of the trade school. An illustra-

tion which has recently come to my knowledge is rather

extreme, but serves to bring out the point. A man who had

a milk route went to night school for the purpose of studying

arithmetic, because he found that he was unable to keep his
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accounts with his customers. The teacher soon found it was
impossible to interest him in anything in arithmetic, unless
it was stated in terms of milk. He would have nothing
to do with any problem or example which did no*t
deal with milk. Therefore his teacher, being wise, restated
every problem in terms of milk before assigning it to him.
Our college students are not quite so bad as this; but their
tendencies are somewhat the same. We have a young man
who is one of our best automobile hands who had a
terrible time with his freshman mathematics. We thought
he was stupid; but. when he got into the sophomore vear and
began kinematics, he found himself dealing with cams and
gears and other things which are used in automobiles. He
took a great interest in the subject, and did good work; and
because he found applications of mathematics in kinematics
his interest in even the purely mathematical subjects was
aroused.

There is a subject which is usually a "bugbear" to engi-
neering students, namely, descriptive geometry. As this sub-
ject is taught at Syracuse University, it is applied closely to
engineering problems. For example, when the student has to
find the intersection of one cylinder with another, he is
required to find the hole which must be cut in the middle sheet
of a steam boiler in order to rivet on the steam dome. We
find that the interest of our students in the subject is thus
aroused and they have no particular difficulty with it. It
seems to me that we can make a decided improvement in the
teaching of mathematics by similarly taking our problems
from engineering practice.

Professor A. E. Haynes: I wish to add a few remarks
to my written communication. I sometimes compare the
methods of calculus with other methods of solution of well-
known problems for the benefit of my students. For instance
the determination of the value of ",," and of the volume of a
sphere by geometry and by calculus are compared. The stu-
dent finds how much superior the calculus is in manv cases.
The determination of the tangent to a circle by means of the
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secant method is a tedious method compared with the method

by calculus. I often use this method to interest students in

the calculus itself. I feel sorry for the teacher who is not

interested in the calculus, because he certainly cannot interest

his students in it. And I feel very sorry for students who are

not interested in it. because their work is thus made doubly

hard.

I have in my library two or three little papers that I value

highly. "When I was teaching in the Michigan College of

Mines. I asked the various professors in the other departments

to hand me statements of what preparation in calculus their

students should have, and of the topics in which the students

had been found deficient. I have similar statements from the

professors in the engineering college of the University of

Minnesota. By comparing those two sets of statements, one

can see how the requirements for the use of the calculus have

changed in seventeen or eighteen years. The later statements

indicate the requirement of more and different applications

of calculus than the earlier ones. The statements convince

me that the teacher who thoroughly appreciates the value of

the calculus as a tool, and also as a means for mental disci-

pline will teach it in a way to interest his students, and to

make it of practical value to them.

Professor E. TV. Davis: There are one or two points that

have not been touched upon. The proper manner of teaching

is a matter mainly of setting the right kind of problem. One

sort of problem is that which will give the student a clear idea

of the meaning of the term. You can't get that idea into him

by lecturing to him. or by having him memorize definitions.

You can give him a problem that he will fail on if he does not

have the right idea. After he has failed a few times, he will

have a real sense of the meaning of the term. That sort of

problem should be put in as homely terms as possible, and

should deal with as familiar things. For instance. I like to

ask my class in calculus to put into calculus terms this state-

ment: "If John runs twice as fast as Henry, and William

runs three times as fast as John ; then William runs sis times
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as fast as Henry." This means nothing to them at first, but

after a while its meaning begins to dawn upon them.

Problems should be given in great variety so as to have a

great variety of interests. They should also be of various

degrees of difficulty. A much larger proportion than is usual

of the problems should be such that the student has to keep at

them until he gets them no matter how long it takes. He is

to keep a given problem before him until he solves it. In my
experience it sometimes happens that the dullest student in

the class will be the only one to solve a given problem. He
does this because his mind worked differently from the minds
of the others. His work in general results in failure but in

particular cases brings success.

A point in connection with the solution of problems is the

importance of accuracy. For instance, take the convergence

of series. We ought not to go into long details in the con-

vergence of series, but the student should know, for example,

that if he applies the binomial theorem wrongly he will get an
absurdity. One single example will show him this. I don't

like the idea of trying to teach only what the student will use.

It cannot be done. He must be trained in as many activities

as possible, so that he will react in many directions. The
teacher must aim to develop the student, in other words, and
to get a kind of readiness from him, and at the same time a

certain amount of accuracy. A good many years ago there

was in the English journal of Xature an account of a lecture

on the problem of a pulley running on a slack rope, by Oliver

J. Lodge. It was an admirable problem. After carrying out

his differential equations and describing a number of experi-

ments on the pulley and rope he ended with this statement,

which I think is very important: "You should teach some
things so thoroughly well, and make them so clear, that a

student will never be satisfied with anything short of that."

Every student appreciates such thoroughness, and much of the

improvement in the methods of reasoning in the calculus has

come from the attempts of the teachers to answer the diffi-

culties that occur to the ordinary students. A lot of things
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that used to be forced upon us as true, certainly were not true,

although we had to take them as truth. The objections we
naturally made to them were right and should have been

considered.

To sum up, I believe that we should insist upon teaching the

fundamental ideas clearly, and then enforcing them by means

of appropriate problems, and that we should stimulate interest

by giving as great a variety of problems as possible.

Professor E. W. Roettger : Our students, as a rule, are not

able to use their mathematics as intelligently as we have a

right to expect. This seems to me a fact beyond a doubt.

Now where does the trouble lie ? This is a question not easily

answered. All the criticisms that I have read and heard seem

to be directed against the teachers of mathematics. One

would infer that the fault lies entirely with them. Far be it

from me to say that they do not have their faults in this matter.

That they fail to understand the needs of the engineer as far

as mathematics is concerned must be admitted as a general

proposition. That they too often are not in sympathy with

the demands of the engineer is well known. They are too

often more interested in their advanced and other research

work than they are in their elementary classes. This works

to the detriment of the beginning students. If the teachers do

take a keen interest in their elementary classes, they do so

from the standpoint of the pure mathematician rather than

that of the engineer.

That the teacher of mathematics is greatly at fault, is

beyond a question of doubt, but it seems to me unfair to put

all of the blame upon him. In the first place, do we not expect

too much from the teachers of mathematics in our colleges and

universities? It is easy for an outsider to criticise, but those

of us who have taught mathematics know that the teachers of

mathematics in our universities have their own troubles.

They find that the students often come to them illy prepared

and not qualified to do the work that is forced upon them by

the engineering departments. To expect of the teachers of

mathematics that they should take these students for a year
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and then turn them over to the departments of engineering

fully prepared to do the work in mechanics, for instance, is

more than we have a right to expect of them. That the

teacher of mathematics does his full duty can not for
- a

moment be admitted. But is it fair to expect of him to make

of the student a finished product in the time allotted to him?

Should not the student's training in mathematics be a con-

tinuous process, going year after year during his entire college

course ? What more, then, can the teacher of mathematics do

than to give the student a fair start ?

The teacher of mathematics is often too mathematical in a

way, but the teacher of engineering is too frequently not

mathematical enough. The latter uses his mathematics too

loosely, too unscientifically, or omits it altogether. For a

teacher of some branch of engineering to omit the mathematics

involved in his subject on the ground that that belongs to

the department of mathematics or to the department of mech-

anics seems to me to be a serious mistake. It seems to me that

the mathematics involved in a subject should not, as a rule, be

omitted but should be insisted upon. To omit it deprives the

student of the drill in mathematics so essential if he is

expected to be able to use mathematics intelligently, and leads

him to the conclusion that mathematics is not very important.

Consequently, he does not take the necessary interest in his

mathematics or in the theoretical side of his mechanics. I

have often asked students why they do not take more interest

in the mathematical side of their mechanics, and have usually

received the answer that it was not important to them. When
asked how they knew, they would answer that the upper class-

men told them so. If the ability to use mathematics is advis-

able, than the mathematics in any particular subject in engi-

neering should not be omitted but insisted upon.

This leads me to another point I wish to make. If mathe-

matics is used it should be used correctly. In other words,

the engineer himself must be a mathematician to some extent.

To use mathematics loosely, or unscientifically seems to me to

have a very bad effect. From the standpoint of the mathe-
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niatician, the mathematics used by engineers is frequently

very bad indeed. In fact I have come to the conclusion that

the engineer too frequently does not know his mathematics.

In other words, he is condemning the students for the very

defect he himself possesses. The reason that the mathematical

side is so often omitted is, I am told, that the teacher himself

does not feel at home in the mathematics involved, and that

it is so much easier to take the results and omit the reasoning

on the ground that that belongs to the department of mathe-

matics or to the department of mechanics.

There is another point I wish to make. Engineers as a rule

tend to present mathematics in a different way from that

familiar to the student, or from that the student was taught in

the department of mathematics. Now we are indebted to the

mathematician for the proper use of symbols, notation, and

mode of presentation. It seems to me to be a mistake to

deviate too much from these, and then condemn the teacher of

mathematics because the student can not follow him. The

teacher of mathematics is undoubtedly not practical enough.

However this may be. it certainly is true that if we could agree

upon some standard mode of presentation much of the diffi-

culty would be removed. In this particular, I am forced to

the conclusion that the engineer must bear a large share of the

blame.

In conclusion, let me say that although there is room and

need for a great improvement in the teaching of mathematics,

yet we should remember that the best teaching would not have

its desired results unless the teachers of engineering cooperate.

They should cooperate, among other tilings, by insisting upon

the mathematics involved in their subjects, should be able to

present this mathematics clearly, logically, and scientifically,

and, in cooperation with teachers of mathematics, should

decide upon some clear, simple, and logical mode of pre-

sentation.

Professor E. R. Hedrick: I approve of the introduction

of the calculus early with later applications. If we can get

over a few of the calculus principles in the freshman year, we
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can then, in the sophomore year, have an opportunity to take

up certain simple applications. In the matter of applica-

tions, however, I should like to make two points, and those

affect another principle mentioned very often to-night, that

of the student 's interest in what he is being taught. The thing

I want to emphasize is this: I don't believe in attaching a

false motive to a subject. I don't believe in putting before

the student a supposed application of calculus which is not

such, nor in merely artificially bringing the term horsepower

or electromotive force into a problem for the mere sake of

attracting his interest in a petty way. That is false peda-

gogy, and I think the best students are disgusted with it.

You will see much of that sort of thing in some text-books,

where, perhaps, a formula is put down, say

q + m

where x means osmosis or something else you never heard of

before, the idea being to make calculus seem practical. I

think it disgusts the student.

Another type of problem which occurs very frequently in

mathematics and which ought to be thrown out, is the hypo-

critical type of problem in which the answers must be known

before the data can be secured. Perhaps if you are not

familiar with the details of mathematical text-books, it will

surprise you that any such problems have ever been intro-

duced. One can, without entering upon engineering problems

for which the student is not prepared and which require

lengthy explanations, still find a few reasonable problems

which show the student that calculus is worth while. These, if

supported by the opinions of the upper classmen who have

seen that the engineers use the calculus in their work, will be

sufficient.

I have heard a number of statements in this discussion that

seem to me to indicate that what we want is not particularly

training in mathematics but in common sense. Is not the

task of a mathematician after all to train students in common

20
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sense? Conflicting utterly with this, however, is a view

expressed to-day by several speakers, that mathematics is

needed only as a direct tool—as so many compact formulae

which can be applied mechanically to solve the problems which

arise in engineering. Rather a real grasp of the thought

behind the formula, not the formula itself, is what the engi-

neer needs. The most forcible illustration of this was given

by one speaker, who showed the futility of the formal rules

for maxima and minima in a concrete case which arose in his

practice.

Professor F. L. Emory: The most important character

expected of a mathematically-trained man is accuracy of work,

the ability to use mathematical knowledge in making correct

substitutions and calculations.

In order to improve the course of instruction in the "West

Virginia University, we made a change in the course in

applied mechanics some time ago. The first step consisted in

eliminating x and y as far as possible, and using the Greek

symbols in their stead, for, in my opinion, teaching can get

into a rut, by using the same symbols as much as anything else.

The second step was the introduction of differential equations,

consisting of problems in which were substituted other vari-

ables for the ordinary x, y and z. We tried to give some idea

of what the variable is and what an increment is. "When the

student gets the idea of the independent increment, he looks

at the subject with more interest. The result of the three

weeks employed in this way between the end of differential

calculus and the beginning of theoretical mechanics was a

great improvement in results.

Professor 0. D. Kellogg: I long have thought it would

help to vitalize our theory if we would give the student a

certain part of it to develop. For example, instead of having

the formula for the volume of a surface revolution derived in

the text-book it would be better to allow the student to develop

it as an exercise. A great many of the formulas ought to be

developed by the student, a few hints being supplied where

necessary by the instructor.
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As a part of the improvement in instruction in mathematics

we might well consider ways in which we can not only do

better work ourselves in teaching, but infuse this desire into

our departments as a whole, for it is chiefly those who cannot

or will not attend such conferences as this who need to look

to their methods of instruction. One hindrance is that trained

mathematicians very seldom realize the interest there is in the

applications. Progress in this direction might well be given

by means of meetings devoted to the consideration of the

application of calculus to engineering problems. Most of us

are too busy to take courses in engineering, but we can have

meetings at which these applications can be discussed.

There is a matter which has been pointed out repeatedly,

but which seems to me so vital that I want to add to it all the

emphasis I can. And that is that frequently our ideals are at

fault in that we are trying to teach things, teach facts, teach

methods, when we ought to be developing minds, and training

them to be independent.

We teachers of mathematics and engineering are prone to

blame one another, or feel that we are blaming and are blamed

by one another for the ineffectiveness of our work. I believe

a far greater fault lies in the authorities who expect us to

make efficient users of the calculus out of students who are

inherently incapable of it, thus wasting time and money of

institution and student. Such students should be cared for in

institutions or by curricula that do not demand the calculus.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard: \Yhen it is midnight it is

dark, and when it is noon it is broad light, and between the

two there are all graduations of darkness and light. There

are just as many varieties among practicing engineers. Some
naturally attack problems from the severely mathematical

point of view : some, from the non-mathematical point of view.

One may be just as good an engineer as the other. "We are

bound to have students showing extreme special character-

istics, and all the graduations between. The teacher of mathe-

matics should so teach his subject that the students of both

extreme classes, and of all the graduations between, may get
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enough mathematics so that they can make applications when
they become engineers according to their frames of mind.

That means that under present conditions all students must

be put through a desirably thorough grind of mathematics

that is suited for the * * noon-time '

' students, who will naturally

be mathematical engineers; the ''midnight'' sort will prob-

ably soon forget the college mathematics, but they may be

just as good engineers as the other kind. Professors vary

similarly between midnight and noon. One speaker to-night

remarked that some engineering teachers are too unscientific,

and that they do not know enough about mathematics.

Possibly, we need all kinds of good engineering teachers.

After the mathematical department gets through with the

students it is well for the students to come into contact with

some professors who look at engineering from the extremely

mathematical point of view, and it is just as necessary for

those students also to get professors who look at it from the

other point of view. "We are going to continue to have both

kinds of engineering professors, and I believe that the results

are reasonably satisfactory.

Dean H. T. Eddy : The topics of this questionnaire assume a

certain point of view, namely that unless the student had

acquired in his calculus course an ability to project processes

and apply calculus, the course has been largely a failure. I

do not believe that, with the numerous subjects which the

student has upon his mind, which the engineering school

desires to teach him, he can spend time enough on mathematics

to make himself an independent mathematician. The most

that can be expected, on the average, is that the student shall

understand the processes through which he is led and the

reasons for them ; that he shall see the steps of a mathematical

process. But the time is not long enough, the amount of

attention devoted to him is insufficient, and the practice that

he has is too small to enable him to gain sufficient facility to

carry through important investigations of any kind, or to

solve complicated problems. The other professors in the

engineering schools will not allow him enough time for that.
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There will always be a small percentage who acquire this

facility and ability, but the time devoted to the subject is

insufficient for a large number to acquire the desired ability.

It may be that not a very large percentage would acquire that

ability, even with a reasonable amount of attention, for it is a

very specialized ability as has been said, and we must arrange

our courses to accomplish the best we can for the students.

Now, what ought we to expect ? I believe that the student

ought to attain an ability to undertsand with considerable

certainty the processes through which he is led in the various

applications of the problems which are propounded to him.

That he would, without a most unreasonable expenditure of

time, be able to solve those problems for himself, I seriously

doubt. It is sought to be shown that we are not accomplishing

reasonably well what the effort we put forth ought to accom-

plish ? I am not willing to acknowledge that. I thing we are

accomplishing fairly well what ought to be expected under the

circumstances, and I refuse to take a pessimistic view of the

case.

Professor B. B. Brackett : There can be no question, it

seems to me, that the results from the present methods of

teaching mathematics are most unsatisfactory; and seemingly

these unsatisfactory results are quite uniform. This last, if

true, indicates that the general plan is at fault rather than

the actual methods of instruction. There must be a wide

variety in the way that instructors try to accomplish the task

set before them. It is not probable that all of these do their

work badly. There must be some serious fault in the general

program that mathematical instruction is supposed to follow

in the standard courses of to-day. Either the subjects

included, or the order, time or place for presenting the various

subjects must be wrong.

As the result of some experience as a teacher of mathe-

matics, of longer experience as a teacher of electrical engi-

neering, and of much thought relative to the matter during

several years, I am convinced that radical changes need to be

made. I believe that the following scheme would greatly

improve the conditions.
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1. Teach the rules and the fundamental processes of the

calculus at the beginning of the collegiate course, as suggested

in 4(6). Use enough abstract or general problems to fully

illustrate the usual methods of solution. Problems involving

applications to engineering may be given, but the statement

of each or its translation into mathematical language should

be made for the most part for the student rather than by the

student, in order that his attention may be given to the mathe-

matical side of the work, to the transformations and the reduc-

tions involved. This part of the work may be done by the

department of mathematics, and perhaps could better be done

there, if the instructors understand that at this time facility

and accuracy in the application of mere rules are more impor-

tant than a real understanding of the principles on which the

rules rest.

2. Use the calculus and mathematical treatment of all the

exact sciences and the engineering subjects to a much greater

extent than is customary. I do not mean that we should teach

any one subject, or even any part of any subject by the

mathematical method alone. Much less would I advocate try-

ing to present the first conceptions of any subject through the

medium of mathematics. A mathematical treatment of an

unfamiliar subject to the average student below the university

grade is utterly unintelligible. In practically all cases the

collegiate student must get the physical conception of the

principles of each subject and each division of the subject,

before he can see anything in even the simplest mathematical

statement of the laws involved. The physical meaning of each

step in the development of a subject must be made clear either

before or parallel with the application of mathematics to it.

Some texts and much teaching stop with the descriptive and

physical presentation. In other and fewer cases, the mathe-

matical side is carried to an extreme. If one side of the work

had to be omitted, doubtless the general and the descriptive

would give the average student more than the extremely

mathematical treatment alone would give. But unquestionably

the engineering student needs the training of the other side of
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the work, and in making out a group of studies for four years'

work in any line of engineering all of us recognize the fact.

"We however fail in the working out of our general plan to get

the results that we acknowledge to be most desirable. We
proclaim in various ways that the graduate of the engineer-

ing course should know and should be able to use higher

mathematics. We send out a very small portion of our gradu-

ates able to do this.

I believe that this failure is due chiefly to the fact that we
do not carry mathematical statement and mathematical inter-

pretation of actual concrete phenomena into every subject

and every branch of every subject that permits it to be done.

Of course the subject and the conditions should modify the

degree to which we carry out this plan, and then it should be

judiciously graded to the number of years the student has

been in college. But all through the greater part of the four

years' course the student should be drilled continually in

correct mathematical statement and in the interpretation of

mathematical results, using if necessary the rules and methods

of transformation and reduction, learned at the beginning of

his course, in a perfectly mechanical way.

This work which represents the bulk of the mathematical

training of every engineering student must be done by the

teachers of science and the various engineering subjects.

Naturally objection to this will be raised, in that it puts much
extra work and work not now considered as belonging to

science and engineering upon those departments. Moreover

it may also be argued that the proposed plan really in a sense

requires duplicate work of the student, while the courses are

too full already. The answer to all is that we are not now
doing what we try to do, while this modified method might

get at least some of the results that we desire. In fact this

seems to me not only the only way. but an efficient way and
one that is practically certain to produce results.

Certain things must gradually soak in or work slowly into

the mind of the average student. A sure use of the higher

mathematics is one of these. But I believe that any process,
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no matter how laborious and long for both instructor and

student, which will make the young engineer both reliable and

efficient in his mathematics is well worth the cost.

In the third place. After three or more years of continuous

drill in this use of the calculus and much practice in the state-

ment and the solution of problems, the reduction of results, the

transformation and development of forms and formula? having

been to quite an extent mechanical and by mere rule up to this

time, the student should be ready to take up understandingly

a more formal and theoretical study of the calculus and its

allied forms of mathematics. In his previous work he will

have used many of the methods until they have become

thoroughly familiar. The translation of problems into mathe-

matical language and into the necessary forms for solution

will have reached a stage of definiteness that not only removes

his uncertainty about that part of his work, but also leaves

him free to give his attention to the comparison of different

methods of reduction. Especially will methods that give

results more directly or more conclusively than these that he

has used in the past appeal to the student. In fact mathe-

matics as mathematics can now be presented for the first time

to the student who cares nothing for mathematics per se. In

this respect one of the greatest, if not the greatest, hinderance

to the successful teaching of mathematics to the engineering

student would be removed. For as a rule the student in the

engineering course does not believe that his mathematics are

of any real value to him. And to even partially remove this

impression will open the way for very much greater success.

Results will follow the creation of any real interest in the

subject.

As a result of some imperfect experiments in this method,

I am sure that to put all highly theoretical and general treat-

ment of the calculus and its applications at the end of the

college course is to put the work before a less prejudiced stu-

dent even if he be one of that class who thinks himself so

practical that he cannot take advice from his instructors. He
should now see both the value and the need of the calculus,
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and as a result he ought to discover some of the things that

interest the mathematician so much and without some knowl-

edge of which even the engineer cannot use his mathematics to

the best advantage.

This final stage of the mathematical training might be in

hands of the mathematicians, and perhaps would better be

there, but I do not think it should discard applications to

engineering problems.

I wish further to say that to not a few college students. I

know, the calculus and differential equations, when and where
and by the methods now taught, to be well nigh impossible of

actual comprehension. Some try at first but soon get too dis-

couraged to continue the attempt to understand. Many pass

in the work by memorizing what seems necessary to get a mere
passing grade. Such ones fail to get any real mental training

from this part of their college work, and also swell the very

large percentage of graduates that cannot use the calculus at

all.

Those who can use the calculus at all, I believe for the

most part get that ability, under the present methods of teach-

ing, from the applications used in the engineering subjects,

and that is one of the reasons why I think we can get better

results only by giving more time and attention to the mathe-

matical treatment of the engineering subjects themselves.

Professor F. TV. Sperr : From my own observations, I

am led to believe that men have difficulty with the application

and use of the calculus not so much because their study of

the subject has been too highly theoretic, but because their

instruction in the more elementary subjects of mathematics
has not been given sufficient emphasis on the theoretic side.

I believe there is too much teaching of the elementary mathe-
matics by the rule and not enough by the reason.

A few are fortunate in being taught to reason at home, a

very few will think and reason any way. and a few are lucky

to fall in with good systems of teaching. The great majority

are put through with the rush that requires the exact rule,

nicely formulated, to make the accomplishment of the work
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possible. And when later in life one of these in this great

majority wishes to solve the simplest kind of a problem, he

finds he has forgotten the rule : or. if he remembers the rules,

he must find some one who can tell him which is the right rule

to apply.

The pupil should be led to discover the law first, and then

be required to formulate it in his own words into the rule.

It is no great loss to lose what one can readily make himself.

I do not think it can ever be possible for one to use the

calculus readily as a tool unless he can think in it ; or. in other

words, make his own tools as he needs them.
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BY JOHN PEICE JACKSON,

Dean of the School of Engineering, Pennsylvania State College.

At a recent important meeting of high school principals in

one of the ea'stern states, an assertion was made, and vigor-

ously supported, that college students do not receive suffi-

cient training in morals and character. This statement was

upheld by pointing to many examples of unsatisfactory

records of graduates from our reputable institutions. The

principals were of quite uniform mind concerning this sub-

ject. Many others, prominent in public and industrial life,

seriously criticize the colleges of the country in the same

manner as above. "We, of the industrial teaching fraternity,

do not credit many of these statements, as they are exag-

gerated and ill founded; but nevertheless, it must be ad-

mitted,—the criticism being so general,—that there is likely

to be at least some small foundation upon which they are

based. I, myself, have met seniors and juniors from more

than one institution who had no adequate comprehension of

what constituted an honorable fulfilment of a contract. More-

over, it is not at all uncommon for students in many of our
institutions to consider that cheating in college work is justi-

fied by the system of espionage in use, and that certain varie-

ties of low morals and of dissipation are to be considered a

credit to a man rather than otherwise.

Instructors who prepare men for the engineering profes-

sion, of course, agree that there are three prominent divisions

in a student's development: namely, of the character, the

mind, and the body; and that these three divisions are im-

portant in the order in which they have just been named.
The colleges of the country have worked out magnificent

courses and methods for preparing men mentally for future

use. They are also, by a system of playgrounds, regulated

315
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sports, and gymnasium work, beginning to give some syste-

matic and logical attention to the building np of the student's

physical health and strength; but however much is being

done individually by members of faculties, through example,

advice, and otherwise to develop character, the work is largely

of a voluntary and sporadic nature. This negle :: of the m si

important division of training is surprising, as neither will

the professor in charge recommend graduates who lack

proper character, nor will manufacturers or industrialists

knowingly employ such men.

Have we not, them reached a point in the development of

the American schools of applied aeienee —here a m eral

understanding among the teachers that they must endeavor

tn improve and perfect the character of the students under

And is it not possible, in order to fix

Ihe responsibility and duty of instructors, to include in cata-

logues, in printed instructions to faculty members, and in

other ways to announce specific instructions with regard to

this most important element of the training of young men?
Is it not possible to require each instructor, as part of the

regular scheduled work, to devote a small specific portion of

his time, to be taken from one of each four or more periods of

a class, to some subject having direct bearing upon the devel-

opment of character ! Further, cannot the subjects upon

which he is to talk be carefully planned and scheduled in

order that, through the four years of the college course, the

student will have had the advantage c : - al and conne

study, relating more particularly to human character and 1:

It is possible, of course, to have separate lectures, say once a

week or less often, upon the subjects under consideration.

rather than to have short talks by all instr it this,

though desirable, and I believe now a practice in many insti-

tutions, is not in itself sufficient for two reasons : first, it

does not tend to encourage the growth of the proper sense of

responsibility for character development throughout the

whole instructing body; and second, it fails to give the stu-

dents the personal touch and aid which they might otherwk
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receive through the talks of instructors with whom they are

intimately acquainted by contact in the small sections of

recitation classes.

During the Freshman and Sophomore years, the teachings

could, in large measure, be based upon incidents in the lives

and works of great engineers and scientists; thus not only

giving opportunities for the development of the character of

the students, but also furnishing them a source of inspiration

and professional enthusiasm. During the Junior year, the

talks might, with propriety, treat of the general subject of

law, and the attitude which a citizen should bear to it. This

could readily be made interesting and practical by illustra-

tions drawn from the current press and reviews, especially

those relating to industrial corporations and individuals con-

nected with industrial works. In the senior year, the lectures

might suitably deal with the subject of the relations of a man
to his particular organization, with particular emphasis upon
such principles as are necessary for properly treating one's

fellows. These suggestions are purely tentative ; indeed there

is such a variety of material which is of vital interest and im-

port to the lives of students of engineering that a suitable

schedule could readily be made up by the faculties of our

technical schools. It is to be understood that if such a sys-

tem were put in force, the instructors would be expected

to prepare this work accurately and with as much thought

and study as they do their regular class work. The instruc-

tor who does this work, does not need to be a highly trained

preacher of morals, any more than he need be a highly

specialized expert in railroad engineering to teach trigonom-

etry. The work should be so planned that the student may
gather the desired impressions from the incidents and facts

of history, biography, industrial undertakings, and current

life. Pure moral preachment, as such, might well be ordinar-

ily avoided: first, because it is not likely to be sufficiently

impressive or enduring; and secondly, because it is difficult

to command the proper meed of respect for opinion unsup-
ported by indisputable facts. Any instructor who is prop-
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erly fitted to teach college students should be able to do the

work proposed if properly planned.

This paper is not intended to be-little, in the least, the

important development of character accomplished through

the discipline and studies of the ordinary technical course of

four years, but it does seem that enough is not accomplished

;

and that as a result many men leave college unable to deal

"honestly, justly, and magnanimously" with those who may

be in their employ, their colleagues, or their superior officers,

and are unable to take their proper places in the social order

of our present civilization; nor does it appear that sufficient

direct emphasis has ordinarily been devoted to the subjects

of loyalty, good morals, accuracy, decision, promptness,

energy, enthusiasm, obedience to law, and the many other

elements which determine the social and industrial useful-

ness of a man. It can scarcely be denied that by giving

character training the dignity of a place upon our college

curricula, and in our university publications, much may be

accomplished toward raising the general level of the quality

of the men who are graduated; and further, that so long as

the work of character training is left almost exclusively to the

Young Men's Christian Association and the college preacher,

and is so far divorced from the regular college curricula, as

is often the case at present, criticism of the character of our

college graduates will undoubtedly continue with some basis

of justice.

Discussion.

Professor Robertson ^Matthews (by letter) : The sugges-

tions of Dean Jackson for the creation of influences in our

engineering schools that will tend to character building, lead

us to understand that Professor Jackson believes it possible

for a man to come into possession, through mental effort, of a

highly-trained mind, capable of a wide range of understand-

ing, and yet for that man not to have had developed those

ethical tastes consistent with his own best welfare and that

of his fellows. All readers will not agree in this, and some

will be indifferent. There are those among us who hold to
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that opinion, however, even while maintaining that the engi-

neering colleges produce men developed to a degree equal to

that of men from our non-technical colleges. Furthermore,

we believe the product of any of our colleges is not what it

might be. but favor the idea of looking first at home.

Believing that our engineering schools do fall short, what

improvement is possible in the direction suggested by Pro-

fessor Jackson? He rightly declares against the idea of

"preachments/' He believes in the joint consideration by

students and instructor of conditions or events revealing the

necessity and worth of sound moral and social principles

—

for example, to reveal proof that there are larger "returns"

than those having a definite "face value." and that these

increase as our efforts approach a social service. Whether or

not such considerations can be discussed in an engineering

class room depends upon the personality of the instructors.

Having minds of an engineering turn, we naturally believe

in reasons and in laws, but when we declare that the lack of

the desired influences in our engineering colleges is due,

largely, to the law of supply and demand, it will seem to some

that we are mixing things up. However, few will deny that

our engineering colleges are, to no small extent, business

colleges, turning out a product more or less according to speci-

fications. "^Ve may, therefore, take the degree of this lack

of ethical influence as a measure of the ideals and dictates of

the outside world.

On the one hand the outside world calls for men trained

for certain ends, and, on the other hand, its young men call

for training that shall fit them to fulfil these demands. If we
heed these calls alone, we give to the outside world what it

asks for, and let the resulting influences be towards and

upon us. If we do not follow these demands entirely, we are

in a way to influence our product, but how long will our

opportunity so to do hold out? Does not the very fact that

our engineering schools are technical schools of a commercial

age, in a democratic country, leave us largely at the mercy of

outside influences rather than in possession of power to

influence ?
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Our engineering colleges had their origin in commercial

instincts, and commercial influences hold paramount place.

We are called upon to produce a certain product, and are even

now under censure because we do not fulfil specifications

against which human feeling rebels. In other words, our

graduates are called upon to become instruments and little

else. In a world of manifold, rational pleasures, men are

called upon to narrow down to one specialty until their tastes

become dead to all else.

At this point some one may say: "Yes, there is a sample,

right there, of what education does for a man—he doesn't care

any more to apply himself to work. '

' Well what is this work

to which he should apply himself so closely? Is it a new
revelation in which he can feel the pride of achievement, or is

it the holding of a candle for some "greasy-grind" of com-

merce bent solely upon augmenting dividends? Are we to

hold up as examples men who cannot spare an hour from their

offices ? Such demands at the office reveal one of three

things: (a) the management is "down on its uppers": (6) it

lacks capacity and ability for what it has undertaken, or (c) it

is "hoggish." The first condition may come to anyone from

causes beyond his control, so we may dismiss it. The other

cases will, by some, be declared to be inevitable, but here some

of us differ. There was a time when the American prided

himself on his easy skill—not on his having to work all the

time in order to succeed.

Let us view our critic's methods, and see what this narrow-

ing down has done for us all. To-day, in this country we find

two things in demand, rush and ideas. Hungry for these

alone, we have no place for convictions and what is the result ?

If we want a basic and fundamental treatment of a subject,

where, in almost every case, have we to go for it ? "We must

go abroad. And why? "Oh we haven't time!" No, we
haven't time to make ourselves acquainted with a few funda-

mentals (one of which, by the way, is how to live). We have

few ideas, and, of convictions, fewer.

The word " convictions " sounds like theology, but—it isn't.
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We believe that this spirit of rush, this chasing after an idea,

this lack of patience with convictions—this forever "how?"
instead of the consistent

'

' why ? '
'—this atmosphere that arises

from commercialism gone mad, is the very cause of that lack

of stability of purpose for which the commercial man censures

the college graduate.

Let us take from among our strictly commercial men some

leader, and consider his actual and his possible influence other

than upon stocks. Shortly before Mr. Harriman's death, we
were all startled by the news of his failing health. Many
declared that his place could not be filled, yet, he sank, and is

gone. Gone, with many possible years still unlived. His

judgment had no rival, his advice was beyond valuation. But,

he is gone, one of the many victims, in part at least, of the

rush of our age. Our young men had still much to expect of

Mr. Harriman. The theory of the economy of wearing out

a machine, does not apply to men, men are too costly to train.

Mr. Harriman has left our young men to learn all over again

much of what, under different ideals of life, he could have

saved them.

But all this simply reveals the spirit that we meet in our

engineering schools. Our young men know no better, and
those older have not yet learned, and, in some cases, will not.

These press upon us, and urge us on. These should heed the

voice of ancient Greece; Greece, whom we have surpassed,

after all these years, only in a capacity to create marketable

wealth. Convictions are not in demand, that is not yet. To
measure all things, was the Greek ideal of conduct. As yet,

we are only tickled by their sound.

Professor A. E. Haynes (by letter) : I have been much
impressed by Dean Jackson's paper. I am constrained to

add a few suggestions. To encourage the development of

noble, helpful manhood and womanhood is not only the most

sacred duty, but it is, likewise, the highest privilege of the

true teacher. In the domain of morals one teaches much more

by what he is than by what he says. To develop a good char-

acter in the pupil, one must possess it himself, for "like pro-

21
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duces like." In other words, the teacher should be what he

wishes his pupil to become. Knowledge, power, noble char-

acter, these three, but the greatest of these is the third, the

principal elements of which constitute an almost divine trinity.

This comprises a pure heart, high purposes and a righteous

will.

Director "Wm. S. Aldrich (by letter) : To put the last

things of Dean Jackson's paper, on Character Training, first

in discussion: that is, the usual religious exercises of the

American college

:

1. The executive committee of our faculty recommended,

March 22. 1910. that, after the scriptural reading, sacred song,

and the Lord's Prayer, and before the final song and bene-

diction, the five odd minutes so available should be devoted to

the reading of suitable selections from classic and recognized

literature. This was approved by the trustees. It has since

been continuously put into practice, from Tuesday to Satur-

day, inclusive, when Chapel is held, at 9 :00 a. m. Monday is

"field day," for all classes of work usually grouped under

the designation of practicum. It will require a few years to

measure the effect of this upon our alumni. The benefits

accruing therefrom to the student-body are unmistakable.

2. As to the work of the Young Men's Christian Association

in our American colleges, viewed either as that of a remnant

or a leaven, it is evidently there to stay. The Secretary of the

business administration of the student department of the

international committee, writes (November 23, 1910) : "There

are 5S,923 men students who are members of our college and

university Young Men's Christian Associations throughout

the United States and Canada." Here is a fact and factor to

be reckoned with in character training. Making all due allow-

ances for criticism of such work, it stands to-day a monument

to the organizing genius of a kind of world-spirit. It quickens

the consciences of young men. It enlivens their faith. It

provokes to brotherhood and good work and works. It is not

likely to diminish its activity nor abate its zeal so long as the
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inspiration, enthusiasm, and fervor are drawn from the

present source, in such work of, by, and for young men.

3. Historically, at least, character training is looked for in

the humanities of our college curricula. It should be the

legitimate outcome of this intellectual training, pursued under

the most favorable circumstances for such a reflex action upon

the will of man. From freshman language studies, through

all changes that may be rung in literature, history, ethics,

economies, the political and social sciences, and philosophy,

to the close of the senior year, there is possible a connecting

thread of thought and purpose, of inestimable value for sus-

taining and developing character.

"Whether as disciplines or for their utility in other direc-

tions, in presenting these courses of study, opportunities con-

stantly arise to illustrate, expound, and amplify their bearing

upon life, inflaming the ambition, strengthening the will

both to believe the things that are true and of good report, and

to do the thing that is right. The friendship of Carlyle for

Emerson and Mill is replete with noble examples of men deal-

ing with each other "honestly, justly, and magnanimously."

4. In the realm of what Dr. Cattell has designated as that

of the "natural and exact sciences," in his "Biographical

Directory of American Men of Science," there are many
instances of plain living, high thinking, noblest of lives, which,

judged by their fruits would seem to indicate a no less potent

reflex effect of these intellectual activities upon the will than

has been for long so characteristic of the humanities.

Scarcely a man of the more than 5,500 thus listed and

accounted for (edition of 1910). who has not been a student,

in college and university communities. This environment has

been more or less permeated with the scientific spirit without

either being subversive or destructive of moral character.

On the other hand, it exemplifies the purifying power of an
ennobling affection for truth. These men are fully able to

give thus a good account of their stewardship of the mysteries

of nature.

The remarkable analysis made by Dr. Cattell, of the first
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thousand American men of science has shown, if not conclu-

sively, then, at least, as much as human methods of estimating

and judging men have yet been able to show, that the training

for and pursuit of the natural and exact sciences does develop

men with strong determinative will power and an ability, fully

recognized by their peers, "to perform justly, skillfully, and

magnanimously, all the offices" incumbent upon them.

5. In the field of engineering and of all of the applied sci-

ences it is probably the case that the widest publicity is given

to the faults, mistakes, errors of judgment, and negligences of

the party concerned ; and, to all casualties dependent directly

or indirectly upon his want of competency or lack of technical

skill. This publicity is largely inherent in the nature of the

work, and of the phenomena and the material resources with

which, for instance, the engineer has most to do in coordi-

nating all for the comfort and convenience of man. In other

words, the consequences of violated natural laws are inesca-

pable. The engineer need scarcely be told to be sure that he

is right before going ahead ; that it is the expected event which

he fears that will happen that does happen ; and that the sin of

negligence which so easily besets him, will be sure to find him

out.

It may occur that such relentless visitations from violated

natural laws bear no discernible relation to the man's char-

acter, in the ordinary acceptation of the term. That is, they

may not be traceable to moral delinquencies, murderous

intents, broken promises, evaded specifications, violated con-

tracts, misdemeanors in office or out of it—as engineer or as

citizen ; nor, to any one of the congerie of failures in the per-

formance of duty. What, then, constitutes negligence?

Judge Cooley has well said: ''Negligence is the failure to

observe for the protection of the interests of another person

that degree of care, precaution, and vigilance which the cir-

cumstances justly demand. '

'

For illustrative examples, more or less pertinent, there may
be cited the Panama canal, the New York State Barge canal,

the contracts for the Ashokan dam, the Philadelphia filtration
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plant, and the case of Captain Carter j armor-plate inspection

;

the Quebec bridge failure, etc. ; and the engineering features

of the conservation and intelligent utilization and develop-

ment of natural resources, east and west. These exemplify,

however, the difficulty of passing critically in review the

details of such questions as are sure to arise in their discus-

sion, before a class of inexperienced young men. The pur-

pose of such discussion should be, on the one hand, to show

the lack of technical skill, or incompetency and its lessons;

and, on the other hand, the lack of moral sense, or delinquency,

and its teachings. Here, as elsewhere, and fortunately,

excellent illustrative material for the instructor in any branch

of engineering lies always ready at hand in the current tech-

nical press, with which to point a moral or adorn a tale.

6. Owing to the innate imitative propensity of the young,

the greatest value attaches to the moulding influences of men
of positive character as their teachers. In education, it is a

fact that the irresolute and irresponsible, the dissipated, disso-

lute and degenerate modify profoundly not only the whole

college community, but detract incalculably from all con-

structive efforts put forth to brace and build up the char-

acter of the young men. The average student may not have

arrived at much notion of accountability, of responsibility, or

spiritual values ; but, he has sufficient common sense to see the

eternal unfitness of insincerity, and the insidious and subver-

sive influences of immorality in all of its bearing.

"Be ye therefore perfect" is the first and last injunction

for the educator who aspires to have any influence whatsoever

in the character training of young men. Unattainable ideal,

it is true; but, it would be no ideal if it were attainable.

Yet, it is only in recognition of this that progress is possible,

through the purposiveness of the organism. From primordial

cell to most complex brain structure, something persistently

asserts itself, with an everlasting tendency to progress, build-

ing thus upon the wonderful unconscious memory of the

organism, or of the race. This neglected when youth matures,

all else is quite likely to lie in shallows and miseries.
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Fhc r receding are distinctly intramural influences, and all

within the purview of the institutional organisation and life.

Of the effect upon character of outside in fluences, as fraterni-

ties, society, athletics. -::.. educators are still of divided

opinion, and quite unable to agree as to whether it is their

duty to attempt regulation and control of the same with

character training in view.

7. "Wnat, now, of the subject—the young man himself?

After probably nineteen or twenty years of life experien see

and training, of home, church, sc aety, and community inter-

ests; and, say, twelve years of school discipline, he enters

college. Here, the home, church, society, community, and

school expect him to be finished: "high polished and keen."

"What foundations have each and all of these interests fur-

nished the young man. as suitable basis for their expectations ?

Can the college build upon any other foundation than that

which these interests provide? Can the college make bricks

without straw ? Can the college make the youth over again in

four years, and that at a period of time in his individual

development becoming more and more overdue ?

It is to be said, to the honor and glory of the American

college, whether from necessity or from an overweening sense

of responsibility, that it does attempt, more or less effectively.

to do something along each of these lines. The more effi-

ciently it is attained, the more the parents and guardians come

to expect it to be done, and the more they throw upon the four

short years of nine months each of a college career, the entire

responsibility for character training.

The American college offers splendid opportunities in

chape. -es, in Young Men's Christian Associations, and

throughout the courses of study in the humanities, and in the

natural and exact sciences, as well as in their applications to

the arts and industries of life; and in one. or more, and

perhaps in all of these directions for the young man to build

therewith upon the earlier foundations laid by the home.

church, school, society and the community. "What if he

chooses wood. hay. and stubble, instead of the materials which
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will yield the more durable riches and satisfactions of life?
Is it safe or logical to generalize, as to the (assumed) abortive
nature of all of the character training efforts put forth in our
colleges, from the one or two instances of young men of our
acquaintance who have chosen the perishable things in lieu of
the eternal verities ?

We may now be removed far from the springs of action
found in primitive instincts, yet it is to be remembered, by
those who have not tried it, that one may lead a horse to water
but cannot make him drink. In other words, as RusMn
expresses it, what surprised him, in looking over the lives of
men, is not what they had gotten but what they had allowed
themselves to lose along the journey.

Professor Calvin Woodward (by letter) : My abundant
observation leads me to support the charge that, as colleges
and college students go, they do exhibit some very poor, or
positively bad, training and a species of demoralization much
to be regretted. It avails little to add that some of the high
school men should not throw stones; the urgent question
being

:
What causes have operated to bring about the present

statics, and what can and should be done to improve matters ?

Unquestionably there are two sore spots in many secondary
schools which I shall name, but shall not discuss; Fraternities,
more or less secret; and Interscholastic Athletics. The first
has been well discussed by others ; my views as to the second
are in print. Suffice it to say that in my opinion, the total
effect of these two forms of student activities, is that boys
enter college and university classes too well acquainted with
"ways that are dark and tricks that are vain," and that their
leading and influence are, if not positively bad, certainly not
good.

The trouble in college circles is largely due to poor adminis-
tration by faculties and college officers, and to indiscreet, if
not immoral, conduct on the part of individual men; pro-
fessors, instructors, and alumni. The influence of inter-
collegiate athletics is almost as bad in colleges as in secondary
schools, yet college authorities not only tolerate them, but
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even encourage them. False standards of excellence, mental,

moral, and physical have been fostered ; while honor, veracity.

courtesy, fidelity, and good-breeding among students have

suffered neglect. For mnch of this faculties jointly or indi-

vidually have been and are to blame. They have exploited

their athletes rather than their scholars: they have permitted

young men "to loaf through college.
;

* and to ridicule vrith

scorn and contempt a reasonable devotion to study, the first

and highest legitimate duty of a college student. They have

allowed the plea for a generous physical culture for all to

cloak brutality which is well-nigh medieval and professional,

and which clearly marks a backward step in civilization. I

hold that the sporting contingent among the alumni of a col-

lege often has a bad influence.

- in. some college men. teachers and preachers, wittingly

or unwittingly, throw their influence in the wrong direction.

They incite students to lawless exploits by boasting of their

own pranks, and they tell the students it is their duty, as loyal

members of a class, or club, to do this, or that, in the direction

of violence or disorder. I once heard an alumnus, who was a

high school teacher, address a body of undergraduates upon
the value of character, the importance of habits of study, and

the necessity of gentlemanly conduct—all of which was well

done, and then, when he should have stopped, he went on to

brag of some of his own pranks and unlawful exploits, not

only canceling his good influence, but throwing it in the

wrong direction. On another occasion I heard an eminent

literary man tell an immense audience of teachers and stu-

dents how little he got from text-books and lectures, and how
much more he got from around in the library.

and associating with the "fellows" in their aetiviti-s.

- - -eond source of mischief has arisen from an increasing

lack of student interest in the prevailing course of study in

colleges. The old curriculum often means very little, and

seems worth very little even when fairly attended to. The

standards set up hundr thousands of years, ago. are

not our standards, and it is not human nature for a young
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man to attack the standard bearers seriously, and so they turn

seriously to other things for which colleges were not founded

and are not maintained.

I honestly think the technical students are comparatively

free from the charge of lack of interest in their work. They
are not ashamed to study and they rarely cut recitations and

lectures, and seldom burn their books. If one does such

things he is soon apt to travel for his health.

Finally, the tendency of writers of fiction is to portray the

high character and splendid heroism of a man whose youth

was characterized by "riotous living," and the neglect of a

generous and useful culture. One often hears the claim that

"boys must be boys," and that one must sow a certain amount
of "wild oats." One less often hears the solemn truth

—

which all real biography confirms—that "as a man soweth he

shall also reap"; and that the scars and deformities acquired

in youth are never wholly outgrown. The stunted sapling

never becomes a glorious tree.

How can matters be improved ? Briefly

:

1. Abolish interscholastic and intercollegiate foot-ball.

2. Prohibit secret clubs in all secondary schools.

3. While encouraging wholesome college activities, prohibit

rigorously unwholesome ones.

4. Give interesting, modern courses of study and without

hesitation drop those people who do not study.

5. Drop at once a professor who, before his class or else-

where, by word or deed, teaches or suggests what is not honest,

noble and pure.

6. Give the younger students, whose characters are not

firmly founded on what is best, advisers, who will really help

and guard them.

7. Don't put "character lectures" on the program, but

make it the solemn duty of every teacher to find occasions for

encouraging a love of the best, and for showing what things

are worthy, and what things are unworthy.

Dean F. C. Shexehon (by letter) : Before discussing at

President Talbot's request the paper on character training, it
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should be stated that my conclusions are not based on adequate

college observation, niy life having been mainly spent in prac-

tice as a civil engineer.

In Professor Jackson's view that character training is most

important for a technical student. I heartily concur ; from his

proposition that character training per se form a visible part

of the curriculum. I strongly dissent. Even were the curric-

ulum not already filled to the brim, while this and that depart-

ment make insistent appeals for a greated volume of hours, it

would appear obstructive of the object sought for the student

to discern any systematic time-consuming conspiracy to shape

his morals or his character. It would be well to eliminate

every word in technical catalogues or bulletins suggestive of

the reform school or the seminary. Students must read no

intent to shape their morals; and parents on the other hand

must divine, but not read, that a body of clear-thinking pro-

fessional men will of necessity profoundly influence for good

the character of the young men committed to them. That is

a tacit trust. But to obtrude this in the curriculum will be

viewed as an impertinence. Indeed to weave cultural studies

into the curricula of technical schools they must masquerade

as technical accessories. German must be technical German,

and our economics must deal with transportation. This is

justified as a pedagogic expedient to gain the consent and

interest of the student. All wrong perhaps, but an existing

condition. So long as this prevails it is futile to hope to gain

the consent of the governed for studies designed for moral

uplift.

The strong vital thought that dominates Professor Jackson's

paper, and is not to be obscured by his tentative suggestions of

ways and means, is the certain need of coordinating and

directing the present random work in character training,

giving it sequence, semblance, agreement and authority.

Preaching is often at cross-purposes with conspicuous

examples. While the president of the university and the

dean of the college openly smoke an occasional cigar, it is not

convincing to the student to listen to a disquisition on the
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moral obliquity of smoking. Agreement on matters of this

kind should be reached by those licensed to moralize in class

room. Oliver Wendell Holmes warns us : "Beware of making

your moral staple consist of negative virtues. It is good to

abstain, and teach others to abstain, from all that is sinful

or hurtful. But making a business of it leads to emaciation of

character, unless one feeds largely also on the more nutritious

diet of active sympathetic benevolence." The great positive

constructive qualities—courage, tolerance, benignity, cheerful-

ness, industry, loyalty, fair-dealing, frankness, self-control,

strenuousness, appeal always to the manliness inherent in our

stalwart engineering students. Fair-living, clean thinking,

and square-dealing are mainly matters of clear thinking.

There is little danger of a keen strong mind trained to

ultimate analysis going wrong in matters of petty morals, or

of larger virtues, provided the consciousness of these things

has been awakened. But how is this consciousness to be

awakened ?

Sometimes the psychologic moment for the safe lodgment of

a moral lesson may come in the class room. But it must be

deftly and swiftly accomplished. Such lessons are unsafe in

the hands of other than masters. It would appear that the

printed instruction to members of the faculty should be to

abstain—except with greatest rarity—from the obtrusion of

moral lessons in the class room. For the most part the effi-

cient character enlargment and betterment must come from

the atmosphere of the college—wherein high thinking and

wholesome living are normal, natural and self evident. Let

each member of a faculty radiate some sterling quality of

strength, courtesy, justice or courage ; let the regulations of

the college recognize in the students men—not boys; trust

them, place upon them responsibilities; let the honor system

prevail. At the same time exact perfect discipline as an

epitome of the highest business environment. If a faculty

can systematically develop an atmosphere of this kind, its

sweet reasonableness will awaken the consciousness of manli-

ness, fair-dealing and right living. To formulate it, to pro-
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mote it. and perpetuate it. are the difficult things. Our older

colleges like Harvard and Tale are credited with some such

atmosphere. In our western schools an air of virility prevails

—but it is less tangible in its finer manifestations. Our tech-

nical schools and our profession of engineer lack historic back-

ground. Our great personalities are yet to emerge. They

are still too much of the present. When we have more '

' lives

of engineers"' to conjure with, the spoken appeal will be

facilitated. The suggestion to utilize available biographies is

excellent.

It has surprised me to find how many talks in societies, at

banquets, and in assemblies are given to technical students by

members of the faculties of the various colleges, by visiting

professors, by eminent engineers and eminent speakers who

are not engineers. Were these talks directed, as far as prac-

ticable, into a well formulated scheme of character training,

would they not. added to the wholesome environment indicated

by the term atmosphere, form a sufficiently nutritious diet for

such growth as we may expect from the spoken word?
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BY JOHN J. CLAEK,

Dean of the Faculty, International Correspondence Schools.

I make no apology for bringing to your attention what
I consider one of the most important duties of an educator.

You have already considered the question of poor spelling,

and I agree that to be able to spell well is a valuable accom-

plishment. At the same time poor spelling is not one of the

worst drawbacks to success. I once worked under a man
(who by the way was a member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers) who could not write five consecutive

words and have them all spelled correctly. In fact his spell-

ing was so bad that he asked me one day how to spell "got."

When I had made sure that I had heard him correctly and had

told him, he said in a tone of surprise: "That's just the way
I have it, but it looks so short, I thought it must be

wrong." His argument was: "Spelling is no science. If it

were, I'd learn it; but as it isn't I'm not going to waste

my time learning it, when I can hire you to do it for me. '

'

Without dwelling on the merits of this argument, I can

say without any hesitancy that if during the eighteen years

I have been engaged in writing or in directing the writing of

the text-books used by the International Correspondence

Schools, poor spelling and bad grammar had been the worst

difficulties I had to contend with, my work would have in-

deed been easy and my employers would have been saved

more than a quarter of a million dollars.

The greatest obstacle we have had to contend with is the

apparent inability of writers to express accurately the ideas

they intend to convey, and this statement applies to college

graduates, ministers, doctors, lawyers, engineers, college pro-

fessors, and to practically every one who has ever written

333
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manuscript for us. I use the words apparent inability ad-

visedly, for whenever a man has been regularly employed in

our Text-book Department for a few months and has had his

work subjected to our criticism, his subsequent writings have

greatly improved—improved to such an extent, in fact, that

in a comparatively short time the only editing required was

that necessary to secure uniformity in spelling and typog-

raphy, and to make such improvements in grammar and dic-

tion as would naturally be suggested by a critical reader.

Another common fault is poor arrangement of topics, with

apparently no attempt to treat the subject in a simple, log-

ical order. "When two or more unrelated ideas occur in the

same paragraph or in succession and the writer jumps back

to the first one. then hops ahead to something entirely new,

proceeding in this way all through the manuscript, it leaves

the reader in a dazed state of mind, to say the least.

But when both of these bad features—inaccuracy of expres-

sion and poor arrangement—are present, one wonders if the

writer ever had any training in composition, and if so, what

manner of teacher did he have? Judging from my own ex-

perience, either the teachers are incapable of giving proper

instruction or else they are so busy chasing split infinitives,

the elusive comma, mixed metaphors, etc.. that they overlook

the fact that language is not an application of grammar, but

a medium for expressing thought.

My object in bringing this matter to your attention is that

I may suggest a change in the method of teaching composi-

tion to engineering students. Before doing so. however, I de-

sire to fortify my argument by reference to a few actual cases.

About fifteen years ago I edited a manuscript on graphic

statics. I was well satisfied with it, except for a paragraph

of about 300 words containing a description of the applica-

tion of Bow's notation to the stress diagram of a bridge truss.

I did not seem to understand it, but thought perhaps that was

because I had not read it with sufficient care, and I sent the

manuscript to the printer. I read the galley proof after the
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author, and for the second time I failed to understand that

particular paragraph. I studied it for about two hours and

then conceived a new and what I thought was an original

idea. After referring to the various truss diagrams I evolved

what I thought was a very simple and easy method of draw-

ing the stress diagram. So I turned the galley over, wrote

my description on the back, and took it to the author, expect-

ing to be complimented on my discovery. He read it through

very carefully, looked sad, and said nothing. I asked him if

it was all right, and he said yes, it was just what he was try-

ing to say.

Some time ago I wrote to a lawyer and asked his opinion

regarding a matter pertaining to the law of copyright. This

is the answer I received:

'
' Ma. J. J. Clark, Manager, Textbook Department.

Bear Sir: Your letter received, and I will write to Mr. Solberg with

regard to the copyright question. The only thing it strikes me that when

the Instruction Papers are copyrighted they are protected, but when they

are bound in the Bound Volume form and a title page is added it pro-

tects the whole set. The question in my mind is whether or not there

should be a title page filed with the first Instruction papers, or what

will be the title page of the I. C. S. Reference Library. As soon as I get

word from Mr. Solberg I will advise you. Respectfully yours."

I hardly think you will blame me for asking him to explain.

The following is taken from a manuscript written to ex-

plain some of the elementary principles of geometry:

"The size or measurement of an angle is of an entirely different kind

and nature from the measurement of length and area. As was heretofore

stated, length cannot be conceived of by itself, it is a mere comparison

of at least two things to each other, of which one is an arbitrary standard.

A degree of an angle is not an arbitrary standard, but merely a certain

part of a perigon, so that: The measurement of an angle is certain and

universal, on account of its certain basis. A perigon is as eternal in its

nature as a geometrical principle ; it is as it is because it cannot be any

different; it always was the same, and can never be any different in the

future. Anybody can make one, at any time, without reference to any
other standard or anything else. Since the size of an angle is of a differ-

ent nature from that of length, an angle cannot be measured by the

length of any one line, nor can any comparison be made between the size

of a surface or body and the size of an angle. But, three lines having
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a definite relative length or proportion to each other, and placed together

in the form of a triangle, define an angle, aa will be shown in the chapter

on triangles."

From a manuscript prepared by a young man, a college

graduate of three or four years ' standing, I copied this

:

"Any owner of a gasoline engine, whose connecting-rod bearings will

not 'stand up' should examine his crank-pins to see if they are round

or not."

In the four cases just cited the editor would have a com-

paratively easy time, since the language is so obviously bad,

that he can see at once something is wrong. But when the

language is smooth and the facts are presented with apparent

clearness and in logical order, the editor must be alert indeed

or he will fail to detect the statements that will cause trouble

for the reader. I shall give one example, taken from a work

on storage batteries:

'
' The original lead accumulator, as made by Plante, consists of two

plates of lead, usually rolled together in a spiral and separated by strips

of rubber or other suitable insulating material, placed in dilute sulphuric

acid. On sending a current from some external source through this cell,

the water becomes decomposed . . . the oxygen combines with the positive

plate, forming lead oxide or peroxide, while the hydrogen collects at the

negative plate.

"On disconnecting the source of the applied current, and completing

the external circuit of the cell, the water is again decomposed . . . the

oxygen uniting with the hydrogen collected at the negative plate and

with the lead plate itself, and the hydrogen uniting with the oxygen of

the oxide of lead at the positive plate . . . thus producing a current in

the opposite direction to the applied current."

This appears to be a clear, well-written, and concise de-

scription of a Plante cell. However, let us analyze it from

the standpoint of one who has never heard of a storage bat-

tery, but is fairly well informed regarding primary batteries

and electrolytes, and has been told that the positive plate is

the one at which the current enters the cell when charging.

Consider the phrase: "two plates of lead, usually rolled

together in a spiral and separated by strips of rubber or other

suitable insulating material, placed in dilute sulphuric acid."
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Does this mean that two similar flat lead plates are placed

so that one of the surfaces of one touches a similar surface

of the other, with their corresponding edges adjacent, and

then both plates are rolled as though it were a single plate,

after which strips of rubber are placed between the plates?

Or are the strips of rubber placed between the plates before

rolling? And are the strips narrow or wide? If narrow are

they numerous or otherwise ? Why use strips ? Why not use

sheets of rubber? Which way do the strips run—parallel to

the axis of the coil or the same way as rolled?

Further on it is stated that "the water becomes decom-

posed
'

'
; where does the water come from ? Nothing has been

said about water. After wasting a certain amount of time on

this, the reader may surmise that the acid was diluted with

water and the water referred to is that contained in the solu-

tion.

In the phrase "forming lead oxide or peroxide" are two

different compounds meant or two names for the same com-

pound? If the former, the author should have written lead

oxide or lead peroxide. Does the author mean that he doesn 't

know which is formed, that both may be formed, or that

either may be formed ?

Further on it is stated that "the water is again decom-

posed
'

'
; what water is this ? If it has been decomposed once

how can it be decomposed again? Where does this water

come from ? If only a part of the original water in the solu-

tion is decomposed in charging and another part in dis-

charging, it will soon be exhausted, in which case is more

water added or more diluted acid, and if the latter why?
The concluding phrase is: "thus producing a current in

the opposite direction to the applied current." Why use the

word "thus"? If "thus" were omitted, the remaining words

would express a plain statement of fact; with the word in,

however, the phrase expresses a conclusion from facts previ-

ously stated and which is supposed to be obvious to the

reader. I do not think the author is justified in using the

word in this instance.

22
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I may appear hypercritical; but when I state that I have

read the extract just quoted from twenty to thirty times, have

glanced through the sections on electrochemistry and primary

batteries, which the student is supposed to study before

taking up storage batteries, and still do not thoroughly un-

derstand the author's explanation. I am sure something is

wrong. "What is the use of writing if you cannot make your-

self understood, or, if your statements are liable to be mis-

construed? The author of the foregoing extract was either

very careless or else he himself did not comprehend what he

was trying to describe.

This reminds me that for years I have had a strong sus-

picion that even Tyndale did not understand his subject on at

least one occasion. On pages 135, 136 and 137 of "Heat a

Mode of Motion," 6th ed., D. Appleton & Co., he attempts to

explain why the temperature of air does not change when it

expands in a vacuum without doing work, and then con-

cludes thuswise: "All this needs reflection to arrive at clear-

ness, but every effort of this kind which you make will render

your subsequent efforts easier; and should you fail, at pres-

ent, to gain clearness of comprehension, I repeat my recom-

mendation of patience. Do not quit this portion of the sub-

ject without an effort to comprehend it—wrestle with it for a

time, but do not despair if you fail to arrive at clearness."

I can account for such a remarkable statement only by as-

suming that Tyndale was trying to explain something he did

not understand, and my only comment is to quote Huxley,

who wrote much and well on the subject of education: "A
man can always talk about his own business. He can always

make it plain; but if his knowledge is hearsay, he is afraid

to go beyond what he has recollected, and put it before those

that are ignorant in such shape that they shall comprehend

it."

—

Science and Art and Education.

I now state as a general proposition: no one can write in-

telligibly on a subject he does not thoroughly understand;

conversely, anyone having a fair knowledge of his native

language and who is willing to be trained can be taught to
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write intelligibly on any subject with which he is familiar.

To this statement I would add another: Anyone who writes

an article on any subject whatever so clearly that some one

else ignorant of the subject can understand it will himself

have a clearer insight into the subject than before. Granting

that this is true why do we not make composition one of the

most important features of our scheme of education ? I again

quote Huxley:

"I would assuredly devote a very large portion of the time of every

English child to the careful study of the models of English writings of

such varied and wonderful kind as we possess, and what is still more

important and still more neglected, the habit of using that language with

precision, with force, and with art. I fancy we are almost the only

nation in the world who seem to think that composition comes by nature.

The French attend to their own language, the Germans study theirs, but

the Englishmen do not seem to think it is worth their while. '
' Huxley

—

Science and Art and Education.

I give one more quotation occurring in a biographical

sketch of Huxley, which appeared shortly after his death

:

"To quote again the words of Huxley, which perhaps cannot be re-

peated too often :
' Good exposition implies much constructive imagina-

tion. A prerequisite is the forming of true ideas of the mental states of

those who are to be taught; and a further prerequisite is the imagining of

methods by which, beginning with conceptions they possess, there may be

built up in their minds the conceptions they do not possess.' The dis-

tinguished author says further: 'Of constructive imagination as dis-

played in this sphere, men at large appear to be almost devoid.' "

It is of the utmost importance to the engineer that he have

a clear comprehension of what he has studied, and he should

be able to explain his thoughts and ideas to others clearly,

simply, and forcibly. My experience has been that less than

five per cent, of those who have assisted us in preparing our

text-books have written their manuscripts in a manner that

was passably satisfactory, unless they had been trained in

our Text-book Department. They all have the following con-

spicuous faults: poor arrangement of subjects; carelessness

in choice of words ; carelessness in statement of facts ; insuffi-

cient explanation; and an invariable tendency to forget that
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the reader may not understand what is obvious to the author.

This latter fault is perhaps the worst we have to contend

with.

I can make myself clearer by citing a specific case. I re-

call that about fourteen or fifteen years ago one of our writers

had occasion to describe how drawings and maps are colored,

and gave some of the leading color combinations, such as. that

yellow and blue make green, etc. I had never done any work

of this kind, so I asked him if one color was ground in water,

like India ink. and then the other color ground in until the

desired secondary color was obtained, or if the colors were

ground separately and mixed. I further stated that I couldn't

Stt how the exact shade wanted could be obtained. He said

"
! no I that is not the way : you paint one color on. and then

you paint the other one over it.
'

' I am sure that would never

have occurred to me from anything I had ever read. I was

quite interested, and asked him if it made any difference

which color was applied first. He said '

' No ! " I then told

him to put in his manuscript what he had just been telling

me. as most of the students who studied his book would be

fully as ignorant as I had been.

Present conditions would be greatly improved if every stu-

dent throughout the entire four years of his college course,

and at least as often as once a month, were required to sub-

mit a composition relating to some engineering subject he

was then studying or had just finished. It should be dis-

tinctly understood that the article be prepared with the same

care as would render it acceptable to the readers of a tech-

nical journal. When written it should be submitted to the

professor in whose department the subject is taught, and he

or one of his assistants should read it in order to be sure that

it contained no technical errors, to make certain that the

student understood the subject, and to obtain the student's

point of view. It would then be well to send the article to the

department of English for criticism as to grammar, spelling,

punctuation, style, etc. The more expert the student becomes

as a writer, the more thorough should be the criticism of his
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written work. The student may have his subject assigned to
him or he may select it himself, but in the latter case his
choice should first be approved by the professor in whose de-
partment the subject is taught. For example, suppose the
student were studying strength of materials and had com-
pleted the subject of flexure of beams. The professor might
require him to write an article on the moment of inertia and
radius of gyration, instructing the student to explain in a
simple manner the meaning of these terms in relation to
masses and how they enter into the theory of beams Or the
student might be required to write a composition coverin-
some subject to be selected from between certain specified
pages of a particular text-book.

The adoption of a plan of this kind would achieve several
purposes: It would compel the student to think; it would re-
veal whether or not he really grasped the subject; it would
teach him to study his lessons more thoroughly and with
keener relish: and it would enable him to appreciate more
folly the beauties of his native language in addition to learn-
ing how to use it to secure the best effects.

It might seem that this will entail a large amount of work
by the teaching staff. It certainly will in the case of new
students: but after the third or fourth effort, provided the
work of criticising has been done thoroughly and conscien-
tiously, the student will have become imbued with the spirit
of the work, and the labor of correcting his compositions will
be very much lessened. I know this to be so from mv own ex-
perience. TVhen I was editing a technical journal that we
formerly published, an article of about one thousand words
and on a subject concerning which I knew nothing, was sub-
mitted by one of our text-book writers. The author had never
been to college, his English was vile, and the article was the
worst of any I have ever read. I criticized it in a general
way and made him rewrite it: I did the same thing again and
for the third time. Then, having the facts so I could under-
stand them, I rewrote the article myself, had him read it to
make sure I had made no errors, and sent it to the printer
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His second article he rewrote but once; his third and fourth

I simply edited and sent to the printer ; his fifth article I sent

to the printer without reading. Within about three months

he was one of the best writers I had. It should not be for-

gotten, however, that he was thoroughly familiar with his

subject.

Discussion.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard: Not long ago I had the

pleasure of visiting the studio of a famous sculptor, and saw

him at work modelling in clay. As he changed and re-

changed his work I said, "How long do you change and

re-change?" "Well," he said, "I stop at that point when I

have done it enough." This was very indefinite, so I asked

him to explain. He said, "Until I feel that I have attained

the maximum of perfection and that if I do it any more I will

take out the delight and the inspiration from it.
'

'

I believe that the writers on engineering subjects, almost to

a man, fail to make their writing bright, entertaining, interest-

ing and sympathetic. It is not necessary, in order to give an

article these qualities, to make it prolix. I know at least one

occasional writer of engineering articles who writes in an

interesting manner. His articles are. at the same time, good

accurate engineering. Engineering speakers, more often than

writers, display these qualities in their literary style. I desire

to speak, therefore, not on the shortcomings of our engineer-

ing students, but rather to urge the writers of engineering

books and articles to make these "a delight and an inspira-

tion."

President McNatr : The criticism of engineering schools

and engineering teachers are possibly all deserved, but if one

may judge by the results of the work of the secondary schools

and some of the courses in letters we are not the only people at

fault. Dean Clark insists that engineering manuscript shall

be perfectly clear and intelligible to a person who reads,

whether or not he knows anything whatever of the subject. I

think this is pushing the requirement a little too far. In the

usual case it is necessary to assume a certain previous knowl-
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edge on the part of the reader. The difficulty, and it seems
to me Mr. Clark should take this into account, is to make a
wise assumption of the limits of this presupposed knowledge
and further to adhere to them strictly in one's own thought
as he writes. It is so easy to write a sentence having to the
writer but one meaning, and that perfectly clear, while to the
reader with his more limited knowledge it is ambiguous or
quite obscure. Some of us have given this matter of composi-
tion considerable attention, and while I admit we have not
succeeded in turning out students all of whom can write
clearly we have made some attempt to do so, and are possibly
entitled to a little more credit than Dean Clark is willing to
accord.

Dean E. W. Davis: I am pleased that this matter has been
brought up, because I consider it a vital point in our college
instruction. I believe that much of the trouble the students
have in mathematics is because they have not been carefully
taught to write and speak good English. They are often
unable either to understand from a sentence precisely what it

means, or to write a sentence with a precise meaning to it.

When I began teaching, I had to teach English along with
mathematics for one semester. I was surprised to see how the
mathematics of my students improved. I did not attempt to
teach them anything but the art of writing clearly. They were
taught to know what a sentence meant. If a sentence meant
two or three things, they had to write it over again or break
it up into two or three sentences until there was only one
possible conclusion from each sentence. The students became
very much interested and the effect upon their mathematics
was gratifying. I appeal to the mathematics instructors to
help in this line because theirs is a subject in which instruction
in clear English comes in easily. I believe they can do it

better than some teachers of English.

Professor W. S. Franklin : I had a very interesting experi-
ence a number of years ago in connection with the teaching of
composition. It used to be my custom in giving examinations
to give about as much work as would occupy half the time at
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the disposal of the students. They were required to write and

rewrite their papers carefully. It vras surprising to me to

find that I eonld not get one per cent, of the members of a

class to deliberately revise and alter their first statements.

The second writing vras practically the same as the first.

Somehow or other a strident seems to be deficient in the ability.

which most of us get later in life, to recast and revise that he

has written.

Me. X. P. Ctetis : I wish to describe the practice that I have

followed in my class. As my teaching experience has been

limited I may wish to change the practice later. After giving

quizzes. I take the quiz papers to the class the following reci-

tation and read the answers to some of the questions. Many
of these answers are positive misstatements of facts because

the students did not convey the meanings that they wished to

convey. For example, one student stated that "dynamite is

nitroglycerin mixed with some compound which made it less

dangerous but just as explosive.

Pbofessob W. T. Mageuder : Another scheme is that of put-

ting on the board, the first day after an examination, a list of

the gems from the examination papers, and samples of the

F.nglkh •
' as she am spelled.

'

'

Pbofessob J. W. Shttsteb: Another plan, which I like

better, is to read some of the real gems that come in the quiz, a

few of the u that are the best in the class. It seems to

me that these will inspire the remainder of the class very much
more than the ones that are most defective.

Pboji— ::. I. 0. Baxze : I have tried all of these schemes.

and I do not believe that any of them has accomplished

enough to pay for the trouble. The most efficient way to

instruct a student in composition is to show him what is the

matter with his own production, and then have him rewrite it.

and if necessary correct it and have him rewrite until it is

satisfactory. These "'literary gems" are simply laughed at in

the recitation room, and do little or no good. The class says.

'•"Well, he missed it that time." Calling attention to the
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errors that some student has made, does not accomplish much
for any one except possibly the one who made the error, and
does not affect the class permanently. "What we should try

most to do is to inspire the students with the belief that

English is a very important element in an engineering train-

ing. I am inclined to believe that the best method of improv-

ing the English of our engineering students, is to arrange that

when studying rhetoric they shall write upon engineering

topics. "When a student writes on somebody's interpretation

of some speech in Shakespeare, it does not matter so very much
whether he makes his statements this way or that ; but if he

is describing the method of constructing a brick pavement in

front of the engineering building, something that can be

brought down to a definite statement, he will acquire a better

grade of English. I fear that we shall have but little improve-

ment until the subject matter of the compositions of engi-

neering students is changed.

Deax C. H. Crouch : In the college of mechanical and elec-

trical engineering at the University of North Dakota, all of

our students get one year of English. Feeling that the

English as taught was not what our students should have, I

induced the English department to offer one half course for

one semester on composition writing based upon topics which

I should submit. The results have been gratifying. "While

this work is required only of mechanical and electrical engi-

neers several of the civil engineers have requested to be

enrolled in the course. They have stated that they thought

they got more good out of that half-semester course (two

semester hours) than they did out of the full course for the

year in the regular English course.

Professor A. N. Talbot: "Will you state the nature of the

subject?

Dean Crouch : As the course is given in the second year it

has to be elementary. The students, however, are able to

describe some simple machine. If they can describe this so

that the professor of English can understand the machine,

they can use good English. At least our professor of English
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has said, that
'

' If they can describe the machine so that I can

understand its operation, they can use the English language."

He does not claim to be an engineer but he is an excellent

instructor of English. ,

Me. Harwood Frost : I believe, just as Professor Baker has

said, that the student should be made to write his English

exercises on some technical subject. Never having occupied that

position I may not know the difficulties that confront the

teacher, but it seems to me, from the little experience I have

had in visiting some of the colleges, that many of the students

do not thoroughly appreciate the purpose of their English

studies or to what extent the engineer needs a command of

English. In the first place, he needs to be able to speak

grammatically and with a fair delivery, because in speaking

to public bodies, in arguing with clients, or in presenting his

views before committees, much of his success depends upon

his ability to give a clear and concise explanation of some engi-

neering subject. In the second place, throughout his pro-

fessional career he is called upon to write reports, specifica-

tions, articles for periodicals, descriptions of his work for

engineering societies, etc., and it is only by training in actual

writing and speaking along these lines that he will be thor-

oughly acquainted with this feature of the work he is going

to do after he gets out of college. I remember that at Lehigh,

we had an excellent exercise in public speaking. One of our

professors would call a man in his class, and say.
' ;

Jones, take

the floor.
'

' Then he would be called upon to speak for three

or five minutes on a subject which the professor would name.

He would be allowed a short time to connect his thoughts and
get started and was marked in accordance with the use he

made of the balance of his time.

If articles, written on engineering subjects, could be exa-

mined by an editor or some person who has had editorial

experience, for criticism from the editorial point of view,

helpful suggestions might result. There are some men who
seem to think that, when they graduate, the first thing to do is

to write a book. They do not realize how difficult it is to write a
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book. Very few of these men. until they have had a long

experience in writing articles for periodicals and descriptive

papers to be read before technical societies, can produce a

book that is worth reading. They seem to think that a book is

merely a collection of statements, with little regard to the

arrangements of facts. But these facts must be presented in

a certain logical order and in grammatical language before

the book can be useful or commercially successful. Only

practice can give a man this ability and this command of lan-

guage, and I believe such practice should be commenced in

his undergraduate days.

aIr. ^Lln'sftf.i.d aIerrimax : The plan suggested by Professor

Baker is, I think, the one generally used in engineering

colleges. After essays are written they are corrected by the

instructor with blue pencil, and then perhaps the attention of

the writer is called to the corrections. While this practice is

very good so far as it goes, it does not go far enough. The

criticisms of the instructor are not highly valued by the stu-

dent, and the corrected essay is probably consigned to the

waste basket. In my freshman year I had the good fortune

to be under the instruction in English of Daniel C. Gilman, a

man who later exercised very great influence on higher educa-

tion in this country. The plan he adopted in regard to com-

position was very simple and most effective. On a certain

day of the week we were expected to be present in the class

room with essays that had been prepared. The choice of

topics was left entirely to us. and, accordingly, a class of

thirty-five men had thirty-five different subjects, which

afforded great variety. After calling the class to order Pro-

fessor Gilman would ask a student to read from his essay for

four or five minutes. At the conclusion of the reading, he

would briefly commend or criticise. The most important

influence brought upon the student, however, was the knowl-

edge that his classmates were listening attentively. Some-
times applause was given, which was gratifying to the reader,

but at times the applause was such that it was not gratifying.

During an hour perhaps ten or twelve essays would be thus
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read and criticised. To this day I remember essays that

were read in my freshman year and the attention that we

students paid to them. The criticism of the students,

expressed by their laughter, by their attention, and by their

applause, was of the very greatest value in inciting us to do

better the next time. Something of this kind, introduced in

our technical schools by the right kind of teachers might be of

value at the present day.

The modern practice of having the entire class write upon

the same subject seems to be a faulty one. "Writing an essay

should be an exercise that develops the mind of the writer, and

in order to do this it is important that the student should

select a topic in which he is interested. An essay having been

written, it should be used in some way so that the student

may be aware of the influence which it is able to exert. There

seems to me no better way to do this than by the plan followed

forty years ago at the Sheffield Scientific School by Daniel C.

Giknan.

Professor F. L. Emory : I have come to the conclusion that

the improvement in English is largely a matter of adminis-

tration. In the "West Virginia University a great improve-

ment has been made. This has been brought about by the

employment of a first-class man in rhetoric who gives much
time to the examination of daily themes, stress being laid upon

exposition. A daily theme from each of several hundred stu-

dents involves an enormous amount of work for the critic to

examine every week. The trouble is that as soon as a good

man is secured for such work he wants someone to help him.

As in all other work, the man who is most efficient at a job. gets

somebody else to help. A man who is competent to inject

individuality into the correction of themes is of the kind that

we ought to have. Such a man is so valuable and has such

ability that he doesn't want to do routine work. It is. how-

ever, largely a matter of administration to secure him.

During the years that we could command the services of such

a man. our students wrote several times better than before

or since.
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Professor J. M. Telleen : The greatest difficulty in teach-

ing English in our technical schools is primarily due to the

insufficient time allowed and to the small number of

instructors available for this work. I might also add, as has

been emphasized, the lack of cooperation of the departments.

Dean Clark emphasizes the fact that logical thinking is the

basis of correct writing. The teacher of English is supposed

to be not only a master of English and a logician but also an

engineering expert. There are, however, few members of the

faculty who have the technical knowledge to criticise thor-

oughly the papers that are presented in the English depart-

ment. In many technical schools, the attempt is being made

to meet the demands in instruction in English. In Case

School of Applied Science we give, in the freshman year,

instruction in general composition. This includes six weeks

of Huxley, an excellent model. In the sophomore year we
teach argumentation and engineering English. In the latter

course engineering words, terms, compounds, and the writing

of specifications and contracts, etc., are taken up. It is our

purpose to continue this instruction in the senior year in the

supervision of shop reports and thesis work. The shop reports

will be presented to the heads of the various departments

before they are submitted to the English department. Much
can be done in the improvement of English, but the depart-

ments of English need more time and more cooperation from
the teachers in the technical subjects.

Professor "Walter H. Drane (by letter) : In my opinion,

Dean Clark has presented in a very striking manner a most

important subject. The American engineer, no less than his

professional brethren, the lawyer and the doctor, has much
need of the English language, and the knowledge of a few
others would not be amiss, provided they are modern. For
him, however, force and elegance of expression are not so

much the requisites as is ability to be concise; he must say

exactly what he means, no more and no less, and express it

so clearly that no one of average intelligence can fail to under-

stand. The inability to do this will greatly lessen his useful-
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ness as a practitioner, no matter what may be his ability in

other ways.

But conciseness of expression is the hardest linguistic talent

to acquire, and, while that is true of any language, it is espe-

cially true of English. Compounded of many languages, its

words possessing wide varieties and nice shades of meaning,

and, furthermore, attaching more importance to position of

words than any other tongue, it possesses correspondingly

more flexibility and adapts itself most readily to facility of

expression. But this quality of the language, while an advan-

tage to the poet and the orator, becomes a hindrance to him

who would be precise, as a lawyer would be in his brief or the

engineer in his specifications. These two, therefore, of all

professional men, should be especially painstaking and careful

in their study of the language, not only acquiring a knowl-

edge of the exact meaning of words, but cultivating the power

to be both brief and precise.

While, doubtless, much of the inaccuracy of expression

found in the writings of engineers, to which Dean Clark

alludes in his paper, is due to the hurried way in which such

writing has to be done, the writer is of the opinion that the

larger part of it is the result of a bad habit formed early in

life. After all, speaking and writing correctly are matters

very largely of habit. But just this fact renders the early

training in language all the more important, for a habit of

any kind acquired then usually remains through life. The
habit of inaccuracy results from carelessness, doing things

hurriedly and without thought of order or system, and
teachers who will allow such work upon the part of their

students, whether they have charge of the work in English

or not, are very neglectful of their duty and are laying up
much trouble for the future. There is no excuse which can

be offered by any teacher for allowing such practice in his

classes. Clearness and accuracy of expression should be

demanded of all students in all classes, whether English or

not, at all times, and a little persistence in demanding this will

soon manifest itself, not only by improvement in language, but
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in everything the student does. I know of no service, which

can be rendered him who would be an engineer, of greater

value than forcing upon him early in his career the habit of

clearness and accuracy of expression; such a habit is no less

valuable than the ability to execute neat plans. Let him, who

has the training, fear not to use coercion in this regard, for in

future years his former students will rise up and call him

blessed.

In putting the above principles into practice a difficulty

presents itself in that so little time is allowed in the ordinary

four-year courses in engineering that English has to be cut to

a minimum if the student is to get the requisite technical

training. I have always regarded this as a serious mis-

fortune for the students, and I have therefore tried to remedy

it somewhat in the following manner: Every student in the

engineering department in the University of Mississippi is

required to hand in at least once a week, sometimes oftener,

written reports concerning his work. These reports are not

simply technical in nature, but are descriptive, and all the

instructors are required to grade them not only on neatness

and form, but upon spelling, diction, and accuracy of expres-

sion. This plan is pursued with the students throughout their

entire four years ' work, and the results have been good. This

is offered as a suggestion, in addition to the plan, proposed in

Dean Clark's paper, for accomplishing the same purpose.

Professor W. D. Ennis (by letter) : Dean Clark directs

attention to a shortcoming which we have all been ready to

ascribe to engineering students, but which we have not all

recognized as chargeable to ourselves. Apparently (from the

"horrible examples" cited) engineering educators are not the

only professional men who express themselves inadequately,

but it has been my observation that in this respect engineers

and teachers of engineers are particularly apt to compose

badly and that this criticism is applicable to "technical" men
generally.

After some considerable expenditure of time and thought on

the subject, I have still failed to conceive of a specific remedy

:
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nor does that suggested in the present paper appeal to me as

adequate. Our direct recourse is, necessarily, drill—and yet

more drill—in English composition: the simon pure theme-

writing exercises that most students hate and (I suppose)

most instructors shrink from. I am inclined to think that

writing on general subjects is more advantageous than tech-

nical composition, because it broadens the student's outlook

and widens his vocabulary and means of expression. But

writing on engineering subjects presents difficulties peculiar

to itself, and our men should perhaps have some degree of

special training to meet these difficulties. Too many of the

text-books we are now obliged to use are simply atrocious in

arrangement of subjects, obscurity of expressin and general

inelegance; few men could get anything from them without

some sort of gloss. The class of books of which Dean Clark

speaks is conspicuously different
;
yet our men are not all

going to write correspondence school text-books, nor can any

of them have the training in composition that is given to one

who writes such books.

I firmly believe that the root of the trouble in many cases

is a lack of matter (it certainly looks as if it were in

Tyndale's) rather than that ''invariable tendency to forget

that the reader may not understand what is obvious to the

writer.*' The fact is—too often—that the writer's language

is obscure because his ideas are obscure : it is not that he
'

' does

not know how to express himself," but that he does not kyww

what he is writing about. To give examples from the writings

of others would be in bad taste; from my own—humiliation.

But the examples are to be found.

TVe can do something, perhaps quite a great deal, with some

students, but the very fact that only five per cent, of the

Scranton writers produced passably satisfactory manuscripts

serves to prove what has been again and again surmised, that

the man who takes to engineering is more apt than not, not to

take to composition. The two kinds of activity appeal to

different types of men ; and while the importance of effective

use of transparent English by the engineer can scarcely be
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overestimated, it seems probable that we can effect only a

moderate measure of improvement over present conditions
j

and that improvement only by the old-fashioned standard

methods and not by any special process. Perhaps the pre-

paratory schools will solve the problem.

Professor H. L. Seaver (by letter) : So many opinions

common among teachers of composition and so many exercises

used in composition work at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology find support and justification in Mr. Clark's

paper that I venture to phrase those opinions and to suggest

those exercises for readers of the Proceedings who may be

undertaking or who may be responsible for English teaching

in a technological school.

I imagine that the success of writers who have, as Mr. Clark

reports, improved so much in writing for the Text-Book

Department of the Correspondence School may be due in con-

siderable part to a condition which will commonly obtain in

the business experience of the engineer, and which therefore

we endeavor, in our Institute instruction, to reproduce,

namely, definiteness of audience. Much of the vagueness of

school compositions seems to be due to the circumstances that

the writer imagines no definite reader, but painfully and con-

fusedly produces, with no idea of a recipient except the

appallingly long and white sheet under his fingers. He writes

with more interest and with very precise sense of the necessity

not merely of being, but of making himself understood, if he

writes for some known reader, preferably a fellow-student.

whose approval he to some extent desires and whose intelli-

gence and information he can approximately estimate. A
pleasant way of ensuring such definite audience is to require

of students a list of topics on which they have information at

first hand sufficient to write a brief explanatory article: and

then to read these lists, inviting other students to request

articles on the topics that sound interesting to them. A
theme so written is read and criticised by the student choosing

the topic treated. Often it is inconvenient to provide thus a

student reader; and a substitute of some definiteness may be

23
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offered by suggesting that the writers imagine they are colla-

borating on an encyclopaedia, for which they shall write an

article of prescribed length. These imagined requirements

make clear the necessity of making every word tell, and of

speaking to the level of intelligence which would be seeking

correct general information from an encyclopaedia article.

An opinion perhaps mistaken, and not generally accepted,

finds, I think, support in Mr. Clark's experience, the opinion

that composition work in a school of technology should be

completely a professional subject; and that consequently

written work should be only explanatory or argumentative.

Only in advanced optional work, or in the courses of the

academic college is there room for writing description or

narrative, or for considering graces or purity of style. The

engineer needs all the time available for exercises (1) in

arrangement of material, and (2) in precise statement. The

first sort emphasizes the dominant importance of clearly

ordered thought as chief essential to effective expression. At
the Institute this matter has been felt of sufficient importance

to warrant giving six weeks, out of the year's work which

alone is provided for training in writing, to exercises in

thinking, *. e., informal logic. As illustration of the sort of

writing serviceable in the first kind I may be permitted to cite

a subject I am fond of prescribing. I require an encyclo-

paedia article of prescribed length on the phenomena of

weather, for the caption meteorology. Freshmen easily gather

material, suggested obviously enough from the weather report

formula: "Fair, colder, westerly winds," adequate to illus-

trate the essential facts of meteorology. It requires, however,

some sensible thinking to perceive that the grouping which

first occurs, probably—into weather of spring, summer,

autumn, and winter—is superficial and involves repetition;

and only the thoughtful worry out the fact which brings all

the phenomena into ordered relation, namely, inequality of

temperature, resulting in phenomena of seasons, of zones,

of atmospheric pressure and consequent winds, of evaporation

and subsequent precipitation. For drill in exact statement it

is entertaining to take to the class-room a Dover egg-beater
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and require an exposition of its easily perceived but almost

indescribable movements. The liveliest interest may be

aroused by making on the board a diagram which follows the

statements of a theme but which, without too perverse mis-

understanding of the text, and with exact adherence to the

written description, produces an impossible or even unrecog-

nizable mechanism. Even a freshman engineer is aroused

when he finds he cannot construct a fool-proof explanation of

so elementary an engine.

Of Mr. Clark's suggestion for the preparation of technical

papers to be submitted to the English department and pre-

sented before a teacher or an audience of the technical depart-

ment, the Institute has interesting experience, from which the

following rules may be derived with some confidence : ( 1

)

Written comment alone, from the English instructor, will be

ignored; discussion with him must be oral, in personal con-

ference. (2) Working over of the material for effectiveness

in presentation must precede the actual presentation to the

technical audience; if it comes after it will be wholly per-

functory. (3) Part of the grade given should be given on

the merits of the paper as a composition, by the English

instructor.

— — * (by letter) : Dean Clark's

paper is one of a long series of expressions from editors and

professional men about similar features of engineering educa-

tion. Some training in the preparation of written papers, it

seems to be generally agreed, is a necessary part of a student

engineer's schooling, but the best kind of practice to give him

for this purpose is not so clearly decided. In order to see

somewhat of the direction it would take we may well review

the place of this special work in the school and the conditions

affecting it.

The students who enter the school of engineering are fairly

uniform in their mental attainments and outlook. They have

* The manuscript for this interesting contribution to the discussion

became separated from the letter accompanying it and it proved impos-

sible to locate the writer.
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come into this field of labor because of a natural taste for

"seeing how things are made"; that is, for learning how
human intelligence is applied to the work it has to do. And
they have developed a curiosity that can be led to attack any

subject of human interest. The school course is calculated to

give them the desired knowledge to some extent, and especially

to acquaint them with the spirit and method of scholarly

work in seeking knowledge and using it.

The special part of the school work which usually is called

'"English"' is, in its function, not that of a subject to be

learned. The man who has gone through four or six years of

intensive study of such subjects as mechanics, geology, and

engine design ought to be able to use his trained mind with

good effect in forming a clear conception of any thought he

may have to give other men and in choosing the language

which will be understood as representing that thought. How-
ever, we are used to thinking that special drill in expressing

his thoughts is a desirable means of developing a boy's abilities.

It prepares him for better clerical service, it forms for him

convenient habits, and it helps his better understanding of his

other studies. Moreover, language and books are about the

only distinct embodiment of men's intellectual products as

such : and the study of them involves not only the learning of

the code of symbols by which one may communicate with one 's

associates, but also the learning of the ideas and manners of

thinking used by those associates, and the introduction to the

great body of knowledge that has been accumulated by all

men in the past.

Ideally the training. I think, would initiate the student as

a freshman into the spirit and methods of gathering accurate

information so far as he is able, and preparing it for other

men's use: during the rest of the course, it would keep him

writing more or less to develop the results of his freshman

training into permanent habits, make him acquainted with

books and the ways of finding out what they contain, and

gradually lead him to prepare contributions of real value for

particular readers, for the school, and for the public ; and in

his junior or senior year it would provide some kind of
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"advanced composition" course for the careful review of the

nature of men's knowledge, and the ways in which it is to be

developed and put into form for communication and record.

The essential element in "English," however, is to be acquired

from the student's own enterprise in developing his thought

by practice under the direction of capable critics.

The difficulties of which Dean Clark speaks do no doubt

arise directly from "the inability of writers to express the

ideas they wish to convey." This inability comes not neces-

sarily from defect of intelligence, but either from the writer's

lack of experience in fitting his ideas to other men's under-

standing or from misunderstanding of what is to be done.

Dean Clark's experience shows that with capable criticism a

man who has a thought worth telling to other men can become

a good writer.

Efficiency in this department of the school depends upon
three factors: the right kind of teachers, the cooperation of

other departments, and good models of technical literature.

Good teachers are coming, energetic men who will devote

themselves to its work as the department develops. It is not

easy labor, and only a man who is vastly interested in the

problems of men's work in the ways of science and construc-

tion can make it profitable. Such a man in a faculty should

have all the assistance in his work and all the appreciation

that can be given him.

The cooperation of the whole faculty is needed by this

department more perhaps than by any others, in insisting

that the proper attention be given to this work and that

the results of that work be carried over into other studies.

Such cooperation requires loyalty, too, even though the

method of conducting it be not the wisest. It surely requires

also a respectably intelligent and correct use of language in

class and conversation by the other members of the faculty.

Technical literature has greatly improved as a whole. But
papers and books that are scholarly and fitted for their

reader's proper understanding are not numerous enough to

supply "English" models to the students in all departments

of the engineering school.
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A. HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE.

By W. D. Pfcras,

Professor of Railway Engineering. University of Wisconsin.

The long-established policy of the University of Wisconsin

in permitting and encouraging members of its instructional

staff to take an active part in the scientific work carried on

by various departments of the state and national governments

has seen a notable extension within the past few years, par-

ticularly in directions pertaining to engineering work. As

illustrating this policy, it is the purpose of this paper briefly

to describe the work done by members of the engineering

faculty in cooperation with the "Wisconsin Tax and Railroad

Commissions.

This cooperative work began in connection with the initial

steps in the administration of the assessment law of 1903

which provided for the substitution of the ad valorem for the

gross earnings basis for taxing the steam railroads of the

State. Under the terms of that law it became necessary to

have trustworthy information as to the fair valuation of each

of the various railroad systems within the State, and to this

end the Tax Commission in June. 1903, engaged as its engi-

neer expert Prof. W. D. Taylor.* professor of railway engine-rr-

in?, Universitv of Wisconsin. Professor Taylor had prev-
&I

* Professor Taylor served as the commission 's engineer until Febru-

ary 1. 1906. when he resigned to become chief engineer of the Chicago

and Alton Eailroad.
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iously (in 1901) rendered a similar service in arbitrating some
disputed points with respect to the physical valuation of cer-

tain railway properties in northern Minnesota involved in

rate investigations then being made by the Railroad and Ware-
house Commission of that state. Before severing his connec-

tions with the Wisconsin work he was engaged at intervals

upon two other important pieces of work touching the in-

terests of the state or federal government. The first of these

was an expert field examination of the physical and operating

features of the principal steam railway lines of Wisconsin on

behalf of the then retiring state railroad commissioner. The

other consisted of field investigations on behalf of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission as to the valuation of railway

properties in various parts of the United States. These

latter studies were made in collaboration with Professor B. H.

Meyer, professor of transportation in the University of Wis-

consin, who was appointed to the Railroad Commission upon

the creation of that body in 1905, and who subsequently be-

came its chairman, in which capacity he is still serving. Dur-

ing Professor Taylor's service jointly for the University and

the State, he was also able to engage at intervals in private

professional practice by taking temporary leave from his

duties for the Tax Commission subsequent to the completion

of the initial valuation work of the steam lines in 1903-1904.

The initial organization of the engineering staff engaged

in the physical appraisement of the steam roads of the State

was based upon the three major divisions of the tangible prop-

erty, viz., the lands, the permanent way and the rolling

equipment. The valuation of right of way and other lands

was placed in charge of Professor E. B. Skinner, of the De-

partment of Mathematics, and that of the rolling equipment

and associated features was assigned to Prof. J. G. D. Mack,

professor of machine design in the University of Wisconsin.

Certain other statistical studies relating in part to land val-

uations were early undertaken by Professor T. S. Adams, of

the Economics Department of the University.
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The work performed in the initial valuations by Professor

Taylor has been described in detail in his report to the "Wis-

consin Tax Commission (Report of 1907) and the results of

Professor Skinner's work are presented in his paper before

the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences (Proceedings, 1906).

Professor Mack, in a separate paper of today's program, is

describing some features of the service originally performed

under his direction for the State Board of Assessment and

more recently over a still broader field jointly for the two

state commissions.

In the legislative session of 1905 two laws were enacted

which subsequently led to a largely increased demand for

engineering services on behalf of the State. One of these

laws provided for the ad valorem basis of taxation for the

electric railways and the associated lighting and power plants,

along lines similar to those established in 1903 for the steam

roads of the State. The other was the law creating the Rail-

road Commission with regulative powers over rates and ser-

vice of the transportation lines of the State. In framing the

last-named law, it was foreseen that certain statistics relating

to the steam road valuations would probably be needed in

the work of the newly-created commission and provision was

made in the Railroad Commission Law for the use of the

data gathered in the office of the State Tax Commission. This

relationship later assumed the more tangible and practical

form of a joint agreement between the two commissions

whereby the services of one engineer, and later on of an

engineering staff of considerable size, was shared by the two

bodies, with an apportionment of salaries and expenses ac-

cording to the respective services rendered.

Under this arrangement the writer, as Professor Taylor's

successor, assumed his duties on a cooperative basis for the

University and for the two state commissions in July, 1906.

The staff at that time consisted of the engineer, one engineer-

ing assistant and a stenographer, which force was found to

suffice until it became necessary to take up the valuation of

the electric roads of the state. This latter work was precipi-
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tated some months earlier than originally planned through

the filing of a complaint, in December, 1906, before the Rail-

road Commission, relating to rates charged by the Milwaukee

Street Railway System, both city and interurban, and the

valuation of these properties (aggregating some $18,000,-

000) was undertaken in January, 1907. To meet the re-

quirements of this valuation work, the staff was reorganized

under three principal groups or departments; civil, mechan-

ical and electrical engineering. The size of the staff was at

once increased from three to twenty-three persons. In mak-

ing this reorganization several members of the teaching staff

of the College of Engineering were appointed for special ser-

vice, including, beside the engineer in charge, the following-

named persons: In the civil engineering staff, Mr. "Williams

and Mr. Van Zandt, of the Railway Engineering Department
;

in the mechanical staff, Professors Mack and Vosskuehler, of

the Machine Design Department; and Professor Thorkelson,

of the Steam Engineering Department.

About the date of completion of the Milwaukee valuation

above referred to (July, 1907), the "Wisconsin Public Utilities

Law was passed providing for sweeping extensions to the

powers of the Railroad Commission. This law gives the com-

mission regulative authority over all water, gas, electric, tele-

phone and heating plants of the State, whether privately or

publicly owned. Its more important provisions are: (1) ade-

quate service at reasonable rates, free from discrimination;

(2) establishment and enforcement of standards of service

and units of measurement; (3) valuation of all utilities; and

(4) uniform systems of accounting.

No active steps were taken by the Railroad Commission rela-

tive to the enforcement of the engineering features of the util-

ities law until late in 1907 after the initial valuations of the

electric roads of the state for the joint purposes of the two

commissions had been practically completed. As a matter of

economy, and following out the policy previously established,

it was decided to utilize the existing organization as far as pos-

sible and merely add such departments as were demanded
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to meet the new features required by law. Modifications of

the previous organization of the engineering staff were

brought about by the terms of the Public Utilities Law to

provide for the valuation of gas properties and the investiga-

tions and inspections of gas and electric service. Professor

C. F. Burgess, head of the Department of Chemical Engineer-

ing of the University, was appointed expert in light and heat

and placed in charge of these two departments of the work of

the technical staff. Professor Burgess is presenting a review

of this work to the present time in a separate paper.

Quite recently there has been further legislation extending

the duties of the Railroad Commission with reference to grade

crossing elimination and protection, and these extensions of

authority, together with the demand for revisions of the

valuation work of the steam railway property have necessi-

tated certain additions to the staff to satisfy the growing field

of the work of the two commissions, particularly with refer-

ence to safety of railroad travel. The organization scheme

as it now stands includes the following more or less distinct

departments

:

1. Administrative, consisting of the chief engineer, assistant engineer

and heads of departments, responsible for the direction of the work.

2. Office Staff, engaged in the reduction of field notes, the compilation

of valuation and other reports, and the systematic collection and filing

of cost data and other records.

3. Civil Engineering Staff, engaged in the inspection and valuation of

those details of the physical property of steam and electric railways and

public utilities plants which are customarily purchased, constructed, or

maintained under the direction of civil engineers; including such items

as the following: Lands, track, track structures, and bridges; buildings

and miscellaneous structures, such as gas holders, stand-pipes, reservoirs,

dams, wells and foundations; earthwork and paving; pipe distribution

systems for water, gas and steam heating plants including tunnels for

same; office furniture and appliances; horses and wagons; tools, stores

and supplies pertaining to the foregoing items; etc. Also investigations,

in cooperation with other departments, with a view to suggest improve-

ments in the operating conditions of railways, water works plants, etc.

4. Mechanical Engineering Staff, engaged in the inspection and valua-

tion of those details of the physical property of steam and electric rail-

ways and public utilities plants which are customarily purchased, con«
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structed or operated under the direction of mechanical experts or engi-

neers; including such items as the following: Power plant machinery and
equipment (exclusive of electrical features) ; steam and hot water plants

(except street mains); steam road locomotives and rolling stock; shop

machinery and tools; tools, stores and supplies pertaining to the above

items; etc. Also investigations, in cooperation with other departments,

with a view to suggest improvements in the operating conditions of water

works, heating plants, power plants, etc.

5. Electrical Engineering Staff, engaged in the inspection and valua-

tion of those details of the physical property of steam and electrical rail-

ways and public utilities plants which are usually constructed, purchased

or operated under the direction of electrical experts or engineers, includ-

ing electrical machinery and appliances in power plants and elsewhere;

electric railway rolling stock; electrical distribution systems, overhead

and underground; telephone plants; tools, stores, and supplies related

to the above items, etc. Also investigations, in cooperation with other

departments, with a view to suggest improvements in the operating

conditions of electric railways, power plants, telephone properties, etc.

6. Gas Engineering Staff, engaged in the inspection and valuation of

machinery and appliances for the manufacture of gas; tools, stores and

supplies pertaining to the same, etc. Also investigations, in cooperation

with other departments, with a view to suggest improvements in the

operating conditions of gas plants.

7. Gas and Electric Service Inspectors, engaged in inspections and in-

vestigations of gas and electric service; studies with reference to the

establishment and revision of standards of service and the formulation

of rules for the same; tests and calibrations of instruments used in

service measurements; investigations with reference to the electrolysis

of water and gas mains, etc. Also investigations, in cooperation with

other departments, with a view to suggest improvements in the operating

conditions of gas and electric plants.

8. Bailway Safety Staff, engaged in inspections and investigations of

those features of steam and electric railway properties which relate

primarily to safety of travel, including the installation and operation

of interlocking plants at crossings, junctions, and drawbridges; of block

signals, highway crossing protection, and the like. Also the valuation of

signaling installations.

9. Miscellaneous. Experts engaged temporarily for special service of

various kinds, either independently or in cooperation with one or more

of the foregoing departments. Such service hitherto rendered has in-

cluded such matters as the following: Consultation with prominent archi-

tect relative to valuation of a costly city building; service of expert

in investigations as to the safety of an important bridge; expert val-
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nation of the horses, harness, etc., belonging to a large electric railway

and lighting company; expert assistance in establishing a basis for valu-

ing street railway special work; e::.

The basis of appointment of the staff is provided for in part

by a formal rule of the Civil Service Commission, and in part

by special authorizations given from time to time by the Eail-

road Commission for the employment of experts under the

provisions of the public utilities and railroad commission laws.

The designations or titles of the staff members is given below:

Engineer in charge (for the two commissions), consulting

engineer (for occasional service^, assistant engineer ('office

engineer), civil engineer inspector, chief mechanical inspector.

chief electrical inspector, railway safety service expert, expert

on light and heat, field civil engineer inspector, field mechan-

ical inspector, field electrical inspectors, inspector of gas ser-

vice, inspector of electric service, assistant inspectors of gas

and electric service, assistant field inspectors, experts (for

occasional service . engineering computers, clerks and stenog-

raphers.

For reasons of economy or efficiency it has been found ex-

pedient in some cases temporarily to combine, and in still

others to subdivide, the duties and responsibilities of certain

of the positions given in the foregoing list. At the present

time, for example, the assistant engineer performs the duties

of office engineer and. in a measure, of the civil engineer in-

spector as well. Similarly, the expert on light and heat is at

present chiefly responsible for the staff work of the two re-

lated departments of gas engineering and gas and electric

service inspections. The duties of chief electrical inspector.

on the contrary, are at present shared by two field electrical

inspectors responsible for the inspections and valuations, one

primarily of the electrical machinery and rolling stock group,

and the other of the electrical distribution systems and tele-

phone properties.

It should be stated that membership on the staff is based

upon ascertained fitness for the special service for which the

appointment is made. There is entire freedom from political
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or other influence both in the matter of appointment and in

the tenure of position on the staff. The tenure of service has

been steady, the roll, except for the additions, being much
the same as that established early in 1907. The practice fol-

lowed by the commissions in other departments of service

of requiring each employe to report daily the actual hours

devoted to the state work, is observed by the technical staff.

The present membership of the technical staff of upwards

of thirty men consists almost exclusively of graduates of

engineering schools, and as should of course be the case, the

permanent staff consists largely of graduates of the University

of "Wisconsin. Seven members of the regular staff are mem-
bers of the faculty of the College of Engineering and other

members of the teaching force render occasional or emergency

service.

As already indicated, this is but one among many instances,

in Wisconsin, of active participation by university men in pro-

fessional service on behalf of the State. Such participa-

tion is encouraged by the Board of Regents and the President

of the University, not only on account of the stimulus given

to the work of the University through outside contact of this

kind, but also because of a recognized obligation to the State

which provides liberal financial support for the institution.

In the state of "Wisconsin there has perhaps been an unusual

opportunity to draft the University into the service of the

State due to the location of the institution at the capital city,

but it is a noteworthy fact that in responding to the " call to

service" but little disposition has been shown to draw false

lines between so-called "private practice," and similar profes-

sional service rendered by faculty members on behalf of the

commonwealth itself.
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B. MECHANICAL FEATURES.

BY JOHN G. D. MACK,

Professor of Machine Design, University of Wisconsin.

The "work of the mechanical department of the joint engi-

neering staff of the "Wisconsin Tax Commission and the Rail-

road Commission of "Wisconsin may be classified under three

general divisions, as follows:

(a) Problems relating to the physical valuation of railroad

and public utilities properties.

(6) Problems relating to the quality of service rendered by

railroads and public utilities.

(c) Problems originating in certain aspects of rate deter-

minations, in cooperation with the statistical department.

A brief statement of the more important work which has

been done by the mechanical department is as follows:

(1) First valuation of all rolling stock, shop machinery and

tools of the steam roads in Wisconsin, made in 1903-04. This

included inspections of a portion of the rolling stock and all

shop machinery on the large roads, and all rolling stock and

machinery on about thirty small roads.

(2) A complete annual correction of inventory and reval-

uation of the rolling stock, tools and machinery of the larger

roads, and the same for the small roads, including a detailed

inspection of the latter.

(3) An inspection, inventory and valuation of the mechan-

ical equipment of all the electric railway power plants in the

state, the plants being operated by steam, gas, water power,

or combinations of these powers.

(4) Same as (3) for a number of electric lighting and

power plants.

(5) Same as (3) for a number of water works pumping

plants operated by steam, electric and water power.

(6) Inspection, inventory and valuation of the mechanical

portion of a number of gas works.

(7) Inspection, inventory and valuation of central steam
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and hot water heating plants, in combination with power

plants noted under (3) and (4).

(8) Division of cost of combined power plants, as for ex-

ample, between water and electricity, or of a single plant, as

a water works pumping station, between public and domestic

service.

(9) Examination, computations and tests of water works

pumping stations for adequacy of service and the fulfillment

of franchise requirements, including suggestions for improve-

ment in service.

(10) Preparation of plans and estimates for the improve-

ment of a combined electric light and pumping plant.

(11) Investigation of complaints and examinations of sys-

tems regarding cost and efficiency of steam heating service.

(12) Investigation of plumbing and automatic sprinkler

systems as related to alleged excessive use of water.

(13) Investigation regarding causes of certain locomotive

boiler explosions.

(14) Investigation of locomotive maintenance.

(15) Detailed investigation of water works pumping sta-

tion piping as regards possibilities of various water routes or

sources of supply.

(16) Preparation of original forms and methods for taking

inventory of the mechanical equipment of power plants.

(17) Investigation of various systems of depreciation of

physical property with analytical and graphical analysis of

same.

(18) Preparation of original graphical charts for the con-

venient calculation of average new and depreciated values of

power plant, shop and rolling stock equipment.

(19) Compilation of statistics and expert opinions regard-

ing life of power plant, shop and rolling stock equipment,

with a view to a determination of average depreciation

charges.

(20) An extensive study and compilation of costs, and

average costs over a period of years of rolling stock and power

plant equipment.
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(21) Study of freight rates on and installation charges for

power plant equipment, including graphic and tabular

methods for convenient determination of these elements of

cost.

(22) Investigation of the various factors influencing the

cost of power in this state with special reference to the value

of a water right.

(23) Investigation of sources of contamination of water

supply.

In this work, as chief mechanical inspector in charge of the

mechanical department of the commission's engineering staff.

the writer has been assisted by members of the mechanical

and other departments of the staff, and by H. J. Thorkelson.

associate professor of steam engineering, and J. H. Vosskueh-

ler, assistant professor of machine design of the College of

Engineering. University of "Wisconsin.

There is a close relation between many of the commission

problems noted above, and various subjects given in the me-

chanical engineering course of the College of Engineering.

This relationship has been of great value in the instructional

work in steam engineering and machine design, but it is to be

especially noted in connection with the commercial mechanical

engineering course, required of seniors in mechanical engi-

neering. A large amount of material bearing directly on this

course has been obtained by the members of the faculty who

have served on the engineering staff of the two commissions,

in fact it was the direct outgrowth of this experience.

C. GAS AND ELECTRIC SERVICE.

BY C. F. BUECtESS.

Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Wisconsin.

The Railroad Commission, during the past few years, has

been conducting an important line of engineering work in

determining equitable lates for gas and electric service and

in prescribing certain standards with which such service shall
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comply. This work has been undertaken and carried on, at

first, in the face of some hostility on the part of the public

service interests, but later with a more genuine cooperation

between the Railroad Commission and the public service com-

panies.

The lines of work which were followed in arriving at the

results desired were as follows: (1) Appraisal of physical

values, (2) study of operating conditions and costs, (3) in-

vestigation of quality of service furnished by the various com-

panies in this state, and (4) determination of those qualities

of service to which the public was entitled in the existing

state of the art, without placing unwarranted burdens upon
the utility companies.

In the organization of the engineering staff of the Rail-

road Commission the engineering faculty of the University

has contributed several of its members, who were assigned

several branches of the work. The work for the commission

occupied but a portion of their time. The industrial field

has been canvassed by the commission for men suited to ap-

pointment on this staff. It is natural that the branch of the

engineering staff having to do with gas and electric service

should be composed largely of graduates of the University

of "Wisconsin and members of the engineering faculty. A
few illustrations of the work done by these men will be given

to show the nature of the tasks which have been encountered.

In considering suitable standards for gas service it was rec-

ognized that the heating value is a factor of greater impor-

tance in this state than was the more commonly used standard

of candle power or illuminating value. It was found, how-

ever, that little was known about the calorific value of gas

supplied to the cities in this state. A preliminary canvass of

the cities receiving gas service was therefore made by univer-

sity men employing equipment belonging to the College of

Engineering. Having determined what quality of gas the

well-managed companies were giving, it was not difficult to

decide upon a standard which all companies could reasonably

be expected to meet. This work brought out the fact that

24
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there was no universally adopted standard of gas heating

value: that there was a controversy as to whether " net
"

or " gross " values should be employed. It was also found

that there was no one standard form of calorimeter in general

use for making these measurements, and that certain forms of

calorimeter on the market gave decidedly erroneous results.

A lengthy laboratory investigation was therefore undertaken

to determine which forms of calorimeters would best serve the

purpose, from the standpoints of accuracy and practicability.

This work was done in the chemical engineering laboratories

and covered a period of more than two years. In this inves-

tigation cooperation was afforded by a committee appointed

by the American Gas Institute. The results of this work have

been presented in lengthy reports published by the American

Gas Institute, and they have had a notable influence on gas

calorimeter practice throughout the country.

The impression has been generally prevalent among gas

men that the tendency for gas meters is to become slow in

service. Tests upon a great many meters which have been

in use showed a majority of them to be running fast, and upon

study of the causes of this discrepancy between supposed and

actual conditions it was found that the chemical quality of

gas has something to do with meter performance. Discrep-

ancies were encountered between tests on meters conducted

by companies and those conducted by the Railroad Commis-

sion. A study of the causes of such discrepancies led to a

careful investigation of methods of meter testing and this in-

vestigation is still being carried on with interesting and useful

results. Most of the gas companies employ meter "provers"

as standards for checking the accuracy of service meters. As
these provers had never been standardized since being placed

in the works, arrangements were made for calibrating them.

For this purpose a one-half-cubic-foot bottle was designed and

constructed in the mechanician 's department of the University.

It differs from the cubic-foot bottle ordinarily employed in

that it is portable and thus can be carried by an inspector who

visits the various cities. It was found, further, that by far
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the greater number of complaints as to gas service were

founded upon inadequate or greatly varying gas pressures.

Investigation was made as to the pressures most suitable for

general use, and standards for gas pressures were adopted.

In like manner, qualities of electric service have been

studied. The deterioration of incandescent lamps in service

and the methods of guarding consumers against unwarranted

deterioration have been considered. Investigation and classi-

fication of complaints has been made and attention has been

given to measurement of efficiency of various forms of street

lighting.

Assuming for the moment that no one' will care to deny

that this work has been of great value to the people of the

State, or that the University in sharing in this work has ful-

filled an important public function, various other advantages

which have come from this co-operation may be pointed out.

A student's interest in his work is stimulated largely by his

appreciation of its practical utility. The carrying on of work
such as has been outlined, in the laboratories and under the

observation of the student and frequently with his assistance,

cannot fail to be an inspiration to him. The trend of instruc-

tion given to engineering students has been modified to a

considerable degree as a result of this work for the State. In

the Chemical Engineering Department, for example, a course

of instruction in gas and fuel engineering has been worked

out. This is a course of instruction suitable for training

men for inspection service, as well as for employment with gas

and electric companies. This instructional work is based

largely upon actual observations of practice in this state.

The instructional force of the University has been given an

opportunity to study the arts, not only as pertaining to large

and up-to-date installations, but to the numerous small ones,

as well. The instructor is thus given an opportunity of get-

ting in touch with a wider range of practice in a short time

than he could get in most industrial positions. He is given

reliable information as to costs, operating conditions, and the

like, which information and experience he is able to impart
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unreservedly to his students. In this respect the work for

the State is more advantageous than is the work done by in-

structors in consulting practice for private parties, who natur-

ally place some restriction upon the freedom with which such

work may be discussed.

A criticism which has been made upon much of the research

and investigation work carried on by universities is its remote

relationship to present practice. Xo argument is needed to

show that as high a grade of scientific and technical work may
be done in dealing with problems of immediate practical util-

ity as with those which are of only scientific interest. And
there is perhaps no better incentive to the direction of inves-

tigative work along lines of immediate practical importance

than is offered by cooperation such as has existed between

the College of Engineering and the Railroad Commission of

"Wisconsin.

Discussion.

Dean Gross : I think that we should not allow these papers

to pass without some word of appreciation for them. I am
sure that we have all profited by the presentation that has

been made, which shows to us in very clear terms the extent of

the activity of the commissions charged with the responsibility

of the carrying on of this work in this state, and the extent

to which the members of the staff of this great institution par-

ticipate in those activities.

President Munroe : I think that we are all agreed that in

this as in other things, the University of "Wisconsin is setting

a very interesting and profitable example of cooperation

between the university and the state. We have heard a great

deal in medieval times about the church and state. This work

marks a new phase of development where the university co-

operates with the state.



TEACHING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING SUB-
JECTS TO NON-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

BY C. FRANCIS HABDES

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Purdue Eniver-

The problem suggested by the above subject is one of the

most important and difficult of satisfactory solution con-

fronting the School of Electrical Engineering of the univer-

sity with which the writer is connected, and for this reason,

together with the fact that discussion of the matter with in-

structors of other universities has proven that the difficulties

involved are not local, it is believed that a brief discussion of

this problem may be of some value. Lest this matter, as

inferred from the above subject, may appear too specialized

for discussion before this Society, it should be pointed out

that the problem is not confined to schools of electrical engi-

neering but is met with by instructors in all of the engineer-

ing departments of most universities. As an example of this,

the teaching of hydraulics to students who are taking elec-

trical engineering courses and the instruction in many
branches of mechanical engineering to either electrical or

civil engineering students might be mentioned.

As the difficulties met with in administering such subjects

as have been mentioned above may not be obvious to all at

first sight, it may be well to mention, by way of introduction,

those which are most likely to obtain in engineering schools.

First among these should be listed, in the opinion of the

writer, the fact that the time devoted to the administration

of electrical engineering subjects to civil and mechanical

engineers is in most cases far too limited to do them justice.

In many instances it is the belief of engineers in other fields

of endeavor that a relatively limited course in electrical engi-

neering covering the description of electrical apparatus and
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some of its main characteristics can be given to advantage

in a very short time and in this way fit non-electrical stu-

dents to cope with problems which they are likely to meet

with in the practice of their chosen profession. Those who
are familiar with technical education, however, agree that

memorizing of data and facts is of little or no value in solv-

ing the engineering problems of the future. Since no two

similar problems are likely to arise, the young engineer must

be trained in fundamental theory which will enable him to

start the problem at the bottom, express it concisely in

proper terms and solve it accurately. To give this training

in fundamental theory requires a long and persistent drill

in many fundamental principles which is not often possible

in the limited time devoted to such subjects.

This leads us to the second consideration of lack of prepa-

ration. Students in mechanical and civil engineering have

seldom had the training in electrical measurements in the

department of physics that the electrical student has had and

therefore, go to the electrical engineering course, difficult in

itself to administer, with a weak foundation in the funda-

mental principles of the electrical circuit. The electrical

engineering department must, therefore, begin with much
more elementary work than with the electrical engineers and

cover much less ground in a given time. Those who are par-

ticularly interested in the administration of the mechanical

and civil subjects will appreciate that the training of the

average mechanical and civil student in electrical engineering

is quite analogous to the administration of the subject of rail-

way construction without preparation in plain surveying and

railway curves or the administration of mechanism without

the fundamental training in dynamics.

The two other difficulties of this problem may readily be

considered together as they both lead to the one result, i. e.,

an indifference on the part of the student, especially in the

senior year, towards subjects not closely allied to, and ad-

ministered by the department in which the student is special-
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izing. These difficulties might be defined as the desire for a

superficial knowledge only of the subject as briefly alluded to

above and a desire to specialize entirely in one's chosen field

in the senior year. Unlike some subjects in the engineering

curriculum, it is not difficult to impress upon the young me-

chanical and civil engineering student that a knowledge of

electrical engineering is necessary in order to complete a well

rounded development, but it is difficult for him to see the

advantages of the training in fundamental theory over a

descriptive course covering types of machines, efficiency,

costs, wiring diagrams, etc. The average senior, in the tech-

nical schools especially, is usually particularly narrow in his

ideas and tends to lay too much stress upon the specialized

subjects in which he is particularly interested, at the time

not realizing that the successful engineer must not only have

a broad knowledge of the three branches of engineering being

discussed in this paper but in addition a broad knowledge of

human nature and the so-called culture studies.

If we now appreciate the fact that because of limited time,

lack of preparation and lack of initial interest in the subject

the successful administration of this subject forms a problem

particularly difficult in solution, it is well worth our while to

stop for a moment to consider the results which should be

sought after and the methods of obtaining these results in

the administration of courses subject to these difficulties.

One of the important goals to be reached, if possible, in such

training may have been inferred from the previous discus-

sion, i. e., the selection of these fundamental theories most

likely to be encountered by the students taking the course

and the limitation of the work to a thorough drill on the par-

ticular subjects selected, that is to say, we should aim at

quality rather than quantity and by careful forethought elim-

inate much difficult work requiring long periods of time for

its mastery, which, although of prime importance for stu-

dents making a specialty of electrical engineering, is not

likely to be encountered by the mechanical and civil engi-

neer.
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After the instructor has used his best judgment in select-

ing subjects of most value to be considered in the limited

time and has used his best endeavors to teach the student to

make similar selections in his later self development, the next

step should be to train the student to select quickly the par-

ticular theory or principle with which he is familiar and
upon which a given problem depends and then to apply this

theory to the solution of his concrete problem. In the belief

of the writer the great stumbling block in the path of the

young engineer is the lack of ability to recognize the principle

which lies at the root and forms the backbone of the prob-

lem; and, having found the principle, to express the con-

crete problem in correct mathematical terms.

The third ideal to be sought after, in the opinion of the

writer, is the training of students to obtain accurate results.

In reading the proceedings of this Society for last year, it was

a pleasure to note the emphasis placed upon this point in at

least one of the convention papers. It is a point likely to be

emphasized more by the practical engineer and the technical

instructor who has had a broad training in the engineering

field than by the one who has remained in instructional work

since graduation without sufficient personal contact with

engineering problems. The engineer in the office and in the

field demands results, and these results must be accurate. He
is not usually greatly concerned with the methods employed

in obtaining these results and has little patience with excuses

and delays which sometimes enter in where only results are

called for and expected. If, then, the mechanical and civil

engineering student can be made to confine the only too lim-

ited time to the few fundamental principles which should be

thoroughly grasped, to select the correct theory underlying

the particular problem at hand, to be able to translate the

conditions of the problems into mathematical terms and to

manipulate these terms so as to arrive at a correct result, it is

believed that the most satisfactory solution of this rather

difficult instructional problem will have been found.

This discussion would hardly be complete without a mo-
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ment's thought upon the methods which should be adopted

in order to approximate as nearly as possible the goal out-

lined above. Again it is a pleasure to refer back to one of

the very able papers in the Proceedings of last year and to call

attention to the fact that little can be done, generally speak-

ing, in the way of increasing the time allowance for such

courses as are being considered in this discussion, for we soon

find the curriculum limited on the one side by the entrance

requirements which cannot be radically changed and on the

other by the inability, sometimes physical and sometimes

financial, of many students to take more than the four years

course. If, then, we cannot expect to make any marked in-

crease in the time available for such subjects, the only remedy

lies in the increased efficiency of the administration. But
how shall this increase in efficiency be obtained? Opinions

differ widely regarding the relative value of recitations based

upon text books, lectures and laboratory work and in many
institutions the limited time available for these courses en-

tirely eliminates the latter method of instruction. In the

opinion of the writer no one text book, unless written by the

instructor administering the course for the particular type of

students in his institution, can possibly be satisfactory with-

out a large amount of original thought and explanation in-

jected into the course by the instructor. This seems to re-

quire, therefore, either recitations in which the instructor

spends a comparatively large portion of the period in ex-

planatory lectures or a course of combined lectures and reci-

tations. It is believed that the latter plan involving lectures

illustrated by tests upon typical modern apparatus in prac-

tical operation, together with recitations from text-books and
practical engineering problems, based largely upon test data

actually obtained during the lecture period, gives the best

opportunity of approaching the goal which has been de-

termined upon as most desirable. And right here, let me
emphasize the value of problems of a practical engineering

nature. Many are the problems given in electrical courses

and, I am sorry to say, listed in many of the electrical text-
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books which have little if any bearing upon the future work

of the engineer. I do not wish to be interpreted as opposed

to abstract problems for the purpose of mental training, for

the writer is heartily in favor of a long and thorough train-

ing in such, but he does believe that this should be preliminary

to and not a part of the purely engineering courses. This

memory training should be obtained in mathematics, the

sciences and humanities rather than in the engineering

problems. It is believed that much of the criticism of the

technical graduate from practical engineers and manufac-

turers is due to the fact that he has been led to believe by such

abstract problems and by instructors not familiar with prac-

tical conditions that some of the abstract results obtained in

undergraduate work have some bearing upon and basis for

comparison with results which he is endeavoring to obtain

accurately in his later professional experience.

If the methods outlined above are carried out, it is believed

that not only will the student obtain a thorough training of

some real value to him in after life, but he will incidentally

be interested in the work and be able to see the value of the

fundamental principles as applied to practical engineering

problems in his future career not only, but also in his class

room experiences. Let us, therefore, not neglect to recognize

the difficulties of the problem but endeavor to determine what

the most vital ones are in the particular institution with which

we are connected, hold ever before us the results which

we would like to obtain, whether they be in accordance with

the suggestions of this discussion or not, plan our courses to

fit the limited time at our disposal, and yet thoroughly pre-

pare the student along the lines most likely to be met with in

practice by a thorough drill in carefully selected principles

of fundamental theory illustrated by tests and problems

which would be recognized by a man in the active engineer-

ing profession as having some bearing upon his work.



THE TEACHING OF JUDGMENT.

BY EDWARD J. KUNZE,

Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan

Agricultural College.

Judgment is one of the greatest assets of the engineer.

Without judgment he is no engineer. It is said that an engi-

neer is a man possessing certain technical information regard-

ing certain forces, plus horse sense to use this information

correctly. Horse sense is the ability to make a quick and
timely decision on any subject and in this respect is another

term for judgment. Since judgment plays so important a

part in the engineer's training, it is expedient that he early

learn to acquire it.

It is usual to consider the acquirement of judgment as a

part of the training which the engineer is to receive after he

has graduated from college ; my thesis is that judgment can

and should be taught during the college course, that the

student may acquire, during his course, a very clear concep-

tion of not only how judgment may be acquired for future

needs but also that he may acquire a very substantial

nucleus upon which to build in the immediate present.

Judgment cannot be taught from a text-book; it cannot be

learned by means of lectures ; nor can it be acquired by reci-

tations. There are two methods of acquiring judgment : first,

from one 's own experience ; secondly, from observation of the

experience of others. In practice we usually find judgment
acquired by a combination of these two methods. Obviously,

if the number of subjects is large or if they vary greatly, the

first method would consume entirely too much time. In teach-

ing judgment we must, therefore, chiefly consider the second

method. A student, however, may learn to exercise good

judgment by referring back to his own past experiences, if

those experiences are such as permit of being checked.

Judgment is the ability to discern between right and wrong,

379
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but in engineering there may be different conditions of right

and wrong, what may be right under one condition may not be

right under another. Usually there are many factors involved.

The exercise of good judgment requires that all of these

factors shall be properly regarded. In entering into a new
field, unless one has something to check him up, he is apt to

overlook one or more of the factors involved. The system

which is here proposed, it is hoped will serve as a means of

thus cheeking up one's results.

The engineer, due to his training, naturally takes the atti-

tude of comparison and criticism toward all methods and

objects that come under his observation. If, therefore, we
bring together matters having a common purpose in general

but whose specific conditions may change or if we gather

together matters representing the views of others, in such a

manner that they may be readily compared, we have a basis

for the formation of judgment. If we teach methods of

analysis and comparison, criticism will follow naturally.

Methods of analysis can be taught by obliging the student to

cover each step before he arrives at any conclusion, defining

each position step for step and resting only on what has been

proven or what is accepted. This can be especially well fol-

lowed in laboratory reports and it would seem that in the

physical laboratory the opportunity for the introduction of

insistance on covering each step, is most opportune but it

should not rest here. Methods of comparison can best be

acquired by passing in quick review the matter to be observed.

In examining any properly classified set of objects, tables

or other data, the observer will at once note that a difference

exists; he will then search for the details which differentiate

one illustration from another and he will ask himself why do

these parts differ, what determined each designer, for instance,

to make up his part as illustrated, etc. It is but a small step

from this point to that in which the student will form an

opinion of his own and then judgment in this particular phase

has been born.

Comparison, to be most effective, to be most acute, to present
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the strongest stimulus in livening up one's interest, should be

that which can be most quickly and easily made. Since most

persons are predominately eye minded and since the exercise

of the visual sense affords the best opportunity for grasping a

sweeping view and hence permitting of a quick comparison of

the objects sensed, it is clear that collections of any particular

class which illustrate, especially in graphic or in pictorial

form, the ideas of different men, afford a very ready means of

promoting comparison, inviting criticism and fostering judg-

ment in matters pertaining to the class in question.

A few illustrations will suffice to show how correlations, as

suggested, may be made. Cuts or tracings of illustrations of

machines or parts of machines should be gathered from

catalogs, circulars, books or from any other available source

and arranged in classes and subclasses as, for example

:

Bearings ; main, outboard, journal, etc.,

Crossheads; turned, planed, slipper, winged.

Engine valves ; Corliss, slide valve, D, piston, gridiron.

Radial Drills;

Swivel on column,

Swivel on base,

Swivel on pin outside of column.

Other classifications may be

:

Boiler settings and furnaces,

Steam traps,

Condensers, etc.

In each case those, and only those clippings, etc., belonging

to any one sub-class should be pasted on a sheet of loose leaf

note paper. The subjects on any one sheet should all be of the

same sub-class.

One advantage that the loose leaf system has over all others

is that all of the pages upon which illustrations of any sub-

class have been collected, may be spread out before one; this

system also permits of unlimited flexibility as to expansion.

A very good method of providing a class with illustrations,

along the lines indicated, is to have such pages as have been

completed photographed and as large a black print negative
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obtained as will tax the capacity of the printing frame and

from this a black print negative can be made which can be

used to furnish blue prints as desired for distribution. An-

other method which works very well is one in which repro-

ductions from books, photographs or other similar source may
be made in black and white at the rate of a few cents a piece

when ordered in lots. It is well in any case, that the student

follow up his collection and add to it from time to time as

occasion permits.

Another illustration of the application of this idea is in the

matter of allowable stresses in machine parts. Xo other thing,

perhaps, is quite so confusing to the embryo designer as the

selection of the proper working stress for a given condition,

especially if the condition is an extraordinary one. TVe find

in handbooks and some books on machine design, the allowable

stress for some machine parts, but these are given only where

the part is described. This is very good in its way but for the

acquirement of judgment it is better that all such data be

correlated under a single head with subclasses as before. I

do not wish to be interpreted as opposing the use of the

method of determining the factor of safety to be allowed from

a consideration of the load and its application, but I do con-

tend that this latter method cannot always be adhered to

unless the ground covered is one which is familiar to the

designer, enabling him to correctly account for all irregulari-

ties, but this familiarity does not obtain in students.

In order to correlate working stresses, it is best to put in

tabular form such items as follows

:

Description or sketch of piece,

Material of which it is made,

Use to which it is put.

Kind of stress to which it is subjected,

Ultimate strength of material.

Allowable stress for purpose indicated,

Factor of safety allowed,

Authority or reference to detail information.

A still further application of this method may be made in
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the study of methods of manufacture. By tabulating the

relative cost of manufacture of any certain piece under

different conditions, the student will be caused to exercise a

discrimination as to the best method of making up a piece

which does not fall directly within the list tabulated. The

following is an example of this sort of tabulation.

Description.

Bevel gear
blank

Method of
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It is usual to assign the coordinates, when curves are to be

plotted by students. The selection of the ordinate and the

abscissa appears to be a stumbling block to a student, indeed

the speaker does not know of any published data which would

aid the student to decide which shall be the ordinate and which

-:.-
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curves, following good usage, be tabulated and examined, il

will be found that the abscissa is invariably what may be

termed the independent variable, or. more loosely speaking,

the abscissae may be considered as being more regular, as,

for instance; time, space, horse-power and load, while the

corresponding ordinates, velocity, acceleration, efficiency and

water rate seem to be more irregular in their periods.

Although difficult to explain directly in so many words, the

tabulating of the quantities as suggested causes a student to

make his own interpretation of why he should use one or the

other for the ordinate, after which he no longer experiences

any difficulty.

The speaker fully realizes the impossibility of teaching

judgment in all its phases to a student but he maintains that

the more a student is caused to exercise judgment in any one

or more particulars, the more readily will he find he will exer-

cise judgment in other directions.

The teaching of judgment should not be left to any one

instructor but a system, such as is here proposed, the speaker

':->"_:--.--;. sh:\:l:l. a- fir ;-~ 7:^::".-. : :-rvi.: r :hr rrrrirr ?\:rr: :•-

ulum; it should manifest an influence on every engineering

subject taught and, it may be, that every instructor could,

with profit, incorporate the idea in his work.



STUDENT DELINQUENCY.

(A) CAUSES, (B) METHOD OF REGULATING IN
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.

BY GEOKGE K. CHATBUKX,

Professor of Applied Mechanics and Design, University of Nebraska.

As chairman of the Delinquent Students' Committee for a

number of years the writer has had opportunity to observe

the college careers of a great many students, and realizes that

from that time several years ago when to fail in a subject was
considered a disgrace to the present when nothing short of

actual dismissal is considered disgraceful, delinquency has

been on the constant increase. The writer therefore wishes

to outline briefly what to him seem to be the causes and also

some of the methods we have adopted for its regulation in the

hope that a discussion may be started and that we may learn

from others their experience and gain mutual help.

Causes.

Incompetency.—Only a few students get into the university

who are actually incompetent of performing the work
required of them. How and why such students get through is

known to those who have had experience in high school super-

vision.

Lack of Preparation.—This is one of the prime causes of

delinquency. It is not so much a lack of subject-matter,

because that is carefully looked after in the published require-

ments and by the high school inspector, but rather a lack of

proper methods of study, a lack of knowledge of how to study

to the best advantage. The break from high school to college

methods may be too great or it may be that the grammar and
primary school methods have been carried too far into the

high school.

25 385
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Indifference.—Those who have been connected with the

college for several years can appreciate the decrease in the

earnestness of the average student. The vocation of the stu-

dent should be study, conscientious and strenuous study.

Many spend more time, however, in the avocations of student

life to the great detriment of their class grades. This indiffer-

ence is due to many things, among which may be mentioned

the following

:

(a) To the popularization of the college. It has become

the popular thing, the fashionable thing to send young men
and women to college. Parents frequently have no definite

purpose in view except that hazy one that they owe it to their

children to give them a college training, or that because neigh-

bor so-in-so 's boy went to college mine also shall go : in short

because a college course is the vogue. Students likewise "go
to college" just for the name of it, possibly thinking that if

they can by "snap courses" or special grace of the faculty

barely manage to pass in the minimum number of required

hours the college diploma thus indifferently obtained will

per se be an open sesame of success.

(&) It may be due to the lack of an appreciation of the

value of an education, on the part of the student usually.

The parent, generally, realizes and sends his son to school.

The son is an unwilling student and frequently does next to

nothing and cares less. Such a student must be reached, if at

all, by the personal efforts of the parent or teacher. It might

be better to put him in a trade school or a business house

where advantage could be taken of the bent of his mind.

(c) A lack of appreciation of the serious nature of real

college work. Newspapers "play up" that side of college life

which appeals to the fun-loving, pleasure-seeking spirit of

youth. If one should judge by what he finds published in the

newspapers he would think the chief aim of the college man
is to play football, dance the two-step and attend bacchanalian

banquets. In a daily paper I recently counted upon a single

page twenty-six university items : twelve of them pertained to

Greek-letter fraternities and nine of these were accounts of
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banquets, house parties and dances; five to other student

organizations; three to class politics; while debate, band,

alumni, ex-student, convocation and lecture claimed one each.

Another paper in an editorial a short time ago inferred that

students are "attracted to college because of the dude frater-

nities and fast society"; that the "young men leave school

wearing balloon pants, little caps on the back of their heads,

and with the newly acquired education in their systems mixed

with cigarette smoke and contempt for the old folks at home."

It is said that a college reporter sent to his paper, among
other things, a clipping. It so happened that on one side of

the clipping there was a short article on education, on the

other an account of a fraternity dance. The compositor set

up the item on education and thereby lost his job ; such dense

ignorance was intolerable in this up-to-date newspaper office.

Is it any wonder that high school boys think "going to

college" a great lark?

(d) The indifference may be due to laziness, lack of energy

and ivill power. The student merely floats along and through

self-indulgence becomes so weakened that he is forced to retire
1

' on account of delinquency.

(e) It is frequently due to interest in other things. He
neglects one study because he prefers another. He takes an

active interest in athletics, in college politics, in glee club,

dramatics, Y. M. C. A., or college newspaper or other publica-

tions. Or, if the things he is interested in be without the

university, he may work for a livelihood, he may go in for

society, for church or for fraternity activities.

(/) And some, I am sorry to say, are led off by indulgences

such as card playing, smoking, visiting theaters and other

amusements ; which, while they may not be harmful in them-

selves, may even be beneficial if not over indulged, are abso-

lutely vicious in their power to absorb valuable time, to say

nothing of their evil effects on the mind and conscience.

Procrastination.—This is a very grave cause of delinquency.

The final semester reports show scores of "conditions" and
"incompletes," many of them due to a late theme or labora-
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tory report. Students should early cultivate the habit of

promptness and regularity in attendance on classes and in the

preparation and ng of written work.

Til Health.—Body and functional derangements often place

the student at great disadvantage, as do also contagious

diseases and quarantining for the same.

Improper and Unsanitary Habitation.—The rooming place

for the student who for the first time leaves the parental

influence can not be too carefully selected.

Improper. Insufficient and Unsanitary Food.—We seldom

have much trouble from this. Occasionally a student gets too

economical and starves himself to such a degree as to injure

his work, but more often by rich and unsuitable food he eon-

tracts a case of biliousness or indigestion.

A number of eases have come to my knowledge where stu-

dents have failed because of a lack of system in their study

and exercise. Usually the registered course suggests a natural

order of study. "When it does not the student should make

out a program and follow it rigorously.

The causes so far mentioned lie almost wholly with the stu-

dent and his earlier training. They may nearly always be

avoided by thorough preparation and a strong desire and will

to see that those things which make for scholarship and

morality have the right of way. The student should avoid

idleness, avoid frivolity, avoid those persons and activities that

steal valuable time from the real, earnest and essential duties

of the successful student. Let the time that rightfully

belongs to play be given freely, energetically and spiritedly.

The following causes pertain to the student's relation with

the college faculty and their remedy is largely in the hands

of the faculty :

•oper Classification.—Where the elective system pre-

vails to a greater or less extent a student if left to his own

initiative may register for too much or too little work. If

too much, he cannot satisfactorily do alL if too little, '"the

devil has work for idle hands to do." His course may not

be properly graded. The unadvised freshman is frequently
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found floundering along in a class of seniors (on the contrary

the ease-seeking, sloughing senior is too often found in a class

of freshmen), he takes up work in a wrong period of his devel-

opment, he fails, becomes discouraged and finally drops from

sight.

Improper Methods of Instruction.—Under this head might

be grouped such mistakes as: lessons assigned too long, note-

book work excessive, laboratory work too intricate or left

almost wholly to inexperienced assistants, examinations set

too hard for the character of the instruction given, a hazy

presentation of the subject matter, instructor dull and unen-

thusiastic, lack of sympathy on the part of the instructor, and

the desire of the instructor to force dull students from his

class.

These statements need little comment. I wish, though, to

make a plea for teachers rather than specialists. If the two

can be combined well and good; if not, give the teacher the

preference. Usually the brilliant student is selected for an

assistant; he passes from an assistant to an instructor and

finally becomes a professor, he may never have looked at a

work of pedagogy or read a line of psychology. His ability

to teach is seldom considered, it is his power to grasp and

retain that is responsible for his election. This very power

to see and grasp things quickly causes him to have little

sympathy for the dull student. Dr. Flexner says* :

'

' The two

functions [teaching and research] are not identical; that men
trained to one cannot equally do the other: . . . that the

crying need of our academic life is for the creation on the part

of the college authorities of conditions and ideals that will

permit a race of college teachers to grow up and to survive.
'

'

Method of Regulating Delinquency in the University of

Nebraska.—At the beginning of this year, the board of regents

of the University of Nebraska granted an appropriation for

clerk hire and remuneration for a secretary, whereupon the

committee inaugurated the system outlined below for checking

up delinquency each week. This is based upon the theory,

•"Adjusting the College to American Life." Science. March 5, 1909.
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which experience seems to verify, that if a student can be

warned by competent authority whenever he is falling behind

in his work, he can either make up his delinquency by an

extra effort, or by securing advice he can learn how to study

and thereby will master the subject in which he is delinquent.

The committee on delinquent students consists of six mem-
bers of the senate with the writer, as chairman. The com-

mittee is purposely made small because it is thought a better

working body might thus be obtained. The great burden of

the work falls on the secretary, who has charge of the collect-

ing and compiling of all data. He calls in and has first con-

sultation with all male students : the calling in and consulting

with female students is done by the adviser to women.

The committee recognizes three general classes of delin-

quencies: (1) delinquency in attendance: (2) delinquency in

scholarship; (3) delinquency in conduct. The instructors are

required to report delinquencies to the secretary of the com-

mittee once a week. The secretary of the committee has a

card catalog containing the names of all students and upon

these cards he enters in ruled spaces a record of attendance

and other delinquencies. He. or in the case of women, the

adviser to women, sends for the delinquents when he thinks

necessary, discusses the situation with them, and if the case

demands, refers them to other officers for attention. Delin-

quency in attendance is regularly taken care of by the com-

mittee through the secretary and the adviser to women.

"vThen the unexcused absences become sufficiently numerous,

say two or three in one subject, or a total number in all sub-

jects of four or five, the student is called in and warned or

asked to see his dean to procure an excuse if there be a reason

for granting said excuse. Whenever students for any reason

are obliged to be absent, they are supposed to procure excuses

from the dean at the very earliest possible moment and carry

these to their several instructors. The instructors make the

proper notation on their records and may. if they so desire,

use this information in making their final term reports. A
carbon copy of all excuses issued by the deans is lodged with
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the secretary of the delinquent student committee. If the

irregularity of the student continues, he is either reported (in

the province of the secretary) to the student's adviser for a

recommendation, or to the entire committee for action. Per-

sistent absence or deliberate cutting of classes may subject the

student to a request for voluntary withdrawal from the uni-

versity, or to the chancellor for suspension.

Delinquency in scholarship if in less than one-half the

registered hours is referred immediately to the adviser of the

student, whose business it is to talk to the student, find out if

possible what is his trouble, advise him how to rectify it, and

return such recommendation to the committee as he may deem
essential. In serious cases the adviser may seek the help of

the dean and he, in very serious cases, the wisdom of the

chancellor. If the student is reported delinquent in half or

more of his registered hours he is summoned before the com-

mittee who, after an examination, will decide whether or not

the delinquency is on account of neglect. If so, he is advised

to withdraw from the university or recommended for sus-

pension. If there are extenuating circumstances, if the stu-

dent is slow, if he has inadvertently registered for work for

which he is not properly prepared, if for any reason the com-

mittee wishes to give the student another chance, he is placed

on probation for a definite or indefinite period, his work fol-

lowed up by the secretary, his effort and improvement noted,

and in due time dealt with again by the committee. Delin-

quency in conduct is regularly referred to the student 's dean.

The object of all this is not to relieve the individual instruc-

tor of any of his responsibility for the welfare of the student.

In fact, it is thought that the frequent calling for reports

regarding the standing of the delinquent will cause the

instructor to take more note of that particular student 's work,

especially as the committee endeavors to impress on each

instructor that he is in a measure responsible for the student's

future university career. The diagrammatic scheme given here-

with shows the flow of procedure in the three cases of delin-

quency. While the work has been in operation only one year,
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the results so far obtained warrant the continuation of the

committee in the future. Statistics compiled by the secretary

show that the average delinquency for the entire university

during the first semester of this year compared with the first

semester of last year decreased fifteen per cent. It is not

thought that any scheme will entirely eradicate delinquency,

but it is hoped that much improvement on the old methods

will result. Perhaps the knowledge that students are closely

Graphical Kepresentation of Boute of Delinquency Investigation.

checked up every week will in itself be an incentive to regular

attendance, to promptness and punctuality in the discharge of

university duties, to more strenuous efforts for good lessons,

and thus to satisfaction and gratification.

The above diagram shows the possible course of a case of

delinquency. Each case is settled by the first officer it comes to
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who is capable of handling it. Ninety per cent, of the cases

never get beyond the secretary of the committee and only

very extreme cases reach the chancellor.

Delinquency Statistics Compiled by Secretary C. C. Eng-

berg.—For the first semester.

I. Using the student as the unit of calculation

:

1908-09 1909-10

Number of students registered in the departments

under the jurisdiction of the committee 2,154 2,223

Number of students delinquent in one or more

subjects 591 510

Delinquents per hundred students 27.7 22.9

Percentage of decrease 17.2

II. Using the hours of registration as the unit of calculation

:

Number of hours registered by all students, esti-

mated by multiplying the average registration of

200 taken at random by the total number 31.449 32.456

Number of houra delinquent 2,600 2,410

Hours delinquent per each 100 hours registered. . . . 8.27 7.42

Percentage of decrease 10.3

Discussion.

Professor V. T. Wilson : I would criticise Professor Chat-

burn 's outline in that it duplicates -work. Different officers

throughout the institution go over practically the same work,

and there is a line of march on through various officers. The

intermediate steps are useless, in my opinion.

I was at one time connected with a university where the

instructor was supposed to talk to the student if anything

went wrong, then the head of the department was supposed

to talk to the student, then the adviser of the student was

supposed to talk to him. Next he was supposed to go to the

dean of the college, and to be directed to the head of the

course in civil, mechanical, or electrical engineering, who
would talk to him. In the end nobody would have any
authority to do anything whatsoever except the last-named

professor, but when the case got to him, he was so far out of
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touch with the student that he would say, "It is all right; just

go ahead and you will come out all right."

I am now connected with a school where the following is

the plan: The instructor sends a report of the delinquency

to the class adviser. The latter is the only man who has

any thing to do with the student, and if he cannot do what

he thinks should be done and is up against the proposition

that the student must be dropped from the college, he advises

the president that the student should be dropped, and the

student is dropped. The student does not laugh at the advice

of the adviser; he considers him as an arbitrator, and he

treats him with respect. When the class officer tells him he

is delinquent, he says "Thank you," and he goes off and

does the thing advised. I believe that a system which elimi-

nates unnecessary intermediate officers and brings the student

under the control of one man only, or, in final, doubtful cases,

under a higher officer who co-operates with the lower officer,

eliminates the disrespect of the student for the advice he gets

from various officials.
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BY HEEMAN SCHNEIDER,

Dean of the Engineering College, University of Cincinnati.

It is difficult to formulate a simple comprehensive state-

ment of the principle underlying the co-operative system.

Various attempts have been made to condense it into one sen-

tence, as, for instance, '

' Hitching the school and shop abreast,

rather than in tandem"; "combining theory and practice."

In former papers, this statement has been used: "The prac-

tical side of engineering, that is, the technique, can be learned

only in a shop working under commercial conditions, and the

theory underlying the technique can be taught only in a

school by skilled teachers." Perhaps the best statement of

the fundamental idea is this: "The practice of engineering
cannot be learned in a university; it can be learned only
where engineering is practiced, namely, in the shop or field.

The theory underlying the practice may be obtained outside
of the university, but can be best obtained in an organized
system of instruction under skilled teachers."

It should not require much argument to show that the
practice and the theory underlying it should be taught sim-
ultaneously, if possible. As a matter of fact, the whole argu-
ment for the co-operative course, together with the investiga-

tion which led to it, would make a long and involved statement,
and while it might prove more conclusive than any simple
expression, we have always felt that the demonstration of the
scheme, together with a statement of the results achieved
year by year, would be more effective. While we still believe
the actual demonstration to be better than the argument, we
find that many erroneous impressions prevail concerning our
work.

Curiously enough, many people think that the basic idea in

395
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the co-operative system is the alternate-week arrangement.

The plan by which theory and practice are combined and co-

ordinated is merely a detail and the alternate-week scheme

which we use is the one which happens to fit our local condi-

tions the best. Even in our own school we are devising dif-

ferent systems of co-operation.

For instance, after four years of experiment we have de-

cided to operate the co-operative courses in electrical, me-

chanical and metallurgical engineering on the alternate-week

plan eleven months in the year, reducing the length of the

courses from six years to five years.

In civil engineering, we have the alternate-week scheme

eight months in the year, and for the summer months we have

made an arrangement with the Union Pacific Railroad Com-

pany, whereby our students obtain field work in railroading,

together with instruction given by the railroad company. In

chemical engineering there will be a marked departure, ac-

cording to our present plans from both of these details of

operation.

It must be evident that for different localities, different

means of getting theory and practice together will be used,

and, also, in different courses the ratio of theory to practice

will vary. For example, the University of "Wisconsin prob-

ably could not operate on the alternate-week plan because of

its distance from the factories of the state. It could establish

a faculty in Milwaukee and have an alternate week or fort-

night scheme; but if the faculty remained in Madison the

plan would probably be to have eight months of instruction

at Madison and four months of scheduled shop work with

co-ordination in Milwaukee, using four rotating sections so

that the shops would always have the same quota of student

apprentices. Such a plan as this would be a co-operative

scheme, of course, but would have a less amount of shop work,

and in the opinion of some of our critics, would be a more

beneficial arrangement than the one which we believe to be

the best for our conditions in Cincinnati.
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Further, in co-operative law, medical, commercial, agricul-

tural, architectural or mining courses, it is evident that the

amount and character of practice would vary greatly. I be-

lieve, and sincerely hope that there will be many forms of

the co-operative system adopted by different institutions and

out of all of these we shall probably get, by experiment, the

best forms. I can readily see that some of the more conserva-

tive eastern institutions will hesitate to tie up as intimately

with commercial shops as we have done in Cincinnati. It is

probable that they will adopt some form of the co-operative

system with a less amount of outside practical work, making

the work less rigorous, and devising their details so as to

cause the least amount of disturbance to their present sys-

tems. Four years of experience in operating our co-opera-

tive courses, however, leads me to expect failure for any co-

operative scheme which is not made commercially profitable

for the shops, which does not start the student at the very bot-

tom of the practice of engineering, which eliminates the hard

work that the regular mechanics do or the regular hours they

maintain, or which modifies the shop discipline simply be-

cause the apprentices are university students. Any attempt

to evade the disciplinary conditions which have through the

ages made strong men, while it may be an advance on the old

four-year system, will not meet the expectations of its

sponsors.

These thoughts are born of the questions so frequently

asked us by college teachers not situated in industrial centers

and by others who are in factory communities, but who have

a vague fear that somehow the standard of their scholastic

work, their dignity and their independence will be jeopar-

dized by contact with the wicked world.

Opposition to Physical Work.

It is astonishing how much opposition there is to that part

of our system which requires a student to do the hard phys-

ical work of laborers and mechanics. Engineering professors,

particularly, and in some cases practicing graduates from
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four-year courses, seem to feel strongly that the high plane

upon which the engineering profession is supposed to be, is

in danger of being let down a peg, if embryo engineers begin

their careers as apprentices. I have never been able to get a

crystallized, logical statement of these objections. Personally,

I believe that a goodly amount of physical work in contact

with those whose lot it is to labor should be required of every

young man in his formative years, no matter what his posi-

tion in life is, or is to be. Especially should it be required of

future engineers. Strong men have always grown stronger

and better through this contact and competition, and the

weaker ones find their levels more quickly than in any other

way.

Why an engineering college should not adopt nature's rig-

orous methods of finding leaders is not evident, and if engi-

neering education should be for any particular purpose, it

should certainly be for the training of leaders in production

and construction. Surely, a youth approaching manhood who

does not feel within him the craving to measure his strength

of body and mind with those who do the day's work lacks cer-

tain qualities necessary for leadership ; and should not, there-

fore, get the training intended for leadership. And if he

does have the craving, let him satisfy it ; let him grow natur-

ally, guide his growth, and supplement it with proper intel-

lectual instruction.

In our opinion, the man who has not the will and willing-

ness to do physical labor in the practical engineering world

is not a promising candidate for the engineering school; nor

do we believe that imitation work in imitation shops should

be offered to the students as an equally good, but easier and

more dignified substitute for the character-building, man-

making real work of real shops. Indeed, there is a sort of

academic snobbishness, most unwholesome for the students,

and most undemocratic in its essence, which looks askance at

all knowledge that does not come by the book, and which feels

that between the practical and the intellectual there is a great

gulf fixed.
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The Business of Training Engineers.

Now I assume that we are in the business of training men
for the practice of engineering; and I further take it that

the practice of engineering means the economical use of the

forces and resources of nature for the benefit of mankind.

The day has come when we must place honest emphasis on the

word "economical"; we must also remember that mankind

means all men, the majority of whom are those who produce

and construct in using the resources of nature. "We are, in

fact, servants of each other, and in this mutual but complex

interdependence of production, we have for some time been

leading surely to a crisis, which grows more acute as the nation

becomes more industrial, and which will necessitate the solu-

tion of two problems: First, the elimination of waste in pro-

duction, and secondly, the scientific use of labor to the end

that it may be most efficient, best rewarded and properly

conserved. These are matters not for the lawyer and poli-

tician, but for the engineer. That day is passing when the

magnificent waste of men and materials can be an ignored

consequence of achievement.

The integration of a multitude of shop errors between the

limits of January 1 and December 31 is now as much an engi-

neering problem as the most delicate deduction in calculus.

The training necessary to find all the factors which enter into

this integral equation is just as much a part of engineering

education as is mathematics. A working knowledge of the

toxins of fatigue is as important, to say the least, as an ability

to discover and eliminate the impurities in castings. To
conserve the years of labor is as much a part of economical

engineering as to find a good preservative coating for bridges.

A knowledge of the limitations, the weakness, the group sub-

tleties of men, is as requisite as a similar knowledge of

materials.

If we are to have a saving solution of this broad engineering

problem of conservation in production, the men who tackle it

must be initially aggressive in spirit and keen of mind; they

must be deeply versed in science ; they must have a thorough
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and intimate knowledge of men and materials; their instruc-

tion in the humanities must give them breadth of vision, and

the resultant breadth of tolerance; and they must know the

real problem as it is.

The Reflex Action on the University.

In joining with producing and constructing concerns to

train young men for this type of engineering activity,

we anticipated that there would be a reflex action on the

engineering college. The reaction was not slow in coming.

It was more in the nature of a flareback. My telephone

was very busy that first half year: "That cub you sent

down here," the voice would say, "thinks this is a university.

He won *t work.
'

' It did not take us long to learn that it was

necessary to paint the shop end of the course to aspiring Edi-

sons in broad, black, greasy, sweaty strokes. One after an-

other, young men came to inquire about the work and one

after another they would surrender to their mental aversion

for early hours and much grime. But there was a fine residue

from the sifting, a residue that meant business. Each year

our list of applicants has grown and the selection has been

more and more rigid ; as a result, our losses during the summer
tryout decreased as the following table indicates

:

Losses During Summer Trial Period in Per Cent.

Year.

1906 40.0

1907 2S.4

1908 13.6

1909 8.1

TVe also learned that first year, and have had it verified

each year since, that the shop will spot a yellow streak in a

man before the university even suspects it. An attempt to

sneak spoiled work through is never a great success. It is

not even a commendable failure, and the rest of the workmen

view it with tersely expressed disgust. It requires only a few

days for a young man to realize that he must stand squarely
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on his own merits and that most of the men in overalls about

him are a peculiarly keen lot of men worth cultivating. And
this is when young Edison begins his combination course in

tact and integrity.

"We at the college end soon found our work under a scrutiny

and criticism, with final judgment suspended, and this too

from a source which does not hesitate to scrutinize and criti-

cize. "We are brought face to face with the failure of a uni-

versity department as we never are in our four-year courses.

A student, let us say, has finished successfully his work in

physics; some day he does a fool thing in the shop which

indicates that he knows very little about the subject. "When

you confront him with the fool thing and with the fact that

he should have known better because he had been taught the

theory governing it, you find his grasp on the theory to be

very feeble. It is not a part of his working organism.

The Co-ordination of Courses.

Experiences of this sort caused a serious introspection on

the part of our teachers, and a consequent readjustment of

our courses and methods. "We soon found that much of our

trouble resulted from a lack of co-ordination between courses.

After trying various plans to remedy this, we now have a

system whereby each course is charted in a circle clockwise by

weeks. At the periphery of the circle are the names of the

teachers who tie to the particular work of any week. Every

teachers gets a copy of every course chart. The instructor in

charge of the course is chairman of a committee on that course,

the other members being those whose work correlates with his.

In this way a number of men may teach a subject which was

formerly taught by one man. For example, the professor of

metallurgy enters the bridge-design and testing-laboratory

courses at appropriate times ; the professor of industrial chem-

istry gives part of the course in cement.

Our experience also taught us that it was necessary to have

a separate set of men to co-ordinate the work of the shop with

the work of the university. A department was started to do

26
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this, and men were appointed of the grade of assistant pro-

fessor and with the title of co-ordinator. The shop co-ordi-

nator is a college graduate acquainted with shop practice.

He spends every morning at the university and every after-

noon in the shops. His function is to make a direct weekly

: rdination of the work of the shop with the theory of the

university. One afternoon, for example, he may be at the

shops of a local manufacturing company, where he will ob-

- the student apprentices at work. He will know what

they are turning out. their speeds, their feeds and cuts, the

angle of the tool, how the batch of work is ticketed, how the

up, the power drive, everything important in con-

neetkm with the operation.

The next week these young men will be grouped together

with their classmatei for tsvo periods in class, when he will

explain the functions of the particular articles on which the

students were working, in the machine which the local manu-

facturing company builds. He will take up all questions of

spee :?. :eeis. cuts, accuracy, etc. Figuratively speaking, he

will take from the student apprentices the blinders which

would restrict their vision except for this explanatory work.

The ticketing of the batch of work is gone into, and the system

: -hop routing is explained. Ultimately all problems of shop

: ionization, shop accounting, cost keeping, shop planning,

power transmission, heating, lighting, etc.. are discussed dur-

ing the course.

In conjunction with this, a card system is employed by
means of which everything the student does in the shop that

exemplifies a theory taught in the university, is called in de-

tail to the attention of the teacher of theory, so that when
the student comes to that particular theory, the exemplifica-

tions which he has had in his practical work in the shop are

called to his attention. It will be seen. then, that out of the

student's rienee is drawn much of his course in

mechanism, thermodynamics, machine design, strength of

rials, shop economics, etc.

Fhu system has been in operation for one year, and is one of
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the most valuable additions we have made to the scheme. The

co-ordinators have made a careful study of each shop, and are

now completing organization charts showing the path which

a student can most profitably follow through the shop. In ad-

dition to the shop chart, a chart is made for every individual

student which indicates how closely this path has been fol-

lowed, and why there have been deviations, if any. These

charts are the result of four years of closely observed experi-

ment on the part of the university and the shops, and have

been worked out by conferences between shop co-ordinators

and shop superintendents.

The Scientific Spirit Is Not Killed.

Our critics have always felt that the amount of work given

would tend to kill the scientific spirit, and to instill a too

practical one. A recent occurrence worth mentioning in this

connection, was a meeting of all the co-operative students

with the faculty to discuss the five-year, eleven-month plan of

operation. At this meeting the students who have been with

us three or four years strongly expressed the hope that the

course would be made six years long, eleven months of the

year. None of the students wanted a six-year course, nine

months of the year.

When the vote was finally taken, it was found that all the

men who had had three or four years of the work wanted a

six-year course, eleven months of the year, while the younger

men were unanimously in favor of a five-year course, eleven

months of the year. The reason given for their attitude by

the older co-operative students was that they wanted to take

up in the university, advanced scientific work of a post-grad-

uate grade, together with certain academic subjects such as

psychology and logic, and that they desired also to take a

more comprehensive group of technical subjects than is

usually given in any engineering course. That is to say, they

have become so impressed in the shop with the broader as-

pects of engineering, that they desire to touch not only the

technical subjects of their own courses, but also many of the

technical subjects of other engineering courses.
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As a result, courses will be arranged so that men, on gradu-

ating after five
; Ql be enabled to take one or two ad-

ditional years if they so desire. This attitude was not sur-

prising to those of the faculty who were ~atehing the de-

velopment of the co-operative students. A curious, and. I

thinly entirely unusual situation was developed in the meet-

ing, when nearly cveiy speaker on the students' side solemnly

warned the faculty that no measures should be taken which

would in any way endanger the high standard of the co-

operative course in the universiry

Of course, our experience in four years of operation has

enabled us to determine in advance that the usual work of the

four-year theoretical course could be carried on by co-opera-

tive students in five yean of half-time work eleven months of

the year, even though the standard maintained in the co-

operative work is much higher than that of the four-year

courses. A student's rating, by the way. is not determined

by examination, but by a record of daily efficiency. We have

abolished examinations, but pay very close attention in the

weekly faculty meetings to the weekly records of our co-

operative students. Short written tests ue ^rlven frequently.

and without advanced notice. A certain pace is set and if the

student cannot or will not maintain it, he is dropped from

:rse.

Teaching How to Tackle a Pboblkm.

are more and more convinced that the best thing a uni-

versity can teach an engineering student is how to tackle a

problem, and to this end most of our summer work is devised.

All of the summer work in the university is to be construc-

tive, following the analytical work of the previous year's

theory. For example, the student's first problem will be

something like this: "There is a barrel of rock salt: you are

supposed to have a certain knowledge of theoretical chemis-

try after your years work. Here is the laboratory: here.

also are the necessary industrial implements : over there is

the library. Now go and make four pounds of table salt. At
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five o'clock each day let us have a written report on what
you have accomplished."

Following this and other simple problems, the work be-

comes more complex, leading into boiler compounds and
metallurgy. The student will be compelled to rely almost

entirely on his own resources, except for critical suggestions

following errors, and by the time he has reached his third

summer, it is hoped that he will be able to use the laboratory,

the library and his theoretical knowledge to make a logical

and effective attack on a new piece of constructive work. In

his last year he will have several problems which will involve

theoretical considerations that he has never met, except, per-

haps, in the fundamentals of physics.

Many additional changes in curriculum and method are in

process of development, looking to a more rigorous mental and
physical training of our young men for work in production

and construction. And though a few of our students upon
graduation will become teachers of future co-operative stu-

dents, and a few more, temperamentally fitted for work in

pure science, will join the freemasonry of those who explore

beyond the ranges of the known, the majority will continue in

the more prosaic business of helping to do the world's work.

And these will bring to their tasks a working knowledge of

the many-sided life of the shop and field, coupled with an
ability to apply to it the rapidly increasing fund of material

which the pure scientists uncover, to the end that the yield

may be greater and the spirit of the labor brighter. And this,

I take it, is engineering.

Discussion.

Dean G. H. Shepard: From what I have read about the

cooperative work the result has been the elimination of the

college shop. As I understand it, in the cooperative course at

Cincinnati, the men receive instruction as apprentices in the

industry itself.

Dean Schneider: Yes, we have abolished the university

shops, and all this work is done in the commercial shops.
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Deax Skepard: The men in the industrial shops to which

they go are all apprentices, and consequent; -

they are under

instruction in the shops themselv-rs. Now, if this situation

was such that your men. instead of being apprentices in the

shops, would be employees, so that they would work, say, as

machinists and would be obliged to do work, not under

instruction, but would be obliged to turn out product, for

their employers, would that situation change your attitude

toward the college shop, and if so. in wh&: way

!

Deax" Schxetdee : As I understand your question it is this

:

If we could not make an arrangement whereby we could

govern the shop-work would that change our attitude toward

the college shop * In reply I would say that it would not

change it to any extent. "While I cannot say what the policy

of our faculty would be. I think that it would be to abolish

the college shop, anyhow.

Deax Shepard : Under the circumstances, I suppose that

the tendency in any industrial shop where students are likely

to be placed would be that the student's knowledge and

experience would be concentrated much upon the minor

features of the work. They would follow the regular line of

division of labor and specialization which obtains in all indus-

tries. We are all acquainted with the fact that when we

loy a machinist, he says. "I am a lathe man," or "'I am
a bench man: I am not an all-around machinist.'' And the

same sort of thing, it seems to me. would be true with the

students. That would be a defect fatal to an all-around

knowledge of shop processes. Suppose a student was in a

machine shop practically altogether: how would you be sure

that he received the necessary knowledge of the foundry and

blacksmith shop and pattern shop and other shops ?

Deax Schxeeoer : As I stated in the paper, all this work is

very carefully organized by us. The record of the stude^" to

work is kept by us. He is transferred from one department to

another on schedule time, scheduled by us. But we are not

autocratic in the matter, we are cooperative. We do it in

cooperation with shop superintendents, and they are sensible
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enough to know that this scheme is to the best advantage of the

young men involved. There isn't even a slight tendency to

keep a young man on a machine more than a certain length

of time. Furthermore, with this system of shop coordination,

a young man could, if necessary, stay in a lathe department,

on one lathe a whole year with a shop coordinator over him, and
he would keep on learning all year. With this system of co-

ordination, the students conclude that they have not been in

the shop long enough to learn all that they ought to learn.

Our shop coordinator had an apprenticeship before he went

to Cornell University. He worked all his summers while he

was at Cornell. After graduation he returned and earned

a master 's degree and then went into a shop and worked up to

shop superintendent. The man who coordinates in metallurgy

was a superintendent of blast furnaces and a college graduate,

of course. The man who coordinates in civil engineering was

chief engineer of a bridge company, and he had worked all

through the shop before he went into the bridge company's

office. These men are the most difficult to find, as you can

see. These coordination discussions are round-table dis-

cussions. All that the instructors do is to steer the discus-

sion. The question may be this :

'

' What kind of power plant

have you got at your shop?" "Well, I have never been to

the power plant. " " What in the world are you doing during

your noon hour? You have been there six months now."

Next time :

'

' What kind of heating system have you got ? '

'

It takes a young man less than about three months to learn

that his eyes have got to be on every detail of that shop,

including the floor. By the time the student has come to his

junior year, he is ready for his strictly technical subjects.

The best thing we get out of it all is the contact in competi-

tion with the man in overalls. The whole proposition is

based on two problems—a research problem at the top, the

elimination of waste in production, and a shop problem in

operation, the conservation of labor. I fail to see how a

man who has never worked intimately with labor, and in con-

tact with it, can ever attempt to solve the latter problem.
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Politicians and lawyers may talk about it, but the engineer

has got to meet it and solve it.

Professor W. S. Franklin : I am a teacher of physics in an

engineering school and I came to this Madison meeting chiefly

to hear Dean Schneider's paper.

Many engineering professors tend to become as distinctly

academic as the old-fashioned teacher of Greek and Latin.

For example, many a teacher of elementary mechanics sets

forth the unqualified generalization that
'

' the effect of a given

force is the same whether it act alone or in conjunction with

other forces," whereas every school boy knows that the effect

of two boys on thin ice may be absolutely different from the

sum of the effects of two boys singly

!

For fourteen years I have made it a practice to ask of the

best graduates in a certain course concerning their under-

standing of a certain highly elaborated theoretical course in

applied science; and everyone I have questioned without a

single exception has said in effect that he has gotten no

physical understanding or insight whatever from the course

—

and the course is called applied science! Maybe the course

is science in an unqualified sense, you think? No, it is be-

neath the contempt as science. It is nothing but technical

education become absurdly academic and bookish.

I believe that the best thing possible for technical education

is to have our students brought into touch with practical work

every alternate week under the constraint which goes with

the earning of wages.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard : I would like to ask Professor

Schneider a question. Many of us are located in universities

where shops are not available as in Cincinnati. We do not

think that we could give up every other week or every other

month, but we should have to use his suggestion of perhaps

eight months in the university and four months in the shop.

From conversation with Professor Schneider and what he has

just said, I infer that a very essential part of the work of the

shop coordinator is to talk to the students, when they get

back to the university, of the practical things they were up
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against, or ought to have been up against, in the shop. It

strikes me that if that shop coordinator has got to wait for

four months or a half a year before he can get hold of the

boys, he cannot ask them very much about what kind of floor

they had at their shops and why those kinds of floor are used.

Dean Schneider: "Why, of course he cannot. As I

explained, at Pittsburg the cooperative scheme will comprise

three months and nine months, with rotating sections so that

the shops are always fully manned. I am not familiar with

the details, but I know that the shop coordinator will meet the

students at night, in weekly evening classes, while they are

in the shop. "We are operating with the Union Pacific Rail-

road. Half of our students are out there now, and a student

coordinator is working with them at night. That is a very

simple solution.

Professor Diemer : I should like to call attention to one

point brought out by this paper. At Cincinnati a young man
spends alternate weeks for six months in the machine shop

proper of the Allis-Chalmers Company. He spends three

times this length of time in other mechanical departments of

the factory. If we allow 50 working hours per week for 50

working weeks we have a . total of 2,500 working hours in

machine shop or machine construction work. It is not fair

to compare machine shop practice taught in 2,500 hours with

machine shop practice taught in 150 hours, as it is ordinarily

done in mechanical and electrical engineering courses in

college. "When you consider the work that is accomplished in

150 hours in a great many of our college shops, it shows pretty

efficient machine-shop training. There are many schools

which cannot take up cooperative work in just this way. I

am not prepared to say that it is the only way in which it

can be done. The method has proved a success, but there is

no one best way of doing any one thing. Sometimes the best

way is found right at the start, but there are often other ways

of accomplishing the results. An approach to the cooperative

method should be made by every school. For instance, an

isolated school could establish centers of cooperation and send
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instructors to those centers, rather than to have students come
to the school. Another plan is the one which we are follow-

ing at Pennsylvania State College. We require, in addition

to the units required for graduation, six units in actual work
in vacation time. The work is not supervised at present, but

we are beginning to supervise it. In that way we shall make
a great improvement over the college vacation work previously

done by our students.

Dean Schneider: Generally speaking, the cooperative

apprentice gets as good work as any other machine hand in

the shop. We care nothing about the student's manual

dexterity. We are after the training of the man himself.

In our opinion, the big problem to-day is to train production

engineers. That is what we are training, production and

construction and operating engineers. It is safe to say that

there is hardly one case in twenty-five where a student

is working on an inferior machine. If he is, it is for a short

time only, because our coordinator takes care of this

matter. There seems to be an idea that the shop wants to

exploit the young man. This is a mistake. The shops are

honest with us, and we are honest with them in this system.

We have withdrawn our men from two small shops, because

the shops would not do what we thought was right. One of

those shops has failed in business since, and the other one has

several times requested to join in cooperation again on our

terms.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard: I shall try to answer Pro-

fessor Schneider's question regarding the location of the

engineering colleges of Cornell University at Ithaca when the

engineering industries are in New York. I believe that Sibley

College is in Ithaca because it is good for the boys to be in

the university atmosphere, the atmosphere of culture, the

atmosphere of hard work in all sorts of scientific and cultural

lines. Personally, I believe it is a good thing for the student

who wants to study mechanical engineering to go to Sibley

College, from that point of view. Now, if they can take to

Sibley College some cooperative scheme, such as was talked of
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this morning, then I believe it will be very much better forthe student to go to Ithaca for mechanical engineerinTratherthan for Sibley College to move to New York.
Dean Schneider: I agree with you perfectly
Proeessor W. E. Mora, I wish to ask which Hue or liuesthe civi engineers take up with the Union Pacific V Are theyon construction, maintenance or operation!
Dean Schneider: As I said, we are in the business of train-ng constructing and operating engiueer, lu Ciucinnat cur-mg heir eight mouths of cooperative work, thev are instructural iron work, fabricating companies, concrete companics etc The student goes from one to ano her, as p anTdaccording to the charts. Iu railroad work we always start a

fTthe d a

e

ee°?
m " "* *"*«" °f~^ ^ seTcfor he place where a man can get the best information and dothe hardest work. In going over this matter with the UnionPa iflc officials, we decided to put the men in the eonstrueZand operation departments. After investigation we setae dt«o places where the men should start. One set of men isemployed on track work in the Omaha yards. We selected theOmaha yards because in them is every kind of a track and

train ^ M *^ ^ °P"^g " «™ there such asam dspatching operation of all kinds of signal systems,
etc The luion Pacific Railway agreed to select the bestrack foremen they had and to put them in charge of our menOur professor of cml engineering is out there with theseyoung men, and they are now working during the day and
getting their course in railroad construction at night The
other men are about 150 miles west of Omaha, in what isknow as 'school gangs." These are special gangs that go
out on train wrecks, washouts, quick construction work and
are shifted back and forth in emergency work. Durin^ the
second summer these young men go out as foremen of track
gangs, and they handle small groups of men. The third
summer they go out as superintendents of small construction
The young fellows to-day are pounding ties and putting in
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frogs, or something of that sort, under a very efficient fore-

men, who explains the "why and wherefore." The Union
Pacific Railroad has an educational bureau and a large num-
ber of instructional books. The students study out of these

books during the summer, and at the end of this summer they

will have finished their university course in railroad con-

struction.

Dean Crouch : I would ask Professor Schneider if the

students get a high grade of work in the machine shops, or is

the work largely confined to the more elementary operations?

That is. are the manufacturing firms willing to put a young

apprentice on a large machine or to give him a high grade of

work, or do they count on the students keeping their eyes open

and absorbing information in that way ?

Pkofessor H. TVade Htbbard : I should like to inquire if it

is necessary, in order to secure the cooperation of the indus-

tries, that the student should start in with a definite under-

standing that he is to work through the whole course for the

same concern ?

Dean Schneider : No. not at all. In the case of companies

like the Cincinnati Milling and Machine Company and the

Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon Company, the man stays in one com-

pany as a rule. In the smaller companies he is transferred

from one to the other. TVe work out a combination course in

a number of factories. The small machine shop has no

foundry, and we arrange for foundry work in some Cincinnati

foundry. In civil engineering, the men work in structural

fabricating companies for a while, then they go to concrete

companies, and finally into construction work in Cincinnati.

These companies all agree to the arrangement and to our

charting plans.

Dean Richards : I would like to ask if skill is not essential.

and whether the time that is devoted to machine shop work is

not a little excessive to obtain the training they are after?

Dean Schneider : As I said, we care nothing about the

manual dexterity of the man. except that he must earn as
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much as any other man paid the same amount of wages in

that shop. I hesitate to go into a discussion of the charts.

They are the result of very careful conferences between shop

superintendents and men who have been through universities

and through a straight line of shop work up to superinten-

dents. You must give us credit for the use of the best sense

we have in the organization of those courses. "When I started

out on this work I insisted that the drawing-room work should

come in during the last year and the sales department during

the preceding year. My experience since has led me to the

conclusion that it is unwise to put the young man in either of

these departments. He will learn much more in the shop in

the cooperative course in five or six years.

Professor Hugo Diemer (by letter) : The cooperative plan,

as carried on in Cincinnati, has greatly interested me. Dur-

ing the last three years I have made four visits to various

shops in Cincinnati who employed students under the system.

On one of these trips I was accompanied by Dean Schneider

personally, and on another by a member of the faculty of the

University of Cincinnati. The other two trips of inspection

I made unaccompanied. In this way, I have been able to get

the impressions and opinions of all parties concerned. A
study of the success of the cooperative movement in Cincin-

nati requires consideration of a good many factors which have

contributed to making it what it is. Among these factors

are the experience and temperamental characteristics of the

men who have been identified with the movement as well as

certain conditions in the city and institution in which the

work was started and where it has proven such a success.

I have not asked Dean Schneider's permission to repeat for

publication some of the incidents related to me by manu-

facturers in Cincinnati nor have I had time to submit the

discussion to him for correction. With this frank state-

ment, I stand ready to correct any errors either of fact or of

judgment.

The University of Cincinnati is the result of the merging

together of a number of privately endowed distinct schools
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which have been drawn into this amalgamation from time to

time. The university is also a part of the public school

system of Cincinnati and supported by city taxation. A
number of manufacturers in Cincinnati and vicinity had been

giving considerable thought to industrial education because

for some thirty or forty years they have been asked to eon-

tribute to two educational institutions on whose governing

boards they have been more or less represented. These two

institutions were the '"Mechanics Institute/' which until

recently has been primarily a night school, giving instruction

principally in architectural and mechanical drawing, also

industrial design and elementary manual training, together

with courses in elementary mechanics, steam engines, elec-

tricity, etc. At a somewhat later date, an institution origin-

ally called ""The Technical School" which was a privately

endowed school, was opened in one of the permanent build-

ings of the Cincinnati Industrial Exposition. This was

primarily a manual training high school. Some seven or eight

years ago this school was absorbed by the University of Cin-

cinnati. The equipment was removed from the exposition

building and taken to a new building erected as shops for

the University of Cincinnati.

From the above outline, it will be seen that the University

of Cincinnati did not undertake this movement for the reason

that they were without shops. This is important since some

of the members who have heard Dean Schneider's paper, have

gotten the idea that one talking point in favor of the co-

operative plan is. that the college or university introducing it

could get along without shops. On the • contrary, however,

the fact of merely learning how to operate different machines

and tools is far less important in the opinions of the Cincin-

nati manufacturers than the developing of proper attitudes

of mind and habits of work, thought and behavior which are

brought about by the cooperative system.

Dean Schneider came to Cincinnati from Lehigh University

at Bethlehem. Pa. Lehigh University has for many years

maintained a successful mechanical engineering course with-
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out shops. In place of shop work, however, they have a

system of shop visits which entail considerably more work on

the part of the students than is required in most college

courses in shop work. In the Lehigh system of shop visits, the

student is required to make drawings of certain machines and

parts of machines in the shops which he visits, and a discus-

sion written in correct English giving a clear description of

certain things which he has seen. The student is accompanied

on these visits by a member of the teaching force who also

corrects his notes and discusses them with him afterwards. It

will readily be seen that a man who has had the benefit of

the Lehigh experience could not help but notice some of the

shortcomings of the manual training system of shop instruc-

tion in which the student merely makes certain shop exercises.

"We may even see that the "shop coordinator," as introduced

by Dean Schneider may have his prototype in the Lehigh

instructor who personally accompanied groups of students on

these trips of inspection.

Dean Schneider conceived the idea of the cooperative

system while still at Lehigh. He visited Pittsburg and con-

ferred with a number of people interested in manufacturing

in Pittsburg, laying before them the cooperative project.

"While the feasibility of the plan was acknowledged, there was

no one who gave it the substantial support based on the con-

viction of its strong desirability that was offered and given by

Mr. Manley, secretary of the Cincinnati branch of the National

Metal Trades Association, at a somewhat later date when Dean
Schneider had become identified with the civil engineering

department of the University of Cincinnati. Shortly after

coming to Cincinnati, Mr. Schneider laid his plan before Mr.

Manley, who at a little later date, invited Mr. Schneider to lay

his plan before the foremen's and superintendent's club of

the Cincinnati Metal Trades Association. This Mr. Schneider

did. The club referred the project to a committee for report

as to its feasibility. The committee met with Mr. Schneider

but reported unfavorably. Mr. Schneider then asked if there

was any objection to his endeavoring to have a trial made of
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the project with individual members of the It

was stated that : no objection whatever to this.

and the fact that Mr. Schneider was not discouraged by the

adverse report and apparently would not be downed. I am
told, operated considerably in favor of a trial being made of

the plan.

On account of the influence of the Cincinnati Milling

Machine Co.. and on account of their reputation as a well-

organized shop using up-to-date methods. Mr. Schneider was

particularly anxious to place sew lents with that com-

pany. Mr. Geier. the president of the Cincinnati Milling

Machine Company, while progressive in many ways, was

typical of a good many of the other mac-bine tool manufac-

turers in Cincinnati who possess a certain amount of German

conservatism which is responsible to a considerable extent for

the gradual growth and uniform stability of the various

machine tool companies in Cincinnati. In a way he was will-

ing to be shown that the scheme would work and yet he pre-

ferred to have Borne ether fellow try it first. He did not

want the time or energy of any of bis busy force used up in

trying the experiment in his own shop. Mr. Schneider saw

that Mr. Geier 's attitude was not exactly unfavorable to the

plan and conceived the id I getting one of the department

fcremen a: the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company who bad

received no specific orders against it. to take into his depart-

ment two students, each one working in the shop the alternate

week, attending the university the other week. Such an

an arrangement was made with the foreman. After it had

been running several months. Mr. Schneider was again discuss-

ing the plan with Mr. Geier and in support of his arguments,

cited the fact tbat two n-n were working quite successfully

under the plan in Mr. Geier 's own factory. This was news to

Mr. Geier. who immediately called in the shop superintendent

and the foreman of the department in question. The last-

named man gave conclusive evidence that the two men in ques-

tion were exceptionally desirable as employees and that if
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they were discharged, he would lose two of his best men. By
this time another aspect of the situation had dawned on Mr.

Geier and he has ever since been a staunch friend of the

scheme.

The machine tool builders represent an influential element

in the city of Cincinnati and from the standpoint of the uni-

versity authorities, any plan that could be put into effect

which would make this influential element so friendly to the

university that they would assist in providing, through city

taxation or private endowment, funds for the university, was

a praiseworthy project.

The peculiar situation in Cincinnati, it will be seen, made
it an exceptionally favorable field for the cooperative course

after the first prejudices were broken down by the skillful tac-

tics used by Dean Schneider.

In Cincinnati there has always existed among the manu-

facturers a kindly interest in the "Mechanics Institute" and

the "Technical School." At the same time, prior to the

introduction of the cooperative course, the attitude of most

manufacturers was distinctly that set forth by Mr. Taylor in

his paper delivered at Brooklyn last year before this society.

The reason that the students under the cooperative plan have

proven more satisfactory to the manufacturers than college

graduates in the past, is that they enter the shops at the same

time that they enter college. The college graduate has for

four years become saturated with traditional college stan-

dards of life. Writers on the history of education point out

that in the original structure of the mediaeval universities,

their charters conferred on the faculties exclusive civil and

police jurisdiction over all members of the university, faculty

and student body.

This tradition is largely responsible for the attitude of the

American college student, who claims the special favor of a

privileged standard of conduct. The student who enters the

shop at the same time that he enters college is subjected to an

entirely different atmosphere and discipline. He knows that

he must come to work at starting time every day; that he

27
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must work until quitting time : that a piece of work is either

good or spoiled. He learns from his shop experience at the

very beginning of his college career that half-way work and

half-way attendance won't do at all.

I believe that this disciplinary feature of the cooperative

course represents by far its greatest educational value. 8

far as the learning of details of operation is concerned. I see

no reason why it is any more necessary for a college student

to learn the rudiments of machine tool operation in a com-

mercial machine shop than it is for him to learn the rudiments

of steam engine operation in a commercial power plant. My
personal contact among shop foremen has been extensive

enough to prevent my glorifying the commercial methods of

any one shop as infinitely better than the methods of a college

shop. The average commercial shop foreman is extremely

prejudiced, narrow-minded and cock sure that his own method

of doing anything is absolutely the one right way. A great

proportion of shop foremen do not read even such technical

or trade journals as the American Machinist or Machinery,

although they will occasionally deign to glance at a copy

handed them from the drafting room and adversely criticise

a suggested idea.

I have in my entire experience thus far not found a single

man without a technical education who has ever read Fred

Taylor's work on "The Art of Cutting Metals.

"

!

Indeed. I

have found shop foremen most inclined to scoff at the very

work which Mr. Taylor has demonstrated makes for the most

economical shop production.

I wish also to call attention to the fact that in the coopera-

tive course as given at Cincinnati, each student spends 3.000

to 4.000 actual hours in the machine shop and from 5.000 to

6.000 hours at shop work in general. When we consider that

in the average mechanical engineering course, the student

.ids from 60 to 150 actual hours in the college machine

shop and from 200 to 400 hours as a maximum devoted to

shop work altogether, or in percentages, from one per cent.

to two per cent, of the time spent in the machine shop by the
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student taking the cooperative course in Cincinnati, we must

admit that it is simply absurd to draw comparisons on the

basis of skill as machine tool operators between the students

taking the average college course and students taking the

cooperative course.

I am convinced that more colleges will soon realize that they

must meet the demand for students trained to become indus-

trial engineers, that there are just as many and as good

openings in the manufacturing and producing end of our

industries, and for which our colleges should prepare, as

there are in the designing and selling end. I believe the

cooperative course is one way of meeting this demand. An-

other way will be by providing more and better instruction in

college shops. The work in the shops can and should be

experimental engineering to just as great an extent as the

work in heat engineering laboratories.

I think it will be a long time before many schools will be

willing to discard their shops even if they introduce the

cooperative course. In addition to the reason I have already

given, that shop foremen are prejudiced and the methods of

any one shop are not likely to be perfect, whereas the properly

organized college shop should have broad gage, well experi-

enced men in charge, there are other reasons for keeping up
the college shops.

Students in civil, electrical and chemical engineering, if

taking a cooperative course, will want their industrial experi-

ence in one of the industries directly connected with their

course. At the same time, they should obtain an all around

education covering the rudiments of shop work which they

would not get in the specialized industries in which they are

taking their cooperative industrial work.

In view of all of the above considerations, I believe that we

should welcome the introduction of cooperative work into

colleges. At the same time I believe in strengthening and

developing our shop course.

I do not agree with Dean Schneider that a cooperative

scheme whereby a student spends nine months in college and
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then three months in an industry will give anything like the

favorable results which he has secured by the alternative week

work in Cincinnati. My reason is that the disciplinary effect

of the continuous influence of the industrial atmosphere is

lost. By the time the college student comes to take his first

vacation period in the industry, he is already saturated with

traditional college notions as to his privileged mode of con-

duct. Even if he is given a place in the industries for three

months, he is not assimilated into the shops as is the boy that

is working on the alternate week system.

Professor B. B. Brackett (by letter) : That actual experi-

ence with cooperative students has proved that in five years of

eleven months each, only half time at the university, more

regular collegiate work is really done than in the usual course

of four years of nine months, full time, is one of the most

impressive statements in Dean Schneider's paper. This

means that in 2714 months his students are doing more work

than students in other courses accomplish in 36 months' time.

The marked difference here shown must be due very largely

to the greater interest of the cooperative students in their

work at the school. It has seemed to me that the chief advan-

tage of the cooperative system would be found in the earnest-

ness that it could develop in its students. As a rule the

student in the usual engineering course who has been in prac-

tical work before entering college realizes what he is in college

for, to a much greater extent than does the average student

who has not been in contact with real life. If all engineering

students could be persuaded or required to do practical work,

related to the courses they are pursuing, during the year

before entering college and during all the long vacations

before their graduation, much of the most substantial advan-

tage of the cooperative course could probably be secured with-

out any change in the time schedules of our standard courses

of to-day. Some very positive advantages of the suggested

method might be argued in comparison with the cooperative

system.
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Editorial in Engineering News, August 18, 1910: Out of

the mass of somewhat contradictory ideas of what constitutes

progress in engineering education, one proposition at least

stands out as universally accepted—that the theoretical

instruction must be supplemented by commercial practice and
industrial discipline before the wouldbe engineer can give

really satisfactory service to his employer. Moreover, it is

recognized that this proposition is not in conflict with another

accepted guiding principle—that the school is the place for

teaching only that which can be secured elsewhere or after-

wards with difficulty or not at all.

This desired alinement of theory and practice, this correc-

tion of college freedom with industrial discipline, this con-

tact with vigorous workmen as well as learned professors,

some believe is best obtained in large doses, or even all at once

immediately after graduation. We remember in this con-

nection, however, that the boys, who are older engineers now,

and who necessarily so postponed this supplemental training

were most unhappy for a period varying from a few months to

a couple of years, while the hardest of lessons were being

learned.

Local conditions and an incidental compromise of desirable

ends seem to dictate the duration of the apprentice periods.

Possibly the training comes with less hardship on the shops

and apprentices, if weekly periods are arranged. This, of

course, is practicable only in or near a large industrial center,

and naturally the farther the school is from such centers, the

longer the working period tends to become.

TVe have previously noted (Engineering News, July 18,

1907, p. 67; July 9, 1908, p. 37) how the problem was ap-

proached by the University of Cincinnati. One of the chief

factors contributing to the success of the Cincinnati plans, in

securing the ready cooperation of the factory managers, is

adherence to the idea that the apprentices must be made

profitable for the shop. In another part of this issue, the

later development of the Cincinnati courses are frankly dis-

cussed by Dean Schneider and it is at once evident that not
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only have the students profited but also there has been a

healthy reaction on the engineering college of the university.

Teachers, courses and methods have had to withstand the

severe scrutiny of practical men. Evidently the college

apprentices have been doing some foolish things in the shop

and the professors have been blamed for not successfully im-

planting fundamental governing principles. As one result,

an attempt has been made to tie together the separate courses

so that the inter-relations between one subject and another are

treated by some one closely identified with the related subject.

Also a new type of instructor has been introduced, "the

coordinator," whose duty is regularly to show the boys how
the practice follows the theory, and how certain systematic

methods of work are necessary for economy. Under their

guidance a fund of illustrative matter is being catalogued as

found in the daily work of the apprentices and directly used

in presenting mechanics, thermodynamics, machine design,

etc. The old nerve-racking examinations have been abolished

for the cooperative students and grading is now based on their

weekly performance reports.

We are surprised to learn that Dean Schneider has received,

from some of his prospective students and from his corre-

spondence with other teachers, the impression that a con-

siderable proportion of engineering graduates and professors

sanction excluding engineering students from contact with

workingmen. We can certify that many leaders of the engi-

neering profession and the most successful and broad-minded

teachers have repeatedly emphasized belief in the great good

that comes from first-hand knowledge of the world's common
work and daily contact with the workers. We must believe

that the successful and democratic engineers and teachers

have merely not felt the need of expressing further approval

of an accepted idea while Dean Schneider's mail has been

from men of smaller vision and limited usefulness. It is

particularly worthy of notice here, though it might have been

expected, that these apprentices have acquired a desire for

broader training, both in engineering and in "cultural"

subjects.
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It is manifest that there can be only one president, one gen-

eral manager and only one chief engineer for each important

concern while there must be scores of educated and trained

men willing to do much the same thing each day, thoroughly

and skillfully but quite unapplauded. The younger engi-

neering graduates chafe under such conditions and the unrest

in their minds may be traced to an impatience to rise. Per-

haps this is because our schools have tended more to emphasize

the end of education and the object of special training as "to

get on top" (for we have always been told that "there is

room at the top") rather than to "enjoy a useful life."

This view does not necessarily imply lack of ambition, for

substantial enduring advancement may be expected as the

result of quiet, concentrated attention to technical work in

hand with healthy relaxation at proper periods, fully as

much as the result of unremitting bustle and solicitation

—

assuming real technical ability in both cases. Our technical

courses have been pretty sharply criticized these last few

years, because they failed to impress on boys, during their

formative years, the need of clean living and clear thinking or

the benefits of habits of justice, ease and happiness in work,

or that high ideals may be held although not paraded for

public scrutiny. It would seem as though some scheme of

virile apprenticeship in weekly, monthly or even longer

periods should help greatly and perhaps even be essential in

quickly acquiring these few most desirable habits. Engineer-

ing teachers generally can no better prepare themselves to

approach the problem than by thoughtfully considering the

Cincinnati developments.
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Professor of Machine Design and Construction, Cornell University.

It must be evident to every thinking educator that onr edu-

cational methods of all kinds are likely to be changed or modi-

fied in the very near future. Just what these changes and

modifications are to be. and to what an extent they will affect

different branches of our system, does not now appear clear

;

but the primary and secondary branches of our educational

57s:em will certainly be much changed and without doubt

some readjustment must be made by the colleges and univer-

sities. The movement of which these prospective changes

form a part is not new. but is simply an extension of the pro-

:rs: against the idea that any one fixed kind of educational

curriculum is sufficient to prepare all manner of men for all

manner of duties. Just as our existing professional ooDegOB

were called into existence by a demand for educational facil-

ities which would prepare men more closely for the duties of

life on the higher levels, so there is to-day a crying demand for

the reorganization of the schools of lower grade in order that

all boys and girls may receive a training which shall fit them

more closely for the duties of life for which they are I s I

adapted. There has long been a feeling in many quarters

that the public schools failed not only in this respect, but

failed even to hold the great mass of boys and girls in school

* In response to an invitation extended by President Talbot. Professor

Kin":: si! '_:.; '.z-r ::- 1 tliiB ts-t7 as a contribution to the general dis-

rannim on the principles of technical and industrial education. Matters

of fhiq kind are most fundamental They bear elosely upon the central

idea of the S: sietj ~iieh is to study the essential features of the sub-

ject. Professor Kimball is especially well qualified to write upon the

apprentice, a designer . ; :~ier::. a

professor and the works manager of a large industrial plan:.

—

Kb.
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long enough to give them the rudiments of a decent education.

Many statistics have been compiled to show the truth of these

statements but perhaps none are more convincing than those

compiled by James F. Barker, principal of the Cleveland

Technical High School, from the schools of the city of Cleve-

land. He found that the number of children in the various

grades were as follows : First, 14,509 ; second, 9,992 ; third,

9,530; fourth, 8,780; fifth, 7,702; sixth, 6,179; seventh, 1,974
;

eighth, 3,154; high first, 1,903; high second, 1,426; high third,

930; high fourth, 740. It will be noted that out of 14,509

children in the first grade, only 6,179 reached the sixth grade.

Over half the children went out into the world with less than

a grammar grade training and that having little direct hear-

ing upon their life's work.

Perhaps in time the pressure from those who are to be pre-

pared for life would have brought about the desired changes.

But the movement has been greatly accelerated by the em-

ploying class, who, finding that changed industrial condi-

tions no longer make it possible to train men in the industries

by the old apprenticeship method, have thrown the burden

of the preparation of industrial workers upon the schools.

In the meantime, a great variety of private and public schools

have sprung up in an effort to supply the deficiencies of the

public school system. Many of these schools are the result of

an effort to remedy local conditions and the total result has

been a chaotic state of affairs. Now, while there is no doubt

that all these efforts were absolutely necessary and will be ex-

ceedingly helpful in the way of gaining experience, they cannot

be looked upon as other than temporary if we are to obtain the

best results. Experience has shown us that education and edu-

cational problems are communal matters which cannot be left

in the hands even of the parents, much less in the hands of

private parties who are simply financially interested. If in-

dustrial education is necessary it should be supplied by the

public school system and without doubt it will be so supplied

finally.

In the meantime we are facing a formative period, a period
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of readjustment, when pertinent questions are being asked

fay thinking men both in educational and industrial tinea

S me of these questions must be answered before we can hope

to bring order out of the present chaos ; and it may be tha:

shall have to do considerable experimenting before definite

- can be advanced. Among the many questions in-

volved in the movement, the following stand ont somewhat

above the others :

1. Have industrial educational methods as repress: ed

our higher professional schools been justified

2. To what extent Ban these methods be extended to the pri-

mary and secondary grades!

3. Shall the lower industrial schools be formed by remod-

eling our existing schools or shall they be organized sepa-

rately ?

The first question is not a new one. in fact it is an old bone

of contention. The opinions expressed regarding this point

are many and various, ranging all the way from the assertion

that training in a technical school is essential for the modern

engineer, to the flat contradiction that technical schools are

an absolute waste of money and a delusion and a snare gener-

ally. "While some of these extreme views are based on exper-

iences more or less limited they are. for the most part, spec-

ulative and not in keeping with what experience we have had.

Of the value and necessity of technical training, in a general

—
. tbe writer believes tbe :-:;:l: : "be : o.ntry are rrmly

convinced. It is trae that a good number of men of high

standing in the industrial world, some of them technical grad-

uates themselves, have severely arraigned technical education

;

and we are all only too well aware of the shortcomings of our

best technical schools. 11 would indeed be a curious thing if

they were perfect, for they would undou" : by then be the

only perfect organization where human attributes are a factor.

Fv.r-ber. '"-:: _ :::«: :b-> -:-v:.ler.:e of :bis eeiiraratively small

number of extreme critics, who undoubtedly do the technical

schools a world of good, mus: be so: the experience of many

thousands of manufacturers who. yearly, srr-i their sons and
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proteges to technical schools to prepare them for their life's

work in the industries. Surely they cannot all be foolish or

misguided and must have some good ground for such action.

Practically the only way of entering the field of law or medi-

cine is through the professional schools organized to teach

the subjects and the same is true of many other fields. To
deny the efficiency of technical education in general is simply

an admission of ignorance of the subject.

It by no means follows, however, that any school or college

can give all the training necessary for any position in the

industrial field and the greatest trouble with both critics and

advocates of this modern method of education is the failure

of one to appreciate the benefits of the system and of the

other to note its shortcomings. There are certain things the

schools can give, there are some things they cannot give.

There are certain things which the industrial worker can best

obtain in practice, there are some things he can best obtain

in organized schools. These things must be kept clearly in

mind in extending our system of technical education farther

down the line. It may help to clear up certain aspects of this

problem to study for a little the general characteristics re-

quired of men who successfully fill places in the industrial

field.

It must be recognized in the beginning that certain charac-

teristics which make for success, such as executive ability, are

inherited, and cannot be imparted or acquired though they

may be cultivated to a certain extent. Further many boys

and girls suffer from the influences of early environment to

such an extent that no school or educational method or even

contact with the world can ever eradicate the effects. This

reform can only come by slow steps and is sometimes the most

difficult problem which the educator has to confront. Aside,

however, from inherited ability, and from general and cul-

tural knowledge, the acquired accomplishments which success-

ful industrial workers must possess may be divided into three

kinds, namely, (a) manual skill, (&) scientific knowledge, (c)

manufacturing knowledge.
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The first is self-explanatory. The second refers to the

knowledge of the natural scientific laws, which may, in gen-

eral, be acquired from books, and which it is generally eon-

ceded may be very successfully taught in organized schools.

The third refers to the knowledge of shop processes, methods

of manufacturing and the finance and economics of produc-

tion. It is to be especially noticed that (a) and (c) are very

different in character. A workman may be very skillful at

certain operations, but be wholly uninformed regarding man-

ufacturing in general; conversely a high-grade designing en-

gineer may and must have a broad knowledge of many shop

methods and processes which he is utterly unable to perform.

The minimum amount of each of these three branches which

the successful industrial worker must possess varies with his

location in the industrial field, and the preparation which is

given him to enter the field at any point must take the com-

bination into account. These combinations may be shown

graphically, and Fig. 1* represents, approximately, the rela-

tive values of the three requirements at different parts of the

field, as applied, for the sake of being specific, to manufactur-

ing based on considerable scientific knowledge, as is the case

in electrical or steam turbine contraction. A similar ana";

applies however, to all professional education. In the dia-

gram, ABODE represents the field of manual skill; EDFG the

field of scientific knowledge, and GFHIJ the field of man-

ufacturing knowledge. If a horizontal be drawn across the

diagram the intercepts made by the lines bounding each field

may represent approximately the degree of attainment in that

field which the successful worker at this point must possess.

The entire diagram is to be taken as approximate and relative

only, as it is impossible, evidently, to lay down exact measures

for such diverse requirements as represented by the industrial

* The cuts for this article are furnished through the kindness of the

American Machinist. They were used in an artiele on "Trade Schools

and Apprenticeship Systems" by the writer. Considerable of the sub-

ject matter of this article is taken verbatim from the article in the

Machinist and reprinted with the consent of the editors.
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ML The toolmaker must possess a maximum of skill and be

well informed in shop processes. Again for the higher types

of engineers, manual skill, though highly desirable, is not so

important as scientific and manufacturing knowledge. The

designing electrical engineer, for example, must be well in-

formed regarding a hundred shop processes which he is un-

able to actually perform; while for the highest types of engi-

neers manual skill may be a minimum.

The position to which an industrial worker may attain is

coming more and more to depend on his store of scientific

knowledge. The scientific background which he obtains in

school is therefore a measure of the height to which he may
attain. This is not universally true, of course, as some men
continue to educate themselves in fundamentals after they

graduate, but the great majority build up their scientific at-

tainments after graduation only as high as the fundamentals

obtained in school will permit them. The total amount of

knowledge, scientific and practical, which the boy may acquire

in schools may be taken, without great error, as proportional

to the time spent in school.

If, therefore, the height of the diagram be proportional

also to the time spent in school, and, if it be conceded that

practically all the scientific background may well be acquired

in school, then the diagram will also indicate the length of

time the boy must stay in school to be logically fitted to take

a given position. For example, a boy leaving school at twenty-

two with a scientific training represented by BS may well be

expected to fill a position well up among engineers.

The amount of skill and manufacturing knowledge which

can be imparted in our schools as at present organized, is

small compared to the total time spent in school. And even

though manual training were begun at an early age the

lines AO and NO indicate the best we may do in these direc-

tions with our present school organization. Thus the afore-

said boy of twenty-two on leaving school would have manual

skill as represented by QR and manufacturing knowledge by

ST. The boy of sixteen whose scientific background would
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logically fit him to be a toolmaker would possess manual skill

as represented by A'W and manufacturing knowledge as

represented by XN' which are only a limited part of the

skill and practical knowledge required. It is to be especially

noted that the proportion of these fields which the boy may
acquire is increasingly greater the longer he stays in school.

The general truth of the foregoing is well authenticated by

statistics of our public schools and colleges.

Now most of the higher technical schools of all kinds started

out to train men so that they could be introduced into the

field at high levels as indicated at U and V, Fig. 1, and fill

places at those levels without further experience or prepara-

tion. This idea still lingers in the degrees which they con-

tinue to confer. Their awakening from this pleasant dream

was a rude one indeed and their attitude on this point did

much harm to the cause of technical education. The reasons

why these higher schools have failed to accomplish their full

purpose was their inability to give the graduating boy suffi-

cient training in the right and left hand fields of Fig. 1. As

a result they have had to recede from their first position,

which was analogous to that of trade schools of high grade,

and content themselves with turning out men well trained

in the fundamental sciences underlying the profession aimed

at, and with what manual skill and manufacturing knowledge

it is possible to impart in the time allowable and with the facili-

ties at hand. No doubt what measure of success the higher

professional schools have attained is due largely to the fact

that a scientific background is now a sine qua non for success

in most professions.

Manufacturers and business men generally, however, have

expected the colleges to confer miraculous powers on the

young men and the colleges themselves are perhaps more to

blame for this idea than they may suspect. Employers gen-

erally have failed to recognize the facts expressed in Fig.

1, and instead of making adequate preparation to give gradu-

ates an opportunity to obtain the necessary practical exper-

ience, have often expected them to immediately undertake
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operations the successful accomplishment of which depended

to a large extent on practical knowledge. Wherever the em-

ployer has a correct estimate of technical education and is

willing to contribute his proper share towards the young

man 's development, good results are obtained ; and this state-

ment is not based upon hearsay but upon actual experience

and observation. And herein lies the solution of the problem.

In order to make technical education most effective the em-

ployer must again shoulder a small part of the load imposed

by the old apprenticeship system and which he has thrown

off upon the shoulders of the school. The technical school

must frankly recognize its limitations on the practical side and

impress upon its graduates the fact that their preparation is

far from complete till these limitations have been removed by

actual experience.

So long as employers refuse to employ technical graduates

till some one else has rounded out their practical training,

just so long will misunderstanding and inefficiency be the

result.

Nor should the employers expect all graduates to be alike

in mental ability and personal habits. Graduates of technical

schools are very much like other young men in many respects

and four years are hardly enough to make the naturally care-

less more careful, or the thoughtless more thoughtful. But

all experience of fair-minded unbiased men goes to show that

the average technical graduate if given a chance, will easily

outstrip the average man who has not had such a training.

Several methods have been proposed for giving the grad-

uate the chance to acquire what he lacks of practical knowl-

edge. Mr. Taylor has proposed to have him drop out at

the end of his first year and spend one year in a shop. Aside

from the practical impossibility of this as a workable propos-

ition, the time proposed is the worst possible. If he should

drop out at all it should be at the end of his junior year, or

just after he has obtained his fundamentals and just before

he selects his specialty. The half-time system which is

strongly advocated in some quarters will be discussed
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later. The writer can, however, see no difficulty in bridging

over the gap between the technical school and successful prac-

tice if each and every employer will do his small share toward
giving the graduate a chance to acquire some practical train-

ing and cease to expect the school to supply him with full

fledged engineers and superintendents.

The ideas advanced above apply with even greater force

when we consider the lower portion of Fig. (1) and contem-

plate the possibility of training all grades of industrial work-

ers by school methods. In the lower part of the diagram the

proportion of practical training which can be given with our

schools as at present constructed, is much less than in the

upper portion. So much so is this true that to bring the

grammar and secondary grades anywhere near the require-

ments of the industrial workers means the creation of new
kinds of schools and redirecting our present ones. This field

is at present the battle ground of the advocates of several

different systems all aimed at bringing education in line with

practice. It may be useful to review these various move-

ments.

The old apprenticeship systems, taking the boy at the bot-

tom of the diagram, slowly worked him upward, the appren-

tice acquiring, largely by absorption (seldom by actual teach-

ing) the combination of the three elements which located him
in the field. It must be remembered that the distance to the

top was not then so great, as scientific knowledge and the eco-

nomics of manufacturing have grown tremendously during

the past twenty-five years; but even then the way was long

and toilsome. The passing of the old apprenticeship sys-

tem is not to be regretted, as it is hard to imagine a system

so uneconomic and in some respects so unfair as this system.

The writer, himself, served one of these " good old-fashioned

apprenticeships " under extremely favorable circumstances,

has also had the opportunity to observe many others, and can

therefore, speak from actual experience.

Changed methods of production, and the extension of the

principle of division of labor have rendered these old sys-

28
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terns obselete; and progressive manufacturers long ago real-

ized that the old apprenticeship methods were not only im-

possible under the new conditions, but that they were also

uneconomic. Many concerns in this country have, therefore,

within recent years introduced new forms of apprenticeship

systems which are worth more than a passing thought. They

are varied* in their character, ranging all the way from slight

modifications of the old system to high types of industrial

schools; and even a hasty description of any of these is be-

yond the scope of this article. It is to be especially noted,

however, that, in practically all of them, organized instruction

is provided at least on the practical side; that in many of

them, some provision is made for school instruction in the

related scientific branches of the art ; and that only in the few,

such as that at the Lynn Works of the General Electric Co.,

is organized instruction in all three elements of Fig. 1 im-

parted in a separate training school before the boy is trans-

planted to the shop proper. This last type of apprenticeship

system brings the boy into the industrial field partially

equipped at least, with all three of the required elements, in

exactly the same way it is proposed to bring him in under a

system of industrial schools. While, therefore, the old ap-

prenticeship system is dead the new systems are very much

alive and growing; the most highly developed rivalling good

industrial schools; and any discussion of industrial instruc-

tion must take account of this phase of the question.

Confining the discussion for the present, to the lower part

of the diagram, Fig. 1, what are the advantages and what the

disadvantages of training industrial workers entirely in the

factory ; and what the advantages and limitations of the pub-

lic industrial or trade school which is entirely independent of

the factory?

There can be no doubt that a well-organized apprenticeship

system presents many advantages. The boy may earn some-

* For a very masterly discussion of modern apprenticeship systems see

Bulletin No. 6 of 1908, United States Bureau of Education, by Carroll

D. Wright.
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thing while he is learning his trade ; and this is an all impor-

tant matter to many parents. So important is it that should

compulsory educational laws compel the attendance of boys in

industrial schools longer than at present, the state may be in

duty bound to assume, in some measure, the financial deficit

created by such action. He would possess no false ideas of his

value, which might be the case with boys partially trained in

industrial or trade schools and as students of technical schools

of higher order are likely to hold. And beyond all doubt the

major part of the necessary manufacturing knowledge, the

knowledge of shop methods, the knowledge of men, and the

thousand and one details of information that go to make up
the well-rounded-out worker can be acquired only in the

atmosphere of the art itself.

On the other hand the apprenticeship system as usually

organized is very wasteful of time, much of the boy's time

being applied to work which is more or less drudgery. This

is, of course, not economical either for the boy or the em-

ployer; and wise manufacturers now look after this point

carefully. The tendency of the shop atmosphere is to accent

the shop side, to the neglect of the academic side without

training in which no modern trade instruction can be consid-

ered effective. Carroll D. Wright as a result of a careful

survey of this field says: " The majority of the concerns hav-

ing an apprenticeship system fail to provide in their works

definite instruction in the related subjects of mathematics

and science. An investigation shows that they 'encourage'

boys to attend public evening schools, mechanics institutes,

and the Young Men's Christian Association classes. Careful

investigation shows that this encouragement lacks definite

results." Many of the industries are so narrow that even

with the best form of an apprenticeship system now in ex-

istence the outlook of the worker would be too narrow to meet

the specifications of modern ideas of citizenship. An apprentice-

ship system will, necessarily, be operated in the interest of the

employer and none but the best boys will be taken into the

shop. Many manufacturing concerns cannot afford the neces-
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sary facilities for instruction in the allied academic branches.

in there are some industries, like the shoe industry, in

which the work has been so minutely divided that apprentice

instruction is no longer possible to any appreciable degree.

And lastly there are" very few companies large and prosper-

ous enough to afford a training school of their own that would

give the required practical and academic training. These last

five items show clearly that even could the apprenticeship

system be fully developed many boys must, necessarily, be left

uncared for or their education must, necessarily, be defective

should we attempt to depend on apprenticeship systems alone.

And, what is still more important, the apprenticeship sys-

tems make no provision for the so-called "wasted years"

from the age of fourteen to sixteen which are so valuable for

industrial training, boys generally no: being wanted in the

trades much before sixteen yean of age.

Ilie industrial or trade s:u: :1 is economical of rime ana :an

_ : :':re im: r: i-iven ie^-ree of 112.mil skill in fiida-

mental operations in less time than is usually required in the

shop. It may be and should be open to all and each and every

student may be given the same drill in fundamental opera-

tions since the complications of the shop are not present to

interfere. The instruction even in the practical side may be

thoroughly systematized and not be haphazard as in the sb: p,

the work being illustrative in its character and the sequence

BDen that maximum efuuemy is attained over a wide range.

Tue leademfc training in the related aneneen can be given in

a school to perfection, and with definite assurance that e

and every boy receives men instruetion. The industrial

school cares for the boy or girl during the wasted years and if

properly conducted should help the boy or girl to choose a

trade more intelligently and place him. or her. in that trade

with no inconsiderable amount of preliminary trainin g.

On the other hand, the industrial or trade school cannot

••-;-';:"
a '-:;' -rimer m me manual side :: :us am or in a
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middle field of Fig. 1 but can never give the boy the full
training required in the field on either side. It is true that
there are a few trades so simple that trade schools may edu-
cate boys to a point where they are fit to take their places
almost at once in the ranks of finished workmen; but these
are rare, and in practically all cases the graduate of the trade
school must be adapted to a greater or less extent before he
is fully efficient in the shop. No doubt we have obtained
some false ideas on this point from the vast amount of litera-

ture which has been published regarding German industrial
schools. Much of this literature is very misleading. Mr. F.
A. Halsey in an article entitled* "Training Mechanics in
Germany" says as the result of his observation, "If trade
schools are a practical thing the fact remains to be proven,
instead of proof, based on supposed German experience, being
taken for granted. In so far as we are doing anything with
such schools we are blazing a new path. '

'

It would seem then, that neither apprenticeship systems nor
vocational schools as at present contemplated can success-
fully fill the requirements of the industrial field. If how-
ever, there were some way of taking advantage of the good
points of both, the question could be solved at least to some
extent. An effort to accomplish this end is found in the so-

called half-time and cooperative systems, under which the boy
obtains his practical instruction in the shop and his academic
training in the school, special arrangement being made be-
tween the manufacturers and the schools for this purpose.
Undoubtedly, the idea has many merits ; and when operated
within its natural limits and in a suitable environment will

produce good results. It is limited in its application, how-
ever, and cannot be considered a solution of the greater and
more general problem; there are many manufacturing dis-

tricts, on the one hand, which have not and cannot well have
the necessary school facilities to operate such a system; and
there are many schools so situated as to be unable to obtain
the necessary cooperation of manufacturing interests. It

* See American Machinist, October 27, 1910.
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has the further drawback of placing the school more or less

under the domination of private interests, thus leaving no

assurance that the training offered will continue to be as

broad as would be insisted on in schools entirely under public

control. It is almost self-evident that in any public school

system the school control must be paramount; and the inter-

ests of education and those of manufacturing are far from

being always harmonious.

In considering the advantages and limitations of these

co-operative courses, the general ideas conveyed in Fig. 1

must be kept in mind. If the school is for the purpose of

training mechanics, toolmakers, foremen, etc., the acquire-

ment of manual skill should be a prominent feature of the

shop work. If, however, the object be the training of men
for the higher levels of the engineering field the shop instruc-

tion should lay more stress on the finance of production and

the discussion of shop methods, and less on the acquirement

of manual skill. The writer appreciates very fully the value

of shop skill and the desirability of a long course of training

in actual shop-work both for their intrinsic value and for the

beneficial influence of the latter on the young man's outlook

toward shop men and shop methods. But in the highest

grades of technical schools in this country with curricula

containing little more than the bare fundamentals of the sci-

entific side of engineering necessary to give the graduate a

foothold in the field, the average graduating age is about

twenty-three. This is about as late in life as a young man
should be allowed to remain in college. The addition of a

long course of shop-work to this curricula can be accom-

plished only in one of two ways—namely, the lengthening of

the college course or the reduction of the scientific back-

ground, both of which are extremely undesirable. Such shop

training as is given must therefore lay stress on the finance

and methods of production rather than on manual skill which

is of secondary importance to this class of men. The funda-

mentals of the finance of manufacturing can be given in the

class room better than they can in the shop; and it is not
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necessary or possible for the young engineer to acquire a full
knowledge of shop processes by actually performing them.
Furthermore while the writer, as before stated, fully ap-

preciates the value of actual shop work, he does not believe
that a boy's attitude towards shop work can or should be
taken as a criterion of his value as a prospective engineer as
some advocates of the cooperative method would insist. The
fact that a boy is fond of shop work is just as often a siizn

that he is not fit to be more than a mechanic as it is a si?n
to the contrary. Xo less an authority than Carroll D. AVrisht
in discussing modern apprenticeship systems says: "In so

far as the apprenticeship system does not over-emphasize
academic instruction, and there is no evidence that it ever will.

it will offer great inducements to the boy who does not want
to study." All teachers in technical colleges are familiar
with the boy whose parents think him an embryo Edison or

Steinmetz because he is fond of tinkering at practical work:
and who cannot understand why he is found to be unfit for an
engineering course simply because he cannot understand
mathematics and physics. On the other hand, some of the

brightest and best engineering students of the many hundreds
who have passed under the writer's observation, and who
have made marked success in engineering, were not only

hopelessly unskillful with their hands, but had little liking

for actual constructive work. High mental development
along scientific lines does not necessarily coexist with manual
skill and shop leadership; and the high grade engineer must
possess the first though not necessarily the last two.

The problem which confronts industrial education for the

lower grades is, after all, exactly the same as that which con-

fronted the higher technical schools when they began, and
their experience is not only a valuable guide but also an in-

dication of what will most probably be the solution of the

problem.

If elementary schools are organized with the expectation of

supplying the industrial field with full fledged mechai.

draftsman, etc., nothing but disappointment awaits both man-
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ufacturer and teacher. If schools are formed, however, where

general fundamentals may be taught and if all employers and

manufacturers are willing to do their share of "adapting"

the boys and girls so trained, to the special requirements of

their business there is no doubt but what the problem can

be solved to a large extent.

Few manufacturers can have well developed apprentice-

ship systems like that of the General Electric Co., at Lynn,

but all can do considerable adapting if furnished with good

material. This material cannot be trained in the ordinary

school any more than embryo engineers can be trained in

classical colleges and the problem requires the redirecting of

our lower grade schools. Much thought and considerable

experimentation has already been put upon this interesting

and important work and such experimental schools as have

been organized, though not as yet forming anywhere a com-

plete system of schools, have indicated some of the possibili-

ties.* There seems to be no reason why elementary indtis-

trial schools cannot be organized almost anywhere in which

elementary manual training and industrial fundamentals of

surrounding industries may be taught, in addition to such

general education as is needed for intelligent citizenship.

Such schools should receive pupils not earlier than the thir-

teenth year and the course could be two years in length.

These schools should be followed by what have been named,

intermediate industrial schools which might carry the boys or

girls to the age of nineteen if it proved feasible to hold them

that long. The first two years in this school would be devoted

to the scientific and practical fundamentals which underlie a

group or groups of allied industries. The last years could

be more closely specialized and partake more of the nature

of trade school work. By such a system a natural sorting

process could be maintained and the pupil brought closer and

closer to the requirements of the industrial field. Such a

system would relieve the manufacturer of a part of the bur-

* See the "Factory School of Kochester," by G. M. Forbes; published

by the Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.
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den which at present is too heavy for many and at the same

time would not burden the public with so heavy an investment

as would be necessary for a complete system of trade schools.

Such a system of schools is shown graphically in Fig. 2.
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Here the requirements of the toolmaker, the most highly

skilled mechanic as indicated by the BY in Fig. 1 forms

the upper boundary of the diagram in Fig. 2. The lower

line C'E' in Fig. 2 is the same as CH, Fig. 1. The total height

of the diagram, Fig. 2, is six years instead of three years in

Fig. 1. The scientific background (TTX in Fig. 1 and WT
in Fig. 2) is the same in each case; but the amount of prac-

tical training which may be given in Fig. 2 as indicated by the

dotted lines brings the student very much closer in line with

the requirements of the field.

These intermediate schools would not prepare for higher

technical schools but for industrial life. The writer is well

aware that a strong sentiment prevails, particularly among
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school men. that all schools should lead to something higher

and be ''open at the top.'" "While he is heartily in sympathy

with the sentiment he can see no sense in keeping them open at

the top for those who cannot enter at the bottom of the school

next higher up. or who have no desire to enter. The present

system of elementary schools is very unjust, as far as the

great majority is concerned, for it fails to provide the train-

ing absolutely necessary to give most boys and girls a start

in life.

The great majority must work at industrial pursuits and

the parents of boys and girls may be trusted, in general, to

do the best for them educationally as far as their financial

means will permit. A few boys may be deflected through

these industrial schools, into the field, who should have had

greater advantages. For these the continuation school and

ning schools which must be established to supplement the

industrial schools discussed above, will afford the opportunity

to riae, if their ambition warrant it, and they will have the

ability and training to earn the money necessary for their

further development.

And just as the elementary schools must be redirected so

must be the high schools. This movement is already well

under way and we already have secondary schools whose

primary object is to fit for life and not for college. Just as

the university offers many roads to the world's work so in

time the high schools will offer many avenues outward, of

which that leading to the college will not be the most impor-

tant by any means. The character of these new high schools

will vary with location and environment and their scope will

range all the way from that of the existing classical high

school on one hand to the trade schools on the other, for these

latter really fall under the head of true secondary education.

Whether a single building will contain but one type of school

or several is purely a matter of local surroundings.*

*Mr. A. D. Dean, Chief of the Division of Trade Schools in the S:a:e

of New Yoak, has discussed this point in his book just issued and en-
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The greatest difficulty in the way of any system of in-

dustrial schools of the lower or secondary grades will, no

doubt, be the financing of them so that students may be held

in school long enough to receive some real benefit. It may be

that in the latter years at least, of trade school courses, stu-

dents will have to be given a chance to work on real produc-

tive work in order that they may earn as they learn. We
have good reason to believe that even this is possible.

It must also be kept in mind that there is not but one way
of accomplishing the desired result. The question is not,

can it be done this way or that way, but how can it best be

done. In many places half-time schools may be successfully

organized ; in many others peculiar local conditions will make

a trade school desirable ; but the general solution of the prob-

lem must be by means of industrial schools where such funda-

mentals are taught as will prepare boys and girls for the

industries of a large surrounding territory supplemented

and encouraged by the interested cooperation of every em-

ployer.

Such a remodelling of our primary and secondary grade

schools will, therefore, offer a series of openings into the in-

dustrial field by means of a system of technical schools run-

ning all the way from the eighth grade to the highest univer-

sity we possess. And these technical schools will not lead to

each other any more than the professional schools of any

one university lead to one another but will lead outward to

the world's work. The fundamental and general knowl-

edge which must always form the background of any school

system will be continuous and grow steadily from the first

grade to the highest general university courses.

And finally it must not be forgotten that the aim and end

of all education should be to train men to think, not only

with regard to their occupation in life, which may be very

narrow, but also with regard to the broader industrial prob-

titled "The Worker and the State." His discussion of the general

problem and his diagram of the particular point covered in this para-

graph will repay reading.
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lerns of the day which surround and intimately affect him,

and which at present he is often blindly seeking to solve.

The instruction which will help him to enlighten the indus-

trial worker regarding these problems lies almost entirely

without the three fields of Fig. 1, though it is closely inter-

woven with them. Training for manual skill and in shop

methods does not make a man an intelligent voter; no more

does the study of the higher sciences give the broadened out-

look and sympathetic view of his fellow man which belong

to the truly cultured man. This broader instruction which

makes for better citizenship can not be well imparted in any

shop school or apprenticeship system and if every worker is

to receive that proportion of such instruction which should

by right belong to him, it can come only through some form

of organized public instruction.

It is almost certain that these changes which are even now
on the way will affect the work of the technical colleges of the

higher grade. For one thing they should result in a better

definition of what the work of the higher technical schools

should be and what portion of the industrial field they

should logically be expected to prepare men for. The higher

technical schools are to-day preparing men for all manner

of callings who could receive ample preparation in schools

of lower grade and less costly equipment and in the prepar-

ation of the highest type of technically educated man they

are often greatly handicapped by the overabundant supply

of mediocre material.

The articulation of the technical college with these new

forms of high schools has yet to be worked out and the changes

discussed in the preceding paragraphs will have a large bear-

ing upon the resulting arrangement. The idea already pre-

vails in many quarters that the technical high school and it

alone should perforce lead to the technical college. Nothing

could be farther from the truth of the situation. "While the

preparation given in the technical high schools should not,

in the beginning at least, debar a boy from entering the tech-

nical college, the best preparation which he can obtain for the
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purpose must be found in the older form of high school. The
engineer of all grades is more and more being called upon to

solve problems of greater and greater economic significance

and must therefore be prepared to meet men of liberal educa-

tion upon an equal footing. His preparation before entering

the technical schools should therefore be as liberal as possible

for the closer the specialization the broader should be the

foundation on which it rests. A sound mathematical prepar-

ation he must have, but the remainder of his preparation

should be as broad as possible, giving liberal subjects the

preference over scientific studies which he can and will obtain

in ample time after entering college and in a much better

manner. All special training must be backed by general

Jcnouiedge. Specialization means a tapering off process in

preparation for life 's work and should be deferred as long as

possible while general and fundamental training should be

carried on as long as possible. The adjustment of entrance

requirements to these new conditions will require some

thought for it may not be so easy as it appears to decide what

studies may well be accepted for entrance to the higher school

without doing injustice to these new secondary schools on the

one hand and making sure on the other that the student has

the ynaturity of mind to pursue the more advanced work of

the technical college. It may be perfectly possible for a boy

to graduate from some forms of high school and not possess

this essential quality; but it by no means follows that the

entrance requirements as now laid down by the technical

schools are the only ones which will secure this mental

maturitv.
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CHARLES BENJAMIN DUDLEY.1

In the death of Charles B. Dudley app'i ed - aenee has lost one

of its greatest followers and leaders, and education—especially

technical education—one of its warmest advocates and most ac-

complished teachers. While to the world at large Dr. Dudley was

known perhaps chiefly as a chemist, those privileged to gain a

nearer view recognized in him, first and foremost, a tire.--^

searcher for the truth, and second, a teacher of extraordi:.

stamp. Endowed with keen powers of observation and analy^ -

patient, honest and orderly in his mental processes; devoid of

pride of opinion and of pedantry; graceful, lucid and charmingly

frank of speech ; a firm believer in young men and an ardent lover

of his fellows—there was blended in Dr. Dudley's make-".

quality of the teacher in his best estate. His audier. not

bounded by the school room, but wherever he appeared, in neigh-

borly intercourse or at formal gatherings, he found men willing

and eager to profit by his thoughtful and stimulating utterances.

But Dr. Dudley's choicest qualities were after all neither those of

the chemist nor of the teacher, but the attributes of true great

lay in the man himself. His countenance bore the blended stamp

of gentleness and rugged honesty. Men recognized intuitively the

simplicity and the fineness of his nature, and were held willingly

enthralled by the magnetic spell of his exquisite personal:" D
was said of Dr. Dudley that he had no acquaintances—only friends.

Those who knew him best would be the first to affirm the woncr

truth of that statement.

Honors could not fail to come to such a man in large numbers,

but he bore them easily and seemingly unconsciously. His delight

lay in the doing—not in the acclaim. His advice to others wa; I

let their work speak for itself, to waste no time and energy in

struggles for recognition. His own acts in this, as in all tbi:igc

tallied with his precepts. Xo attempt wfll be made within the

narrow limits of this space, to enumerate Dr. Dudley's distinctions,

- This ier::: —?.~ y: y;,:-- ": 7 r : :

:

_ : Hi:::urr. :: :::-
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nor to indicate even in bare outline his achievements in the field

of his manifold activities. These will be placed elsewhere on !

ing record.* Their chief features are, in fact, well-known to the

members of this society. It seems more fitting that this brief

memoir should be limited essentially to the inspiring lesson of Dr.

Dudley s life as student, as teacher., and as a rare type of noble

manhood.

Charles Benjamin Dudley was born at Oxford, X. Y., July 14,

1842, and died at his home in Altoona, Pa., December 21, 1909.

His early youth was given over largely to rugged labor in field

and shop, with such educational advantages as the village acad-

emy afforded. In 1S62. in response to President Lincoln's call for

three hundred thousand volunteers, young Dudley resolutely put

aside for the time his cherished ambition for a college training.

and promptly volunteered for service as a private in a Xew York

regiment. Though under age, he gained his fathers consent by

the plea that he mast follow the promptings of duty. Until in-

capacitated by a wound received September 19, 1864, at the battle of

Opequan Creek, which left him lamed for life, he bore the wearing

trials of army service in that spirit of cheery, dauntless fortitude

characteristic of his nature. His leisure hours in camp were de-

voted partly to the study of Latin.

The war ended, he set out in 1867—a crippled veteran of twenty-

five—on a longer and no less arduous, but to him gladsome st.

gle. in the attainment of his long deferred desire—the winning of

an education. With no financial aid save a hundred dollars given

him by his father, he made his way through Yale as a self-sup-

porting student, graduating in 1S71 with the degree of A.B. I n-

daunted by the fact that he was then twenty-nine years of age, but

determined to lay the foundations for his life-work broad and

deep, he tightened his girth and pressed forward pluckily on

another three-year stretch of hard work, study and self-denial

which at the end. in 1874, brought him the degree of Ph.D. from

his alma mater. During this period he served as night editor on

one of the Xew Haven papers. More mature in years and in the

experience of life tban his classmates at Yale, they held him in

* A memorial volume commemorative of Dr. Dudley ' life and life-

work is in preparation by the American Society for Testing Materials,

an organization in which Dr. Dudley held the presidency for many years

and at his death, and in whose activities be was the guiding spirit.
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affectionate regard as H Pater." a name which clung to him through

I if-:-. A~" :na It. I'ailej's ;l^.~s^i^"f ~. :ne writes : "luke" —
as

:f uatre value :: me than anv alter :f my :la-smaaes." An: titer:

Ihruah ftrty year; have rassea since — f w ere classmates unier

the elms :f Yak :J re is u::ae wh:m I remember '::e::er. bemuse

: the man" rr:u:t:rt:eh imtre-si _
r tttaliaies :i math- rharaeaer."

Again: a "VTe —ere prond of onr soldier classmate, wh* se-eined to

::i:.: : :.-'
; ^e lata-

--
iaiaaa V7 aa: ather name than ' Pater

'

Dudley. * When ' Pater ' entered a student's room in the old brick
.---

.;_: j.i s a emit, smi. laeerv ' Ihell: . f ek ...:-."-:.

ray of sunshine, and none received a gladder welcome. The basic

rock of his character was truth. No man in the class, in following

I aaer' Dudley, could go astrau Another writes: "The death

of no member could have sent a deeper gloom over the class than

hia. Que at" the ;klkest fellows I ever knew, but clean and pure,

and bent on getting all he could out of college life. His first and

highest aim was study; to this he subordinated all else. I would

place him in the class of which Abraham Lincoln is the type.'"

Al slase reunion in later years a toast was proposed, urst t our

marariei mem senna t: : ar a a :ii-.-". :rs. ana tank a t: " Pater ' kukev.

C r. leawkaa Yaie. Dr. Dudley found himself, at the age of thirty-

two, on tiie tines :f a pre in re life for which he had planned

aui labzreu s: assirauusly. After a service :f :ue vear as an

instructor in physics at the University of Pennsylvania, he was

selected by the Pennsylvania Baiiroad Company, on the recomnien-

datian af Dr. Caleman Sellers, to organize a new department of

chemistry, ami :ne :f a kiua t:r which na areaeaeua existed. lite

responsibility of proving the practical value of such a department

hu camuectku with a re.ilr : a a was left t: hint, lie ahre
- hiau-ek

hnt: this w ark with characteristic enthnsiasnt an 1 resaarcefui

As is naw knewr. t: the wh:le te-cluuical wirld. useful results were

imme-aiaaelv fartha amine, ant ht^e a uaiuaeb in iuareasiua

ever-i re a fenine naw fram the f auutaka-heai whack I'r. I'ualey

then PfftaWiahf I at Alcacna. His laboratory, the prototype of

many :f that _ 1 a - s . beaaaae in a large sense a training school for

: aat ckemisas ana metakurausts ana a bureau :f :nf:rntati:n :n

the mast genet as lines. I'r. I'ukey's counsel was sought by letter

md in person by men from all over the lani and from foreign

:: entries h: the :au:ers :t the h'-ann-m '" an.a kaa.ruaa ana t: tne

citizens of Altoona he was a veritable mine of information. He
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had so trained his memory that he could recall with apparent ease

and accuracy facts and events of the most diverse sort. He was

wont to say,
a The only thing, I think, that I am miserly or sparing

of is time—that I treasure." Yet he never grudged the time and

effort necessary to satisfy legitimate questions. The most ap-

proachable and democratic of men, people of every station came to

him for advice and inspiration, and of what he had, he gave with

open hand.

Xext to men, Dr. Dudley was a lover of books. Actively identi-

fied with every progressive movement in the community in which

he lived, and especially in those having an educational bearing, the

Altoona Mechanics' Library was his particular pride and delight.

During the thirty years in which he was its leading spirit, its

growth in membership, as well as books, increased fifteen fold.

At his death this library contained nearly fifty thousand books and

a membership of nearly fifteen hundred.

Dr. Dudley's greatest work—epitomizing as it did the results of

the researches and observations of himself and others—was the

preparation and constant revision of what came to be known as

" standard specifications," governing the purchase of materials on

a basis of definiteness and fairness to manufacturer and consumer

alike. In framing these specifications Dr. Dudley recognized both

the justice and the wisdom of frequent conferences with manu-

facturers. K opinions clashed, he demanded proof, which he was

no less ready to adduce himself. His attitude was always marked

by fairness and moderation, but when convinced that he was right,

nothing could swerve him.

While space forbids mention of Dr. Dudley's activities in the

many scientific and technical societies with which he was con-

nected, an exception must be made of one. During the later years

of his life his interests of this kind were centered chiefly in the

American Society for Testing Materials, to its lasting benefit. He
held the highest office in that society from 1902 until his death.

In its activities, especially those relating to the standardization of

specifications, he could not fail to perceive the fruition of that for

which he, more than anyone else, had planted the seeds many

years before. His presidential addresses before that body are

destined to become classics. As a presiding officer he had no su-

perior. His breadth of knowledge, his versatility, his grace, wit

and pervadng kindliness of look and manner, fairly illumined the

29
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sessions at which he presided. The members revered and loved

him. They were proud of his leadership,, and rejoiced at his unani-

mous election in 1909 to the presidency of the International As-

sociation, whose next congress is to be convened in this country

in 1912.

As a man, Dr. Dudley was an unfailing optimist, but never a

dreamer. He believed in doing the best, under all circumstances,

with the means at hand. The greatest word in the English lan-

guage, he sometimes declared, is
u manage." With him work was

a passion; idleness and self-indulgence an abomination. ''It's

work done overtime that counts!" was his cheery way of putting

it. He delighted to help men, especially young men, to help them-

selves. He said he fairly envied ycung men just ready to
u go on."

He tried above all else to instil in them the spirit of moderation

and self-sacrifice.

In his contact with men his penetrating eye did not fail to per-

ceive the dross, but he searched always for the gold, and aimed to

bring that to the surface. He bent men to his will, neither by force

nor artifices, but by appealing straight to their reason and their

innate sense of justice. At his promptings men won victories over

themselves which they could hardly have achieved without that

subtle aid. Fearless and plain-spoken, when occasion demanded,

he was preeminently a pacificator. In an argument, his keen sense

of humor and aptness of illustration by homely anecedote—per-

haps from his own experience—charmed and often won his op-

ponents. He saw in all men the human and the immortal rather

than distinctions of birth and station. " Esse quam videri

"

—to

be rather than to seem—was among his favorite maxims, and none,

indeed, was better suited to himself.

Just as Charles B. Dudley, the man, loomed even greater than

Dr. Dudley, the chemist or the teacher, so it was fitting that to the

former there should come in time the rarest of all earthly prizes,

which lent to the sunset of his life a glow beautiful to behold.

How fondly memory recalls the radiant smile, the tenderness of

look and voice, the artless simplicity, with which he confided to the

writer, the secret of the great good fortune that had at last been

vouchsafed him. In that, as in the lesser things that came to him,

he seemed possessed, after the manner of the truly worthy, by an

overwhelming sense of his own unworthiness.
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